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Formal Case No.

APPLICATION OF
POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Potomac Electric Power Company ("Pepco" or "the Company"), pursuant to Section 34-

901 of the District of Columbia Official Code and Rules 101,104, 200-207 and 211 of the Rules

of Practice and Procedure of the District of Columbia Public Service Commission, 15 D.C.M.R.

§§ 101,104, 200-207 and 211 (1998), hereby respectfully requests authority for an increase in its

electric distribution rates for service in the District of Columbia of $42,101,000. This translates

to a 5.27% increase in a typical residential customer’s bill.

In support of this Application, Pepco respectfully shows as follows:

I. The Applicant

Pepco is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Pepco Holdings, Inc. ("PHI") and is a District of

Columbia and Virginia corporation having its principal place of business at 701 Ninth Street,

N.W., Washington, D.C. 20068. Pepco is also licensed to do business in the State of Maryland

and in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Pepco provides retail electric distribution service in



the District of Columbia as well as major portions of the surrounding Maryland suburbs in

Montgomery County, and Prince George’s County.

Pepco is subject to regulation by the Public Service Commission of the District of

Columbia ("Commission") with respect to its public utility operations within the District of

Columbia pursuant to the District of Columbia Public Utilities Act, as amended, D.C. Official

Code §§ 34-101 etseq.

II. Service

All correspondence and communications concerning this Application should be sent to

the following persons at the addresses specified:

Kirk J. Emge, Senior Vice President
and General Counsel

Deborah M. Royster, Deputy General Counsel
Marc K. Battle, Assistant General Counsel
Potomac Electric Power Company
701 Ninth Street, N.W., 10th Floor
Washington, DC 20068
kjemge@pepcoholdings.com
dmroyster@pepcoholdings.com
rnkbattle@pepcoholdings.com

Grace Soderberg, Esq. Manager - Regulatory Affairs, Washington DC
Potomac Electric Power Company
701 Ninth Street, N.W., Room 9004
Washington, DC 20068
gdsoderberg@pepcoholdings.com

III. Need for a Rate Increase

Pepco requires an increase in its rates for providing electric distribution services to its

customers in the District of Columbia in order to afford it the opportunity to cover its expenses

of providing service and to earn a fair return on its investor-supplied capital. Based on a test

year ending September 30, 2011, Pepco is requesting a $42,101,000 increase in its District of

Columbia distribution rates. This increase translates to a 5.27% increase for a typical residential
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customer who uses 750 kWh per month. The Company is also asking for an increase in the

authorized rate of return on equity ("ROE") from 9.625% to 10.75%. At current rates, Pepco’s

return on equity is just 6.46%, which is far short of the current 10.50% to 11.25% estimated cost

of equity capital.1

As explained by Company Witness McGowan, the Company has proposed an overall rate

of return ("ROW’) of 8.64%, increased from the 8.01% authorized in the last rate case. Pepco is

seeking an increase in distribution rates because its revenue growth has not kept pace with the

growth in operating costs and rate base. Notwithstanding the Company’s efforts to contain costs,

this disparity will only increase as Pepco continues its efforts to improve the reliability of the

distribution system.

In preparing its Application, Pepco has followed Commission rate making precedent,

including a number of adjustments generally identified in the testimony of Company Witness

Hook, and discussed in greater detail by other witnesses. The Company will also discuss several

ratemaking mechanisms in use by state utility commissions around the country, the purpose of

which is to address the problem of"regulatory lag." As identified in Part IV below, Pepco views

it as critical that the Commission address the problem of the regulatory lag that has consistently

resulted in denying the Company the opportunity to earn its Commission-authorized rate of

return. In Part V below, Pepco identifies two regulatory lag mitigation mechanisms needed to

allow Pepco the opportunity to earn its authorized rate of return, and these mechanisms are

explained further in the testimony of Company Witness Lowry.

The Direct Testimony of Company Witness Hevert demonstrates that 10.75% represents a reasonable estimate of
the cost of equity capital.



PHI, the parent company of Pepco, has sold its wholesale generation business and is

winding down its retail gas and electric supply business. PHI, together with its subsidiary,

Pepco, and its other utility subsidiaries, is now fundamentally a transmission and distribution

company. Pepco’s aging infrastructure requires replacement and repair in order to continue to

supply safe and reliable service, as is the case with infrastructure across the country, such as

other electric and gas distribution facilities, water systems, and federal, state, and local roads and

bridges. Moreover, new technology is becoming available that will enable the Company to

provide more reliable service in a cost-effective manner. However, in order to improve its

infrastructure and implement cost-effective distribution technologies, the Company must make

substantial investment in its utility plant and must have the opportunity to recover its costs.

IV. Regulatory La~

The inability of a regulated utility to earn its authorized rate of return due to the differing

conditions in the test period, as compared to the rate effective period, is commonly referred to as

"regulatory lag." The amount of the shortfall in actual revenues due to regulatory lag can be

calculated by comparing revenues obtained during the rate effective period to the revenues that

the Company would have received during the rate effective period at the authorized rate of

return. Other contributors to regulatory lag include the extended period required to conduct a

base rate case and receive a final order, and the length of time between base rate cases.

Pepco has experienced the effects of regulatory lag following its most recent rate cases,

and the problem is becoming particularly acute due to the Company’s rising operating costs and

capital investment. For example, in Case No. 1076, the Commission approved a rate of return on

equity of 9.625% based on the test period presented in that case.2 In fact, as demonstrated in

20rderNo. 15710.



Company Witness Hook’s testimony, on an adjusted basis for the six months actual, six months

projected period ending September 30, 2011, the Company will realize a rate of return of only

6.53%, which translates to a return on equity of only 6.46%. Company Witness Hook will

provide evidence that the Company is currently and will continue to experience exceptional

levels of regulatory lag during the rate-effective period.

This lag arises because Pepco’s rate base and operating costs are growing more rapidly

than the growth in revenue, and are expected to continue to do so as the Company replaces aging

infrastructure, enhances reliability of the distribution system, and provides for growth in the

number of customers. Regulatory lag can impair the ability of a utility to provide safe and

reliable service at a reasonable cost.

V. Mitigation of Regulatory Lag

In accordance with the provisions of §34-1101 of the Code of The District of Columbia,

Pepco is required to charge rates that are "reasonable, just and non-discriminatory." While

regulation does not guarantee an electric utility will achieve its projected revenues, it must

provide a reasonable opportunity to earn a rate of return sufficient to maintain the utility’s

financial integrity, to attract necessary capital at reasonable cost and to compensate investors

fairly for the risk they have assumed, while protecting relevant public interests) The District of

Columbia Court of Appeals has long recognized that realistic ratemaking must take into account

the lengthening delays occasioned by the regulatory processes, while recognizing the need for

preserving an appropriate balance between investor and consumer interests.4 However, the

Company has not had an opportunity to earn its authorized return in the current economic and

3 Potomac Electric Power Company v. Public Service Commission, 380 A.2d 126 at 132 (1977) (Holding that rate
order was unjust and unreasonable since it deprived utility of opportunity to earn a fair rate of retum).

4 Id. at 137.
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regulatory environment due to regulatory lag. To address the problem of regulatory lag, Pepco is

proposing a reliability investment recovery mechanism ("RIM"). The Company is also seeking a

prospective Commission rule change that will allow the use of fully forecasted test periods in

future rate cases.

The RIM is a capital expenditure ("CAPEX") recovery mechanism that targets

incremental capital costs resulting from Pepco’s reliability improvement plan. The investments

subject to cost recovery through the RIM would replace aging distribution facilities and/or

improve reliability in the District. The CAPEX addressed by the RIM would occur after the test

year and is not included in the rate base the Company is proposing in another part of this

proceeding. Costs of new connections are excluded and none of the investments generate new

revenue. Filings would be made annually that predict, with month to month itemization, the

accumulating annual cost of RIM investments in the upcoming year and make certain

adjustments for the operation of the RIM in prior years. The cost would be recovered via a rate

rider featuring a non-bypassable charge that is specifically designed for each rate schedule.

The RIM proposed by Pepco addresses the issue of regulatory lag without guaranteeing

Pepco a specifiedrate of return. Pepco would continue to be at risk for managing its operating

and maintenance costs, its costs of debt and equity, and its investment in areas other than those

which can be clearly demonstrated to benefit customers generally but which do not increase

revenues. However, adoption of these proposals might serve to reduce the Company’s need to

file at shortened intervals future rate base proceedings, and so lessen the burden on the

Commission, Pepco and other parties. In addition, customers would see lower costs from less

frequent base rate cases, without a reduction in the Commission’s ability to exercise its

regulatory oversight. Indeed, under the RIM, Pepco would file its proposed reliability
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investments with the Commission on an annual basis, and the Commission would have the

opportunity to review and approve Pepco’s updated investment plan for the upcoming year.

The District of Columbia Court of Appeals has noted that "the readily recognized

problem of regulatory lag has been considered by the Commission in earlier cases as a factor to

be dealt with in calculating the rate of return, and as one to be allocated equitably to consumers

as well as investors.’’5 It is imperative that these factors be considered in this case if the

Company is to be given a fair opportunity to earn its authorized return.

VI. Maintaining, Pepco’s Financial Strength

As will be discussed by Company Witnesses Kamerick, Cannell, Hevert and McGowan,

maintaining investment grade credit ratings is vital to the financial health of Pepco and critical to

its ability to access capital markets for financing essential capital projects on reasonable terms.

Consequently, Pepco’s customers and its investors benefit from a financially strong utility. If

Pepco is unable to cam its authorized rate of return, the Company will not cover its costs and

may be subject to negative credit rating actions. Over the long run, a company that is viewed as

more risky will (1) pay more for capital, increasing its cost of capital, and (2) during constrained

financial markets, have greater challenges accessing needed funds. In such a situation, Pepco

would face increased debt and equity costs and customers would have to pay higher rates to fund

those costs. The rate increase and the rate mechanisms Pepco seeks in this case are important to

enable the Company to maintain, and even strengthen, its investment grade ratings on its

securities and to compete for capital under all capital market conditions. While financial

strength has always been important to utilities, it is even more so now, as was demonstrated

5/d.
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during the recent economic crisis in credit markets. Financial strength ultimately benefits

customers by enabling the Company to attract capital on reasonable terms.

VII. Compliance with Commission Rules and Directives

Section 104.1(g) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure requires that the

Applicant indicate whether the proceeding should be considered a "rate case" or an "other

investigation" for purposes of Section 34-912 of the District of Columbia Official Code. This

proceeding should be considered a "rate case" for purposes of that Code Section.

Statements setting forth the requirements of Rules 200.1 - 200.3, 200.5 and 200.8 -

200.11 are contained in Appendix A. Pursuant to Rule 200.10, unless otherwise ordered by the

Commission, Pepco will submit the information required by Rules 201-207 and 211 within 21

days after the filing of this Application.

Pursuant to Section 34-912(a)(9)(A) of the District of Columbia Official Code, Appendix

B provides a statement of costs anticipated to be incurred in this proceeding.

This Application and supporting testimony and exhibits are in full compliance with each

of the Commission’s filing requirements and precedential directives. However, in the event the

Commission determines that Pepco has failed to conform in any respect to the filing

requirements of its Rules or Orders, Pepco respectfully requests, pursuant to Rules 146.1 and

200.11, a waiver of such filing requirements. Alternatively, Pepco respectfully requests a

reasonable opportunity to supplement this Application with the required, responsive information.

VIII. Procedural Schedule

Pepco respectfully requests that a decision on the merits of the Company’s rate increase

and other proposals be rendered within 270 days, or nine months, from the submission of this

Application. The length of time that passes before a final decision on the adequacy of current



rates is an important issue for the Company and other stakeholders. The requested nine-month

time frame is consistent with past Commission rulings and its announced policy. See Formal

Case No. 929, Order No. 10295 (1993) ("It is the general policy of this Commission to make

every reasonable effort to decide all base rate proceedings within nine months of the filing of the

application commencing the case"); Formal Case No. 905, Order No. 9742, 12 D.C.P.S.C. 353

(1991)(same). Appendix C sets forth a proposed schedule that is consistent with this policy.

IX. Conclusion

WHEREFORE, Pepco urges that the Commission approve the increase in retail

distribution rates and charges requested in this Application, find the appended revised rate

schedules for retail distribution service to be just and reasonable, and permit the rate schedules to

become effective at the earliest possible time.

Respectfully submitted,

POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Kirk J. Emge, D.C. Bar No. 420581
Deborah M. Royster, D.C. Bar No. 359087

701 Ninth Street, N.W.
10th Floor
Washington, D.C. 20068
(202) 872-2890

Counsel for Potomac Electric Power Company

Washington, D.C.
July 8, 2011

By:~~ ~.~....
(,Kirk. Emge-.,,�~      ~

Seniov’Vice President &
General Counsel



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing Application of Potomac Electric Power
Company has been served by hand this 8th day of July, 2011, on:

Sandra Mattavous-Frye
Acting People’s Counsel
Office of the People’s Counsel
1133 15th Street, N.W.
Suite 500
Washington, D.C. 20005
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APPENDIX A

FILING REQUIREMENTS FOR RATE CHANGES
(15 D.C.M.R. § 200)

200.1 All rate change applications, other than tariff filings not affecting existing rates,
shall include the following information:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(g)

(h)

A statement of a historical test year and the basis for choosing this test
year;
See Prefiled Direct Testimony of Company Witness Hook, PEPCO (F),
pp.2-3

A statement of a proposed test year and the basis for choosing this test
year;
See PEPCO (F), pp.2-3

A description of the nature and basis of the changes proposed;
See Prefiled Direct Testimony of Company Witness Janocha, PEPCO (L)

A listing of the tariff pages affected by the changes proposed;
See PEPCO (L)-2

A listing of the existing rates and proposed rates for each service for
which changes are being proposed;
See PEPCO (L)-2

A full statement and description of any new or revised tariff rules and
regulations;
See PEPCO (L)

A statement listing the jurisdictional operating revenues of the utility for
the historical test year and the proposed test year;
See PEPCO (F)-3, p. 1 of 48 and PEPCO (F)-I, p. 1 of 48, respectively.

A listing of the total number of jurisdictional customers or accounts served
for the historical test year and the proposed test year;

Historical test year (at 3/31/11) - 254,664
Prop. test year(budget at 9/30/11)- 260,450



(i) A calculation of the number of jurisdictional customers or accounts in
each customer classification whose bills will be affected or a calculation
of the average effect of the proposed change on jurisdictional customers in
each customer classification based upon data for the historical test year
and the proposed test year; and
See PEPCO (L)-I

A calculation of the total proposed revenue change in dollars, by customer
classification, projected on an annual basis.
See PEPCO (L)-I

200.2

200.3

Whenever, in a rate change application, a party proposes to change the ratemaking
principles adopted in its most recent rate case, the party shall also file with its §
200.1 filing a statement describing each proposed change in the ratemaking
principles adopted by the Commission in the applicant’s last general rate
proceeding, showing the effect of each such change upon the applicant’s request if
no such changes were made.
See prefiled Direct Testimony of Company Witnesses Kamerick, PEPCO (A),
Lowry, PEPCO (B), and Janocha, PEPCO (L)

Any rate change application that proposes to increase a utility’s jurisdictional
operating revenues by more than one percent (1%) when projected on an annual
basis shall include, in addition to the statements required by §§ 200.1 and 200.2
and §§ 201 through 213, the following information:

(a) A statement showing the utility’s calculation of the jurisdictional rate of
return earned or to be earned in the historical test year and the proposed
test year;
See PEPCO (F)-3, p.1 of 48 and PEPCO (F)-I, p. 1 of 48, respectively.

(b) The anticipated jurisdictional rate of return to be earned when proposed
rate changes become effective;
See PEPCO (F)-I, p.1 of 48

(c) The jurisdictional rate base(s) used in the rate of return calculation
supported, if available, by summaries of original cost or other factors used
in its determination;
See PEPCO (F)-I, p.1 of 48

(d) A summary, on a functional basis, of the book value (actual or projected)
of the utility’s jurisdictional property at the close of the historical test year
and the proposed test year;
See PEPCO (K)-I, p.5



(e) A statement showing the amount of depreciation reserve, at the close of
the historical test year and the proposed test year, applicable to the
property summarized in paragraph (d);
See PEPCO (K)-I, p.8

(0 A statement of jurisdictional operating income, setting forth the operating
revenues and expenses by accounts, for the historical test year and the
proposed test year;
See PEPCO (K)-I, p.23

(g) A brief description of and basis for any major change affecting the utility’s
operating or financial condition during the proposed test year, known as of
the date of transmittal of the application, and any major change during the
rate effective period as follows:

(1) Known and measurable as of the date of transmittal of the
application; or

(2) Known and which can be approximated with reasonable accuracy
as of the date of transmittal of the application.

For purposes of this section, "a major change" means one which materially
alters the utility’s operating or financial condition from that reflected in
paragraphs (a) through (f); and
Not applicable

(h) The most recent historic balance sheet available as of the date of filing.
See PEPCO (F)-5

200.5 When a utility submits forecasted data as part of its proposed test year data, the
utility’s filing shall include, in addition to the information and data required by §§
200.1 through 200.3 and §§ 201 through 213, as applicable, the following
information:

(a) The basis for including forecasted data in the test year;
See Prefiled Direct Testimony of Company Witness Hook, PEPCO (F),
p.3

(b) Key assumptions which underlie the projected jurisdictional ratemaking
data for the proposed test year, including but not limited to, the following:

(1)
(2)
(3)

Operating Revenues;
Construction Program;
Operating Expenses:
(A) Fuel and interchange costs, if appropriate; and
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200.8

200.9

200.10

200.11

(B) Operating and maintenance expenses (excluding those
expenses under § 200.5(a);
See Prefiled Direct Testimony of Company Witness Hook,
PEPCO (F), pp.4-5

(c) Description of the procedures employed in the preparation of the projected
data for the proposed test year; and
See Prefiled Direct Testimony of Company Witness Hook, PEPCO (F),
p.5

(d) Analyses of changes in jurisdictional rate base, jurisdictional expenses and
jurisdictional operating income between the historical test year and the
proposed test year.
See PEPCO (F)-4

When a utility’s historical test year and proposed test year are the same, the utility
shall submit a single set of data.
Not applicable

If pro forma changes are included in a utility’s proposed test year filing, data in
that filing shall be provided for the proposed test year on an actual as well as a pro
forma basis.
See PEPC0 (F)-I, (F)-3

In cases governed by §200.3, the information specified in §§201 through 213 shall be
supplied within twenty-one (21) days after the filing of the application, unless
otherwise ordered by the Commission, but shall not be regarded as part of the
evidentiary record unless admitted into evidence.
(To be Provided)

Any request for waiver of the filing requirement in this section shall be submitted at
the time of the filing of the application for a rate change. If the request for waiver is
denied, the utility shall have twenty-one (21) days after the issuance of the denial by
the Commission within which to supply the information.
(Application, Section VII)
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Appendix B

Statement of Estimated Costs to be Incurred

Court Reporter and other Miscellaneous Expenses

Outside Consultants
Dr. Mark N. Lowry
Ms. Julie Cannell
Mr. Robert B. Hevert
Leftwich & Ludaway

$100,000.00
$ 65,O00.00
$ 93,000.00
$100,000.00

Total Pepco Expenses

Public Service Commission Assessment

Office of People’s Counsel Assessment

Total Projected Costs

$10,000.00

$358,000.00

$368,000.00

$800,000.00

$1,200,000.00

$2,368,000.00
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Appendix C

Proposed Procedural Schedule

July 8, 2011
July 15, 2011

July 29, 2011
August 5, 2011
August 12, 2011
August 26, 2011
September 9, 2011
September 9, 2011

September 16, 2011

September 30, 2011

October 14, 2011
October 21,2011

October 28, 2011

November 18, 2011
November 29, 2011
December 5, 2011
December 9, 2011
December 19, 2011

January 9, 2012

Week of Jan 23rd
Week of Jan 30th
February 24, 2012
March 9, 2012
April 6, 2012

Pepco Application and Direct Testimony Filed
Commission issues Public Notice and Notice of Pre-hearing
Conference
Pepco 21-day Compliance Filing Due
Petitions to Intervene and Proposed Designated Issues Due
Pre-hearing Conference
Commission Order and Report on Pre-hearing Conference
Pepco Supplemental Direct Testimony Due
All Information Requests to Pepco Regarding its Application and
Pre-filed Direct Testimony Due
Workpapers Supporting Supplemental Direct Testimony of Pepco (if
any) Due
Responses by Pepco to Information Requests on its Application and
Pre-filed Testimony Due
Testimony in Response to Pepco by Intervenor Witnesses Due
Workpapers Supporting Direct Testimony of Intervenor Witnesses
Due
All information Requests Regarding Testimony Filed October 14,
2011 Due
Responses by Pepco to Information Requests Filed October 28, 2011
Settlement and Stipulation Conference
Report on Settlement and Stipulation Conference Due
Rebuttal Testimony, Exhibits and Workpapers by All Parties Due
All Information Requests Relating to Rebuttal Testimony Filed on
December 9, 2011 Due
Responses to Information Requests Relating to Rebuttal Testimony
Filed on December 9, 2011 Due
Formal Hearings Held
Community Hearing Held
Post Hearing Briefs Due
Reply Briefs Due
Commission Decision Expected
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY
BEFORE THE

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
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Qo PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND POSITION.

My name is Anthony J. Kamerick.    I am Senior Vice

President and Chief Financial Officer of Pepco Holdings,

Inc. (PHI).     I am testifying on behalf of Potomac

Electric Power Company (Pepco or the Company).

WHAT ARE YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES IN YOUR ROLE AS SENIOR

VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER?

I am responsible for all financial matters related

to PHI and its three regulated utility subsidiaries,

including    Pepco. My    responsibilities    include:

accounting and financial reporting; treasury operations;

pension administration; and investor relations.     I am

also the senior officer responsible for regulatory

matters that come before the state commissions and the

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). Prior to my

election as Chief Financial Officer, I was PHI’s Senior

Vice President and Chief Regulatory Officer, and prior to

that, PHI’s Vice President and Treasurer. In the latter

capacity,    I    was    responsible    for managing    PHI’s
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relationship with the financial community and served as

the primary contact with credit rating agencies.

WHAT IS YOUR EDUCATIONAL AND PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND AND

EXPERIENCE?

I hold a Bachelor of Science degree in Accounting

from the University of Maryland and a Master of Business

Administration with a concentration in Finance and

Investment from George Washington University.     I have

also successfully completed the University of Michigan’s

Public Utility Executive Program.

I joined Pepco in 1970 and have served in various

positions    of    increasing    responsibility,    including

Manager, Revenue Requirements and Director, Budgets and

Financial Planning.    In 1982, I was elected Assistant

Treasurer of the Company and in 1983, I was elected

Assistant Comptroller. From 1985 through February 1988,

I    served as Treasurer of Pepco’s then-principal

subsidiary, Potomac Capital Investment Corporation (PCI).

I was elected Vice President and Treasurer of PCI in

September 1986.    I was reassigned to Pepco and elected

Assistant Comptroller in March 1988,    and elected

Comptroller in April 1992. In May of 1994, I was elected

Vice President and Treasurer of Pepco. Following Pepco’s

merger with Conectiv, and the formation of PHI as the
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parent of Pepco and Conectiv in August 2002, I was

elected to the additional position of Vice President and

Treasurer of PHI.     In March 2009, I was promoted to

Senior Vice President and Chief Regulatory Officer.    In

June 2009 I was elected PHI’s Senior Vice President and

Chief Financial Officer.

I am a member of the District of Columbia Chapter of

Financial Executives International and a past President

of the Chapter and Board member.    In addition, I am a

member of the National Association of Rate of Return

Analysts and a former member of the Edison Electric

Institute Accounting Research Committee and the Budget

and Financial Forecasting Committee. I also serve on the

Board of Directors of Montgomery Alliance for Community

Giving and the Board of Directors of the Community

Services for Autistic Adults and Children Foundation.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY?

The purpose of my testimony is to (A) provide an

overview of the Company’s Application for an Increase in

Base Distribution Rates;    (B) briefly summarize the

testimony of the Company’s Witnesses; (C) discuss the

shortfall in earnings and the Company’s proposed

mechanisms to mitigate regulatory lag; (D) discuss the

importance of Pepco remaining a financially sound utility
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with investment grade credit ratings;    (E) give an

overview of the sale of the wholesale power generation

business    of    Conectiv    Energy    and    the    resulting

organizational review project; (F) discuss the measures

the Company has taken to mitigate the necessary rate

increase; and, (G) address the important role that Pepco

plays in the District of Columbia community and why it is

in the best interest of customers for the Company to

maintain the financial ability to serve this role.

The testimony and accompanying Exhibits were

prepared by me or under my direct supervision. The

source documents for my testimony are Company records,

public documents,    and my personal    knowledge and

expertise.

PLEASE DESCRIBE THE COMPANY’S APPLICATION.

This filing consists of the Application for an

Increase in Base Distribution Rates, together with my

testimony and Exhibits, and that of Ii other Witnesses.

As described more fully below, those Witnesses and the

topics they address are as follows:

¯ Dr. Mark N. Lowry, President, Pacific Economics

Group Research and Senior Advisor to Pacific

Economics Group will provide testimony on the

issue of regulatory lag and its impact on the
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Company’s ability to earn its authorized return.

He    also    discusses    several    regulatory    lag

mitigation approaches being used effectively in

other jurisdictions and recommends the adoption

of two proposals - the Reliability Investment

Recovery Mechanism    (RIM)    and a prospective

Commission rule change that will allow the use of

fully forecasted test periods in future rate

cases.

¯ Ms. Julie M. Cannell, President, J.M. Cannell,

Inc., will present testimony from the view of

prospective investors.     Specifically, she will

provide the investors’ views on investment risks,

regulatory outcomes and regulatory lag.

¯ Mr.    Robert B. Hevert,    President,

Energy Advisors, Inc., provides testimony

Concentric

Exhibits in support of the Company’s proposed

cost of equity.

¯ Mr.    Kevin

Treasurer,

M.    McGowan,    Vice President and

provides    testimony    and    Exhibits

addressing the appropriate capital structure and

embedded cost of debt for Pepco, which along with

Company Witness Hevert’s cost of equity, are used

to arrive at the appropriate overall rate of

and
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return for Pepco.    Company Witness McGowan also

discusses how he developed the Company’s 2012

estimated cost of service.

¯ Ms. Linda J. Hook, Manager, Revenue Requirements,

will provide testimony and Exhibits in support of

the Company’s revenue requirement, the test year

selection     and     the     proposed     ratemaking

adjustments. She will also provide evidence that

the Company is currently and will continue to

experience exceptional levels of regulatory lag

during the rate effective period.

¯ Ms. Kathleen A. White, Assistant Controller,

provides testimony on the Company’s Accounting

Books and Records; PHI’s costing and accounting

procedures;    and accounting    policy    changes

affecting the Company.

¯ Ms. Dorothy S. Winston, Director, Tax, provides

testimony on the impact on the Company’s post-

employment benefit deferred tax balance resulting

from the change in deductibility of Medicare Part

D benefits.

¯ Mr. William M. Gausman, Senior Vice President,

Strategic Initiatives, provides testimony on the

Company’s Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
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program.     He also provides testimony on the

Company’s construction program,    as well as

support for certain ratemaking adjustments and a

tariff modification.

¯ Mr.    Charles R.    Dickerson,    Vice    President,

Customer Care, provides testimony on the programs

that have been initiated to improve the Company’s

customer service through the addition of staff

and technology solutions.

¯ Mr. Elliott P. Tanos, Manager, Cost Allocation,

provides testimony and Exhibits in support of the

Company’s cost of service studies.

¯ Mr. Joseph F. Janocha, Manager, Rate Economics,

provides testimony and Exhibits in support of the

proposed rate    design    and    Pepco’s    proposed

tariffs.

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE KEY ELEMENTS OF THE COMPANY’S

REQUEST?

In addition to providing a detailed cost of service

study for Pepco’s electric distribution business in the

District of Columbia, the Company provides testimony that

addresses the impact of regulatory lag and discusses

several mechanisms that are used in jurisdictions around

the country to help mitigate the effects of regulatory
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lag. Through Company Witness Lowry, the Company provides

an in-depth discussion on a RIM; the use of a fully- or

partially-forecasted test period; the implementation of

performance-based regulation; the use of a terminal or

end-of-period rate base; the use of regulatory assets;

and other cost recovery rider mechanisms. All of these

measures are designed to mitigate regulatory lag without

diminishing the Commission’s oversight authority and, in

most instances, have precedent among state utility

commissions around the country.

PLEASE SUMMARIZE THE REASONS FOR PEPCO’S RATE INCREASE

REQUEST.

Pepco is requesting a $42,101,000 increase in its

District of Columbia distribution rates (a 5.27% increase

in a typical residential customer’s bill), because the

Company is not currently earning the rate of return

authorized by the Commission in Formal Case No. 1076 on

either an unadjusted or an adjusted basis, as is shown in

the testimony and Exhibits of Company Witness Hook.

Without an increase in rates, Pepco will not have the

opportunity

Therefore,

to earn its authorized rate of return.

the Company is seeking to increase its

distribution rates in order to provide it an opportunity

to earn the authorized return during the rate effective
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period.    The Company is also seeking to recover its

investments in AMI and reliability enhancements to the

distribution system. The requested increase is required

in order for the Company to have the ability to provide

safe and reliable service.    Without an opportunity to

earn its authorized rate of return, Pepco will be at a

disadvantage in competing for capital on reasonable terms

with other firms in the capital markets, which will work

to the disadvantage of District of Columbia customers in

the long run because of the resulting increased capital

costs.

The Company is requesting an

authorized ROE from 9.625% to 10.75%.

increase in the

This return on

equity is fully justified based on the cost of capital

study conducted by Company Witness Hevert.

WHY IS IT NECESSARY FOR PEPCO TO APPLY FOR A RATE

INCREASE FIFTEEN MONTHS FROM THE COMMISSION’S MOST RECENT

RATE ORDER (ORDER NO. 15710)?

The Company is seeking an increase in distribution

rates because its revenue growth has not kept pace with

the growth in rate base and operating costs and this

situation will only get worse.    As the Commission is

aware, the rate setting process is forward-looking.

Adequate rates for the future cannot be based solely upon
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an historical test period, particularly an historical

test period that uses an average rate base.    This is

especially true in today’s environment, when utility rate

base-related operating and capital costs are growing at a

more rapid rate than is revenue. Under such

circumstances, rates set using historical test periods

fail to give the Company an opportunity to earn the

authorized rate of return.

The most recent case (Formal Case No. 1076) was

largely based on costs incurred during a test period

ended December 31, 2008, more than two and a half years

ago.    As I noted above, Pepco is not currently earning

the ROE authorized in that case.

WHY IS THE GROWTH IN DISTRIBUTION RATE BASE OUTPACING THE

GROWTH IN DISTRIBUTION OPERATING INCOME?

The growth in rate base is being driven by the need

to replace aging infrastructure,    to enhance the

reliability of the distribution system and to provide for

future growth in the number of customers.     Company

Witness Gausman discusses the details of the Company’s

construction budget in his Direct Testimony in this

proceeding, including reliability-related investments.

As shown in Table 3 and Table 4 of Company Witness

Gausman’s testimony, Pepco’s budgeted reliability capital

i0
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expenditures for 2011 exceed the 2010 level by $53.6

million or nearly 140%.

The growth in Pepco’s revenue is driven by the

growth in its number of customers, which has averaged

0.3% over the last five years (2005-2010) and is

projected to average 1.2% over the next five years (2010-

2015). The increased revenues resulting from a 1.2%

growth in customers is not sufficient to provide the

Company an opportunity to earn its authorized ROE, given

the pace of its rate base and operating expense growth.

Clearly, the Company’s revenues must grow at a faster

pace in order to allow it to pay operating expenses and

have an opportunity to recover the costs associated with

the faster growing rate base.    While the Company will

need higher distribution rates to keep pace with growing

rate base and operating expenses, we would expect the

modest 5.27% increase in overall bills we are seeking in

this case to be typical of what will be needed in the

future, thereby keeping customers’ bills reasonable.

With bill savings attainable through conservation and

energy efficiency, the necessary rate increase impacts

can be further mitigated.

ii
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WHY IS THE COMPANY REQUESTING A 10.75% RATE OF RETURN ON

EQUITY?

The Company is requesting a ROE of 10.75% based on

the cost of capital study conducted by Company Witness

Hevert, who has demonstrated that to authorize a lower

return would not adequately compensate the Company’s

equity investors for the risk they are undertaking, and

therefore would place the Company and PHI at a

disadvantage relative to comparable companies competing

for capital.

PLEASE DESCRIBE THE REGULATORY LAG MITIGATION MECHANISMS

THAT PEPCO SEEKS IN THIS PROCEEDING.

The Company is proposing that the Commission adopt

two specific regulatory lag mitigation mechanisms in this

proceeding: (i) a RIM and (2) a prospective rule change

to allow the Company to file rate cases using forecasted

future test periods.

Given the Company’s current and upcoming high level

of rate base investment, we propose that the Commission

allow use of these two mechanisms so that the Company’s

revenue will more closely match the costs associated with

providing service during the rate effective period. As

discussed by Company Witness Lowry, the RIM and the use

of future test periods will help reduce the effects of

12
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regulatory lag while still producing results that can be

closely monitored by the Commission.

Pepco has made and will continue to make significant

investments in the repair and replacement of the

Company’s    aging    reliability-related    infrastructure.

While necessary and beneficial for existing customers,

the investments do not relate to the connection of new

customers, and consequently do not produce sufficient

revenue to recover costs associated with the investment.

The creation of a RIM will allow the Company to

efficiently recover costs that are mandated by Pepco’s

obligation to provide safe, reliable and adequate service

to its customers without the need to file frequent rate

cases.

IS THE COMPANY’S FAILURE TO EARN ITS RATE OF RETURN A

RECENT TREND?

No.    As shown in Exhibit PEPCO (F)-8 attached to

Company Witness Hook’s testimony, the Company has not

earned its authorized rate of return in the District of

Columbia for several years.    The shortfall in earnings

necessary to earn the authorized rate of return due to

the timing difference between the test period and the

rate effective period is commonly referred to as

"regulatory lag."

13
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WHY IS REGULATORY LAG MITIGATION IMPORTANT?

Without adequate recognition of the regulatory lag

problem, and the adoption by the Commission of mechanisms

to offset it, Pepco will continue to under-earn its

authorized rate of return for the foreseeable future.

This continual problem of under-earning is the reason for

the Company’s two regulatory lag mitigation proposals as

discussed by Company Witness Lowry.

Moreover, without adequate mechanisms to combat the

effects of regulatory lag, the Company will need to file

rate increase applications almost annually over the next

several years. Filing such frequent rate cases, with all

the attendant testimony, discovery, hearings and costs,

is a far less efficient and a much more time consuming

and expensive process than to institute effective

mechanisms to deal directly with regulatory lag.    It is

clear that the current rate case practice and process is

not achieving the goals for which it was designed to

address. It is inadequate, expensive, inefficient, time

consuming and produces unreasonable results

prospectively.

14
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WHAT IS CAUSING THE COMPANY’S INABILITY TO EARN THE

AUTHORIZED RATE OF RETURN?

As I previously testified, the Company’s revenues

are not growing as fast as the growth in its rate base-

related costs and operating costs, despite aggressive

efforts to control costs.     Moreover, the use of an

historical average rate base, with only a few forward-

looking adjustments, does not adequately measure the

level of costs likely to be incurred by the Company

during the rate effective period.

IS THE COMPANY PRESENTING DATA TO DEMONSTRATE THE EFFECT

OF REGULATORY LAG DURING THE RATE EFFECTIVE PERIOD?

Yes. Company Witness Hook presents testimony and an

Exhibit demonstrating that even if the Company is granted

100% of its rate increase request, it will be unable to

earn its authorized rate of return during the rate

effective period.

PLEASE DISCUSS OPTIONS TO MITIGATE REGULATORY LAG.

As Company Witness Lowry testifies, there are

commission precedents to support the mitigation of

regulatory lag through the use of various ratemaking

mechanisms.

At the federal level, FERC has authorized a formula

rate process whereby a company’s transmission rates are

15
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updated annually without the necessity of having a time-

consuming and costly rate case process to reflect current

expenses and rate base investments based on a pre-set

ROE. This process provides utilities the opportunity to

earn their authorized ROE without costly and time-

consuming rate case filings, and without sacrificing

adequate oversight. Customers can be spared the high

costs that result from frequent and protracted rate case

filings.    Additionally, formula rates protect customers

and the utility from over and under recovery of the

allowed ROE through a true-up mechanism and protect

customers from rate shock by making gradual changes to

transmission rates. These same principles can be applied

to distribution rates.

The use of any one or more of the options discussed

by Company Witness Lowry will not affect the Commission’s

ability to determine the prudence of any of the Company’s

costs.

HOW IMPORTANT IS THE NEED TO ADDRESS REGULATORY LAG?

With the sale of its wholesale generation business

and the wind down of its retail gas and electric supply

business, PHI is now a transmission and distribution

(T&D) company. Pepco’s aging infrastructure will require

repair and replacement in order to continue to supply

16
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safe and reliable service, as is the case with

infrastructure across the country (e.g., other electric

and gas distribution facilities, water systems, and

federal, state and local roads and bridges).

Moreover, technology is now available that will

enable us to provide more reliable service in a

cost-effective manner. However, in order to replace

aging    infrastructure    and    implement    cost-effective

distribution technologies, the Company will be required

to make substantial investments in its rate base.

It is more important than ever that the Company

mitigate the impacts of regulatory lag. If these negative

impacts are not alleviated with the adoption of effective

regulatory lag mitigation mechanisms, the Company will

never have a reasonable opportunity to earn its

authorized rate of return. It will not be able to

attract on reasonable terms the capital it needs to serve

its customers, and will need to file for rate increases

on a more or less annual basis over the next several

years. Pepco’s ability to maintain its financial health

is essential to its being able to provide safe, reliable

and efficient service to customers.

17
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IS THE INVESTMENT COMMUNITY CONCERNED ABOUT REGULATORY

LAG?

Yes.    Not only are they concerned, but regulatory

lag is the single issue that investors bring up the most

during investor meetings with the Company in discussing

the challenges faced by Pepco and the other PHI

utilities.    In fact, since the beginning of 2011, the

senior management of PHI,    including myself, has

participated in six investor conferences and held 36

additional meetings with investors across the Country.

In virtually every meeting, investors consistently asked

what the Company is doing and will be doing to address

regulatory lag.

The practical problem that regulatory lag causes is

that investors view an investment in the Company as more

risky, because an inability to earn the authorized rate

of return means that the Company is not covering its

costs and is also more prone to negative credit rating

actions. Over the long run, a company that is viewed as

more risky will pay more for capital, increasing its cost

of capital. During constrained markets, such as we have

seen over the past few years, the Company could

experience limited access to needed funds. Both of these

problems will increase costs to the Company and cause a

18
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need for rates to be higher in the future than they

otherwise need to be.    Moreover, it is important that

Pepco and PHI be able to compete for capital under all

capital market conditions to be able to provide safe and

reliable service to customers.

IS THE INVESTMENT COMMUNITY CONCERNED ABOUT UTILITY

CREDIT RATINGS?

Yes. Maintaining investment grade credit ratings is

critical to the financial health of a utility and

critical to its ability to access capital markets for

financing essential capital projects on reasonable terms.

For example, in 2007, Ameren Corporation’s credit

rating was downgraded by all three credit rating agencies

(Moody’s Investors Service (Moody’s), Standard & Poor’s

(S&P) and Fitch Ratings (Fitch)). Moody’s stated with

respect to the rating reduction, "The downgrade of parent

company Ameren considers the challenging political and

regulatory environment facing the company in both of its

jurisdictions."I

Moody’s noted in reference to the downgrade of

Ameren and its Illinois subsidiaries, ". .the

increasing support for a rate freeze and the continued

"Rating Action: Moody’s downgrades Ameren & utility subs, ratings
remain on review." Moody’s Investors Service. 12 MAR 2007.

19
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political intervention in the utility regulatory process

in Illinois has increased credit risk for investors and

is no longer supportive of investment

unsecured ratings." In reference to

subsidiary,    Moody’s emphasized    the

"prompted by higher costs at that

grade senior

its Missouri

downgrade    was

utility,    lower

financial metrics and a continued challenging regulatory

10-K filed with the U.S.

environment in Missouri.

Ameren, in its 2007

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), discussed the

downgrade’s effect on its cost of borrowing, "Interest

expense increased $73 million in 2007 compared with 2006,

primarily because of increased short-term borrowings,

higher interest rates due to reduced credit ratings, and

other items ,,2 (Page 44)

Ameren’s cash flow was also negatively affected by

the downgrade; "Other factors also reduced cash flow:

increased interest payments as a result of lower credit

ratings and increased debt."2 (Page 47)

In addition, the downgrade forced Ameren and its

subsidiaries to make prepayments and post collateral on

certain obligations; "Collateral postings and prepayments

made as of the end of 2007 were $56 million, $5 million,

2 Ameren Corp., December 31, 2007 Form 10-K (filed February 29, 2008).
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$8 million, $14 million, $14 million, and $21 million at

Ameren, UE, CIPS, CILCORP, CILCO and IP, respectively,

resulting from our reduced issuer and senior unsecured

debt ratings." (Page 60)

Ameren went on to discuss the downgrade’s effect on

its ability to access the capital markets; "Ameren and UE

are currently limited in their access to the commercial

paper market as a result of downgrades in their short-

term credit ratings." (Page 121)

ARE THERE EXAMPLES WHERE A UTILITY’S CREDIT RATING WAS

ADVERSELY AFFECTED BY REGULATORY LAG?

Yes. Hawaiian Electric Industries, Inc. (HEI) faced

a downgrade by S&P on November 15, 2010 due in part to

concerns about regulatory lag.    In its research update,

S&P downgraded the company and its electric utility

subsidiaries of Hawaiian Electric Co. Inc. (HECO), Maui

Electric Co. Ltd., and Hawaiian Electric Light Co. Inc.

to ~BBB-~from ~BBB’. S&P went on to explain, "Meanwhile,

the company’s capital and O&M expenses continue to climb.

Regulatory lag and disallowance of some costs has

contributed to return on equity (ROE) that has been below

21
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6% in the last three years for the three utilities, and

we do not expect any material improvement."3

In its Form 10-K that was filed with the SEC after

S&P’s rating downgrade, HEI explained the risks it faced

from such rating downgrades: "If S&P or Moody’s were to

downgrade HEI’s or HECO’s long-term debt ratings because

of past adverse effects, or if future events were to

adversely affect the availability of capital to the

Company, HEI’s and HECO’s ability to borrow and raise

capital could be constrained and their future borrowing

costs would likely increase with resulting reductions in

HEI’s consolidated net income in future periods.

Further, if HEI’s or HECO’s commercial paper ratings were

to be further downgraded, HEI and HECO might not be able

to sell commercial paper and might be required to draw on

more expensive bank lines of credit or to defer capital

or other expenditures."4 (Pages 28 & 29)

HAVE THERE BEEN REGULATORY OUTCOMES THAT HAVE HAD A

POSITIVE EFFECT ON CREDIT RATINGS?

Yes.     In 2008, S&P upgraded the Ameren Illinois

utilities’ credit ratings two notches from BB to BBB-

"Rating Action:    Hawaiian Electric Industries Inc.    and Utility
Subsidiaries Downgraded to ~BBB-~ On Regulatory Lag, Weak Economy."
Standard & Poor’s Ratings Service. 15 NOV 2010.
Hawaiian Electric Industries, Inc., December 31, 2010 Form 10-K (filed
February 18, 2011).
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based on its "assessment that the regulatory and

political environment in Illinois will be reasonably

supportive of investment grade credit quality with regard

to their pending rate cases."5 Likewise, in the second

quarter of 2010, S&P upgraded Westar Energy’s credit

rating one notch to BBB from BBB- when "the Company

implemented multiple constructive rate orders that

supported base rates and reduced regulatory lag.        ,,6

(Page 4)

As discussed in the examples above, regulatory

outcomes have a major impact on utility credit ratings

and can adversely, or favorably, impact the financial

health of the utility and the cost of providing service

to its customers.

HOW DO PEPCO’S RESIDENTIAL DISTRIBUTION RATE CHANGES

COMPARE WITH THE RATE OF INFLATION?

The last distribution rate increase for Pepco prior

to deregulation was in 1994. Since then, overall prices

in the economy have increased by 53.2%, as measured by

the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics’

Consumer Price Index (CPI). However, Pepco’s residential

distribution rates have only increased by a cumulative

"Research Update: Ameren Corp’s Illinois Subsidiaries Upgraded to
Investment Grade." Standard & Poor’s. ii SEP 2008.
"EEI Q2 2010 Financial Update." Edison Electric Institute.
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43.2% for a typical customer using 750 kWh per month,

including the proposed rate increase in this case, over

the same period of 17 years. Thus, Pepco’s residential

distribution rates have decreased in real terms since

1994.

HOW DO THE COMPANY’S ADMINISTRATIVE AND GENERAL (A&G)

COSTS COMPARE WITH SIMILAR UTILITIES?

To demonstrate the reasonableness of Pepco’s A&G

costs, I offer Exhibit PEPCO (A)-I. Exhibit PEPCO (A)-I

compares a peer group of utilities’ A&G costs (from FERC

Form 1 data) to Pepco’s A&G costs, which include all of

the A&G costs allocated from the PHI Service Company.

The comparison looks at total A&G expenses as a

percentage of retail sales and net electric plant in

service.

As shown at line 22, page 1 of PEPCO (A)-I, Pepco’s

A&G costs, as a percentage of retail revenues, were 5.6%.

In comparison, the average A&G cost for the peer group

was 9.5% of retail revenues (line 19). As shown at page

2, line 22, Pepco’s A&G cost, as a percentage of net

plant, was 3.5% as compared to the peer group average of

4.6% (line 19).
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Thus, Pepco’s A&G cost ratios are consistently lower

than the average for both metrics - revenue and net plant

- when compared to the peer group.

PLEASE EXPLAIN HOW THE PEER COMPANIES IN YOUR STUDY WERE

SELECTED.

The companies reflected on PEPCO (A)-I were chosen

because they have a business mix similar to that of Pepco

- that is, they are primarily focused on transmission and

distribution functions.

HAVE THERE BEEN ANY ADDITIONAL STUDIES PERFORMED

REGARDING PHI’S SERVICE COMPANY COSTS?

Yes. In Formal Case No. 1076, the Company presented

a benchmarking study conducted by the Hackett Group of

service company administrative and general costs.    The

study demonstrated the reasonableness of PHI’s service

company costs in comparison to its peer companies,

specifically stating that:

(i) PHI’s operating costs, in proportion to total

revenue for all benchmarked functions7, were

lower than those of its peer group;

(2) PHI’s staffing levels were lower than its peer

group on a normalized basis;

Functions include Human Resources, Procurement, Information Technology,
Finance, and Executive & Corporate Services.
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(3) PHI’s staffing mixes revealed a higher level of

professional and managerial staff than its peer

group, likely due to PHI’s extensive use of

outsourcing and its greater reliance on

technology; and

(4) PHI’s inflation-adjusted, fully-loaded labor

costs were in line with its peers.

PHI’s A&G cost still remains reasonable after the

sale of Conectiv Energy and the phasing out of the retail

energy supply business of Pepco Energy Services (PES).

PLEASE DISCUSS THE SALE OF CONECTIV ENERGY AND THE CHANGE

IN    PHI’S    CORPORATE    STRATEGY    THAT    RESULTED    IN    THE

ORGANIZATIONAL REVIEW PROJECT.

The sale of Conectiv Energy and the wind down of

PES’ retail energy business were strategic decisions made

by PHI’s Board of Directors and executive management with

the goal of repositioning PHI as primarily a T&D

business. This change in strategic direction required us

to closely analyze our corporate structure, and to reduce

costs and the overhead that was previously borne by these

discontinued businesses.

Concurrent with the closing of the Conectiv Energy

transaction, the Company embarked upon a comprehensive

review of the corporate services organization.     Our
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ultimate goals were to ensure that the utility companies

under PHI were not negatively affected by the decision to

exit the competitive energy business, and that customers

of regulated utility services would not experience an

increase in cost as a result of the Company’s actions.

PLEASE    SUMMARIZE    THE    COMPANY’S    ORGANIZATIONAL    REVIEW

PROJECT.

The organizational review project was initiated by

PHI to address the A&G costs incurred by the PHI Service

Company that were previously allocated to competitive

businesses that were being sold (Conectiv Energy) and

phased out (PES’ retail energy supply business).

As a result of the sale of Conectiv Energy, PHI

recognized that approximately $20 million of corporate

costs that were previously allocated to Conectiv Energy

would remain after the sale and would be allocated, based

on the approved Cost Allocation Manua!, to utility

operations, unless actions were taken to lower corporate

costs.

PHI undertook a reorganization project to address

with the goal of reducing operation andthis issue,

maintenance expenses by at least $20 million from

Corporate Services.    The initiative took several months

and the efforts of several cross-departmental working
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groups, as well as the assistance of outside consultants

experienced in corporate "right sizing." The result was

nearly $28 million of operation and maintenance savings

which included the reduction of a significant number of

full-time employees, contractors, and the decision to not

fill a significant number of open positions.    The end

result is that Pepco’s cost of service will not be

affected at all by the sale or wind down of PHI’s

unregulated businesses.

HAS PEPCO IMPLEMENTED OTHER MEASURES TO MITIGATE THE RATE

INCREASE IT WOULD OTHERWISE REQUIRE?

Pepco has completed a Cost Containment Study

contained as Exhibit PEPCO (A)-2. This study identified

the various areas of operations in which the Company has

sought to mitigate rising costs.

WHAT ARE SOME OF THESE MEASURES?

Pepco has undertaken a number of initiatives which

will yield annual cost savings. The Company has improved

and enhanced equipment inspection procedures, begun

working with a mobile dispatch system for reconnection

work, and added a paperless billing system to the eBill

system website.     These initiatives are just a small

sample of the cost mitigation efforts in the Company’s

Cost Containment Study.
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HOW DOES THE COMPANY CONTRIBUTE TO THE COMMUNITY AT

LARGE?

Pepco is a financial supporter of many non-profit

organizations whose focus is improving the quality of

life of our neighbors. Whether targeting improvements in

education, emergency services, health and human services,

programs for children and youth or tackling the issues of

hunger and homelessness, Pepco’s giving is meant to help

non-profit organizations address and positively impact

community life.    All of these costs are recorded below

the line and are therefore borne by PHI shareholders.

Community and neighborhood groups in Pepco’s service

territory often call with questions about electric

service, rates, construction or maintenance on our

system, and other issues. Pepco’s Speakers Bureau helps

to bring the answers directly to our customers in their

own communities. The Company’s Speakers Bureau is

comprised of Pepco employees who are knowledgeable in a

particular subject area that is of interest to the

community.    They are available to speak both during the

day and in the evening to accommodate all customers’

needs.
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HAS PHI BEEN RECOGNIZED FOR HAVING A DIVERSE SUPPLIER

BASE AND WORKFORCE?

Yes. Pepco has a long-standing record of

recruiting, hiring, developing, and retaining a workforce

that is diverse, as well as having a diverse supplier

base. Pepco has been recognized for these efforts by the

following organizations:

¯ Diversity/Careers in Engineering & Information

Technology: "Best Diversity Company 2010;"

¯ Women’s Business Enterprise Council: "Shining Star;"

¯ Howard University Institute for Entrepreneurship,

Leadership and Innovation: "Corporate Leadership"

Award;

Hispanic    Business Magazine:    "Top    25    Supplier

Diversity Programs;"

Black Enterprise Magazine: "40 Best Companies for

Diversity" for the sixth year in a row for the

supplier diversity initiatives and diversity of

employee and senior management base; and

Minority Corporate Counsel Association: "Employer of

Choice."
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HOW DOES THE COMPANY HELP ACHIEVE THE DISTRICT OF

COLUMBIA’S ENERGY GOALS?

The Company’s Blueprint for the Future filings, and

the Commission’s review and acceptance of a suite of

energy efficiency and conservation programs, has helped

District residents to reduce their energy and demand

while creating a smooth transition to the Sustainable

Energy Utility. The Company has stressed partnership and

collaboration with area small businesses to work on many

of its programs.    The Company is also committed to its

role as a facilitator for bringing customers and third-

party energy suppliers together.

PLEASE SUMMARIZE THE KEY POINTS OF YOUR TESTIMONY.

Pepco continues to be a regulated transmission and

distribution Company.    Its core function is to deliver

power to Pepco customers in a safe and reliable manner.

In order to accomplish this objective in light of

PHI’s strategic direction, it is imperative that the

issue of regulatory lag be addressed and resolved

favorably in order for Pepco and PHI to have access to

the capital necessary for investments in transmission and

distribution infrastructure and new technologies.     In

order for Pepco and PHI to have access to the capital

markets on reasonable terms, they must maintain their
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financial integrity and strong investment grade credit

ratings. The investments that Pepco makes in its

distribution infrastructure directly affect citizens of

the District of Columbia - our customers and our

shareholders.

To mitigate the effects of regulatory lag, Pepco has

offered the Commission a range of options to reduce the

gap that occurs between the authorized rate of return and

the return the Company actually earns.

Pepco has a solid and long-standing commitment to

the communities that we serve.

DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY?

Yes, it does.
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PEPCO (A)-I
Page 1 of 2

(1)

Line

No~
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24

Analysis of A&G Expense as a Percentage of Ultimate Sales to Customers
Year 2010

Based on FERC Form 1 Data

(2)

Company
Consolidated Edison

Consolidated Edison of New York
Orange & Rockland Utilities, Inc.

Northeast Utilities
Connecticut Light & Power
Public Service of New Hampshire
Western Massachusetts Electric Company

NSTAR
Alliant Energy

Wisconsin Power & Light Company
Interstate Power & Light

Ameren Corp.
Union Electric Company
Illinois Power Company
Ameren Illinois Company

Westar Energy
Westar Energy

Peer Group Average

(3) (4)
Total Sales ($) to

Total A & G ($) Ultimate customers
pq 323, c01 B, line 197 pq 300. col B. line 10

(5)
Ratio A&G

to Sales Rev
Col 4/Col 3

1,029,664,793 7,758,430,052 13.2716%
78,977,783 460,111,994 17.1649%

220,132,768 2,596,172,369 8.4791%
112,765,246 987,277,699 11.4218%
37,161,314 367,453,850 10.1132%

149,338,323 2,249,567,243 6.6385%

69,906,928 1,008,351,644
89,985,501 1,396,475,301

240,384,328 2,610,547,084
53,632,185 806,013,615

126,171,338 1,982,461,848

6.9328%
6.4438%

9.2082%
6.6540%
6.3644%

93,046,273 812,333,787 11.4542%

PEPCO
Delmarva Power - Electric
Atlantic City Electric

119,993,642 2,131,968,357
69,612,155 1,066,887,402
52,692,713 1,161,759,319

5.6283%
6.5248%
4.5356%



PEPCO (A-l)
Page 2 of 2

(1)

Line

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24

Analysis of A&G Expense as a Percentage of Net Utility Plant
Year 2010

Based on FERC Form 1 Data

(2) (3) (4)

Total A & G ($) Net Utility Plant ($)

De 323. col B. line 197 oa 200. col C. line 15Company
Consolidated Edison

Consolidated Edison of New York
Orange & Rockland Utilities, Inc.

Northeast Utilities
Connecticut Light & Power
Public Service of New Hampshire
Western Massachusetts Electric Company

NSTAR
Alliant Energy

Wisconsin Power & Light Company
Interstate Power & Light

Ameren Corp.
Union Electric Company
Illinois Power Company
Ameren Illinois Company

Westar Energy
Westar Energy

(5)
Ratio A&G
to Plant

Col 3/Col 4

1,029,664,793 15,727,884,380 6.5467%
78,977,783 658,016,837 12.0024%

220,132,768 5,499,173,722
112,765,246 1,992,618,139
37,161,314 805,228,666

149,338,323 3,964,677,406

69,906,928 2,359,111,653
89,985,501 2,911,575,754

240,384,328 8,502,328,552
53,632,185 1,922,140,099

126,171,338 3,208,858,972

Peer Group Average

PEPCO
Delmarva Power - Electric
Atlantic City Electric

93,046,273 3,242,249,985

119,993,642 3,436,534,111
69,612,155 1,608,327,700
52,692,713 1,702,915,712

4.0030%
5.6591%
4.6150%
3.7667%

2.9633%
3.0906%

2.8273%
2.7902%
3.9320%

2.8698%

3.4917%
4.3282%
3.0943%
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Description of Activity

Information Technology

Merger Synergies (FTE Related)

Realignment Synergtes (FTE Related)

Negotiated Savings on Support Contracts

Negotiated Savings on Software Contracts

Total IT

Customer Care
Deptoyed Natural Language speech recognition system

Enhanced CIS to adjust consumption and/or revenue
transactions prior to bitling

Added papedess option to eBill system and web site

Implemented "Auto Attendant" system to corporate
switchboard

Enabled limited access to CIS by social agencies via the
Web to assist low-income customers

Started unified sample and periodic meter test programs

Initiated sample acceptance testing for new meters

Instatied Meter Information Data System

Installed Meter Maintenance Work Management System

Began using Mobile Dispatch system for Reconnection
work

Modified work shift schedules

Installed approximately 750 LCAMS metering systems

Outsourced meter reading to Accu÷Read

Implemented a workflow management and record
imaging system

Replaced special billing system with SAP R/3 system

Outsourced reconnects to Scope Services

Implemented Maximo task management system

Significantly expanded Revenue Protection activities

Move Meter personnel from 1620 2rid St to Becning

G99 Meter removal proiect outsourced to Scope

Accu-Read performing specia~ reads

Savin~ls {S in Thousands)

Entity

Potomac Electric Power Company
Coat Containment Study Summary

PEPCO (A) - 2
Page 1 of 4

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

PHI

PHI

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepce

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

$ 3,600 $ 3,700 $

$     500

$ 3,600 $ 4,200 $

30O

$ 1,100

4OO

200 100

300 $    600 $ 1,200 $

$

$

$ 1,512 $ 2,016 $ 13,237 $ 10,299 $ 9,583 $ 8,037 $ 14,891

75 $ 75 $ 75 $ 75 $ 75 $ 75 $ 75 $ 75

17 $ 71 $ 86 $ 100 $ 200 $ 310 $ 341 $ 388

30 $ 60 $ 60 $ 75 $ 75 $ 75 $ 75 $ 75

$ 75 $ 75 $ 75 $ 75 $ 75 $ 75

$ 706 $ 706 $ 706 $ 706 $ 706 $ 706 $ 706

$ 106 $ 106 $ 106 $ 106 $ 106 $ 106

$ 798 $ 798 $ 798 $ 798 $ 798 $ 798 $ 798 $ 798

$ 400 $ 400 $ 400 $ 400 $ 400 $ 400 $ 400 $ 400

$ 456 $ 510 $ 714 $ 797 $ $ $ $

$ 150 $ 150 $ 150 $ $

$ 186 $ 186 $ 186 $ 195 $ 210 $ 205 $ 200 $     195

$ 4,000 $ 6,800 $ 6,800 $ 6,800 $ 10,000 $ 10,000 $ 10,000 $ 10,000

$

$

38 $ 75 $

21 $     52 $

75 $ 75 $ 75 $ 75 $ 75 $ 75

t02 $ 102 $ 102 $ 102 $ 102 $ 102

$ $ 1,343 $ 1,343 $ 1,343 $ 1,343

$ $ 515 $ 515 $ 343 $

$ $ 1,569 $ 8,760 $ 4,360 $ 5,123

$ $ 404 $ 404 $ 404 $ 404

$ 200 $ $ $ $

$ $ 326 $ 435 $    304

Total Customer Care $ 6,021 $     11,395 $     12,348     $ 23,881     $     26,852 $     33,887 $     27,875 $ 35,061

Operations
Productivity and technological improvements resulting
from 2003 Contract Negotiations Benefits
Improved Equipment Inspection Procedures
Rebid T&M Aerial Line Contracts with Unit Price Work
Rebid T&M Underground Contract with Unit Price Work
General Improvement in Productivity FTE reductions

TotalOperetions

Corporate Services
Merger Synergy Savings

Supply Chain Procurement Savings

Total Corporate Services

Grand Total

Cumulative Grand Total

Pepco

PHI

PHI

$ 2,230 $ 2,260 $ 3,010 $ 3,050 $ 3,050 $ 3,050 $ 3,050 $ 3,050

$ 170 $ 170 $ 170 $ 170 $ 170
$ 200 $ 400 $ 200 $ 200 $ 200
$ 100 $ 150 $ 100 $ 100 $ 100
$ 600 $ 650 $ 600 $ 600 $ 600

$ 2,230 $ 2,260 $ 3,010 $ 4,120 $ 4,420 $ 4,120 $ 4,120 $ 4,120

$ 20,789 $ 26,013 $ 23,934

$ 32,133 $ 29,026 $ 26,712 $ 17,100 $ 34,400 $ 23,543 $ 18,880 $ 20,333

$ 52~922 $ 55~039 $ 50~646 $ 17~100 $ 34~400 $ 23~543 $ 18~880 $ 20 333

$ 64,773 $ 72,894 $ 66,305 $     45,711 $ 66,972 $ 61,520 $ 50,875 $     59,514

$ 64,773 $ 137,667 $ 203,972 $ 249,683 $ 316,655 $ 378,175 $ 429,050 $ 488,564



Potomac Electdc Power Company PEPCO (A) - 2
Cost Containment Study Summary Page 2 of 4

Description of Activity
Deployed Natural Language speech recognition system

Enhanced CIS to adjust consumption and/or revenue
b’ansactions prior to billing

Added paperiess option to eBill system and web site

Implemented "Auto Attendant" system to corporate
switchboard

Enabled limited access to CIS by social agencies via the
Web to assist low-income customers

Started unified sample and periodic meter test programs

Initiated sample acceptance testing for new meters

Installed Meter Information Data System

Installed Meter Maintenance Work Management System

Began using Mobile Dispatch system for Reconnection
work

Modified work shift schedules

Installed approximately 750 LCAMS metering systems

Outsourced meter reading to Acou-Read

Implemented a workflow management and record imaging
system

Replaced special billing system with SAP Ri3 system

Outsourced reconnects to Scope Services

Implemented Maximo task management system

Significantly expanded Revenue Protection activities

Move Meter personnel from 1620 2nd St to Benning

G99 Meter removal project outsourced to Scope

Accu-Read performing special reads

New Improvement Activity

New Improvement Activity

New Improvement Activity

Total Customer Care

Entity
Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

Pepco

2001 2002

$     75 $

$     30

$ 400

$ 375

$ 186

$ 1,200

Savings ($ In Thousands)

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
$    1,512 $ 2,016 $ 13,237 $ 10,299

75 $

$

75 $ 75 $ 75 $ 75 $ 75

17 $ 71 $ 86 $ 100 $ 200

30 $ 30 $ 60 $ 60 $ 75 $ 75

$ 706

$ 796 $ 798 $ 798

$ 400 $ 400 $ 400

$ 405 $ 456 $ 510

$ 150

$ 186 $ 186 $ 186

$ 3,200 $ 4,000 $ 6,800

$    36 $    75

$      21 $ 52

$ 75 $ 75 $ 75

$ 706 $ 706 $ 706

$ 106 $ 106 $ 106

$ " 798 $ 798 $ 798

$ 400 $ 400 $ 400

$ 714 $ 797 $

$ 150 $ 150 $

$ 186 $ 195 $ 210

$ 6,800 $ 6,800 $ 10,000

$

$

75

102

$ 75 $ 75

$ 102 $ 102

$ $ 1,343

$ $ 515

$ $ 1,569

$ $ 404

$ 200 $

$

$ 2,266 $ 5,094 $ 6,021 $     11,395 $     12,349 $     23,891 $     26,952



Potomac Electric Power Company PEPCO (A) o 2
Cost Containment Study Summary Page 3 of 4

Savings ($ in Thousands|

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

$ 161 $ 483 $ 483 483 604 628 628 628

$ 1,527 $    4.753 $ 22,430 $ 26,007 25,’120 24,251 22,258 23,478 23,442

$ 1,527 $ 4,914 $ 22,913 $ 26,490 $ 25.603 $ 24,855 $ 22,886 $ 24,106 $ 24.070

PHI

Pepco

PHI

PHI

$ 3,600 $ 7.160 $ 4.050

$ 2.230 $ 2,260 $ 3,010

$ 7,100 $ 19.400 $ 26,800 $ 27.100 $ 37.220

4,145 4.255 7,909 5.840 9,120

$ 9.500 $ 20,789 $ 26.013 $ 23,934

$ 2,100 $ 32,133 $ 29,026 $ 26,712

~ 11,500 $ 52,9~2 ~ 55,03g ~ 50,~45 $ $ ~ $ ~

$ $ 13,127 $ 63.666 $ 87,372 $ 84,196 $ 36,848 $ 48,510 $ 57,595 $ 57.046 $ 70.410

$ 4,166 $ 17,293 $ 80,959 $ 168,331 $ 252,527 $ 289,375 $ 337.884 $ 395,479 $ 452,524 $ 522,934



Potomac Electric Power Company PEPCO (A) - 2
Cost Containment Study Summary Page 4 of 4

Savings Totals by Year
Line of Business     Year

Reduction

ACE

Total ACE

CPD

Total CPD

DPL

Total DPL

OM OM Capital Capital Auction
Avoidance Reduction Cost Savings Savings

2006 $0 $0 $1.192.171 $216.107 $0
2007 $0 $109,306 $1.281.834 $2.231.807 $0
2008 $43.807 $0 $128,756 $397.987 $0
2009 $744.829 $17.504 $43.400 $189.624 $0
2010 $848.524 $0 $140,819 $67,264 $0

$1.637.160 $126.810 $2,786,980 $3,102,789 $0

2006 $337,177 $0 $4,825.557
2007 $497,265 $29,310 $9.288.411
2008 $857,129 $0 $7.766.424
2009 $0 $0 $4.457.870

$1.691,571 $29,310 $26.338.262

$o
$o
$o
$o
$o

2006 $3.668 $36.360 $109,792 $52.335
2007 $113.003 $3.069 $55,207 $72,311
2008 $0 $0 $0 $0
2009 $0 $2.852 $0 $91,791
2010 $434,169 $0 $0 $0

$550,840 $42,281 $164.999 $216.437

2006 $0 $187,160 $94.160 $727.841
2007 $126.963 $1,137 $80,547 $531.431
2008 $209,203 $190 $568,670 $473,479
2009 $409.308 $83,373 $438,196 $1,218,814
2010 $693.848 $156,350 $587,211 $434,599

$1.439.322 $428.210 $1,768,784 $3,386,164

2006 $1,612.582 $2,400.113 $422

$o
$o
$o
$o
$o

$0
$o
$o
$o
$o
$o

$0
$o
$o
$o
$o
$0

Sl,408,278 $2.816.556
$3,622.947 $7.245.894

$57o.55o $1.141.100
$995,357 $1.990.714

$1.o56,6o7 $2.113.214
$7.653,739 $15.307,478

$5.162.734 $10.325.468
$9,814.986 $19.629.972
$8,623.583 $17.247.106
$4,457.870 $8.915.740

$28,059,143 $56.118.286

$202,155 $404.310
$243,590 $487.180

$o $0
$94.643 $189.286

$434.169 $868.338
$974.557 $1,949.114

$1.o09,161 $2.018,322
s74o.078 $1.480.156

$1.251,542 $2.503.084
$2.149,691 $4.299.382
$1.872,oo8 $3.744.016
$7,o22,48o $14.044.960

$4,013.117 $8.026.234

Line of Business

Total PHI

PPD

Total PPD

Grand Total

Year

Reduction
2007 $1.260,499
2008 $947.260
2009 $1.186.335
2010 $3.008.658

$6.402.752

OM
Avoidance

$2.666,422
$1,545,149
$2,205.381
$1,372.342
$7,789.294

OM
Reduction

$3.082.081
$834,043

$4,310,942
$6,237,592

$14,464,658

Capital
Cost

$303.359
$1,760.346

$287,265
$0

$2.350,970

Capital
Savings

$o
$o
$o
$o
$o

2006 $3,241.418 $562.376 $367,381 $1.299,534 $10,0oo
2007 $2,696,520 $636.35o $1,167,889 $9.971,o53 $o
2008 $2,889,o54 $34.577 $838.146 $4.248.95o $o
2009 $788,481 $55,930 $1.o8o.87o $1.266.8o3 $o
2olo $2,173,11o $38,283 $3.116.418 $1,o24.o28 $o

$11,788,583 $1.327,516 $6.870.704 $17,81o.368 $1o,ooo

$6,589,483
$14,955,969

$10,331.278
$10.082.040
$52,094,809

$3,186,009
$3,445.594

$2,365.040
$1.566,975

Capital
Cost

OM
Avoidance

$2.295,817

$6.880.762
$3.054.297
$1.525.891

$26,868,728

OM
Redaction

Cap~al
Savings

Year Total(s)
Year
Reducffon

2006 $5.194.845
2007 $4.694.250
2008 $4.946,453
2009 $3.128.953
2010 $7,158,309

$10,000
$0
$0
$0
$0

$1o,ooo

Auction
Savings

Auction
Sav~ngs

$7.312,361 $14.624.722
$5.086,798 $10.173.596
$7.989,923 $15.979.846

$10.618,652 $21.237.184
$31,007.674 $62.015.348

$5,470.709 $10.951.418
$14,471.812 $28.943.624

$8,010.727 $16.021.454
$3,192.084 $6.384.168
$6,351,839 $12.703,678

$37.497,171 $75,004.342

Total

$17,266.154 $34,542,308
$36,205.774 $72,411.548
$23,543.170 $47,086.340
$18,879.568 $37,759.136
$20.333,215 $40.666.430

$116,227,881 $232,465,762
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PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME, POSITION, AND BUSINESS ADDRESS.

My name is Mark Newton Lowry. I am the President of

Pacific Economics Group PEG) Research LLC. My business

address is 22 E. Mifflin Street, Suite 302, Madison, WI

53703.    I am testifying in this proceeding on behalf of

Potomac Electric Power Company (Pepco or the Company).

WHAT ARE YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES IN YOUR ROLE AS COMPANY

PRESIDENT?

PEG Research is a company in the Pacific Economics

Group consortium which is active in the fields of utility

regulation and statistical cost research.    Alternatives

to the traditional North American approach to regulation,

including incentive regulation, are a company specialty.

We maintain a large library of documents on the structure

and performance of Alternative Regulation (Altreg) plans.

Our practice, which includes four PhD regulatory

economists, is international in scope and has, to date,

included projects in eleven countries. We work for a mix

of utilities, regulators, and public agencies and this
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has given us a reputation for objectivity and dedication

to regulatory science.

My duties as company President    include the

management of the company, consultation on Altreg plans,

supervision of statistical cost and demand research, and

expert witness testimony.    I have for many years served

as an advisor to the Edison Electric Institute (EEI) here

in Washington on Altreg issues, teaching the Altreg

segment at their Advanced Rates School, and have written

several EEI white papers on Altreg issues.

testified

performance.

California,

numerous

Venues

Colorado,

I have

utility

Kentucky, Maine, Massachusetts, Missouri, Oklahoma, New

York, Rhode Island, Vermont, Alberta, British Columbia,

Ontario, and Quebec.

PLEASE TELL US MORE ABOUT YOUR PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND,

INCLUDING YOUR EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE.

Before assuming my present position I was a partner

of Pacific Economics Group for ten years and managed its

Madison office. Prior to that I worked for nine years at

Christensen Associates, first as a senior economist and

later as a Vice President. My career has also included

work as an academic economist. I was for several years

times    on Altreg    and

for my testimony have included

Georgia,     Hawaii,     Illinois,
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an Assistant

Pennsylvania State

visiting professor

Commerciales in Montreal.

Professor of Mineral Economics

University and have also

at the Ecole des Hautes

at the

been a

Etudes

well as the

Additionally,

Holdings

I have previously been engaged to perform

Altreg and benchmarking projects in Delaware, New Jersey,

and Maryland, including work for Pepco’s sister utility

Delmarva Power & Light Company.    PEG Research actively

monitors regulatory proceedings in these three states as

District of Columbia and Virginia.

I have used data for the three Pepco

utilities and similarly situated Northeast

UTILITIES?

Yes.

In total, I have twenty-seven years of experience as

a practicing economist, spending the last twenty-one

years doing research on gas and electric utilities. I

hold a B.A. in Ibero-American studies and a Ph.D. in

applied economics from the University of Wisconsin. I

have an extensive record of professional publications and

have served as a referee for several scholarly journals.

I have chaired numerous conferences on Altreg and utility

performance measurement. My resume is attached as PEPCO

(B) -I.

ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH THE SITUATION OF THE PEPCO HOLDINGS
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utilities in my statistical research on the cost and

output trends of power distributors for more than a

decade.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY?

My testimony addresses the challenge of regulatory

lag that faces Pepco and many other regulated energy

distributors today. I will explain these challenges,

describe their consequences, and discuss regulatory

measures that mitigate regulatory lag. My testimony

concludes by discussing the immediate remedy that Pepco

is proposing in this proceeding:    the Reliability

Investment Recovery Mechanism (RIM).

ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH THE PROBLEM OF REGULATORY LAG?

Yes.    Alternative regulation has developed in

response to deficiencies in the traditional North

American approach to ratemaking. A driving force for the

adoption of Altreg in recent years has been the problem

of regulatory lag. Approaches to regulation that help to

mitigate regulatory lag include multi-year rate plans,

revenue decoupling, targeted cost-recovery mechanisms,

formula rates, and forward test years. I have advised

clients on all of these remedies for regulatory lag,

helped them to design specific measures, and testified in

support of measures on numerous occasions.    For example,
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I have provided relevant testimony in proceedings leading

to the approval of sixteen revenue decoupling plans.

EEI has recently published two white papers that I

wrote on regulatory lag issues. These are Forward Test

Years for U.S. Electric Utilities (2010) and Innovative

Regulation: A Survey of Remedies for Regulatory Lag

(2011). Copies of these papers are attached as Exhibits

PEPCO (B)-2 and PEPCO (B)-3.

PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR TESTIMONY.

Regulatory lag is a serious obstacle to Pepco’s

ability to earn its authorized return on equity (ROE).

The Company needs a sustained increase in its capital

expenditures (capex) over the next few years in order to

further improve its reliability. The regulatory system

under which the Company currently operates cannot provide

it with the timely rate increases it needs to undertake

this initiative without chronic underearning.     It is

important that this initiative, which will benefit

customers and is driven in part by rising reliability

standards, not deny the Company a chance to earn its

authorized ROE.

Regulatory lag is a common problem today for gas and

electric power distributors that, like Pepco, are engaged

in accelerated programs of system modernization. Various
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regulatory measures are in use around the country which

help to mitigate regulatory lag, while preserving

regulatory oversight and incentives for efficient

management.    I recommend that the Commission draw from

the menu of options thus developed to strengthen the

regulatory lag mitigation measures that it uses to

regulate Pepco. The best steps that the Commission can

take in this proceeding are to approve a RIM and initiate

a generic hearing to consider the establishment of a

fully forecasted test year option for utilities in the

District of Columbia.

PLEASE EXPLAIN THE CONCEPT OF REGULATORY LAG AND WHY IT

SHOULD MATTER TO REGULATORS.

Regulatory lag is the delay between the time when a

utility’s rate of return on equity deviates from the

target set by regulators and the time when an offsetting

rate decrease or rate increase is put into effect. When

the ROE is chronically below the target, regulatory lag

results in chronic underearning.

Regulators have the job of ensuring that the terms

of utility service are just and reasonable.    This is

usually understood to mean rates that give efficient

utilities the expectation of earning their target ROE.

This just and reasonable standard is violated when a

6
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combination of regulatory lag and external business

conditions creates an environment where a utility making

sound economic choices experiences chronic underearning.

This is unfortunately the situation facing Pepco and many

other energy distributors today.

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY REGULATORY LAG MIGHT PRODUCE CHRONIC

UNDEREARNING FOR GAS AND ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTORS.

Chronic underearning occurs when cost grows more

rapidly than revenue over a prolonged period. This can

happen for reasons that are substantially beyond a

utility’s control.    To understand how this might occur,

it is constructive to consider the external business

conditions that drive utility cost and revenue growth.

The cost of a utility or any other business is driven

chiefly by three factors: input prices, productivity, and

operating scale. My statistical research over many years

has revealed that the number of customers is the

principal dimension of operating scale that drives the

cost of energy distributors in the short and medium term.

These considerations lead to the following Distributor

Cost Growth Formula, which has been acknowledged by

several regulatory commissions:     growth Cost = growth

Input Prices - growth Productivity     + growth Customers.

7
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WHAT DOES THIS FORMULA TELL US?

The Distributor Cost Growth Formula shows that two

of the biggest drivers of an energy distributor’s cost --

- inflation and customer growth are substantially

beyond its control.    Productivity can be influenced by

distributor behavior, since a distributor can by its own

initiative reduce its inefficiency.

growth    is

conditions,

also influenced by

such as technical change and change

But productivity

external    business

in

service requirements such as power line undergrounding.

A commission can trigger a slowdown in productivity

growth by mandating a substantial improvement in

reliability.     Large improvements in reliability often

require    accelerated    modernization    of    distribution

infrastructure. The new facilities raise cost but do not,

like new customer connections, automatically trigger new

revenue growth.

WHAT EXTERNAL BUSINESS CONDITIONS DRIVE REVENUE GROWTH?

The revenue growth of utilities depends on growth in

their rates and billing determinants. Under traditional

rate designs, most fixed costs of energy distributors are

recovered by the volumetric charges of residential and

commercial (R&C) customers. Revenue growth is thus quite

sensitive to the trend in R&C delivery volumes.    The

8
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trend in these volumes depends mostly on changes in

external business conditions such as income levels,

appliance efficiency standards, building codes, and

demand-side management (DSM) policy.

WHAT ARE THE IMPLICATIONS OF THIS ANALYSIS?

From the perspective of an energy distributor, two

factors will trigger the need for an adjustment in rates.

One is the tendency of input price inflation to exceed

productivity growth. The other is the tendency of growth

in R&C delivery volumes to outpace customer growth. The

difference between the growth of R&C delivery volumes and

customers is sometimes called the growth in "average

use".      Thus, the following Distributor Rate Relief

Formula explains how external business conditions drive

the growth in rates that is needed to avoid

underearning:

growth Rates

= (growth Input Prices - growth Productivity)

- growth Average Use.

WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT THE INPUT PRICE AND PRODUCTIVITY

TRENDS OF ENERGY DISTRIBUTORS?

The growth in the productivity of most firms in the

economy conventionally measured by multifactor

productivity indexes is typically a good bit slower

9
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than the inflation in the prices they pay for inputs.

That is why prices of goods and services tend to rise

over time. Energy distributors are no exception. PEPCO

(B)-4 contains a table and figure that details new

estimates that I have prepared for Pepco of the input

price and productivity trends of energy distributors in

the Northeast.    This comparison demonstrates that, for

the Northeast as a whole, the input price inflation

facing power distributors exceeded growth in their total

factor productivity by an average of about 255 basis

points annually on average from 1999 to 2010. The

corresponding inflation-productivity gap was 296 basis

points for sampled distributors in the urban Northeast.

The gap for Pepco was around 235 basis points.

Under typical conditions, it follows that the trend

in the average use of energy by R&C customers that an

energy distributor experiences is crucial to its need for

rate relief. If average use is growing briskly (e.g., 2%

annually), the usual gap between input price and

productivity growth can be largely offset and rate cases

can be avoided for several years at a time. If average

use is static, there are no additional margins to offset

the inflation-productivity gap and rate cases will be

needed fairly frequently.    If average use is declining,

i0
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rate cases will be needed frequently, and possibly

annually.    The need for attrition relief will be even

greater when a utility is engaged in an accelerated

program of system modernization because this exacerbates

the inflation-productivity gap.

HAS THE ABILITY OF AVERAGE USE TO HELP UTILITIES AVOID

UNDEREARNING CHANGED OVER TIME?

Yes. U.S government data on trends in the average

use of electricity by residential and commercial

customers are found in PEPCO (B)-5. This Exhibit shows

that, for more than two decades after World War II,

average use of power by R&C customers grew quite briskly.

In Maryland and the District of Columbia, for instance,

growth in average use by residential customers typically

exceeded 5% annually as recently as the 1960s. Inflation

was typically slow. These favorable circumstances

sharply lowered the pace of rate escalation needed by

utilities to avoid financial attrition. Rate cases were

rare, and it usually made sense to set rates using the

cost and output in a recent historical test year.

Average use fell in ensuing decades but was still

appreciably positive in the 1990s and the first years of

the new century.    The need for rapid growth in average

use    was    diminished    somewhat    by    slow    inflation.

II
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Additionally, most vertically integrated utilities were

not building new base load power plants, and this slowed

the growth in their rate bases.

DOES THE SITUATION OF ENERGY DISTRIBUTORS TODAY DIFFER

FROM THIS?

Yes. Energy distributors generally do not

experience declining rate bases because they make their

plant additions more gradually across time as the urban

areas they serve expand.     The productivity growth of

energy utilities has in recent years been somewhat below

that of the U.S. private business sector as a whole.

Meanwhile, growth in the average use of power by

residential and commercial customers has vanished for the

typical utility in recent years.    Where customers are

affected by large DSM programs, average use is materially

declining.     Natural gas distributors have, meanwhile,

suffered from material declines in residential and

commercial average use for more than a decade.

WHAT IS THE UPSHOT OF YOUR ANALYSIS?

The    persistent    gap    between    inflation    and

productivity, along with stagnant or declining average

use, stem from factors that are largely beyond the

control of U.S. energy distributors.    These conditions

result in an environment where distributors need steady

12
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rate escalation to avoid underearning.

relief is

distributors

programs that

exacerbated in service

are engaged in large

do not generate revenue,

accelerated program of system modernization.

The need for rate

territories where

capital spending

such as an

WHAT IS THE TRADITIONAL REMEDY FOR BUSINESS CHALLENGES

LIKE THESE?

The traditional remedy is to file frequent rate

cases. This approach does make rates more reflective of

trends in business conditions, and gives the Commission,

its staff, and interveners an opportunity to monitor the

Company’s activities.    Frequent rate cases nonetheless

have several drawbacks.    First, a rate case is a long

process that is expensive to all parties in the

proceeding, and ultimately to customers. Infrequent rate

cases give senior managers more time to devote to the

basic business of providing quality service cost

effectively.     Frequent rate cases also weaken utility

performance incentives. A dollar saved today will reduce

rates in just a year or two, and there is less time to

recover the upfront costs of initiatives, such as labor

force downsizings, that reduce long-term expenses.

It is also important to consider that the outcome of

a rate case is not known to the utility from the outset,

13
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while capital planning decisions require that the utility

make decisions based on expectations of earnings

significantly into the future. The prospect of frequent

rate cases increases the uncertainty of what return the

utility can expect on its investment. A recent downgrade

by Moody’s Investors Service (Moody’s) in the credit

ratings for Central Hudson Gas & Electric was attributed

in part to the company’s increased dependence on rate

filings to address regulatory lag in a period of large

planned capital expenditures.

To make matters worse, frequent rate cases do not

typically provide sufficient relief when they are based

on historical or hybrid test years, since these test year

approaches do not produce rates that fully reflect

business conditions in the rate effective year.

PLEASE APPLY YOUR ANALYSIS TO THE SITUATION OF PEPCO IN

THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

Pepco is a large electric utility that serves the

District of Columbia and the surrounding Maryland

suburbs. Like most electric utilities in the Northeast,

it no longer operates a large generation fleet and is

instead a utility delivery company specializing in the

provision of transmission and distribution services. The

Company can no longer count on an acceleration of

14
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productivity growth between major generation plant

additions. Rate base is growing.    Pepco’s distribution

productivity growth trend is similar to that of other

Northeast urban power distributors and well below input

price inflation.

Pepco obtains virtually all of its distribution base

rate revenues from residential and commercial customers.

Since customer charges are still fairly low, earnings are

sensitive to growth in average use by R&C customers.

Growth in Pepco’s average use has been sluggish for many

years and has in recent years been negative.

The Public Service Commission of the District of

Columbia recently directed Pepco to submit a continuous

reliability improvement plan,

...including resourcing,    specific performance
targets and milestone dates to achieve the
reliability and outage restoration performance
of the best (quartile) performing (comparably)
utilities in the Benchmarking Studies.

The Commission has recently proposed new reliability

standards that would rise substantially between 2013 and

2020.

HOW HAS PEPCO RESPONDED TO THESE REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS?

In September 2010,    Pepco responded to this

initiative by filing a Comprehensive Reliability Plan for

15
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District of Columbia.     The plan details a six point

strategy for reliability improvement which includes

feeder improvements, selective undergrounding, and some

distribution automation. Implementation of the strategy

would involve an acceleration of system modernization and

higher capital expenditures that do not automatically

trigger additional and compensating revenues. A

multi-year capital expenditure budget for the District of

Columbia is discussed in this proceeding in the testimony

of Company Witness Gausman.

The District of Columbia’s current regulatory system

involves rate cases with partially forecasted test years.

After the expiration of an extended rate freeze, rate

cases were filed in 2007, 2009, and now in 2011.    A

decoupling true-up plan was instituted in 2009 which is

called the Bill Stabilization Adjustment (BSA). While

this system involves some adjustments to traditional

regulation which make rate increases more timely, it is

insufficient to avoid serious regulatory lag during a

period of accelerated system modernization.    Similarly

situated utilities are operating today under more robust

sets of lag mitigation measures.

16
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WHY DOES THE CURRENT REGULATORY PRACTICE, WHICH USES A

PARTIALLY PROJECTED TEST PERIOD TO SET RATES, NOT WORK

IN THE CURRENT ENVIRONMENT?

Currently in the District of Columbia, Pepco can use

a hybrid test year that can include up to six months of

projected data. The partially projected results may be

adjusted for reasonably known and measurable changes that

will occur in the twelve months immediately following the

end of the test year. Assuming that it takes three months

to assemble and file a rate case, and that an Order is

received within the nine month target for processing the

case, known and measurable changes that will occur in the

second half of the rate effective period are precluded

from consideration. For example, assuming that an Order

in this proceeding is received within the nine-month time

frame, rates will go into effect in early April, 2012.

Known and measurable changes that will occur up through

September 2012 will have been reflected, but any

post-September changes will not have.    For this reason

alone, rates set in this proceeding will essentially be

out of date just seven months after they go into effect.

Moreover, current practice ignores all of the cost impact

of changes in many important business conditions that

occur after the close of the test year because these

17
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Qo

impacts do not meet the known and measurable standard.

These business conditions include inflation and plant

additions with uncertain completion dates. In a time of

aggressive capital expansion such as Pepco is currently

undertaking,    nearly annual    filings    are    virtually

guaranteed by the limitation of projected data to six

months.

SHOULD UTILITY INVESTORS BE GUARANTEED THE ABILITY TO

EARN THE ROE AUTHORIZED BY THE COMMISSION?

No.    A guarantee is undesirable, because of its

incentive ramifications, but investors should have a

reasonable chance to realize the ROE target. In a period

of high capital investment, investors will not have a

reasonable opportunity to realize the ROE deemed to be

appropriate by the Commission. It is therefore

reasonable for Pepco to ask the Commission to consider

and adopt one or more regulatory remedies that give the

Company a better chance of realizing its target ROE.

WHAT ARE THE CONSEQUENCES

COMMISSION-AUTHORIZED ROE?

As Company Witness

OF NOT BEING ABLE TO EARN THE

Kamerick discusses in his

testimony, large capex programs require access to capital

markets, and the cost of such programs is reduced when

capital can be raised on reasonable terms. Lower earned

18
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returns make it more difficult to raise equity, and can

also increase the cost of debt.    On the equity side,

dilution can occur.    On the debt side, the financial

metrics considered by rating agencies can deteriorate.

The investment community pays close attention to Pepco’s

ability to earn its allowed ROE. The negative

consequences of regulatory lag and earnings attrition are

discussed further in the testimony of Company Witnesses

Cannell and Hevert.

HOW DOES ADDRESSING THE ISSUE OF REGULATORY LAG BENEFIT

THE COMPANY’S CUSTOMERS?

More timely recovery of capital costs through a

reduction in regulatory lag will continue to allow the

Company to attract, at a reasonable cost, the capital

that it needs for investments.

important during a program of

This is particularly

accelerated system

modernization, since it is a period of high borrowing

activity.    Utilities that earn their authorized ROE are

also more comfortable making the large new investments

needed for a modern, high performance system.    Reducing

regulatory lag therefore brings into line the desire of

the Commission and consumers for improved service

reliability with incentives for Pepco to make needed

capital expenditures.

19
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Regulatory lag mitigation measures can also expedite

the regulatory process. The costs to customers of filing

frequent traditional rate cases are reduced. Executives

will have stronger incentives and more time available to

oversee the reliability improvement program and make sure

that it improves the quality of service cost-effectively.

Consider also that some remedies for regulatory lag

smooth out rate changes and the impact of large additions

to rate base. These investments can be introduced into

rates gradually rather than building up and coming into

rates in large increments.

WHAT ARE SOME MECHANISMS THAT THE COMMISSION SHOULD

CONSIDER TO MITIGATE THE EFFECTS OF REGULATORY LAG?

There are numerous well established measures that,

separately or in combination, could give Pepco a better

chance to earn the Commission-authorized ROE.    In this

testimony I focus on the four remedies for regulatory lag

that are most widely used today:

¯ Revenue decoupling

¯ Multi-year revenue caps

¯ Targeted cost-recovery mechanisms

¯ Fully forecasted test years.

Pepco currently uses only one of these measures, a form

of revenue decoupling. I will describe each of these lag
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alleviate the

average use.

established:

adjustment

pricing.

-mitigation options, the precedents for them, and

advantages and disadvantages of each.

PLEASE DISCUSS FIRST THE REVENUE DECOUPLING REMEDIES FOR

THE PROBLEM OF REGULATORY LAG.

The term revenue decoupling refers to a group of

regulatory provisions designed to weaken the link between

a utility’s revenue and the volume of its services. This

reduces the utility’s disincentive to promote DSM and can

financial stress caused by declining

Three approaches to decoupling are well

decoupling true-up plans, lost revenue

mechanisms    (LRAMs),    and fixed variable

Decoupling true-up plans should be well known to the

Commission, since Pepco uses such mechanisms.     These

plans help a utility’s actual revenue track the revenue

allowed by regulators.    Most decoupling true-up plans

have two basic components: a revenue decoupling mechanism

(RDM) and a revenue adjustment mechanism (RAM).     A

typical RDM tracks variances between actual and allowed

revenue and makes periodic true-ups.     Utilities are

compensated for any decline in average use but are denied

the benefit from any growth in average use.
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The RAM component of a decoupling true-up plan

reduces the need for additional rate cases by escalating

allowed revenue for external factors that impact the

utility’s costs.     Pepco’s BSA expedites recovery of

revenue per customer (RPC) but has no provision for

escalating RPC. This is tantamount to an RPC freeze and

allows revenue to grow only at the gradual pace of

customer growth. Recall from the Distributor Cost Growth

Formula that customer growth is only one of the

recognized drivers of distributor cost.    Other RAMs are

"broad-based" in the sense that they provide enough

revenue growth to compensate the utility for several

kinds of cost pressures.    For example, allowed revenue

may be escalated for input price inflation as well as for

customer growth.

WHAT ARE THE PRECEDENTS FOR DECOUPLING TRUE-UP PLANS?

States that have tried gas and electric decoupling

true-up plans are indicated on the maps below in Figures

la and Ib, respectively.

are more plans for gas

The maps indicate that there

utilities than for electric

utilities. This reflects the more pervasive character of

the declining average use problem that gas distributors

face.     In the electric utility industry, decoupling

true-up plans are most likely to be adopted in service
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territories where there is decline in average use.

This is usually due to the local administration of a

large DSM program by the

agency.

utility or an independent

HOW COMMON ARE BROAD-BASED RAMS IN DECOUPLING TRUE-UP

PLANS?

Broad-based RAMs are featured about as often as RPC

freezes in the decoupling true-up plans of U.S. electric

utilities.    The RPC freeze approach predominates in the

decoupling true-up plans of gas distributors.    However,

several of the largest gas distributors in North America,

including Consolidated Edison, Pacific Gas & Electric,

Southern California Gas, and Enbridge Gas Distribution,

operate today under broad-based RAMs. I believe that RPC

freezes are more common in gas distribution because gas

distributors are willing to settle    for a less

compensatory RAM in exchange for relief from a more

serious problem of declining average use.
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Figure la Electric Decoupling True-Up Plans by State

Figure ib: Gas Decoupling True-Up Plans by State

Expired~s
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PEPCO ALREADY OPERATES UNDER A DECOUPLING TRUE-UP PLAN.

WHY IS THIS NOT SUFFICIENT TO SOLVE ITS REGULATORY LAG

PROBLEM?

The BSA has partially addressed Pepco’s regulatory

lag but cannot be expected by itself to solve the

problem, for two reasons.    First, a decoupling true-up

plan only compensates a utility for declines in average

use. It does not compensate the Company for the

disappearance of growth in average use.    Pepco does not

profit from any growth in average use that might result

from new market developments such as electric vehicles

(EVs).     Recall from my earlier remarks that lack of

growth in average use is a key source of the regulatory

lag problem that many energy distributors face.

The second reason why the current decoupling true-up

plan is not by itself sufficient to eliminate regulatory

lag is that it features an RPC freeze approach to RAM

design. This is not a broad-based RAM. The Distributor

Cost Growth Formula can be rearranged to produce the

following result.

growth Cost/Customer = growth Input Prices - growth

Productivity

Growth in cost per customer is the difference between

input price and productivity growth. This difference is,
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as I showed earlier, usually substantial and is

especially large during a campaign of accelerated system

modernization such as Pepco has underway.     For this

reason, utilities agreeing to operate under RPC freezes

usually retain the right to file rate cases and

frequently do file.

WHAT ADDITIONAL STATISTICAL EVIDENCE CAN YOU PROVIDE THAT

AN RPC FREEZE IS INADEQUATE FOR DISTRIBUTORS IN GENERAL

RATHER THAN A PROBLEM FOR PEPCO SPECIFICALLY?

PEPCO (B)-6 presents evidence on the recent trends

in the base    rate cost per customer of major

investor-owned utility power distribution companies in

the Northeast. The sample period is 2004-2010.     This

survey excluded costs of customer service and information

expenses, which for several Northeast utilities rose at

an especially rapid rate during the sample period due to

the growth of utility DSM programs.     Inspecting the

results, it can be seen that even with these rapidly

rising costs removed distributor cost per customer

averaged 2.16% annually for the full Northeast sample,

3.87% for the urban Northeast sample, and 1.41% for

Pepco. Thus, per-customer costs have risen persistently

while revenue per customer is essentially frozen under
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the BSA - a condition that, if unaddressed, will lead to

underearning.

HAVE REGULATORS IN OTHER JURISDICTIONS NOTED THE

INADEQUATE ATTRITION RELIEF PROVIDED BY AN RPC FREEZE?

Yes.      The Hawaii Public Utilities Commission

commented, in a recent Order approving broad-based RAMs

for the three Hawaiian Electric utilities, that

The RPC mechanism, which was not intended to
address issues such as regulatory lag, will not
perform as well as the [broad-based] RAM in
meeting the objective to maintain the HECO
Companies’ financial integrity.    In addition,
the commission finds that the RPC method may
not    provide adequate    rate    relief where
increases in costs may be far greater than
increases    in customers... Although various
"pack-ages", including RPC plus rate cases,
were discussed at the hearing, it does not
appear from the record that any of these
options would reduce regulatory lag, maintain
the HECO company’s financial integrity, or
support the achievement of Hawaii’s objectives
as well as the RAM.I
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ARE THERE WAYS TO MAKE PEPCO’S DECOUPLING TRUE-UP PLAN A

MORE EFFECTIVE REMEDY FOR REGULATORY LAG?

Yes there are, although the Company is not proposing

changes to the BSA in this proceeding. One way would be

to exempt from decoupling Pepco’s deliveries of power

that are used to recharge EVs on the grounds that these

l Hawaii PUC, Final Decision and Order, Docket No. 2008-0274, August 31,

2010.
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deliveries improve air quality, reduce noise, and can

help Pepco deal with its regulatory lag problem.    This

idea dovetails nicely with the build out of AMI that is

underway in the District since the new meters can be used

to offer customers lower night-time volumetric charges

that encourage night-time recharging.

Another way that the decoupling true-up plan can be

made more effective in reducing regulatory lag is to

replace the RPC freeze with a broad-based RAM. We

discuss this option further below.

PLEASE DISCUSS THE LRAMAPPROACH TO DECOUPLING.

An LRAM explicitly compensates a utility for base

rate revenues that are estimated to be lost due to DSM

programs.     Compensation for lost margins is usually

effected through a rate rider. Estimates of energy (and

sometimes also peak load) savings are needed for LRAM

calculations. Compensation is not confined to declines in

average use, as it is under decoupling true-up plans, and

the utility can use any growth in average use that occurs

notwithstanding DSM to alleviate underearning.

Precedents for LRAMs are detailed in Figure 2 below.

It can be seen that LRAMs are less widely used than

decoupling true-up plans today. One reason is that they

are less useful for gas distributors, which experience
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declines in average use for reasons other than DSM

programs.    LRAMs have nonetheless experienced a rebound

recently due in part to their use in Duke Energy’s "Save

a Watt" approach to DSM regulation in several states.

Figure 2: Current LRAMs by State:

6

8 A.

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

WHAT ARE THE PROS AND CONS OF THE LRAMAPPROACH?

This    approach provides    a    utility with    full

compensation for the economic loss caused by DSM

programs.    The utility retains an incentive to promote

environmentally benign uses of energy such as EVs.

Critics of LRAMs argue that they disincent the utility

from pursuing every means at its disposal to promote DSM.

LRAMs also involve complex calculations of DSM savings,

but these calculations should arguably be undertaken even
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in the absence of the LRAM in order to assess the

effectiveness of the DSM program.

PLEASE DESCRIBE MULTI-YEAR RATE PLANS AND EXPLAIN HOW

THEY CAN ALLEVIATE REGULATORY LAG.

Multi-year rate plans are a form of incentive

regulation that involves multi-year moratoriums on

general rate cases.     The length of such plans is

typically three to five years, but plans as long as ten

years have been approved.    Many multi-year rate plans

feature predetermined rate adjustment mechanisms that

provide automatic rate adjustments for changing business

conditions between rate cases.    These mechanisms can be

designed to eliminate regulatory lag and provide funds

needed for plant    additions,    including reliability

improvement programs. The rate adjustments provided by

predetermined rate adjustment mechanisms are largely

"external" in the sense that they give a utility an

allowance for cost growth rather than reimbursement for

its actual cost growth. This can strengthen incentives

to contain cost growth. Benefits of the performance

improvements that are stimulated by the plan can be

shared with customers.    The ability of multi-year rate

plans to provide needed rate increases without high

regulatory cost or a weakening of performance incentives
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constitutes a remarkable advance in the "technology" of

regulation.

Multi-year rate and revenue caps commonly allow

supplemental rate adjustments for changes in external

business conditions that were especially difficult to

anticipate at the time that the plan was fashioned.

These include changes in tax rates and other government

policies (e.g. conductor undergrounding requirements)

that affect costs.    Some multi-year plans also feature

earnings sharing mechanisms that share earnings surpluses

and/or deficits that result when the ROE deviates from

its regulated target. Plans also sometimes feature award

and/or penalty mechanisms that are linked to service

quality metrics.

Predetermined rate adjustment mechanisms may cap the

growth in allowed rates or revenue. Rate caps limit the

escalation in rates (e.g. customer charges and cents per

unit of power delivered). They are favored where

utilities are encouraged to bolster system use, since

rate caps strengthen incentives to promote system use and

can facilitate marketing flexibility by reducing concerns

about cross subsidization. Revenue caps limit the

escalation in allowed revenues.    They are often favored
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over rate caps where DSM is encouraged and/or declining

average use is a problem.

Revenue caps are usually,

combined with decoupling true-ups.

though not always,

The predetermined

rate adjustment mechanism is in this case the same as the

RAM component of a decoupling true-up plan. A RAM usually

has to be broad-based if it is to provide the basis for a

rate case moratorium.

HOW ARE BROAD-BASED RAMS DESIGNED?

Several kinds of broad-based RAMs have been

established.    The most common approaches are indexing,

stairsteps, and hybrids.    The indexing approach to RAM

design is based on the Distributor Cost Growth Formula

that I discussed earlier.    An example might be

Growth Revenue = Inflation - X + growth Customers.

Here X, the "X factor," reflects a productivity growth

target that is usually the total factor productivity

(TFP) trend of the industry.    The indexing approach is

more likely to be used where no capital spending surge is

anticipated, which would complicate calculation of a

productivity target.

The stairstep approach to RAM design provides pre-

determined fixed increases in allowed revenue, which are

often based on forecasts of cost growth.    For example,
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revenue might be scheduled to grow 6% in the first year,

7% in the second, and 4% in the third year of a three

year plan. One advantage of this approach is that it can

easily accommodate major plant additions such as those

that might result from an accelerated program of system

modernization. Stakeholders are compelled to consider a

multi-year capex budget, and are given the usual

opportunity that a rate case provides to weigh in on its

Customers may value knowing in advance thedetails.

schedule

stairstep

for future rate increases. However, the

approach is less able than the indexing

approach to adjust allowed revenue automatically for

unforeseen inflationary conditions such as might be

triggered, for example, by an oil price shock.

PLEASE EXPLAIN THE HYBRID APPROACH TO RAM DESIGN.

A hybrid RAM involves a mix of indexing and

forecasts.     In North America, hybrid RAMs typically

involve indexes for O&M expenses and stairsteps for

capital costs. A company called Global Insight has

maintained input price indexes for utility O&M expenses

for many years which can be used in the O&M escalator.

The X factor reflects the trend in O&M productivity. The

stairsteps for capital cost are sometimes fixed in real

terms and then adjusted for construction cost inflation
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as measured by an energy utility construction cost index.

Hybrid RAMs exploit the flexibility of stairsteps in

accommodating major plant additions and the streamlining

and hyperinflation protection that indexing provides for

O&M expenses.

WHAT ARE THE PRECEDENTS FOR MULTI-YEAR RATE PLANS?

Recent precedents for multi-year rate plans of U.S.

energy utilities are summarized in Figure 3.    It can be

seen that this kind of Altreg has to date been most

common in California and the Northeast.     It is used

regulate    gas    and    electric    powerprimarily    to

distribution. Multi-year rate plans are also popular for

energy utilities in Canada.    They are used to regulate

all gas and electric distributors in Ontario and are also

used in Alberta, Quebec, and British Columbia. The

Alberta Utilities Commission recently directed all gas

and electric power distributors to file multi-year rate

plans. Overseas, multi-year rate plans are more the rule

than the exception for energy distributors.    The "RPI

(retail price index) - X" plans in Britain are especially

well known.
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WHY ARE MULTI-YEAR RATE PLANS MORE POPULAR AMONGST ENERGY

DISTRIBUTORS THAN AMONGST VERTICALLY INTEGRATED ELECTRIC

UTILITIES?

This is due in part to the tendency of distribution

cost to grow at a comparatively steady and predictable

pace.    This makes it easier for parties to agree on a

predetermined rate adjustment mechanism.    The popularity

of rate and revenue caps for power distributors also

reflects the fact that they rarely experience the

combination of declining rate base and growth in average

use that might permit them to operate for several years
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under a rate freeze. Rate freezes are still occasionally

an option for vertically integrated electric utilities.

WHICH OF THE BROAD-BASED APPROACHES TO RAM DESIGN ARE

MOST POPULAR?

Indexing is used in Ontario and Vermont, whereas

stairsteps are used in New York and have recently been

favored in California as well. The hybrid approach was

developed in California in the early 1980s and has been

used there by my count more than a dozen times. These

plans commonly escalated O&M expenses for input price

inflation using the custom Global Insight indexes that I

mentioned earlier. Hybrid RAMs are currently used by the

three Hawaiian Electric utilities.

PLEASE DISCUSS THE PROS AND CONS OF MULTI-YEAR RATE PLANS

AS A REMEDY FOR THE REGULATORY LAG THAT PEPCO FACES.

Multi-year rate plans are in my opinion the best

approach to the mitigation of regulatory lag. Chronic

regulatory lag from changing external business conditions

can be

Regulatory

management

eliminated without

cost is lower,

is encouraged.

frequent    rate    cases.

and better utility cost

If accelerated system

modernization is planned, the Commission, its staff, and

stakeholders are compelled to consider the appropriate

multi-year budget, as they should in any event.    The
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utility is likely to lose money if it exceeds its capex

budget.    The revenue cap variant of a multi-year rate

plan is a form of revenue decoupling and effectively

removes utility disincentives to promote DSM.

The main challenge with a multi-year rate plan is

the difficulty of designing the predetermined rate

adjustment mechanism. This is a particular challenge for

a jurisdiction with little experience, but the parties to

regulation will gain expertise with experience.     In

California, for example, the parties to regulation have

been negotiating these plans for almost thirty years. In

jurisdictions    where    there    is    significant    concern

regarding extreme earnings outcomes, an earnings sharing

mechanism can be added to the plan.     However, such

mechanisms reduce the incentive benefits of the plan.

In an application to energy distributors it is

generally not too difficult to agree on a predetermined

rate adjustment mechanism. In my opinion, the net

benefits of multi-year rate plans will eventually become

widely recognized, and such plans will become the most

common approach to the regulation of power distribution

utilities in the United States, as they are in other

countries.
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PLEASE DISCUSS THE OPTION OF FULLY FORECASTED TEST YEARS.

A fully forecasted test year, sometimes called a

future or forward test year (FTY), is a twelve-month

period that begins after the rate case is filed.    Most

commonly, an FTY begins about the time that the rate case

is expected to end and thus comes very close to matching

the rate effective year. This typically involves

forecasting cost about two years into the future. A more

conservative approach, called a current FTY, is to begin

the test period around the date of the rate case. This

typically involves forecasting out about one year.

The forecasts used to make FTY cost projections are

sometimes company budgets.    Other utilities make a more

detailed traditional cost filing for a historical

reference year and then escalate many costs by external

mechanisms such as the Distributor Cost Growth Formula.

Global Insight forecasts of growth in power distributor

O&M input price and construction cost indexes are useful

for this.

The use of a forward test year would permit Pepco’s

rates to reflect expected input price inflation in the

rate effective year.    It would also allow for earlier

inclusion of capital projects in base rates because under

a forward test year the costs of all projects can be
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included in rates which are likely but not certain to be

finished during the rate effective year.

WHAT WOULD BE THE MOST CONSERVATIVE WAY FOR THIS

COMMISSION TO APPROACH A FULLY FORECASTED TEST YEAR?

To increase confidence in cost projections, the

Commission could require detailed, traditional cost

evidence for a historical reference year and ask that

escalation of cost to the forward test year be limited

where possible

Utilities may,

to external index-based adjustments.

additionally,    be asked to report

periodically on the accuracy of their cost forecasts.

Another cautious step in the direction of forward test

years would be to permit a current FTY with an interim

rate that takes effect early in the proceeding subject to

refund.    This would effectively address the problem of

regulatory lag without a two-year cost forecast.

PLEASE EXPLAIN THE USE OF INTERIM RATES.

Interim rates are a means of getting at least a

portion of a requested rate increase implemented before a

final Order is used. Many states allow a utility to put

a requested rate increase into effect, subject to refund,

if the Commission is unable to render a final decision

within the prescribed time frame.    This Commission has

the statutory authority to grant these temporary rates.
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Some states allow part of the requested increase to

become effective, also subject to refund, shortly after a

rate case is filed. In Delaware, for example, utilities

can implement an increase equal to the lesser of 15% of

the utility’s intrastate revenues or $2.5 million,

subject to refund, 60 days after filing a rate case.

This can provide appreciable relief from regulatory lag.

WHAT ARE THE PRECEDENTS FOR FORWARD TEST YEARS?

We have already noted that historical test years

made sense in the early decades of the postwar period

when cost growth was more similar to growth in sales

volumes.    Forward and hybrid test years were adopted in

many jurisdictions during the 1970s and 1980s when rapid

input price inflation and major plant additions coincided

with slower growth in average use.     Commissions in

several additional states have recently moved in the

direction of FTYs. Many of these states are in the West,

where comparatively rapid economic growth has required

more rapid buildout of utility infrastructure. However,

the Illinois Commerce Commission recently accepted a

return to forward test years in a rate case for Peoples

Gas Light and Coke in Chicago.
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Current state policies concerning test years are

summarized below in Figure 4.     The ranks of U.S.

jurisdictions that use alternatives to historical test

years have swollen and now encompass over half of the

total. The "other" category in Figure 4 includes states

that use FTYs for some utilities and historical test

years for others (e.g., Illinois), states that are

transitioning towards forward test years (e.g., New

Mexico and Utah), jurisdictions like the District of

Columbia that use hybrid test years with some but not all

months forecasted, and jurisdictions that have used FTYs

in the past but don’t currently use them (e.g.,

Delaware).
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Figure 4 : Test Year Policies by State
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PLEASE SUMMARIZE THE PROS AND CONS OF A FORWARD TEST

YEAR.

A forward test year can provide effective relief

from the problem of regulatory lag. Capital can be

obtained on more reasonable terms and rate "shock" can be

avoided.    Forward    test    years    can    also    in    some

circumstances produce a reduction in the frequency of

rate cases.    In an application to a distributor engaged

in a multi-year program of accelerated capex, however,

frequent and possibly annual rate cases are still quite

likely absent additional measures such as a capex

recovery mechanism. Forward test years are, additionally,
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somewhat more complex to implement than hybrid test

years.

ARE THERE WAYS TO IMPROVE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF HYBRID

TEST YEARS IN RELIEVING REGULATORY LAG?

Yes.    The Commission can expand on the concept of

known and measurable changes to encompass more of the

investments that are likely to be in service during the

year that new rates take effect. The Commission could

also employ a terminal rate base rather than the average

value of the rate base over the test period.    During a

time of high capex such as Pepco is planning, a terminal

rate base is more reflective of the investment that is

expected during the rate effective period.     It is,

additionally, known and measurable prior to the time that

the Commission issues its rate case decision. This

approach has been used before in the District of

Columbia.

PLEASE DISCUSS HOW TARGETED COST-RECOVERY MECHANISMS CAN

BE USED TO MITIGATE REGULATORY LAG.

A    targeted    cost-recovery    mechanism    expedites

recovery of particular utility costs outside of general

rate cases.     Balancing accounts are used to track

unrecovered costs.     Cost recovery is then typically

implemented using tariff amendments called riders.
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Targeted cost-recovery mechanisms are used in

various situations where it is less practical to rely on

general rate cases to

particular utility costs.

adjust rates for changes in

For example, the energy costs

of utilities are usually recovered via such mechanisms

because their volatility and substantial size would

otherwise lead to frequent general rate cases and/or

elevated earnings risk.    Other volatile costs that are

recovered using targeted cost recovery mechanisms include

those for pensions and uncollectible bills.

Under today’s business conditions, where cost growth

tends to outpace revenue growth, such mechanisms are also

used to expedite recovery of costs that drive overall

cost growth, irrespective of their volatility. This can

reduce the frequency of rate cases because the residual

cost that is recovered through conventional rates grows

more slowly. Examples of utility costs that are tracked

because of their rapid growth include those for health

care, DSM, and capex. In the balance of this testimony I

will refer to targeted cost-recovery mechanisms for capex

as capex recovery mechanisms.    The District of Columbia

has in the past approved cost-recovery mechanisms for DSM

expenses but not for capex.
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UNDER WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES DO REGULATORS TYPICALLY APPROVE

CAPEXRECOVERYMECHANISMS?

Capex recovery mechanisms have the general advantage

of recovering those capital costs that result from growth

in the rate base.    The part of the rate base that is

subject to recovery via conventional rates will usually

grow more slowly when there is a capex recovery

mechanism. The greater is the percentage of capex

recovered separately, the slower is the growth in the

residual rate base.

If all capital costs resulting from capex are

recovered via the capex recovery mechanism, the residual

rate base will actually decline.    This can materially

reduce the need for general rate cases.    In Ohio, for

example,    the three FirstEnergy electric utilities

currently operate under a mechanism that recovers the

cost of almost all new distribution investment. This has

permitted FirstEnergy to agree to multi-year freezes on

the conventional

Notwithstanding

rates that recover residual cost.

such    precedents,     capex    recovery

mechanisms are usually used only to recover costs of

major capex programs.
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PLEASE DEFINE A MAJOR CAPEX PROGRAM AND EXPLAIN WHY CAPEX

RECOVERY MECHANISMS ARE PARTICULARLY USEFUL FOR UTILITIES

ENGAGED IN SUCH PROGRAMS.

Major capex programs can occur for several reasons.

Base load generation is a common type of major plant

addition for vertically integrated electric utilities.

Utilities engaged in transmission sometimes make large

investments in new facilities to promote regional power

trade or access remote renewable resources.    Both kinds

of investments can take more than a year to construct.

An allowance in rates for funds used during construction

is traditionally not permitted until assets are used and

useful.      This involves extra interest expenses and

produces rate shock when the value of the plant is

finally added to the rate base. The delay in receiving a

return on investment increases utility risk, and this

further increases the cost of construction that customers

ultimately pay. Many commissions address these problems

by including costs of construction work in progress

(CWIP) in the rate base so that a return on investment

can start sooner.    Capex recovery mechanisms are often

used in lieu of rate cases to recover the return on CWIP.
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For energy distributors, major capex programs are

usually occasioned by an accelerated program of system

modernization. The annual plant additions may not be as

large as that for new or repowered baseload generation,

and facilities become used and useful over a series of

years instead of in one year.     However,

expenditures    can    still    be    sizable

expenditures    for    new    generation    or

facilities or customer connections, don’t

the annual

and,    unlike

transmission

naturally

trigger new revenue when facilities become used and

useful. Under today’s operating conditions, timely

recovery of the cost of an accelerated program of system

modernization will under traditional regulation therefore

require frequent rate cases.    A recovery mechanism for

the accumulating annual cost of the new investment can

help a company modernize its system and improve service

quality without frequent rate cases or the rate shock

that can occur if rate cases are held less frequently.

ISN’T THIS A FORM OF SINGLE ISSUE RATEMAKING?

Yes. But many commissions today find single issue

ratemaking preferable to salient comprehensive remedies

for regulatory lag such as multi-year rate plans. There

is less concern about overearning in an environment where

cost growth is clearly outpacing revenue growth, as I
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have shown to be the case for companies like Pepco.

Decoupling is also a form of single issue ratemaking, and

is clearly very popular.    Earnings can be monitored if

overearning is a particular concern.

WHAT CAPITAL COSTS ARE TYPICALLY RECOVERED BY CAPEX

RECOVERY MECHANISMS?

Most    capex    recovery    mechanisms    recover    the

accumulating annual capital costs that result from the

targeted capex until a general rate case permits these

costs to be recovered through conventional rates.    The

annual cost of capex includes a return on the value of

the assets, depreciation on plant in service, and

associated net taxes. The operation of a capex recovery

mechanism thus requires a specification of the rate of

return on plant and the depreciation rate. An adjustment

is sometimes made for the retirement of plant that is

occasioned by the capex.

IN A CONVENTIONAL RATE CASE A TEST YEAR MUST BE CHOSEN.

HOW IS THIS ISSUE HANDLED IN THE DESIGN OF A CAPEX

RECOVERY MECHANISM?

Most capex recovery mechanisms recover a forecast of

the capital cost in the upcoming year.    However, some

capex recovery mechanisms have more of a hybrid test year

flavor.     A capex recovery mechanism for New Jersey
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Natural Gas, for instance, recovers only the annual cost

of the plant in service and CWIP in rate base at a date a

few months prior to the implementation of the new capex

recovery surcharges.    This approach, which is analogous

to a hybrid test year with a year-end rate base, involves

more regulatory lag than the fully forecasted approach.

WHAT PROTECTIONS WOULD

INNACURATE COST FORECAST?

Capex

forecasts

CONSUMERS HAVE AGAINST AN

recovery mechanisms    that

usually involve a periodic

feature    cost

(e.g., annual)

reconciliation of the revenue gathered by the mechanism

in previous years to an updated estimate of the cost that

was incurred. The annual filing is for this reason often

called     a     reconciliation     filing.     Reconciliation

facilitates recovery of the cost of service and therefore

involves revenue decoupling.

WHAT ATTENTION IS PAID IN CAPEX RECOVERY MECHANISMS TO

THE PRUDENCE OF INVESTMENTS?

Most    capex    recovery    mechanisms    for    energy

distributors are the outcome of a proceeding in which a

detailed multi-year investment plan is considered that

includes the specific projects to be undertaken and an

estimate of their cost.    The proceedings usually result

in settlements that contain a multi-year capex budget and
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a list of specific projects. The utilities usually have

some flexibility regarding the timing of the investments

and particular projects.

The subsequent reconciliation proceedings may also

consider the reasonableness of the costs and the

projects.     These proceedings are commonly assigned a

window of between two and four months to be resolved. The

proceedings usually allow for data requests, and some

permit opposition testimony before the Commission makes

its decision.

Costs and

subject to a

projects are, additionally, sometimes

final prudence review when the plant

additions are added to the rate base.    When the capex

recovery mechanism involves cost forecasts, these reviews

usually occur in the next general rate case.    When the

capex recovery mechanism is entirely retrospective,

however, the final prudence review may occur in the

reconciliation proceeding.    In final prudence reviews,

costs that fall within the established budget are

sometimes granted ex ante prudence.
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HOW ARE DEVIATIONS FROM CAPEX BUDGETS TREATED?

In most plans, underspends are passed entirely to

customers and capex in excess of budgeted amounts is

subject to prudence review.

in some plans are hard caps.

However, the capex budgets

In California where, as we

have seen, experience with incentive regulation is quite

extensive, sharing mechanisms are sometimes used in which

positive and negative

prescribed range are

deviations from budgets in a

shared mechanistically (e.g.,

90%/10%) between customers and shareholders. When plans

involve hard caps or sharing mechanisms, the initial

capex     budgets     naturally     require    more     careful

consideration.

WHAT PROTECTIONS ARE PROVIDED AGAINST RAPID RATE GROWTH?

In addition to the protections provided by prudence

reviews    and    incentivized mechanisms    for    handling

overspends, a few capex recovery mechanisms have featured

"soft" caps that limit the revenue growth that can be

triggered by the mechanism.     Any shortfalls in the

recovery of approved capital costs due to the cap can be

recovered later with interest.
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CAN    REVIEWS    OF    THE    INVESTMENT    PROGRAM    INCLUDE

CONSIDERATION OF HOW MUCH ~BANG" CONSUMERS GOT FOR THEIR

~BUCK"?

Yes, impacts of the capex on O&M expenses and

service quality are sometimes compared to forecasts of

same that were used to justify the capex.    Moreover,

capex recovery mechanisms for AMI and other forms of

system     modernization     may     involve     supplemental

award/penalty mechanisms that encourage effective use of

the new facilities.

HOW IS THE INTEGRITY OF RECONCILIATION FILINGS ENSURED?

The prudence of the filings can be addressed in

either or both of the filings themselves and the next

general rate case.    Additionally, some utilities have

committed to periodic internal or external audits of

these filings.

WHAT ARE THE PRECEDENTS FOR CAPEX RECOVERY MECHANISMS?

Recent capex recovery mechanism precedents for

electric, gas, and water utilities are summarized in

Figures 5 and 6. It can be seen that there are numerous

precedents.

recover the

modernization

Those for energy distributors most commonly

cost of AMI or more general system

programs. Recent    electric    utility
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precedents for CWIP in rate base are listed in Figure 7.

Most of these involve investments in generating plant.

Figure 5: Recent Capex Recovery Mechanism Precedents

for US Energy Utilities
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Figure 5 shows that many gas distributors have capex

recovery mechanisms.

distribution systems

This reflects the fact that gas

in Eastern and some Midwestern

states tend to be older than their electric counterparts.

The older facilities were often built with cast iron

and/or bare steel, materials which today involve high

maintenance costs. Capex recovery mechanisms have helped

gas distributors accelerate the replacement of these old

facilities. I believe that these precedents are quite

relevant to the consideration of Pepco’s RIM proposal.

Capex surcharges are also common in the water utility

industry.

ARE CAPEX RECOVERY MECHANISMS USED IN THE MID-ATLANTIC

STATES?

Yes. Capex recovery mechanisms are operative for

most gas and electric distributors in New Jersey,

including Pepco’s sister utility Atlantic City Electric

Company.     The period of operation of some of these

mechanisms has recently been extended.     In Virginia,

capex recovery mechanisms for gas utilities were in 2010

expressly sanctioned by a new law, the SAVE Act, and a

mechanism has since been approved there for Washington

Gas Light. Appalachian Power has recently operated under

capex recovery mechanisms in Virginia and West Virginia.
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DO SOME UTILITIES OPERATE UNDER A COMBINATION OF REVENUE

DECOUPLING AND CAPEX RECOVERY MECHANISMS?

Most definitely. More than thirty energy utilities

currently operate under a combination of capex recovery

mechanisms and some form of revenue decoupling. Many of

these are utilities that, like Pepco, operate under RPC

freezes or an alternative approach to decoupling that is

not designed to finance capex investment surges.

Utilities that operate under such combinations include

Duke Energy (OH), Pacific Gas & Electric (CA), Peoples

Gas Light and Coke (IL), San Diego Gas & Electric (CA),

and Southern California Edison (CA).    These are energy

distributors that, like Pepco, are engaged in programs of

accelerated system modernization.

PLEASE DISCUSS THE PROS AND CONS OF CAPEX RECOVERY

MECHANISMS.

Capex recovery mechanisms are a sensible remedy for

the regulatory lag of an energy distributor engaged in an

accelerated system modernization program. Regulatory lag

can be mitigated considerably, and annual rate cases are

likely to be avoided if the distributor is, additionally,

protected from

Regulation    is

performance can be improved.

material

thereby

declines in average use.

streamlined,     and    utility

In contrast to multi-year
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rate plans and forward test years, forecasts are required

only for the targeted capex, and these forecasts are

subject to annual reconciliations. Rate shock is

mitigated.    In summary, capex recovery mechanisms make

particular sense for commissions that want to encourage

system modernization and recognize the potential for

regulatory lag but prefer not to mitigate the lag using

salient alternatives such as multi-year rate plans.

One factor to address in the development of a capex

recovery mechanism is the need to ensure that the capital

spending that is thereby encouraged is prudent. Prudence

involves making sure that the capex is really needed and

undertaken efficiently and that benefits of the capex,

such as better reliability, are realized.

These concerns can be mitigated by a well designed

plan.    Multi-year capex plans should reflect extensive

evidence on the specific projects to be undertaken, their

net benefits,    and their efficiency compared with

alternative means of improving reliability. Plans should

create a material risk that costs in excess of budgets

will not be recovered, and perhaps also provide the

utility with an opportunity to share in the benefit of

underspends.
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HAS THE ABILITY OF CAPEX RECOVERY MECHANISMS TO REDUCE

RATE CASE FREQUENCY BEEN ACKNOWLEDGED BY REGULATORS?

Yes. The Illinois Commerce Commission (ICC)

recently approved a capex recovery mechanism for Peoples

Gas Light and Coke.     That company is engaged in an

accelerated program to replace cast iron and bare steel

facilities.     The ICC in its decision approving the

mechanism acknowledged its superiority over alternative

remedies such as frecuent rate cases and regulatory

assets. Concerning the former, it stated that

ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

From our perspective, rate cases consume vast
amounts of time, money, and resources, and are
not only burdensome for utilities and other
parties.       They also strain the limited
resources of the Commission and its Staff and
divert attention from other pressing matters.
Ultimately too, rate case costs are consumer
costs.    We cannot and will not speculate on
when the Company will need to come in for a
rate case in the future, but it is reasonable
to believe that Rider ICR may extend that
period and to that extent, it is reasonable.
Notably too, we do not see Staff or any other
party to say that they prefer annual rate

2cases.

2 Illinois Commerce Commission, Order, 09-0166 and 09-0167 Consolidated,

January 21, 2010 pp. 173-174.
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WHAT EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE EXISTS THAT CAPEX RECOVERY

MECHANISMS REDUCE CAPITAL COSTS?

PEPCO (B)-7 presents selected credit quality metrics

for large samples of gas and electric utilities that did

and did not have capex recovery mechanisms over the

2007-2009 period.     The sources are Credit Stats: Gas

Utilities - U.S. and Credit Stats: Electric Utilities -

Both reports were prepared by Standard and Poor’sUoS.

and appear in the

RatingsDirect service.

Global Credit Portal of its

I present results for four credit

metrics: Standard & Poor’s corporate credit rating, the

(rate of) return on capital, and two cash flow ratios

(EBITDA/interest coverage and FFO/Debt).

Cash flow ratios are used by credit analysts to

assess a utility’s ability to service debt.    The cash

flow measures are normally calculated as adjustments to

net income that add back cash flows that could be used to

service debt. FFO (funds from operations), for instance,

adds back depreciation and amortization expenses. EBITDA

(earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and

amortization) adds back interest and taxes as well as

depreciation and amortization.

PEPCO (B)-7 reports averages for each of the metrics

for sampled utilities over the 2007-2009 period.    There
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is an indeterminate category for utilities that are not

easily categorized as having operated under capex

recovery mechanisms throughout this period. I include in

the capex recovery mechanisms category the retail formula

rates used by a few Southern utilities, since this

effectively provides expedited treatment of capex costs.

Caution must be taken in making comparisons inasmuch

as these metrics may differ between the sampled utilities

due to differences in several other business conditions

as well as to any differences in the use of capex

recovery mechanisms. The other relevant business

conditions include the ability to rate base construction

work in progress, the local severity of the recent

recession, and whether or not utilities operated under

revenue decoupling.     Despite these complications, the

samples may be large and diverse enough to shed some

light on the effect that capex recovery mechanisms have

on credit metrics.

PLEASE DISCUSS THE RESULTS OF THIS RESEARCH

Comparing the results for gas distributors, it can

be seen that the values of all four credit metrics were

typically more favorable for distributors that had capex

recovery mechanisms than for those that did not.
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o The capex recovery mechanism distributors had a

typical credit rating between A- and A whereas

the other distributors had a typical credit

rating between BBB+ and A-.

o The capex recovery mechanism distributors had an

average rate of return on capital of 9.7% whereas

the other distributors had an average return of

8.3%.

o The capex recovery mechanism distributors had an

average EBITDA/interest coverage of 5.4 whereas

the other distributors had an average coverage of

4.8.

o The capex recovery mechanisms distributors had an

average FFO/debt ratio of 24.8 whereas the other

distributors had an average ratio of 21.0.

Similar results were obtained for sampled electric

utilities.

REGULATORY LAG IS SOMETIMES CONSIDERED AN INCENTIVE FOR A

UTILITY COMPANY TO MANAGE ITS COSTS AND BE EFFICIENT.

DOES ADOPTION OF A LAG MITIGATION MEASURE REDUCE THE

INCENTIVE FOR THE UTILITY TO BE EFFICIENT AND MANAGE

COSTS?

Based on my many years of experience in the field of

incentive regulation, I believe that the regulatory lag
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produced by traditional

operating conditions does

incentives    on balance.

underearning provides some

regulation    under    today’s

not strengthen performance

While the prospect of

inducement to cut costs,

utilities will likely also respond to the prospect by

filing frequent rate cases. As I discussed earlier, this

weakens performance incentives, since any cost savings

will be quickly passed through to customers and there is

no time to recover the upfront costs of major downsizing

initiatives.

This is not to say that regulatory lag cannot

encourage better cost performance if combined with

periodic rate adjustments for changes in the external

business conditions that drive cost.     In that event,

utilities have a chance to earn a superior return but

performance incentives aren’t weakened because utilities

aren’t compensated specifically for their own cost

growth. In a competitive industry like banking,

companies are incentivized to contain their costs despite

the fact that the lending rates they charge tend to rise

and fall with the borrowing rates that they pay. That is

why multi-year rate plans with indexing for inflation are

considered a form of incentive regulation.
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HAVE YOU DONE ANY STATISTICAL WORK TO TEST THE HYPOTHESIS

FOR REGULATORY LAG WEAKEN PERFORMANCETHAT REMEDIES

INCENTIVE S ?

Yes. I measured the trends in the power distributor

O&M expenses of a large group of utilities over the 1999-

2010 sample period.    For this exercise, I focused on

power distribution, customer account, and sales expenses

as reported on the FERC Form I. Differences in the O&M

cost growth of power distributors are due chiefly to

differences in their customer growth.     We therefore

divided O&M expenses by the number of customers served.

We compared the trends in unit costs of utilities that

operated under forward and historical test years during

the sample period. If forward test years weaken

operating efficiency, we would expect the growth in the

cost metrics to be higher on average for the forward test

year utilities.

Results of this exercise are reported in PEPCO

(B)-8. It can be seen that the unit cost growth of the

forward test year utilities was similar to and a little

slower than that of the historical test year utilities

during the sample period.    These results are consistent

with the notion that there is no significant difference

in the cost containment incentives generated by future
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and historical test years despite the greater likelihood

that historical test years will produce regulatory lag

problems.

WHAT DO YOU RECOMMEND THAT THE COMMISSION DO ABOUT

REGULATORY LAG AT THIS TIME?

I recommend that the Commission take two concrete

steps in this proceeding to further reduce Pepco’s

regulatory lag problem. One is to approve the

Reliability Investment Recovery Mechanism that I helped

the Company to develop.    Approval of the RIM should take

place    in    the    context    of    this    proceeding    with

implementation shortly after its conclusion, consistent

with the Company’s proposed tariff. The first compliance

filing implementing the RIM would take place within 60

days of the Commission’s

approving the RIM concept.

Order in this proceeding

I also recommend that the Commission initiate in

this proceeding a new generic proceeding to consider

giving utilities a forward test year option. This

proceeding would be analogous to Formal Case 712, which

previously contemplated forward test years in the

District.    In addition, I support the Commission in its

continued use of revenue decoupling and regulatory assets

for AMI costs. Prospectively, I recommend that the
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Commission seriously consider a multi-year revenue cap

for Pepco.

PLEASE DESCRIBE THE RIM THAT YOU HELPED THE COMPANY TO

DESIGN.

The RIM is a capex recovery mechanism that targets

incremental capital costs resulting from Pepco’s system

modernization program.    The investments subject to cost

recovery through the RIM would replace aging distribution

facilities and/or improve reliability in the District.

The capex addressed by the RIM would occur after the test

year and is not included in the rate base the Company is

proposing in another part of this proceeding. Costs of

new connections are excluded and none of the investments

would generate new revenue automatically.

Filings would be made annually which predict, with

month to month itemization, the accumulating annual cost

of RIM investments in the upcoming year and make certain

adjustments for the operation of the RIM in prior years.

The cost would be recovered via a rate rider, as

discussed in the testimony of Company Witness Janocha.

HOW WOULD RIM-RELATED COSTS BE TREATED IN FUTURE RATE

CASES?

In the Company’s next general rate case following

implementation of the RIM, the undepreciated balance of
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the capex would be considered for inclusion in the rate

base. RIM charges related to costs that are included in

the rate base at that time would be terminated.

PLEASE DESCRIBE IN MORE DETAIL THE CALCULATION OF THE RIM

REVENUE REQUIREMENT.

One component of the revenue requirement would be a

return on investment.     The eligible investment would

include appropriate capitalized expenses and the CWIP on

facilities that are not yet used and useful. The revenue

requirement would also include depreciation on plant that

is used and useful and an adjustment for changes in taxes

that result from the capex. The calculations would use

the depreciation rates and weighted average cost of

capital that the Commission establishes in this

proceeding.

An    illustrative    calculation    of    the    revenue

requirement and RIM charge is provided in PEPCO (B)-9.

This Exhibit details the calculation of monthly revenue

requirements and an annual charge for the RIM over a 12-

month period.    The calculation uses the projected capex

of $89,388,952 that is supported in Company Witness

Gausman’s testimony.
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WHAT ADJUSTMENTS WOULD BE MADE IN THE ANNUAL FILING?

The annual RIM filing would, additionally, adjust

the revenue requirement for variances between last year’s

actual costs and RIM revenues. Any differences would be

recorded as a deferred balance.     In calculating the

monthly interest on net over- and under-recoveries, the

interest rate would be based upon the Company’s interest

rate obtained on its commercial paper and/or bank credit

lines.    If both commercial paper and bank credit lines

were used, the weighted average of both sources of debt

would be used.

WHAT    PRECAUTIONS    WOULD    BE    TAKEN AGAINST A RIM

MISCALCULATION?

The search for errors in RIM calculations would be a

focus of each annual reconciliation hearing. The Company

would conduct an internal audit of the RIM each year and

report its outcome in these hearings. This audit would

include a determination of whether the costs recovered

through the RIM were recovered,

other approved tariffs; whether

redundantly, through

the surcharges were

properly billed to customers in the correct time periods;

and whether the costs

identified and recorded.

factored into the new RIM tariff with interest.

and revenues were properly

Any errors discovered would be

The
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Sarbanes-Oxley Act provides further protections against

RIM miscalculations.

WHAT PROTECTIONS EXIST AGAINST OVEREARNING UNDER THE

PROPOSED RIM?

Chronic overearning is in my view unlikely under the

plan.    Pepco underearned in 2009 and 2010 despite the

operation of the BSA, and capex will be higher

prospectively. The Company will, in any event, continue

to file quarterly earnings statements.

WOULD APPROVAL OF THE RIM COMPLETELY ELIMINATE THE NEED

FOR BASE RATE CASES IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS?

No.    The RIM would address an emerging source of

regulatory lag, but would not fully address the sources

of the Company’s underearning. There would still be the

need for occasional base rate cases.

WOULD THE RIM HAVE AN EXPIRATION DATE?

A fixed expiration date is not proposed. However, a

special proceeding to review the RIM would begin three

years from the effective start date of the mechanism.

The extension, modification, or termination of the RIM

can be considered in this proceeding.
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PLEASE EXPLAIN HOW THE RIM MAINTAINS STRONG INCENTIVES

FOR CAPEX CONTAINMENT.

Pepco will file in this proceeding extensive

information on its proposed RIM expenditures over a

multi-year period.

specific projects

completion dates.

The filing will include data on

and their estimated costs and

The expected nine month duration of

this proceeding should provide sufficient time for the

Commission to consider and approve a multi-year budget

for the program. Approval of the RIM is thus

preconditioned on a Commission finding that substantial

capital expenditures are needed to refurbish, rebuild,

and modernize the distribution system of the District of

Columbia.     Parties to the proceeding can potentially

agree on a multi-year capex budget and other details of

the investment plan in a settlement.

The annual RIM filings would last two months and

give the Commission a chance to review and approve

Pepco’s updated investment plan for the upcoming year.

Staff and Intervenors would have an opportunity for

discovery and filed comments prior to the issuance of a

Commission Order establishing the Company’s new RIM

adjustment.
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A full and thorough final review of whether RIM

costs are reasonable and prudent would occur in the rate

case. This review would include consideration of whether

the investments are used and useful and have achieved any

forecasted benefits.

It should also be remembered that, in a period of

substantial capex, it will remain a challenge for Pepco

to manage its business in a way that allows it to earn

close to its authorized ROE. Consider, finally, that the

Company will likely hope for the RIM to continue. This

gives Pepco an incentive to keep the operation of the RIM

non-controversial.    The Company will wish to avoid any

appearance of overspending.

DO CAPEX RECOVERYMECHANISMS MAKE    SENSE FOR PEPCO’ S

DISTRIBUTION-SYSTEM MODERNIZATION     AND     RELIABILITY

ENHANCEMENT PLAN?

Yes.    A capex recovery mechanism would surgically

address the principal source of regulatory lag that Pepco

is facing in the next several years. The Commission has

already recognized the need for reliability improvements.

Salient alternative options, such as multi-year rate

plans, involve noteworthy complications. The Commission

would determine the categories of reliability investments

for which recovery would be authorized, and establish the
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details of the mechanism (e.g. true-ups, review periods,

audits, caps, etc.) to be used. A capex recovery

mechanism would permit Pepco and other parties to

regulation in the District to focus on the challenge of

improving system reliability.

YOU HAVE ALSO PROPOSED THAT THE COMMISSION INITIATE A

GENERIC PROCEEDING TO GIVE UTILITIES IN THE DISTRICT OF

COLUMBIA A FORWARD TEST YEAR OPTION. IS THERE MERIT IN

COMBINING THIS

DECOUPLING?

WITH A CAPEX TRACKER AND REVENUE

Yes. I have already noted that the addition of a

forward test year to Pepco’s current regulatory system

will likely solve the Company’s regulatory lag problem

only with frequent rate cases. With a RIM in place,

however, a forward test year can materially help reduce

the frequency of rate cases during the period of

accelerated system modernization and beyond. The

resultant benefits would more than make up for the

somewhat greater complexity of individual rate cases. In

summary, capex recovery mechanisms and forward test years

are complementary measures for capturing the benefits of

regulatory lag mitigation.

DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY?

Yes, it does.
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Home Address:

Date of Birth:

Education:

1511 Sumac Drive
Madison, WI 53705
(608) 233-4822

Business Address: 22 E. Mifflin St., Suite 302
Madison, WI 53703
(608) 257-1522 Ext. 23

August 7, 1952

High School: Hawken School, Gates Mills, Ohio, 1970
BA: Ibero-American Studies, University of Wisconsin-Madison, May 1977
Ph.D.: Agricultural and Resource Economics, University of Wisconsin
-Madison, May 1984

Relevant Work Experience, Primary Positions:

Present Position President, Pacific Economics Group Research LLC, Madison WI

Chief executive of the research unit of the Pacific Economics Group consortium. Leads internationally
recognized practice in alternative regulation ("Altreg") and utility statistical research. Other research
specialties include: codes of competitive conduct, markets for oil and gas, and commodity storage.
Duties include senior management, supervision of research, and expert witness testimony.

October 1998-February 2009 Partner, Pacific Economics Group LLC, Madison, WI

Managed PEG’s Madison office. Specific duties include project management and research, written
reports, public presentations, expert witness testimony, personnel management, and marketing.

January 1993-October 1998 Vice President
January 1989-December 1992 Senior Economist, Christensen Associates, Madison, WI

Directed the company’s Regulatory Strategy group. Participated in all Christensen Associates testimony
on energy utility PBR and statistical benchmarking during these years.

Aug. 1984-Dec. 1988 Assistant Professor, Department of Mineral Economics, The
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA

Responsibilities included research and graduate and undergraduate teaching and advising. Courses
taught: Min Ec 387 (Introduction to Mineral Economics); 390 (Mineral Market Modeling); 484
(Political Economy of Energy and the Environment) and 506 (Applied Econometrics). Teaching and
research specialty: analysis of markets for energy products and metals.

August 1983-July 1984 Instructor, Department of Mineral Economics, The Pennsylvania
State University, University Park, PA
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Taught courses in Mineral Economics (noted above) while completing Ph.D. thesis.

April 1982-August 1983 Research Assistant, Department of Agricultural and Resource
Economics, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Dissertation research under Dr. Peter Helmberger on the role of speculative storage in markets for field
crops. Work included the development of an econometric rational expectations model of the U.S.
soybean market.

March 1981-March 1982 Natural Gas Industry Analyst, Madison Consulting Group, Madison,
Wisconsin

Research under Dr. Charles Cicchetti in two areas:

Impact of the Natural Gas Policy Act on the production and average wellhead price of natural
gas in the United States.
Research supporting litigation testimony in an antitrust suit involving natural gas producers
and pipelines in the San Juan Basin of New Mexico.

Relevant Work Experience, Visiting Positions:

May-August 1985 Professeur Visiteur, Centre for International Business Studies, Ecole
des Hautes Etudes Commerciales, Montreal, Quebec.

Research on the behavior of inventories in non-competitive metal markets.

Major Consulting Projects:

1. Research on Gas Market Competition for a Western Electric Utility. 1981.
2. Research on the Natural Gas Policy Act for a Northeast Trade Association. 1981
3. Interruptible Service Research for an Industry Research Institute. 1989.
4. Research on Load Relief from Interruptible Services for a Northeast Electric Utility. 1989.
5. Design of Time-oftUse Rates for a Midwest Electric Utility. 1989.
6. PBR Consultation for a Southeast Gas Transmission Company. 1989.
7. Gas Transmission Productivity Research for a U.S. Trade Association. 1990.
8. Productivity Research for a Northeast Gas and Electric Utility. 1990-91.
9. Comprehensive Performance Indexes for a Northeast Gas and Electric Utility. 1990q991.
10. PBR Consultation for a Southeast Electric Utility. 1991.
11. Research on Electric Revenue Adjustment Mechanisms for a Northeast Electric Utility. 1991.
12. Productivity Research for a Western Gas Distributor. 1991.
13. Cost Performance Indexes for a Northeast U.S. Gas and Electric Utility. 1991.
14. Gas Transmission Rate Design for a Western U.S. Electric Utility. 1991.
15. Gas Supply Cost Indexing for a Western U.S. Gas Distributor. 1992.
16. Gas Transmission Strategy for a Western Electric Utility. 1992.
17. Design and Negotiation of Comprehensive Benchmark Incentive Plans for a Northeast Gas and

Electric Utility. 1992.
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18. Gas Supply Cost Benchmarking and Testimony for a Northeast U.S. Gas Distributor, 1992.
19. Bundled Power Service Productivity Research for a Western Electric Utility. 1993-96.
20. Development of PBR Options for a Western Electric Utility. 1993.
21. Review of the Regional Gas Transmission Market for a Western Electric Utility. 1993.
22. Productivity and PBR Research and Testimony for a Northeast Electric Utility. 1993.
23. Productivity and PBR Research and Testimony for a Northeast Electric Utility. 1994.
24. Productivity Research for a Western Gas Distributor. 1994.
25. White Paper on Price Cap Regulation for a U.S. Trade Association. 1994.
26. Bundled Power Service Benchmarking for a Western Electric Utility. 1994.
27. White Paper on PBR for a U.S. Trade Association. 1995.
28. Productivity Research and PBR Plan Design for a Northeast Gas and Electric Company. 1995.
29. Regulatory Strategy for a Restructuring Canadian Electric Utility. 1995.
30. PBR Consultation for a Japanese Electric Utility. 1995.
31. Regulatory Strategy for a Restructuring Northeast Electric Utility. 1995.
32. Productivity Research and Plan Design Testimony for a Western Gas Distributor. 1995.
33. Productivity Testimony for a Northeast Gas Distributor. 1995.
34. Speech on PBR for a Western Electric Utility. 1995.
35. Development of a PBR Plan for a Midwest Gas Distributor. 1996.
36. Stranded Cost Recovery and Power Distribution PBR for a Northeast Electric Utility. 1996.
37. Benchmarking and Productivity Research and Testimony for a Northeast Gas Distributor. 1996.
38. Consultation on Gas Production, Transmission, and Distribution PBR for a Latin American Regulator.

1996.
39. Power Distribution Benchmarking for a Northeast Electric Utility. 1996.
40. Testimony on PBR for a Northeast Power Distributor. 1996.
41. Bundled Power Service Benchmarking for a Northeast Electric Utility. 1996.
42. Design of Gas Distributor Service Territories for a Latin American Regulator. 1996.
43. Bundled Power Service Benchmarking for a Northeast Electric Utility. 1996.
44. Service Quality PBR for a Canadian Gas Distributor. 1996.
45. Productivity and PBR Research and Testimony for a Canadian Gas Distributor. 1997.
46. Bundled Power Service Benchmarking for a Northeast Electric Utility. 1997.
47. Design of a Price Cap Plan for a South American Regulator. 1997.
48. White Paper on Utility Brand Name Policy for a U.S. Trade Association. 1997.
49. Bundled Power Service Benchmarking and Testimony for a Western Electric Utility. 1997.
50. Review of a Power Purchase Contract Dispute for a Midwest City. 1997.
51. Research on Benchmarking and Stranded Cost Recovery for a U.S. Trade Association. 1997.
52. Research and Testimony on Productivity Trends for a Northeast Gas Distributor. 1997.
53. PBR Plan Design, Benchmarking, and Testimony for a Southeast Gas Distributor. 1997.
54. White Paper on Power Distribution PBR for a U.S. Trade Association. 1997-99.
55. White Paper and Public Appearances on PBR Options for Australian Power Distributors. 1997-98.
56. Gas and Power Distribution PBR Research and Testimony for a Western Energy Utility. 1997-98.
57. Research on the Cost Structure of Power Distribution for a U.S. Trade Association. 1998.
58. Research on Cross-Subsidization for a U.S. Trade Association. 1998.
64. Testimony on Brand Names for a U.S. Trade Association. 1998.
65. Research and Testimony on Economies of Scale in Power Supply for a Western Electric Utility. 1998.
66. PBR Plan Design and Testimony for a Western Electric Utility. 1998-99.
67. PBR and Bundled Power Service Testimony and Testimony for Two Southeast U.S. Electric Utilities.

1998-99.
68. Statistical Benchmarking for an Australian Power Distributor. 1998-9.
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69. Testimony on Functional Separation of Power Generation and Delivery for a U.S. Trade Association.
1998.

70. Design of a Stranded Benefit Passthrough Mechanism for a Restructuring Electric Utility. 1998.
71. Consultation on PBR and Code of Conduct Issues for a Western Electric Utility. 1999.
72. PBR and Bundled Power Service Benchmarking Research and Testimony for a Southwest Electric

Utility. 1999.
73. Power Transmission and Distribution Cost Benchmarking for a Western Electric Utility. 1999.
74. Cost Benchmarking for Three Australian Power Distributors. 1999.
75. Bundled Power Service Benchmarking for a Northeast Electric Utility. 1999.
76. Benchmarking Research for an Australian Power Distributor. 2000.
77. Critique of a Commission-Sponsored Benchmarking Study for Three Australian Power Distributors.

2000.
78. Statistical Benchmarking for an Australian Power Transco. 2000.
79. PBR and Benchmarking Testimony for a Southwest Electric Utility. 2000.
80. PBR Workshop (for Regulators) for a Northeast Gas and Electric Utility. 2000.
81. Research on Economies of Scale and Scope for an Australian Electric Utility. 2000.
82. Research and Testimony on Economies of Scale in Power Delivery, Metering, and Billing for a

Consortium of Northeast Electric Utilities. 2000.
83. Research and Testimony on Service Quality PBR for a Consortium of Northeast Energy Utilities.

2000.
84. Power and Natural Gas Procurement PBR for a Western Electric Utility. 2000.
85. PBR Plan Design for a Canadian Natural Gas Distributor. 2000.
86. TFP and Benchmarking Research for a Western Gas and Electric Utility. 2000.
87. E-Forum on PBR for Power Procurement for a U.S. Trade Association. 2001.
88. PBR Presentation to Florida’s Energy 2000 Commission for a U.S. Trade Association. 2001.
89. Research on Power Market Competition for an Australian Electric Utility. 2001.
90. TFP and Other PBR Research and Testimony for a Northeast Power Distributor. 2000.
91. PBR and Productivity for a Canadian Electric Utility. 2002
92. Statistical Benchmarking for an Australian Power Transco. 2002.
93. PBR and Bundled Power Service Benchmarking Research and Testimony for a Midwest Energy

Utility. 2002.
94. Consultation on the Future of Power Transmission and Distribution Regulation for a Western

Electric Utility. 2002.
95. Benchmarking and Productivity Research and Testimony for Two Western U.S. Energy Distributors.

2002.
96. Workshop on PBR (for Regulators) for a Canadian Trade Association. 2003.
97. PBR, Productivity, and Benchmarking Research for a Mid-Atlantic Gas and Electric Utility. 2003.
98. Workshop on PBR (for Regulators) for a Southeast Electric Utility. 2003.
99. Strategic Advice for a Midwest Power Transmission Company. 2003.
100.PBR Research for a Canadian Gas Distributor. 2003.
101. Benchmarking Research and Testimony for a Canadian Gas Distributor. 2003-2004.
102. Consultation on Benchmarking and Productivity Issues for Two British Power Distributors. 2003.
103. Power Distribution Productivity and Benchmarking Research for a South American Regulator. 2003-

2004.
104.Statistical Benchmarking of Power Transmission for a Japanese Research Institute. 2003-4.
105. Consultation on PBR for a Western Gas Distributor. 2003-4.
106. Research and Advice on PBR for Gas Distribution for a Western Gas Distributor. 2004.
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107. PBR, Benchmarking and Productivity Research and Testimony for Two Western Energy Distributors.
2004.

108.Advice on Productivity for Two British Power Distributors. 2004.
109.Workshop on Service Quality Regulation for a Canadian Trade Association. 2004.
110. Strategic Advice for a Canadian Trade Association. 2004.
111. White Paper on Unbundled Storage and Local Gas Markets for a Midwestern Gas Distributor. 2004.
112. Statistical Benchmarking Research for a British Power Distributor. 2004.
t13. Statistical Benchmarking Research for Three British Power Distributors. 2004.
114. Benchmarking Testimony for Three Ontario Power Distributors. 2004.
115. Indexation of O~zM Expenses for an Australian Power Distributor. 2004.
116. Statistical Benchmarking of O~zM Expenses for a Canadian Gas Distributor. 2004.
117. Benchmarking Testimony for a Canadian Power Distributor. 2005.
118. Statistical Benchmarking for a Canadian Power Distributor. 2005.
119. White Paper on Power Distribution Benchmarking for a Canadian Trade Association. 2005.
i20.Statistical Benchmarking for a Southeast Bundled Power Utility. 2005.
121. Statistical Benchmarking of a Nuclear Power Plant and Testimony. 2005.
122.White Paper on Utility Rate Trends for a U.S. Trade Association. 2005.
123. TFP Research for a Northeast U.S. Power Distributor, 2005.
124. Seminars on PBR and Statistical Benchmarking for a Northeast Electric Utility, 2005.
125. Statistical Benchmarking and Testimony for a Northeast U.S. Power Distributor, 2005.
126. Testimony Transmission PBR for a Canadian Electric Utility, 2005.
127. TFP and Benchmarking Research and Testimony for Two California Energy Utilities. 2006.
i28.White Paper on Power Transmission PBR for a Canadian Electric Utility. 2006.
129.Tesrimony on Statistical Benchmarking for a Canadian Electric Utility. 2006.
130. White Paper on PBR for Major Plant Additions for a U.S. Trade Association. 2006.
131. PBR Plan Design for a Canadian Regulatory Commission. 2006.
132. White Paper on Regulatory Benchmarking for a Canadian Trade Association. 2007.
133. Productivity Research and Testimony for a Northeastern Power Distributor. 2007.
134. Revenue Decoupling Research and Presentation for a Northeast Power Distributor. 2007.
135. Gas Utility Productivity Research and PBR Plan Design for a Canadian Regulator. 2007.
136. Productivity Research and PBR Plan Design for a Western Bundled Power Service Utility. 2007.
137. Statistical Benchmarking for a Canadian Energy Regulator. 2007.
138. Research and Testimony in Support of a Revenue Adjustment Mechanism for a Northeastern Power

Utility. 2008.
139. Consultation on Mternative Regulation for a Midwestern Electric Utility. 2008.
140.Research and Draft Testimony in Support of a Revenue Decoupling Mechanism for a Large

Midwestern Gas Utility. 2008.
141. White Paper: Use of Statistical Benchmarking in Regulation. 2005-2009.
142.Statistical Cost Benchmarking of Canadian Power Distributors. 2007-2009.
143. Research and Testimony on Revenue Decoupling for 3 US Electric Utilities. 2008-2009.
144.Benchmarking Research and Testimony for a Midwestern Electric Utility. 2009.
145. Consultation and Testimony on Revenue Decoupling for a New England DSM Advisory Council.

2009.
146. Research and Testimony on Forward Test Years and the cost performance of a Vertically Integrated

Western Electric Utility. 2009.
147.White Paper for a National Trade Association on the Importance of Forward Test Years for U.S.

Electric Utilities. 2009-2010.
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148.Research and Testimony on Altreg for Western Gas and Electric Utilities Operating under
Decoupling. 2009-2010.

149.Research and Report on PBR Designed to Incent Long Term Performance Gains. 2009-2010.
150. Research and Report on Revenue Decoupling for Ontario Gas and Electric Utilities. 2009-2010.
151. Research and Testimony on the Performance of a Western Electric Utility. 2009-2010.
152. Research on Decoupling for a Western Gas Distributor. 2009-2010.
153. Research on AltReg Precedents for a Midwestern Electric Utility. 2010.
154. Research on Revenue Decoupling for a Northwestern Gas 6~ Electric Utility. 2010.
155. Benchmarking Research and Report on the Performance of a Midwestern Electric Utility. 2010.
156. Research and Testimony on Forward Test Years and the cost performance of a large Western Gas

Distributor. 2010-2011.
157. Research and Testimony in Support of Revenue Decoupling for a Midwestern Power Distributor.

2010-2011.
158. Benchmarking Research and Report on the Generation Maintenance Performance of a Midwestern

Electric Utility. 2010-2011.
159. Research on the Design of an Incentivized Formula Rate for a Canadian Gas Distributor. 2010-2011.
160.White Paper for a National Trade Association on Approaches to Reduce Regulatory Lag. 2010-2011.
161. Benchmarking Research and Report on the Performance of a Midwestern Electric Utility. 2011.
162. Research and Testimony on Approaches to Reduce Regulatory Lag. 2011.

Publications:

1. Public vs. Private Management of Mineral Inventories: A Statement of the Issues. Earth and Mineral
Sciences 53, (3) Spring 1984.

2. Review of Energy, ForesiKht, and Strategy, Thomas Sargent, ed. (Baltimore: Resources for the Future,
1985). Energy Journal 6 (4), 1986.

3. The Changing Role of the United States in World Mineral Trade in W.R. Bush, editor, The Economics
of Internationally Traded Minerals. (l_ittleton, CO: Society of Mining Engineers, 1986).

4. Assessing Metals Demand in Less Developed Countries: Another Look at the Leapfrog Effect.
Materials and Society 10 (3), 1986.

5. Modeling the Convenience Yield from Precautionary Storage of Refined Oil Products (with junior
author BokJae Lee) in John Rowse, ed. World Energy Markets: Coping with Instability (Calgary, AL:
Friesen Printers, 1987).

6. Pricing and Storage of Field Crops: A Quarterly Model Applied to Soybeans (with junior authors
Joseph Glauber, Mario Miranda, and Peter Helmberger). American |ournal of Agricultural Economics
69 (4), November, 1987.

7. Storage, Monopoly Power, and Sticky Prices. les Cahiers du CETAI no. 87~03 March 1987.
8. Monopoly Power, Rigid Prices, and the Management of Inventories by Metals Producers. Materials

and Society 12 (1) 1988.
9. Review of Oil Prices, Market Response, and Contingency Planning, by George Horwich and David

Leo Weimer, (Washington, American Enterprise Institute, 1984), Energy Journal 8 (3) 1988.
10. A Competitive Model of Primary Sector Storage of Refined Oil Products. July 1987, Resources and

Energy 10 (2) 1988.
11. Modeling the Convenience Yield from Precautionary Storage: The Case of Distillate Fuel Oil. Energy

Economics 10 (4) 1988.
12. Speculative Stocks and Working Stocks. Economic Letters 28 1988.
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13. Theory of Pricing and Storage of Field Crops With an Application to Soybeans [with Joseph Glauber
(senior author), Mario Miranda, and Peter Helmberger]. University of Wisconsin-Madison College of
Agricultural and Life Sciences Research Report no. R3421, 1988.

14. Competitive Speculative Storage and the Cost of Petroleum Supply. The Energy Journal 10 (1) 1989.
15. Evaluating Alternative Measures of Credited Load Relief: Results From a Recent Study For New

England Electric. In Demand Side Management: Partnerships in Planning for the Next Decade (Palo
Alto: Electric Power Research Institute,1991).

16. Futures Prices and Hidden Stocks of Refined Oil Products. In O. Guvanen, W.C. Labys, andJ.B.
Lesourd, editors, International Commodity Market Models: Advances in Methodology and
Applications (London: Chapman and Hall, 1991).

17. Indexed Price Caps for U.S. Electric Utilities. The Electricity Journal, September-October 1991.
18. Gas Supply Cost Incentive Plans for Local Distribution Companies. Proceedings of the Eight NARUC

Biennial Regulatory_ Information Conference (Columbus: National Regulatory Research Institute,
1993).

19. TFP Trends of U.S. Electric Utilities, 1975-92 (with Herb Thompson). Proceedings of the Ninth
NARUC Biennial Regulatory_ Information Conference, (Columbus: National Regulatory Research
Institute, 1994).

20. A Price Cap Designers Handbook (with Lawrence Kaufmann). (Washington: Edison Electric
Institute, 1995.)

21. The Treatment of Z Factors in Price Cap Plans (with Lawrence Kaufmann), Applied Economics
Letters 2 1995.

22. Performance-Based Regulation of U.S. Electric Utilities: The State of the Art and Directions for
Further Research (with Lawrence Kaufmann). Palo Alto: Electric Power Research Institute,
December 1995.

23. Forecasting the Productivity Growth of Natural Gas Distributors (with Lawrence Kaufmann). AGA
Forecasting Review, Vol. 5, March 1996.

24. Branding Electric Utility Products: Analysis and Experience in Regulated Industries (with Lawrence
Kaufmann), Washington: Edison Electric Institute, 1997.

25. Price Cap Regulation for Power Distribution (with Larry Kaufmann), Washington: Edison Electric
Institute, 1998.

26. Controlling for Cross-Subsidization in Electric Utility Regulation (with Lawrence Kaufmann),
Washington: Edison Electric Institute, 1998.

27. The Cost Structure of Power Distribution with Implications for Public Policy (with Lawrence
Kaufmann), Washington: Edison Electric Institute 1999.

28. Price Caps for Distribution Service: Do They Make Sense? (with Eric Ackerman and Lawrence
Kaufmann), Edison Times, 1999.

29. Performance-Based Regulation of Utilities (with Lawrence Kaufmann), Energy Law Journal, 2002.
30. "Performance-Based Regulation and Business Strategy" (with Lawrence Kaufmann), Natural Gas,

February 2003
31. "Performance-Based Regulation and Energy Utility Business Strategy (With Lawrence Kaufmann), in

Natural Gas and Electric Power Industries Analysis 2003, Houston: Financial Communications, 2003.
32. "Price Control Regulation in North America: The Role of Indexing and Benchmarking", Methods to

Regulate Unbundled Transmission and Distribution Business on Electricity Markets: Proceedings,
Stockholm: Elforsk, 2003.
33. "Performance-Based Regulation Developments for Gas Utilities (with Lawrence Kaufmann), Natural

Gas and Electricity, April 2004.
34. "Econometric Cost Benchmarking of Power Distribution Cost" (with Lullit Getachew and David

Hovde), Energy Journal, July 2005.
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35. "Alternative Regulation for North American Electric Utilities" (with Lawrence Kaufmann),
Electricity Journal, 2006.

36. "Regulating Natural Gas Distributors with Declining Average Use" (with Lullit Getachew and Steven
Fenrick), USAEE Dialogue, 2006.

37. °’AltReg Rate Designs Address Declining Average Gas Use" (with Lullit Getachew, David Hovde and
Steve Fenrick), Natural Gas & Electricity, April 2008.

38. "Price Control Regulation in North America: Role of Indexing and Benchmarking", Electricity Journal,
January 2009

39. "Statistical Benchmarking in Utility Regulation: Role, Standards and Methods," (with Lullit
Getachew), Energy Policy, 2009.

40. "Alternative Regulation, Benchmarking, and Efficient Diversification", USAEE Dialogue, August 2009.
41. "The Economics and Regulation of Power Transmission and Distribution: The Developed World

Case" (with Lullit Getachew), in Lester C. Hunt andJoanne Evans, eds., International Handbook on
the Economics of Energy, 2009.

42. "Econometric TFP Targets, Incentive Regulation and the Ontario Gas Distribution Industry," Review
of Network Economics, December 2009.

Professional Presentations:

1. American Institute of Mining Engineering, New Orleans, l_A, March 1986
2. International Association of Energy Economists, Calgary, AL, July 1987
3. American Agricultural Economics Association, Knoxville, TN, August 1988
4. Association d’Econometrie Applique, Washington, DC, October 1988
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

U.S. investor-owned electric utilities (electric "IOUs") in jurisdictions with historical

test year rate cases are grappling today with financial stresses that threaten their ability to

serve the public well. Unit costs are rising because growth in sales volumes and other billing

determinants is not keeping pace with growth in cost. Cost growth is stimulated by the need

to rebuild and expand legacy infrastructure and to meet environmental and other public

policy goals. In this situation historical test years, still used in almost 20 U.S. jurisdictions,

can erode credit quality and condemn IOUs to chronic underearning.

This report provides an in depth discussion of the test year issue. It includes the

results of empirical research which explores why the unit costs of electric IOUs are rising

and shows that utilities operating under forward test years realize higher returns on capital

and have credit ratings that are materially better than those of utilities operating under

historical test years. The research suggests that shifting to a future test year is a prime

strategy for rebuilding utility credit ratings as insurance against an uncertain future.

CHAPTER 1 (FORWARD TEST YEARS) provides an introduction to test year issues. Problems

with historical test years are discussed. We explain that the "matching principle" used to

rationalize historical test years assumes that cost and revenue remain balanced. This

assumption doesn’t hold when unit cost is rising. In a rising unit cost environment, rates

based on historical test years are uncompensatory even in the year they are implemented. As

a result, operating risk increases, raising the cost of obtaining funds in capital markets.

Service quality may be compromised. Customers receive out of date price signals that

encourage excessive consumption. The problems are aggravated when rate hearings are

protracted. Utilities commonly respond with more frequent rate case filings but these raise

regulatory cost, weaken performance incentives, and distract managers from their basic

business while still not giving utilities sufficient attrition relief. It is unfair to expect utilities

to offset revenue shortfalls produced by regulatory lag with higher productivity and

unrealistic to think that they can do so. Forward test years can yield better results for utilities

and their customers.
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The unit cost trends of utilities are driven by conditions that are substantially beyond

their control. These conditions include trends in input prices, productivity, and the average

use of utility services by customers. For the matching principle to work, some combination

of growth in utility productivity and average use must offset input price inflation.

Utility efforts to promote customer energy conservation slow growth in average use,

thereby raising unit cost and making historical test year rates less compensatory. Forward

test years can anticipate the slower growth in average use that results from utility

conservation programs. They therefore help to remove utility disincentives to promote

conservation aggressively.

The forecasts of costs and billing determinants that are made in a forward test year

proceeding are uncertain but involve conditions that are at most two years into the future. A

large part of utility cost is no more difficult to budget under forward test years than under

historical test years. More volatile components of cost are often subject to true-up

mechanisms. Conservative, well-reasoned methods for making forecasts are available. In a

rising unit cost environment, the uncertainty of forecasts is less of a concern than the bias of

historical test year rates.

Utilities seeking forward test years must be mindful of their high evidentiary burden.

The following rate case measures bolster confidence.

o Provide concrete evidence as to why future test years and not historical test

years are needed under current circumstances. Evidence concerning trends in

the unit cost of utilities and in key unit cost drivers is especially pertinent.

Provide cost and billing determinant data for one or more historical reference

years and carefully explain methodologies for predicting cost and billing

determinant changes between those years and the forward test year.

~ Use forecasting methods that are transparent and based on reason but not

needlessly complex.

~ Routine variance reports comparing costs and billing determinants to utility

forecasts can increase comfort that forecasts are unbiased.

CHAPTER 2 (TEST YEAR HISTORY) presents a brief history of test years in the United States.

Historical test years became the norm in the U.S. because periods of stable or declining unit

2
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cost, made possible by slow price inflation and brisk growth in utility productivity and

average use, were the rule rather than the exception in the electric utility industry prior to the

late 1960s. Growth in productivity and average use have slowed enough in subsequent

decades that unit cost has frequently risen. Under favorable business conditions, unit cost

can still be flat for several years, making historical test years more reasonable. However,

conditions like these can give way to conditions in which unit cost rises for years at a time.

Forward test years were adopted in many jurisdictions during the 1970s and 1980s as

unit cost grew briskly, spurred by input price inflation and slower growth in average use and

utility productivity. Unit cost growth was flat during most of the 1990s because business

conditions driving unit cost growth were more favorable. Input price inflation slowed.

Investment needs were more limited, as many utilities grew into capacity added during the

construction cycle of the 1970’s and early 1980’s. Average use grew less rapidly than in the

past but nonetheless increased appreciably in most years. Under these conditions, utilities

were sometimes able to commit to multiyear base rate freezes.

Unit cost growth has since rebounded due to higher inflation, increased plant

additions, and slowing growth in average use. Commissions in several states with historical

test year traditions have recently moved in the direction of forward test years. Many of these

states are in the West, where comparatively rapid economic growth has stimulated plant

additions. The ranks of U.S. jurisdictions that use alternatives to historical test years have

swollen and now encompass well over half of the total.

In summary, historical test years became the norm in U.S. rate cases during decades

when unit cost was flat or declining due to remarkably brisk utility productivity and average

use. Under contemporary conditions, in which average use grows slowly, if at all, and the

productivity growth of utilities is more like that of the economy, unit cost may rise for

extended periods undermining the matching principle.

CHAPTER 3 (EMPIRICAL SUPPORT FOR FORWARD TEST YEARS) presents results of some

empirical research on test year issues. In original work for this paper, we calculated the unit

cost trends of a sample of vertically integrated electric utilities from 1996 to 2008. Trends in

business conditions that drive unit cost growth were measured. We also considered how test

year policies affect credit metrics and utility operating performance.
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Here are some salient results.

o The unit cost of sampled utilities was fairly stable from 1996 to 2002 but has

since rebounded, averaging 2.3% annual growth from 2003 to 2008. The

underlying causes of rising unit cost included higher input price inflation and

capital spending and slower growth in the average system use of residential

and commercial customers.

o In the three year period from 2006 to 2008 average use actually declined for

the typical utility, pulled down by sluggish economic growth and government

policies that encourage conservation. The decline was especially marked in

states with large conservation programs.

These results suggest that many IOUs may not be able in the future to count

on brisk growth in average use by residential and commercial customers to

buffer the impact on unit cost growth of input price inflation and increased

plant additions. The problem will be considerably more acute in service

territories where there are aggressive conservation programs.

~ Utilities operating under forward test years were more profitable and had

better credit ratings on average than those of utilities operating under

historical test years. For example, from 2006 to 2008 utilities operating under

forward test years realized an average return on capital of 9.2% and

maintained a typical credit rating between A- and BBB+ whereas the utilities

operating under historical test years realized an average return of 7.9% and

maintained a typical credit rating between BBB and BBB-.

~ Examination of recent trends in operation and maintenance ("O&M")

expenses of utilities provides no evidence that historical test years encourage

better cost management.

CHAPTER 4 (CONCLUDING REMARKS) provides some suggestions as to how interested

regulators can get started down the road to forward test years.

1. Allow a forward test year on a trial basis for one interested utility.

4
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2. Allow forward test years on an as needed basis when a utility makes a

convincing case that rising unit costs make historical test years unjust and

unreasonable.

3. Borrow one or two of the methods used in FTY rate cases to make additional

adjustments to historical test year costs and billing determinants. For

example, historical test year O&M expenses can be adjusted for forecasts of

price inflation prepared by respected independent agencies. Special

adjustments can be made for large plant additions that are expected to be

finished in the near future.

4. Try a current test year (essentially the year of the rate case), which involves

forecasts only one year into the future. Current test years can be combined

with interim rate increases which are subject to true up when the rate case is

finalized. A combination of a current test year and interim rates eliminates

regulatory lag without the necessity of a two year forecast.

In states where regulators aren’t ready to abandon historical test years but are

sympathetic to the attrition problems caused by rising unit costs, alternative measures are

available to relieve the financial attrition. Options include the following:

1. Make sure that historical test year calculations incorporate the full array of

normalization, annualization, and known and measurable change adjustments

that are used in other jurisdictions.

2. Grant utilities interim rate increases at the outset of a rate case. Even when

later adjusted for the final rate case outcome, interim rates effectively reduce

regulatory lag by a year.

3. Capital spending trackers can ensure timely recovery of the costs of plant

additions, without rate cases, as assets become used and useful.

4. Several methods have been established to compensate utilities for acceleration

in unit cost growth that results from flat or declining average system use.

These include decoupling true up plans, lost revenue adjustment mechanisms,

and higher customer charges.

5. Multiyear rate plans can give utilities rate escalation between rate cases for

inflation and other business conditions that drive cost growth.
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1. FORWARD TEST YEARS

This chapter provides an in depth discussion of test year issues. Basic test year

concepts are introduced in Section 1.1. The rationale for forward test years is discussed in

Section 1.2. The kinds of evidence used in forward test year proceedings are explored in

Section 1.3.

1.1 BASIC CONCEPTS

1.1.1 Rate Cases

In the United States, rates for the services of energy utilities are periodically reset by

regulators in litigated proceedings called rate cases. These cases typically take about nine or

ten months to resolve and sometimes end in a settlement between contending parties which is

approved by the regulator. The first year following approval of new rates is called the "rate

year".

In a rate case, rates are reset to reflect the cost and service levels of the utility in a test

year. The first step in this process is to establish a revenue "requirement" that is

commensurate with a cost for service deemed reasonable for test year operating conditions.

Rates are then established which recover the revenue requirement given the levels of service

provided in the test year. The service levels (e.g. the number of customers served and the

power delivery volume) are sometimes called "billing determinants".

Bills of energy utilities often contain charges to recover the cost of energy

commodities (e.g. fuel and purchased power) procured on a customer’s behalf which are

separate from the charges to recover the cost of capital, labor, and other inputs used to

operate their systems. The rates that recover the costs of non-energy inputs are commonly

called "base" rates. Base rate revenues are sometimes called "margins".

Rates for the cost of energy procurement are commonly subject to true ups to recover

the actual cost of energy procured. Base rates, on the other hand, have traditionally been

reset only in rate cases. The earnings of utilities thus depend primarily on the difference

between their base rate revenues and the cost of their base rate inputs.

:1.1.2 Historical Test Years

Various kinds of test years are used in rate cases today. An historical test year

("HTY") is a twelve month period that ends before the rate case filing. It typically ends a

6
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few months before the filing because it is desirable for the test year to be as current as

possible but it takes several months to properly account for a year of costs and take the other

steps needed to prepare a rate case. The year between an historical test year and the rate year

is sometimes called the "bridge year".

The passage of time between a test year and the rate year is sometimes called

"regulatory lag".1 The lag between an historical test year and the rate year is typically two

years. A utility filing for new rates in calendar 2011, for example, would typically file in

March or April of 2010 using a calendar 2009 test year. Thus, historical test year rates

applicable in 2011 would typically reflect business conditions in 2009.

Regulatory lag in this case has several causes. One is the necessity of using a year of

historical data in the rate case filing. Another is the time required to prepare a rate case

filing. Still another is the time required to execute the rate case and reach a final decision on

new rates.

Historical test year data are usually adjusted in some fashion to make rates more

relevant to rate year business conditions. Costs and billing determinants are often normalized

for the effects of volatile business conditions on the grounds that there is no reason to expect

these conditions to be abnormal during the rate year. For example, if residential and

commercial delivery volumes during an historical test year were elevated by unusually high

summer temperatures, they may be statistically normalized to reflect average summer

weather conditions. Other examples of abnormal events that can prompt normalization

adjustments include ice storms, recessions, and extended generation plant outages.

Cost and output conditions in the historical test year may also be "annualized".

Effects may be removed, for a full year, of conditions that occurred during part of the HTY

but are not expected to continue. One example would be costs reported for the HTY that

pertained to years before the test year. Another would be the volume and peak demand of a

large industrial customer who has closed its local operations.

Impacts of conditions that occurred only during certain months of the test year and

are expected to prevail in the near future may also be annualized. For example, the value of

the rate base at the end of an historical test year is sometimes assumed to be applicable for

~ This is one of several definitions of"regulatory lag" which are sometimes used in discussions of regulation.
Another is the length of time between rate cases.
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the entire year for purposes of calculating depreciation and the return on rate base. If union

wage rates are raised in the last month of the HTY pursuant to the terms of a labor contract,

labor expenses may be adjusted so that the higher cost per employee is effective for the entire

year.

Cost and output data may, additionally, be adjusted for "known and measurable"

(sometimes called "imminent certain") changes that have already occurred since the

historical test year or are likely to occur in the near future. For example, if a labor contract

provides for an escalation in union wages in the bridge year, HTY cost may be adjusted to

reflect the wage rates provided in the contract.

The adjustments made to HTY cost and billing determinants vary across jurisdictions.

While all such adjustments tend to make rates more relevant to rate year conditions, the HTY

adjustment process often ignores important changes in business conditions that occur

between an historical test year and a rate year. Here are some typical omissions.

¯ Cost is usually not adjusted to reflect future inflation in the prices of materials,

services, and new equipment because the extent of such inflation isn’t known

with certainty.

¯ Costs of plant additions in the bridge year and the rate year are often omitted

if their completion date and/or final cost aren’t known with certainty.

¯ Billing determinants are usually not adjusted to reflect trends that are likely to

occur after the test year because these are not known with certainty.

¯ Adjustments for known and measurable changes are sometimes limited

arbitrarily to the bridge year.

1.1.3 Forward and Hybrid Test Years

A forward or future test year ("FTY") is a twelve month period that begins after the

rate case is filed. Test year cost and billing determinants must in this case be forecasted, and

forward test years are for this reason sometimes called forecasted test years. Utilities in some

jurisdictions file rate cases with multiple forward test years. In the Canadian province of

Alberta, for instance, it has recently been common for utilities to file for two forward test

years in a rate case.

Most commonly, a forward test year begins about the time that the rate case is

expected to end. The test year is then the same as the rate year. A utility filing on April 1

8
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2010, for instance, might use calendar 2011 as its test year on the assumption that the rate

case will take nine months to complete.

Some utilities use FTYs that begin about the time of the rate case filing. This kind of

test year may be called a "current" FTY. The initial filing is in this case based entirely on

forecasts but some months of actual data for the test year become available in the course of

the proceeding.

Utilities in some states make rate case filings using test years that encompass some

months before the filing and some months afterwards. Data for all months of the test year

are then likely to become available during the course of the filing. This kind of test year has

been called a "hybrid" or "partial" test year.

1.2 RATIONALE FOR FORWARD TEST YEARS

1.2.1 The Financial Challenge

The Key Role of Unit Cost

We have noted that the rates that result from a rate case are designed to recover a

revenue requirement that equals cost in a test year. In the case of an historical test year the

new rates embody business conditions that are typically about two years older than those of

the rate year. Business conditions are likely to change between an historical test year and the

rate year, causing both cost and revenue to differ from the HTY level. For rates to be exactly

compensatory, base rate cost and revenue must differ from their HTY levels in the same

proportion.

The assumption that cost and revenue remain in balance underlies the matching

principle that regulators still use to rationalize historical test years. Kamershen and Paul note

in a thoughtful 1978 article on regulatory lag that "Philosophically, the strict [historical] test

year assumes the past relationship among revenues, costs, and net investment will continue

into the future.’’2 A 2003 NARUC Rate Case andAudit Manual states in this regard that

When looking at an historical test year, one of the first questions asked is
whether the test year is too stale to make it a reasonable basis upon which to
establish rates for a future period... In looking at the months beyond the end
of the test year, have the growth rates for rate base, expenses, and revenues all
remained fairly close and constant, maintaining the test year relationship

2 David R. Kamershen and Chris W. Paul II, "Erosion and Attrition: A Public Utility’s Dilemma", Public

Utilities Fortnightly, December 1978, p. 23.
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among these three elements, or has one element changed dramatically, making
the test year out of kilter with current operations? If so, can this situation be
resolved through adjustments to the test year?3

Cost in the rate year is likely to be substantially higher than cost in an historical test

year. To understand why, consider that cost growth in any business can be decomposed into

inflation in the prices it pays for inputs plus the growth in its output less the growth in its

productivity:

growth Cost = growth Input Prices + growth Output - growth Productivity. [ 1 ]

The productivity growth of a business is typically not rapid enough to offset the combined

effects of input price inflation and output growth. A recent study reported in testimony by

Pacific Economics Group ("PEG") found, for example, that a national sample of U.S. power

distributors averaged 1.03% annual growth in multifactor productivity ("MFP") from 1996 to

2006 whereas input price growth averaged 2.72% and customer growth averaged 1.00%.4

The productivity trend of sampled distributors was similar to that of the U.S. private business

sector but far from sufficient to offset the combined effects on cost of input price inflation

and customer growth.

As for base rate revenue during the rate year, it can exceed the HTY revenue

requirement only due to growth in billing determinants because rates are fixed at levels that

reflect HTY conditions. Whether or not historical test year rates are compensatory thus

depends critically on whether unit cost is stable in the sense that growth in billing

determinants has kept pace with cost growth. If cost growth exceeds growth in billing

determinants, unit cost will rise and HTY rates will be uncompensatory.

An element of complexity is added when it is considered that a utility offers many

services and gathers revenue for each service from multiple charges, each with its own

billing determinant. A bill for residential service, for instance, typically involves a flat

monthly charge called a "customer" or "basic" charge and a "volumetric" (per kWh) charge.

In this world of multiple billing determinants, historical test years will yield uncompensatory

rates to the extent that cost growth between the test year and the rate year exceeds a weighted

average of the growth in billing determinants, where the weight for each determinant is its

3 NARUC Staff Subcommittee on Accounting and Finance, Rate Case and Audit Manual, Summer 2003.
4 Mark Newton Lowry, et aL, Revenue Adjustment Mechanisms for Central Vermont Public Service

Corporation, Exhibit CVPS-RebuttaI-MNL-2 in Docket No. 7336, June 2008.

10
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share of the total base rate revenue. In other words, rates are uncompensatory when cost

growth exceeds the growth in a billing determinant index. This is the definition of growth in

a unit cost index.

The utility uses most of its base rate revenue to pay its workforce, vendors of

materials and services (including construction services), bondholders, and tax authorities.

The residual margin, called net income or earnings, is available to provide the company’s

shareholders with a return on their investments. The return on equity is the component of

cost that is most at risk for non-recovery when base rate revenue falls short of cost. When

historical test year rates are non-compensatory they can reduce a utility’s rate of return on

equity ("ROE") materially.

Unit Cost Drivers

If the unit cost growth of a utility has made new historical test year rates non-

compensatory, it may fairly be asked whether utility actions could have stopped the growth

and avoided the problem. Research over many years has shown that the unit cost of a utility

is driven chiefly by changes in business conditions that are beyond its control. Growth in the

unit cost ofa utility’s base rate inputs depends on inflation in the prices it pays for those

inputs, growth in the productivity with which it uses the inputs, and an average use effect:

growth Unit Cost = growth Input Prices - (growth Productivity + Average Use). [2]

We discuss each of these unit cost "drivers" in turn.

Input Price In.flc~tion Inflation routinely occurs in the prices utilities pay for labor,

materials, services, and equipment. Since utilities have capital-intensive technologies,

inflation in the price of capital is an especially important driver of their input price growth.

The trend in the price of capital depends chiefly on trends in construction costs, tax rates, and

the going rates of return on debt and equity in capital markets.5

Productivity The productivity growth of a utility depends on various conditions that include

technological change, the realization of scale economies, and the pace of plant additions as

5 The impact of construction cost on price inflation is complex. In setting rates, utility plant is valued in

historical dollars. The cost of service thus depends on prices paid for construction in past decades.
Construction costs in more recent years matter more because the corresponding assets are less depreciated. The
rate base will tend, on average, to reflect construction costs more than a decade into the past. For most utilities,
new investments therefore embody more than a decade of construction cost inflation compared to investments
of average vintage. This is one of the reasons why unusually large plant additions can increase the rate base so
substantially.

11
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well as utility efforts to root out inefficiencies. Plant additions may boost efficiency gains in

the long run but can slow them in the short run, especially if they involve major investments

such as new base load generating units, advanced metering infrastructure, or an accelerated

program to replace aging infrastructure. Scale economies depend on the pace of output

growth and on whether the utility is so large that it has reached a minimum efficient scale at

which incremental scale economies from output growth aren’t available.

The ability of utilities to achieve productivity surges is limited in the short run. Since

technology is capital intensive, the depreciation and return on rate base associated with older

investments --- which cannot be changed in the short run --- account for a large share of the

total cost of base rate inputs. A utility can increase productivity only by slowing growth in

O&M expenses and plant additions. Opportunities to achieve sustained productivity gains

often involve sizable upfront costs and net gains may not occur for more than a year. A

downsizing of the labor force, for instance, may involve severance payments. The chief

means for a utility to trim its cost in the very short run is to defer maintenance expenses and

plant additions. Such deferrals must be followed by higher expenses in short order if service

quality is to be maintained. A utility can’t rely on a deferral strategy year after year when it

is filing frequent rate cases.

Averaoe Use A utility’s unit cost growth also depends on the difference in the impact that

its output growth has on its revenue and its cost. When output growth boosts revenue more

than cost, unit cost growth slows. When output growth causes cost to rise more rapidly than

revenue, unit cost growth accelerates.

A utility’s output growth has different impacts on revenue and cost when two

conditions are present. One is that the design of base rates doesn’t reflect the drivers of base

rate input cost. The other is that billing determinants tend to grow at a different rate than cost

drivers.

Consider, first, whether the design of utility base rates is cost causative. The cost of a

utility’s base rate inputs is largely fixed in the short run with respect to system use. Cost is

much more sensitive to growth in the number of customers served.6 As for billing

determinants, we have seen that utility tariffs for most services involve multiple charges.

These include one or more "variable" charges that are so called because they vary with

Cost growth may also depend, in the long run, on the growth in peak demand and/or the delivery volume.
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system use. Volumetric charges vary with the volume of power delivered. "Demand"

charges vary with the peak level of demand (i. e. the highest hourly volume registered during

the month). There are, additionally, "fixed" charges that are so called because they do not

vary with a customer’s use of the system during the billing period. Chief amongst the fixed

charges of electric utilities are customer charges. Residential and small business customers

account for the bulk of a utility’s base rate revenue because these customers account for the

bulk of a utility’s cost. In these customer classes, base rate revenue is drawn chiefly from

volumetric charges.

Under these circumstances, the difference between the way that output growth affects

revenue and cost is chiefly a matter of the difference between the trends in the volume of

sales to residential and small business customers and the trends in the number of customers

served. This is equivalent to the trends in the delivery volume per customer of these service

classes, which are sometimes referred to as the trends in their average (system) use. Unit

cost growth slows when average use rises and accelerates when growth in average use slows.

In the electric utility industry, as in most sectors of the economy, the productivity

growth of utilities has for decades been a good bit slower than the inflation in the prices they

pay for inputs] The recent PEG study noted earlier, for example, found that power

distributor productivity growth fell short of input price growth by about 169 basis points

annually on average from 1996 to 2006.8 Under conditions like these, the average use trends

of residential and small-volume business customers play an important role in determining

whether a utility’s unit cost rises. If growth in average use is brisk (e.g. 1.5 to 2% annually),

the difference between input price and cost efficiency growth can be offset.9 If average use

is static, unit cost will rise substantially even under normal inflationary conditions. If

average use is declining, the rise in unit cost can be quite rapid.

Recent changes in state and federal policy are encouraging more electricity demand-

side management ("DSM") and development of customer-sited solar resources. These

policies include net metering, tighter appliance efficiency standards and building codes, and

7 The difference is greater in periods of brisk input price inflation and smaller in periods of slow inflation, since

productivity does not characteristically rise and fall with inflation.
8 Lowry et al. (2008) op. cit.

9Irston Barnes wrote, for example, in a classic treatise on rate regulation, that "as an offset to such factors
making for rising rates, the increased volume of business that usually accompanies an upward movement of
prices may so reduce the overhead charges per unit as to make any increase in rates unnecessary". See Irston
R. Barnes, The Economics of Public Utility Regulation (New York: F.S. Crofts, 1942).
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subsidies for energy efficiency investments. Our discussion suggests that such programs can

accelerate unit cost growth by slowing growth in average use. Whether or not the utility

provides DSM programs, average use can become static or decline, removing a key means by

which utilities have traditionally coped with input price inflation and avoided unit cost

growth. The problem can be remedied by redesigning rates in ways that raise customer

charges. But rate designs are regulated and regulators in the United States generally do not

sanction high customer charges.1°

Implications Our analysis suggests that the unit cost of an electric utility is likely to rise,

making historical test year rates non-compensatory, to the extent that the following external

business conditions prevail.

o Input price inflation is brisk.

o Utilities need to make large plant additions that temporarily slow productivity

growth.

e Average use of the utility system is static or declining.

Situations in which unit cost is stable, encouraging use of historical test years, include those

in which inflation is slow, utilities aren’t making large plant additions, and average use is

growing briskly.

A program to accelerate the replacement of aging distribution facilities provides a

classic example of the non-compensatory nature of historical test year rates. Suppose that a

power distributor replaces 10% of its distribution infrastructure during a year when new rates

are implemented. The new plant has capacity similar to the plant replaced but reflects more

than forty years of construction cost inflation. The company’s rate base will rise

substantially, temporarily slowing productivity growth and accelerating unit cost growth.

Even with normal growth in input prices and average use a utility with rates based on

historical test years may earn little return on this sizable investment for as much as two years

after it becomes used and useful.

Conclusions

These results permit us to draw several conclusions concerning the reasonableness of

historical test years in ratemaking.

~o High customer charges are more common for U.S. gas utilities and for gas and electric IOUs in Canada.
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1) Historical test years are rationalized by a matching principle that assumes a balance

of cost and revenue. Our analysis shows that this relationship is not balanced in a

rising unit cost environment.

2) An individual utility reporting that rates produced by historical test years are

uncompensatory may be suspected by stakeholders of poor cost management.

However, research shows that a utility’s unit cost trend is determined primarily by

business conditions over which it has little control. These include the trends in input

price inflation, average use, and the need for plant additions.

3) In a rising unit cost environment, the ability of a utility to "take a hair cut" between

the historical test year and the rate year is limited. Long term performance gains

involve upfront costs. Deferment of expenses lowers cost today at the expense of

higher costs in the future.

4) Absent favorable operating conditions, the rise in a utility’s unit cost due to changing

business conditions may be so great that it is unable to earn its allowed rate of return

under historical test year rates even with normal productivity gains. As Kamerschen

and Paul comment, "while a utility is never guaranteed that it will earn its authorized

fair rate of return, if no allowance is made for attrition or the other explosive

elements, the utility is denied a realistic opportunity of earning the permitted rate of

return.’’~ In this situation, rates produced by historical test years are inherently

unjust and unreasonable. This can prompt the investment community to downgrade

its credit valuations, not just for the subject utility but for other utilities in the same

jurisdiction.

5) Firms in competitive markets have ways of coping with rising unit costs that aren’t

available to utilities. The prices a competitive firm receives for its products will tend

to rise at the same pace as the unit cost of its industry. Firms experiencing unit cost

growth in excess of growth in sales prices can always scale back their offerings. A

utility, in contrast, charges prices set by regulators which may not be reflective of unit

cost trends. The utility is obligated to provide service even if prices are non-

compensatory due to flawed ratemaking practices.

11 Kamerschen and Paul op. cit. p. 23.
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6) Unit cost pressures are not constant over time. Several years of flat unit cost can give

way to a sustained period of rising unit cost. Thus, historical test years can produce

reasonable results for many years and then become uncompensatory for many years

due to rising unit cost. A utility’s success at earning its allowed ROE during a string

of recent years does not necessarily mean that a forward test year isn’t warranted

prospectively.

7) Forward test years have major advantages over historical test years in a rising unit

cost environment. Rates are more likely to reflect unit cost conditions in the rate year

and are, to this extent, more just and reasonable. Customers receive better price

signals. Lower operating risk reduces the utility’s cost of securing funds in capital

markets. This benefit is especially important in periods of large plant additions, when

high borrowing costs can have an especially large impact on the embedded cost of

debt.

8) Whether or not unit cost is rising, historical test years do not adjust rates for

slowdowns in volume growth, between the test year and the rate year, which are due

to utility conservation initiatives. They therefore dampen utility incentives to

encourage conservation.

1.2.2 Uncertainty

Opponents of forward test years often stress the uncertainty of cost and billing

determinant forecasts. Future costs cannot be verified. The changes in business conditions

that drive unit cost growth (e.g. inflation and the in service dates on looming plant additions)

can be hard to predict accurately. The impact that changing business conditions have on unit

cost is not always well understood. Opponents also argue that utilities are incented to

exaggerate future cost growth and to understate future growth in billing determinants. Cost

and billing determinants in a historical test year are, meanwhile, known with certainty.

On the other hand, the projections at issue in a forward test year concern business

conditions that are at most two years into the future. A large chunk of future cost, the

depreciation and the return on older plant, is known with considerable certainty at the time

that the forecast is made. There are many aids in the preparation of credible forecasts, as we

discuss further in Section 1.3. Consider also that volatile components of a utility’s unit cost
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(e.g. expenses for pensions and uncollectible bills) are often subject to trackers that reduce or

eliminate the risk of bad forecasts.

Current test years involve less forecasting uncertainty because the test year is only a

year into the future at the time that the rate case is filed. Actual data for some or all months

of the test year become available in the course of the proceeding. The accuracy of the

methods used to forecast cost and billing determinants can thus be tested against their ability

to predict the actuals in some months of the test year.

FTY projections are, in any event, quickly followed by actual data, and a utility that

makes forecasts that are consistently biased in its favor will find that its forecasts are

discounted in ratemaking. Biased forecasts can even jeopardize a regulator’s willingness to

use forward test years. The other stakeholders to the rate case process have incentives to bias

cost and sales forecasts in the other direction. These circumstances reduce or eliminate the

bias of the forecasts on which FTY rates are ultimately based. If the forecast of future cost

and output is accurate, the utility will receive revenue that is exactly equal to its cost. FTY

rates will be fair to the utility and ratepayer alike, whereas historical test year rates are likely

to be biased in a rising (or falling) unit cost environment.

On balance then forward test year rates, while involving some uncertainty, are likely

to be more reflective of future business conditions than are historical test year rates in a rising

unit cost environment. The uncertainty involved in basing rates on FTYs is no greater than

that involved in rate freezes and other kinds ofmultiyear rate plans that are often approved

by regulators. The Michigan Public Service Commission ("PSC") commented, in a recent

decision on an FTY rate filing for Consumers Energy, that

The basis for using a forward test year is to address the problem of regulatory
lag between past and future costs. While the advantage of historical data is its
objective and verifiable nature, it lacks the necessary forward perspective
required in a changing economic environment. An historical test year is by
definition not timely and may fail to adequately consider future
demands .... What is gained by dealing with data that is "known and
measurable" can be lost in forcing a utility to operate with outdated
numbers.12

12 Michigan PSC Opinion and Order, Case U-175645, November 2009.
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1.2.3 Regulatory Cost

A third consideration in weighing the advantages of historical and forward test years

is regulatory cost. The net impact of forward test years on regulatory cost is difficult to

assess. Forward test year rate cases typically do involve higher cost than rate cases based on

historical test years because of the need for forecasts.

On the other hand, a number of the major issues in a rate case, including the

depreciation rates and the rate of return on common equity, are not markedly more

complicated in a forward test year proceeding. Depreciation on existing plant is easy to

predict once a depreciation rate is established. Some of the more uncertain components of

cost and revenue may be subject to trackers that mitigate rate case controversy. The cost of

FTY rate cases falls as jurisdictions gain experience with forecasted evidence. Consider also

that in a rising unit cost environment rates based on forward test years can, by reducing

earnings attrition, sometimes reduce the frequency of rate cases.

1.2.4 Operating Efficiency

The effect of alternative test year approaches on utility operating efficiency is also

frequently discussed in debates on test year approaches. Opponents of forward test years

sometimes argue that they weaken utility incentives to operate efficiently. In a rising unit

cost environment, an expectation that rates are going to be non-compensatory might

encourage utilities to tighten their belts. FTY opponents also argue that a utility wishing to

inflate its cost in an historical test year, in an effort to create higher rates in the rate year,

would incur a real cost to do so.

On the other hand, the notion that rate cases generally weaken utility performance

incentives is a central result of regulatory economics and is not confined to future test years.

When a utility is operating under a series of annual rate cases with historical test years, cost

savings this year lead quickly to lower rates. The fact that a forward test year involves

forecasts does not in and of itself weaken performance incentives. Forward test year

forecasts are often linked to actual costs in one or more historical reference years, so the

utility must once again incur a real cost if it wishes to bolster its argument for higher costs in

the test year.
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Consider also that when unit cost is rising, the non-compensatory rates yielded by

forward test years may cause utilities to file rate cases more frequently. This weakens

performance incentives, and senior managers devote less time to the utility’s basic business

of providing quality service at a reasonable cost. Analysis by PEG Research has revealed

that reducing the frequency of rate cases from one to three years increases a utility’s

productivity performance by about 50 basis points annually in the long run.13 We therefore

do not expect utility operating incentives to differ significantly between historical and

forward test years on balance.

It is, in any event, unreasonable for stakeholders and regulators to acquiesce in non-

compensatory HTY rates on the grounds that they encourage utilities to trim "fat" if the

existence of fat has not been demonstrated in the rate case. J. Michael Harrison, an

administrative law judge with the New York PSC, commented in this regard in a 1979 article

on forward test years that

It is reasonable to set rates conservatively when company’s management or
operations are significantly and demonstrably poor... Evidence of general
management inadequacy, however, is rarely seen in rate cases and ...
management normally will be striving to improve efficiency in periods of
continuously rising costs. Regulatory commissions certainly have an
obligation to monitor operations and management effectiveness, but it does
not appear justifiable to indulge in a presumption, absent specific evidence to
the contrary, that deficient earnings can be attributed to management
shortcomings rather than to unfavorable operating conditions. 14

1.2.5 Other Considerations

Here are some additional considerations that merit note in a discussion of forward test

year pros and cons.

o Forward test years encourage the utility, other stakeholders, and the

Commission to focus more attention on the utility’s plans for the future.

Undesirable trends, such as rising costs that reflect inadequate attention to

productivity growth, can be recognized and discouraged in advance of their

occurrence. Budgeting is apt to play a more central role in cost management.

13 See, for example, "Incentive Plan Design for Ontario’s Gas Utilities", a presentation made by the senior

author in work for the Ontario Energy Board in November 2006.
14 j. Michael Harrison, "Forecasting Revenue Requirements", Public Utilities Fortnightly, March 1979, p. 13.
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o Forward test year rate cases sharpen the ability of the regulatory community to

undertake and review statistical analyses of unit cost trends. These same

skills are useful in the design of multiyear rate plans in which rates are

adjusted automatically between rate cases to reflect changing business

conditions. Multiyear rate plans can reduce regulatory cost and strengthen

utility performance incentives, creating benefits that can be shared with

customers.

1.3 EVIDENTIARY BASIS FOR FTY FORECASTS

Good evidence on future costs and billing determinants is critical to the effectiveness

of forward test year rate cases. The New York PSC stated, in an order rejecting a forward

test year for New York State Electric and Gas in 1972, that

To justify the commission in deviating from its long-standing policy of using
an actual test year adjusted for known changes, there must be a full showing
that such a change is a practical necessity. This showing must encompass the
twin requirements of substantial accuracy and an impending, uncontrollable
diminution in profitability.

We have already discussed at some length the kinds of conditions that can cause unit cost to

rise between an historical test year and the rate year. We consider here kinds of evidence

used in FTY rate cases that increase the confidence of regulators that forecasts are accurate.

Linkage to Historical Data

Utilities in forward test year rate cases usually file detailed and extensive evidence

concerning cost and billing determinants in one or more historical reference years.~5 Data for

these years are usually subject to normalization and annualization adjustments like those used

in historical test year filings. The utility will then present evidence on expected changes in

cost and billing determinants between the historical reference year and the test yearJ6 Cost

projections are often made for the same detailed Uniform System of Account categories that

are used in historical test year rate cases. J. Michael Harrison commented in this regard in

his 1979 article that "the New York commission’s requirement that a verifiable nexus be

established between a forecast and an historical base of actual experience is a sine qua non

~5 An historical reference year is sometimes called a "base period".
16 This sometimes includes a forecast of cost during the rate case year (if different), which is sometimes called

the "bridge year".
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for forecasting revenue requirements.

remains with the utility company.’’17

Indexation

The burden of proving the reasonableness of its filing

Indexation is used by several utilities in FTY rate cases to escalate cost items for

changing business conditions. Recall from Section 1.2.1 that the growth in the cost of a

utility equals the inflation in the prices it pays for inputs plus the growth in its output less the

trend in its productivity. The trend in the productivity of utilities tends to be similar to the

growth in their output. Testimony just prepared by PEG Research for San Diego Gas &

Electric reports that, for a national sample of power distributors, MFP averaged 0.88%

annual growth from 1999 to 2008 while the number of customers served averaged 1.37%

average annual growth.IS An assumption that productivity growth equals output growth

makes it possible to escalate cost from historical reference year(s) values by the forecasted

growth in prices. This is the most common use of indexing in FTY forecasts.

The United States is fortunate to have available some of the best data in the world on

utility input price trends. One company, Whitman, Requardt and Associates, has for decades

published "Handy Whitman Indexes" of trends in the construction costs of both gas and

electric utilities.~9 These are available for six geographic regions of the United States for

detailed asset classes. Another company, Global Insight, has a Power Planner service that

has forecasts, updated quarterly, of construction cost indexes. Global Insight also forecasts

inflation in the prices of labor, materials, and services used by gas and electric utilities.2°

The materials and service ("M&S") price indexes are available for the detailed O&M

expense categories that are itemized in the FERC’s Uniform System of Accounts. Global

Insight input price indexes have been used for many years to adjust revenue requirements in

the multiyear rate plans of California gas and electric utilities.

Some utilities instead escalate O&M expenses in rate cases using familiar

macroeconomic price indexes. The gross domestic product price index ("GDPPI") is often

preferred for this purpose to the better known consumer price index because the GDPPI

assigns less weight to price volatile commodities, such as food and energy, which do not

~7 j. Michael Harrison, op. cit., p. 13.
~8 Mark Newton Lowry et al., Productivity Research for San Diego Gas & Electric, August 2010.
~9 Whitman, Requardt & Associates LLP, "The Handy-Whitman Index of Public Utility Construction Costs".
~0 A discussion of an early use of detailed inflation forecasts in ratemaking is found in Michael J. Riley and H.

Kendall Hobbs, Jr. "The Connecticut Solution to Attrition", Public Utilities Fortnightly, November 1982.
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loom large in base rate input costs. Our research over the years has found that the GDPPI

and CPI both tend to understate escalation in the prices of utility O&M inputs. One reason is

that they are measures of inflation in the economy’s prices of final goods and services and

therefore reflect the productivity growth of the U.S. economy, which has been substantial in

recent years. In a recent report for Hawaiian Electric, for instance, PEG found that from

1996 to 2007 the GDPPI averaged 2.21% average annual growth whereas an index of the

O&M input prices paid by HECO averaged 3.05% average growth.21 The GDPPI should

therefore inspire confidence as an O&M escalator that often yields reasonable results for

customers.

Simple Trend Analyses

Simple approaches to forecasting based on historical trends can, if well designed,

strike a reasonable balance between the desire of regulators for accuracy and simplicity. For

example, a given cost item can equal its adjusted value in the historical reference year, plus a

one or two-year escalation for the average annual growth of this cost for a group of peer

utilities in recent years. This approach is more sensible to the extent that the recent inflation,

productivity, and output trends of the peers are similar to those that the subject utility will

experience in the near future. A refinement on this general approach would be to assume a

trend in costper customer equal to the recent historical trend of peer utilities and then to

reach cost by adding a forecast of the utility’s own customer growth. Simple methods like

these have counterparts for the forecasting of billing determinants. For example, the volume

of residential sales in a future test year can be forecasted as the expected number of

customers multiplied by the expected volume per customer, where the latter is allowed to

differ from the normalized value(s) in the historical reference year(s) by its normalized trend

in the last three years.

Budgeting

Some utilities use the same figures in forward test year filings that they use in their

own budgeting process.

21 Mark Newton Lowry et aL, Revenue Decoupling for Hawaiian Electric Companies, Pacific Economics

Group, January 2009. pp. 65-66.
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Econometric Modeling

Econometric modeling is used by several utilities in FTY cost and billing determinant

projections. In an econometric model, the variable to be forecasted is posited to be a function

of one or more external business conditions. Model parameters are estimated using historical

data on the variable to be forecasted and the business conditions. A rich theoretical and

empirical literature is available to guide model development. Given forecasts of the business

conditions, the model can forecast how cost will grow between one or more historical

reference years and the forward test year.

Benchmarking

Utilities can bolster the confidence of regulators in their FTY cost forecasts by

benchmarking them using data from other utilities. A variety of benchmarking methods are

available, ranging from econometric modeling to peer group comparisons that use simple

unit cost metrics. Public Service of Colorado, for instance, recently filed a study in an FTY

rate case filing that benchmarked their non-fuel O&M expense forecast.22 The study used an

econometric benchmarking model as well as unit cost metrics for a Western Interconnect

peer group. The authors found that the forecasted expenses reflected a high level of

operating efficiency.

22 See Public Service Company of Colorado’s Exhibit MNL-1 in docket 09AL-299E before the Public Utilities

Commission of Colorado, filed October ! 3, 2009.
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2. TEST YEAR HISTORY AND PRECEDENTS

2.1 A BRIEF HISTORY

Few states have laws on the books that mandate a particular test year approach.

Statutes instead commonly feature more general provisions on regulation such as guidelines

that rates be just and reasonable, that terms of service be non-discriminatory, and that service

be of good quality. Flexibility with respect to test years is also encouraged by the Supreme

Court’s influential Hope decision, which held that

The Commission was not bound to the use of any single formula or combination of
formulae in determining rates. Under the statutory [Natural Gas Act] standard of
"just and reasonable" it is the result reached and not the method which is
controlling...Ifthe total effect of the rate order cannot be said to be unjust and
unreasonable, judicial inquiry under the Act is at an end.23

Historical test years were nonetheless the norm in the early history of electric utility

rate cases, and this reflects the prevalence over many years of business conditions that were

conducive to slow unit cost growth. Slow price inflation was a contributing factor. Table 1

shows the history of GDPPI inflation in the United States from 1930 to 2009. It can be seen

that inflation was negative in most years of the 1930s but was brisk during World War II, the

immediate post war years, and in 1951. After the Korean War, the table shows that GDPPI

inflation averaged only 1.74% annually in the 1952-1965 period.

Table 1 also shows the trend in the MFP index for the electric, gas, and sanitary

sector of the U.S. economy. This index was computed by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

("BLS") for many years and was sensitive to the productivity trend in the electric utility

industry due to the industry’s disproportionately large size. It can be seen that the

productivity growth of the electric, gas, and sanitary sector was extraordinarily rapid during

the 1952-65 period, averaging 4.13% per annum. This was more than double the MFP index

trend for the U.S. non-farm private business sector as a whole.

Under these favorable operating conditions, the unit cost of the electric utilities was

typically stable or declining.24 Rate cases were rare and historical test years were the norm in

the rate cases that did occur. Regulators gained confidence that the matching principle could

:3 320 U.S. 591.
24 See Paul Joskow, "Inflation and Environmental Concern: Structural Change in the Process of Public Utility

Price Regulation", Journal of Laa~ and Economics, 1974 for an insightful discussion of some of this history.
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Averages

Table 1

U.S. Inflation and Productivity Trends
Multifactor Productivity

GDP Price Index         Private Non-Farm Business Electric, Gas & Sanitary Sector
Year Index Growth Index Growth Index Growth

1929 10.6 NA NA NA NA
1930 10.2 -394% NA NA NA NA
1931 9.2 10.45% NA NA NA NA
1932 8.1 -12.08% NA NA NA NA
1933 79 266% NA NA NA NA
1934 8.3 4.78% NA NA NA NA
1935 85 1 97% NA NA NA NA
1936 8.6 1.09% NA NA NA NA
1937 8.9 361% NA NA NA NA
1938 8.7 ~1,90% NA NA NA NA
1939 86 -1.27% NA NA NA NA
1940 8 7 087% NA NA NA NA
1941 9.2 6,32% NA NA NA NA
1942 10.0 7.91% NA NA NA NA
1943 10.6 5.47% NA NA NA NA
1944 10.8 237% NA NA NA NA
1945 11 1 2.52% NA NA NA NA
1946 12.4 10.90% NA NA NA NA
1947 13.7 1054% NA NA NA NA
1948 14.5 552% 53.0 NA 37.1 NA
1949 145 0.06% 53.8 1.41% 37.7 1.66%
1950 14.6 0.78% 57.2 6.08% 40.5 7.20%
1951 15.6 6 66% 58.6 2.47% 44.4 9.16%
1952 16.0 2.15% 59.0 0.67°1o 46.3 4.19%
1953 16.2 1.200/o 59.9 1.59% 48.1 3.80%
1954 16.3 1.01% 599 -0.12% 50.0 4.01%
1955 16.6 1.42% 62.4 4.15% 53.9 7.41%
1956 17.1 3.39% 61.6 -1.33% 56.6 4.99%
1957 17.7 3.44% 62.3 1.11% 58.7 3.500/o
1958 18.1 2.28% 62.4 0.20% 60.3 2.71%
1959 183 1.13% 65.2 4.35% 64.1 6.10%
1960 18.6 1.39% 65.5 0.51% 66.0 2.95%
1961 18.8 1.12% 66.6 1.54% 67.7 2,41%
1962 19.1 1.36% 689 3.46%0 70.9 4.68%
1963 19.3 1.05% 70.8 2.68°/o 72.3 2.02%
1964 19.6 1.54% 73.5 3.72% 76.1 5.02%
1965 19.9 1.80% 75.6 2,82% 79.2 4.00%
1966 20.5 2.80% 77.7 2,82% 82.4 4.07%
1967 21.1 3.03% 77.8 0.06% 85.0 3.01%
1968 22.0 4.16% 79.8 2.56% 88.8 4.42°/o
1969 23.1 482% 79.2 -0.76% 91.2 2.69%
1970 24 3 5 14% 78.8 -0.50% 92.7 1.56%
1971 25.5 488% 81.3 3.11% 93.8 1.21%
1972 26.6 4.22% 83.7 2.87% 95.4 1.70%
1973 28.1 539% 86.1 2.87% 97.2 1.88%
1974 30.7 8.66% 83.2 -3.35% 94.0 -3.31%
1975 33.6 9.06% 83.6 0.43% 94.2 0.18%
1976 35.5 558% 86.8 3.77% 95.4 1.28%
1977 37.8 6.17% 88.1 1.46% 95.2 -0.25%
1978 40.4 678% 89.4 1.47% 95.1 0.04%
1979 43.8 799% 888 -0.67% 94.0 1.21%
1980 47.8 8.75% 86.9 -2.20% 93.5 -0.53%
1981 523 901% 86.5 -0.42% 93.5 0.04%
1982 55.5 592% 83.5 3.59% 92.6 -1.04%
1983 577 3.87% 86.6 3.68% 91.4 ~1.23%
1984 59.8 3.69% 88.7 2.35%° 94.5 3.34%
1985 61 6 2 98% 892 0.65%0 94.4 -016%
1986 63.0 220% 906 1.47% 94.7 0,35%
1987 64.8 2.76% 90.7 0.16% 94.8 0.04%
1988 67.0 3.38% 91 7 1 04% 98.5 384%
1989 69.5 371% 91.7 000% 98.9 044%
1990 72.2 3 80% 92.0 0.40% 100.4 1.49%
1991 74.8 347% 91.3 -0.80% 100.2 -0.18%
1992 76.5 2.35% 935 2.39% 1000 -0.21%
1993 78.2 218% 937 0.18°1o 1026 2.52%
1994 79.9 2 08% 944 0.78% 103.2 067%
1995 81 5 206% 945 0.09% 105.6 2.22%
1996 83.1 1 88% 958 1.42% 106.9 124%
1997 84.6 1 76% 965 0.66% 106.9 -0,02%
1998 85.5 1 12% 97 7 1.28% 107.0 0.11%
1999 86.8 1.46% 99.0 1.27% NA NA
2000 886 2.15% 100.0 1.05% NA NA
2001 90.7 224% 100.4 0.39% NA NA
2002 92.1 1.60% 1025 2.08% NA NA
2003 941 2.13% 105.2 2600/o NA NA
2004 96.8 280% 108.0 2.60% NA NA
2005 100.0 3.28% 1093 1.26% NA NA
2006 103.3 3 21% 1099 0.51% NA NA
2007 106.2 2.82% 110.1 0.21% NA NA
2008 108.5 2.11% 111 4 1 13% NA NA
2009 109.7 1 16% NA NA NA NA

1952-1965 1.74% 1.8 00/o 4.13%
1973-1981 7.49% 0.37% -0.22%
1982-1991 3.58% 0.54% 0.69%
1992-2003 1.92%o 1.18% NA
2004-2008 2.84% 1.14% NA
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yield just and reasonable rates.

The unit cost growth of electric utilities accelerated in the late 1960s and remained

high for about two decades thereafter for several reasons.

¯ Price inflation accelerated, spurred initially by the Vietnam War and

subsequently by the oil price shocks of 1974-75 and 1979-80. During the

1973-81 period, GDPP! inflation averaged 7.49% annually. Inflation

thereafter slowed but still averaged 3.58% annually during the 1982-91

period.

¯ Rising utility rates and slowing economic growth slowed growth in use per

customer.

¯ Utility productivity growth, far from keeping pace with inflation, slowed

substantially falling by 0.22% annually on average in the 1973-1981 period

and averaging only 0.69% annual growth in the 1982-91 period. Factors

contributing to the slowdown included the exhaustion of scale economies by

some of the nation’s larger electric utilities and the propensity of some utilities

to continue making major plant additions despite slower demand growth.

Under these changed conditions, utilities in the two decades after 1967 sought

financial relief by filing frequent rate cases. However, many utilities found that they could

not earn their allowed ROE under newly established rates. One author commented in 1974, a

particularly bad year, that "it would be difficult, if not impossible, to find a utility which has

been able in the first year in which a rate increase was in effect to earn the return on which

the rate increase was predicted".25 A study found that the earned ROE on equity in the

electric utility industry was more than 200 basis points below the allowed rate of return on

average in 1974, 1979, and 1980.26 Interest coverage fell markedly for many utilities,

limiting their ability to issue new debt. Financing of new investments required greater

reliance on issuance of new common stock, and the value of stock fell below the book value

of assets in many cases. Articles about attrition and regulatory lag appeared with regularity
27in the trade press.

25 W. Truslow Hyde, "It Could Not Happen Here - But it Did", Public Utilities Fortnightly, June 1974.
26 Walter G. French, "On the Attrition of Utility Earnings", Public Utilities Fortnightly, February 1981.
27 See, as another example, Theodore F. Brophy, "The Utility Problem of Regulatory Lag", Public Utilities

Fortnightly, January 1975.
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Regulators responded to this situation with an array of measures, some of which had

been used at one time or another in the past. The measures included interim rate increases;

the inclusion of construction work in progress ("CWIP") in rate base; more widespread use

of fuel adjustment clauses; the addition of an "attrition allowance" to the target ROE, and

more widespread use of forward and hybrid test years. Adopters of FTYs in these years of

brisk unit cost growth included the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") and

state commissions in California, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, and New York.

Some of these states initially experimented with hybrid test years which, as we have

noted, make it possible to update rate filings as actual data for the later months of the test

year become available. J. Michael Harrison explained in his 1979 article some grounds for

dissatisfaction with hybrid test year experiments:

Parties charged with testing or contesting a utility’s rate case presentation
were faced with figures and issues that changed and shifted through all phases
of the case. Even after their direct evidentiary presentations were made, these
parties were faced with a required reevaluation of their positions and the
possibility that a host of new issues would be created by emerging actual data.
The commission staff, which in New York bore the brunt of this burden, faced
an almost impossible task of analyzing new data, even as its case went to the
administrative law judge or commission for decision. It became clear that the
value of the already completed hearings was being seriously undermined. 28

The New York Commission decided in 1977 to move to fully forecasted test years consisting

of the first twelve months expected under the new rates.29

The need for forward test years subsided with the slowdown of unit cost growth that

occurred in the electric utility industry in the 1990s. This slowdown was driven primarily by

a partial reversal of the business conditions that had previously caused brisk unit cost growth.

During the 1992-2003 period GDPPI growth averaged only 1.92% per year. Yields on newly

issued long term bonds fell substantially as the market lowered its expectation of future

inflation. The productivity growth of the electric, gas, and sanitary sectors increased

modestly, averaging 0.94% annually during the 1992-98 period, a trend similar to that of the

private business sector. One reason for the productivity rebound was a slowdown in plant

additions as the industry increased utilization of the generation and transmission capacity

28 j. Michael Harrison, op. cir., p. 12.
29 New York Public Service Commission, "Statement of Policy on Test Periods in Major Rate Proceedings",

November 1977.
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built in the previous twenty years. Several electric utilities operated under base rate freezes

during these years. Their willingness to agree to freezes reflected in part the generally

favorable unit cost conditions but sometimes also reflected an expected spurt of productivity

growth due to participation in mergers or acquisitions.

Interest in forward test years has renewed for electric utilities in recent years due to a

renewed growth in unit cost, which is discussed in more detail in Section 3.1 below. We note

here that general inflation accelerated after 2003, with GDPPI growth averaging 2.84%

annually during the 2004-2008 period. Inflation slowed in 2009 but will likely rebound as

the world economy recovers from the recession. Utility investment needs increased during

the period to replace aging facilities, reverse declining generation capacity margins,

implement "smart grid" technologies, and meet the rising demand for transmission services

to reach remote sources of renewable energy and promote bulk power market competition.

Growth in average use has slowed with slowing economic growth and new initiatives to

promote energy conservation.

interest in forward test years has been especially keen in the American west. Brisk

economic growth in most western states has increased the need for plant additions. Here is a

brief summary of changing test year policies in selected states.

Colorado

In Colorado, the commission rejected an FTY request by Public Service of Colorado

in 1993 but acknowledged that "the purpose of a test year is to provide, as closely as

possible, an interrelated picture of revenue, expense, and investment reasonably

representative of the interrelationships that will be in place at the time the new rates proposed

in a rate case will be in effect".3° The commission did not forbid FTY evidence and

encouraged the company to consider a current test year, an option that it said "might provide

a promising mixture of comfort and flexibility acceptable to the parties and the

commission.31

Public Service filed FTY evidence in a 2008 rate case but the approved settlement in

the case was based on historical test year evidence.32 |n May 2009, Public Service again

filed FTY evidence as it sought to include in its cost of service some major plant additions,

30PUC Colorado Decision No. C93-1346 in Docket No. 93S-00 lEG, October 1993, pp. 21-22.
3~ Ibid, p. 40.
32Docket No. 08S-520E.
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including a new coal-fired generating unit and a smart grid build out, which would come

online in late 2009 or 2010.33 A settlement agreement, approved with modifications, based

the revenue requirement on a historical 2008 test year with extraordinary adjustments to

include the cost of the impending major plant additions. The company agreed not to file a

rate case for two years.

This settlement also indicated an expectation that the company would file FTY

evidence in its next rate case. It commits the company to provide companion historical test

year evidence, including a detailed analysis of deviations between HTY and FTY results.

The Company agreed to work with interested parties on reporting requirements with respect

to such deviation analyses in order to facilitate the review of future cases.

Idaho

In Idaho the largest electric utility, Idaho Power, successfully used a hybrid test year

in a rate case filing in 2003. In a 2009 filing it successfully used a test year beginning in

January 2009.34 This was essentially a current FTY.

Illinois

The move to forward test years is not confined to western states. Illinois utilities have

long retained the right to file FTY rate cases and Integrys recently did so successfully for its

North Shore Gas and Peoples Gas Light and Coke units.35 Peoples has a major need to

increase replacement investments in its aging system, which serves Chicago.

Michigan

In Michigan, utilities have used varied test year approaches. Recent legislation (2008

PA 286) explicitly sanctions forward test year filings. The law also permits utilities to "self-

implement" interim rates if rate cases aren’t resolved in 180 days. Consumers Energy and

Detroit Edison have recently filed FTY rate cases successfully.

New Mexico

In New Mexico a bill was passed in 2009 that allows the state commission to use

forward test years in electric and gas rate proceedings. The bill states that

33Docket No. 09AL-299E.
34Docket No. IPC-E-09- l 0.
35Dockets No. 09-0166 and 09-0167.
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The commission shall set rates based on a test
period that the commission determines best reflects the
conditions to be experienced during the period when the rates
determined by the commission take effect. If a future test
period is proposed, the commission shall give due
consideration that the future test period may best reflect
those conditions.36

The Bill was supported by majority voice vote of the New Mexico Public Regulation

Commission. Public Service of New Mexico recently filed an FTY rate case.

Utah

Utah statutes were amended in 2003 to allow hybrid and forward test years for gas

and electric utilities. The amended statutes state that

If in the commission’s determination of just and reasonable rates the
commission uses a test period, the commission shall select a test period that,
on the basis of the evidence, the commission finds best reflects the conditions
that a public utility will encounter during the period when the rates determined
by the commission will be in effect.37

The choice of a test year has since become an issue in the early stages of rate cases. In 2004,

for example, PacifiCorp [d/b/a Rocky Mountain Power ("RMP")] filed a rate case based on a

forward test year. It defended the FTY on the grounds that its costs were increasing due to

rapid system growth and a plan to improve system reliability. An unopposed Test Year

Stipulation acknowledged that the FTY was the most sensible test year for this case and

provided for a task force to address test period procedural issues. The terms of the

stipulation were not binding for future proceedings. The Commission commented in its order

approving the stipulation that

Each case needs to be considered on its own merits and the test period
selected should be the most appropriate for that case. The test period selected
for a utility in a particular case may not be appropriate for another utility or
even the same utility in a different case. Some of the factors that need to be
considered in selecting a test period include the general level of inflation,
changes in the utility’s investment, revenues, or expenses, changes in utility
services, availability and accuracy of data to the parties, ability to synchronize
the utility’s investment, revenues, and expenses, whether the utility is in a cost

36 New Mexico Senate Bill 477, 2009.
37 Utah Code Annotated Section 54-4-4 (3).
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increasing or cost declining status, incentives to efficient management and
operation, and the length of time the new rates are expected to be in effect.38

In December 2007, RMP filed a rate case based on a forward test year beginning in

July 2008.39 The Commission instead chose a current FTY beginning in January 2008. The

Company was compelled to update its testimony to reflect the sanctioned test year. In its

final decision in the case, the Commission instructed the Company to file a semi-annual

"variance report" comparing its actual operating results to its rate case forecasts.

In April 2009, RMP filed a notice of intent to file a rate case in June 2009 based on a

forward test year beginning in January 2010. A high level of capital investment was

emphasized in advocating the need for an FTY. The Commission approved a Test Period

Stipulation providing for a current FTY beginning in June 2009. The decision notes that the

Division of Public Utilities argued in support of the stipulation that

the stipulated test period, combined with the opportunity for the Company to
request alternative cost recovery treatment for major plant additions, will
balance the interest of the Company in reducing regulatory lag and the
interests of customers by reducing the risks associated with the timing and
cost of major capital additions projected to be completed 18 months into the
future,a°

Wyoming

In Wyoming, a stipulation approved in 2006 provided that RMP (d/b/a PacifiCorp)

could, on a one time trial basis, file a rate case based on a forward test year. RMP filed a rate

case in June 2007 using an FTY ending in August 2008. The Wyoming Public Service

Commission approved a rate settlement based on the forecasts for this test year. They

indicated a willingness to hear forward test year evidence in the general rate case but

required the company to submit conventional historical test year evidence as well. The

Commission also directed the company to prepare a report comparing its actual cost and

billing determinants for the current test year to those which the company forecasted in the

proceeding. In the event, the variance report stated that the company had overestimated its

38 Public Service Commission of Utah, "Order Approving Test Period Stipulation", Docket 04-035-42, October

2004.
39 Public Service Commission of Utah, "Order on Test Period", Docket No. 07-035-93, February 2008.
4o Public Service Commission of Utah, "Report and Order on Test Period Stipulation", Docket No. 09-035-23,

June 2009.
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cost by a small amount but overestimated its revenue and on balance did not earn its allowed

rate of return for the year.

In July 2008, RMP filed a new rate case with a current FTY ending in June 2009

using calendar 2007 as a historical reference year. The company emphasized in its case the

inability of historical test year rates to compensate the utility for sizable new investments in

its system. The Commission approved a settlement that included a provision that RMP file

historical test year evidence as well as any FTY evidence in its next rate proceeding.4~ RMP

will continue to file operating results that will permit the Commission to review the accuracy

of its FTY forecasts.

2.2 CURRENT STATUS

Table 2 and Figure 1 detail the test year approaches that are currently in use across the

United States. It can be seen that historical test years are now used by most large IOUs in

less than twenty U.S. jurisdictions. Nearly as many jurisdictions (AL, CA, CT, FL, GA, HI,

ME, MI, MN, MS, NY, OR, RI, TN, WI, and the FERC) use forward test years routinely, at

least for larger utilities. Forward test years are also used in several Canadian jurisdictions.

Four jurisdictions (AR, OH, N J, & PA) use hybrid test years. An additional 13 jurisdictions

are not neatly categorized. Here are some examples.

¯ Large utilities in Illinois, Kentucky, Maryland, and North Dakota utilities use

various test years.

¯ As previously noted, test years used by utilities in Utah and Wyoming depend

on conditions at the time of filing and New Mexico is heading in that direction.

2.3 CONCLUSIONS

In Section 1.2 we noted that the matching principle used in historical test year rate

cases is based on the assumption that growth in billing determinants matches cost growth so

that unit cost is stable. This is true when growth in utility productivity and average use

somehow combine to offset the cost impact of input price growth. We report in this chapter

that conditions like these have not been normal for electric utilities since the 1960s. Periods

of unit cost stability can still occur, but are apt to be followed by periods of rising unit cost.

Wyoming PSC Docket Number 20000-333-ER-08 (Record No. 11824), May 2009.
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Table 2

Test Year Approaches of U.S. Jurisdictions

Forward (16)

State
Alabama
California
Connecticut
FERC
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Maine
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
New York
Oregon
Rhode Island
Tennessee
Wisconsin

Notes
Alabama Power’s Rate Stabilization and Equalization Factor is forward looking.

Cost is based on a historical test year that is escalated to a future rate year.
Rate cases use forward test years while formula rate plans tend to use HTYs.

Cost is based on a historical test year that is escalated to a future rate year.

Cost is based on a historical test year that is escalated to a future rate year.

State
Arkansas
Ohio
New Jersey
Pennsylvania

Utility Name
Colorado

District of Columbia

Delaware
Idaho
Illinois

Kentucky
Louisiana

Mawland

Missouri

New Mexico
North Dakota
Utah

Wyoming

Hybrid (4)

Notes

Transitional/Varying (13)

Notes
Public Service of Colorado can file FTY evidence. No FTY rates have yet been approved but the

most recent case made extraordinary HTY adjustmenls.
PEPCO has filed rate cases using both hybrid and historical test years recently.

Before restructuring FTY filings were common, but companies have used HTY in recent filings.

Historic test years are the norm in IL. However, utilities have the right to make FTY filings and an
FTY was accepted in a recent rate case of the Integrys gas utilities.

FTYs are legally authorized, but only Duke Energy has utilized them to date.
Cleco Power frequently uses hybrid test years. Entergy New Orleans recently had a hybrid test

year approved via settlement.
Baltimore Gas & Electric tends to file hybrid test years while other utilities tend to file historical test

years.
Utilities have the option to file hybrid year forecasts that are trued up during the course of the

proceeding.
Recently passed law allows for use of FTY, but no rate case with an FTY has yet been approved.

Utilities use various test years including FTYs.
Test year selection is part of the rate case and can be contested. Several recent rate cases have

used FTYs.
Rocky Mountain Power has recently had FTYs approved.

Historical (19)

Utility Name
Alaska
Arizona
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Massachusetts
Montana
Nebraska

Nevada
New Hampshire
North Carolina
Oklahoma
South Carolina
South Dakota
Texas
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia

Notes

Nebraska has no electric IOUs in its jurisdiction. Gas companies are legally authorized to use
FTYs, but no gas company has had FTY rates approved.
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Figure 1

Map of Jurisdictions by Approved Test Year

Forward Test Year

Numerous regulators have moved away from historical test years in periods when unit cost is

rising. Historical test year jurisdictions are now in the minority.
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3. EMPIRICAL SUPPORT FOR FORWARD TEST YEARS

3.1 UNIT COSTTRENDS OF UoS. ELECTRIC UTILITIES

In Section 1.2 we detailed the key role that the trend in the unit cost of utilities has in

determining the reasonableness of historical test years and the need for forward test years. In

original research for this paper, we have calculated the unit cost trends of a sample of

vertically integrated electric utilities ("VIEUs"). In this section, we explain our research

methods in some detail before discussing the results.

3.1.1 Data

The primary source of utility cost date used in the study was the FERC Form 1.

Major investor-owned electric utilities in the United States are required by law to file this

form annually. Data reported on Form 1 must conform to the FERC’s Uniform System of

Accounts. Details of these accounts can be found in Title 18 of the Code of Federal

Regulations.

Unit cost calculations also require data on billing determinants. Data on the number

of customers served were drawn from FERC Form 1. Data on delivery volumes were drawn

from Form EIA 861. The FERC Form 1 and Form EIA 861 data used in this study were

gathered by SNL Financial, a respected commercial vendor.

Data were considered for inclusion in the sample from all major investor-owned

VIEUs that did not offer gas distribution service or sell or spin offthe bulk of their

transmission assets in recent years. To be included in the study the data were required,

additionally, to be plausible and not unduly burdensome to process. Data from the thirty four

companies listed in Table 3 were used in the unit cost research. The sample period was

1996-2008. The year 2008 is the latest for which the requisite data were available when the

study was prepared.

Supplemental data sources were used to measure input price trends. Handy Whitman

indexes were used to measure electric utility construction cost trends. Global Insight indexes

were used to measure trends in the prices of electric utility materials and services.

Employment cost indexes prepared by the BLS were used to measure trends in labor prices.

Regulatory Research Associates data was used to measure trends in target ROEs approved by

regulators.
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Table 3

Utilities Included in the Unit Cost Research
Company

Alabama Power
Appalachian Power
Arizona Public Service
Black Hills Power
Carolina Power & Light
Cleco Power
Columbus Southern Power
Dayton Power and Light
Duke Energy Carolinas
Empire District Electric
Entergy Arkansas
Florida Power & Light
Florida Power
Georgia Power
Gulf Power
Idaho Power
Indianapolis Power & Light
Kansas City Power & Light
Kentucky Power
Kentucky Utilities
Minnesota Power
Mississippi Power
Nevada Power
Ohio Power
Oklahoma Gas and Electric
Otter Tail Power
PacifiCorp
Portland General Electric
Public Service Company of Oklahoma
Southwestern Electric Power
Southwestern Public Service
Tampa Electric
Tucson Electric Power
Virginia Electric and Power

Number of utilities in sample: 34
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3.1.2 DEFINITION OF UNIT COST

In Section 1.2.1 we discussed a measure of unit cost growth that is relevant in the

appraisal of test years. It is constructed by taking the difference between growth in the net

cost of base rate inputs and the growth in an index of utility billing determinants. For each

sampled utility, we calculated the total cost of base rate inputs net of taxes as the sum of non-

energy O&M expenses, depreciation, amortization, and return on rate base. Non-energy

O&M expenses were calculated as total O&M expenses less customer service and

information expenses and energy expenses that included those for steam power generation

fuel, nuclear power generation fuel, other power generation fuel, and purchased power.42 43

Return on rate base was calculated as the value of the rate base times a weighted

average cost of capital ("WACC"). In constructing the WACC we assumed 50/50 weights

for debt and common equity. The rate of return on debt was calculated as the ratio of the

interest payments of electric utilities to the value of their debt as reported on the FERC Form

1. The ROE was calculated as the average applicable allowed ROEs of electric utilities as

reported by Regulatory Research Associates.44 The rate base for each utility was calculated

as its net plant value less net accumulated deferred income taxes plus the value of its fuel,

material, and supply inventories.

We reduced the base rate cost thus calculated by two kinds of "non-core" revenues, as

is common in the calculation of retail base rate revenue requirements. One item deducted

was Other Operating Revenue. This is the revenue from miscellaneous goods and services

that include bulk power wheeling. The other component of non-core revenues was an

estimate of the margin from power sales for resale.45

The growth in the billing determinant index used in our study is a weighted average

of the growth in important billing determinants of electric utilities. The determinants used in

index construction were the numbers of residential, commercial, and other retail customers

42Customer service and information expenses were excluded because they tended to rise over the sample period
due to expanding demand-side management programs. The cost of DSM programs is typically recovered using
tracker-rider mechanisms.
43 We also excluded the Other Expenses category of Other Power Supply Expenses. We believe that large and

volatile commodity-related costs are sometimes reported in this category.
44 In this calculation, we assumed that the target ROE approved for a utility in its most recent rate case was

applicable until a new target ROE was approved.
45 These margins were computed as the difference between sales for resale revenue and an estimate of the

energy commodity costs used in power supply.
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and the corresponding delivery volumes.46 We weather normalized the volumes using

econometric demand research. In constructing the index, the trends in the billing

determinants thus assembled were weighted by our estimates of the typical shares of

individual billing determinants in the base rate revenue requirements of VIEUs.47 The

estimates were drawn from a perusal of recent VIEU rate case filings.

3.1.3 UNIT COST RESULTS

Unit Cost Trends

The average annual trends of the sampled utilities in their cost, billing determinants,

and unit cost can be found in Table 4 and Figure 2. It can be seen that unit cost declined by a

modest 0.78% annually on average in the 1996-2002 period as average growth in billing

determinants exceeded average growth in cost. The average growth in unit cost was positive

in only one year of this period. These results suggest that, under typical operating conditions,

historical test years would have yielded compensatory outcomes in rate cases during this

period.

In the 2003-2008 period, on the other hand, it can be seen that unit cost grew briskly,

averaging about 2.31% annually. Utilities experienced unit cost growth on average in every

year of the period. Cost averaged 1.98% annual growth from 1996 to 2002 and 4.36%

annual growth thereafter. The normalized growth of billing determinants averaged 2.75%

per annum through 2002 but only 2.05% per annum thereafter. Thus, growth in billing

determinants slowed despite marked acceleration of cost growth.

Earnings Impact

To consider the earnings attrition resulting from 2.3% annual unit cost growth,

consider that if the typical company in the sample earned its target ROE it would constitute

about 13% of the total cost of its base rate inputs. Assuming two years of 2.3% unit cost

growth, revenue based on prices reflecting only the normalized business conditions of the

historical test year would be expected to result in a 4.45% base rate revenue shortfall. If

there was no tax adjustment, this would reduce the return on equity by about 35%. Assuming

46 The retail peak demands of commercial and industrial customers are also important billing determinants but

data on these were unavailable.
47 We assigned the base rate revenue shares corresponding to demand charges to the "other retail" delivery

volume, expecting that these volumes have trends that are similar to those of demand charge billing
determinants.
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Table 4

Trends in the Unit Cost of US Vertically Integrated Utilities

Sample Average Annual Growth Rates, Unweighted

Year Cost1 Billing Determinants2 Unit Cost

1996 2.8% 3.5% -0.7%
1997 1.4% 2.2% -0.8%
1998 -0.7% 2.9% -3.6%
1999 2.5% 3.0% -0.6%
2000 3.4% 4.0% -0.5%
2001 0.9% 1.4% -0.6%
2002 3.6% 2.2% 1.4%
2003 1.6% 4.3% -2.7%
2004 4.6% 1.6% 3.0%
2005 4.0% 1.8% 2.2%
2006 5.0% 1.5% 3.5%
2007 7.9% 2.6% 5.3%
2008 3.0% 0.5% 2.5%

Average Annual Growth Rates
1996-2008 3.08% 2.43% 0.65%
1996-2002 1.98% 2.75% -0.78%
2003-2008 4.36% 2.05% 2.31%

The net cost formula is (Total O&M Expenses - Energy O&M Expenses - Customer Service and Information Expenses) + (Depreciation + Amortization +
WACC x Rate Base) - (Other Operating Revenues + Estimated Resale Margin). The source of the cost data is FERC Form 1.
2 The annual growth in billing determinants is a weighted average of the growth in residential, commercial, and other retail delivery volumes and customers

served. The weights are shares in the base rate revenue requirement that are typical of vertically integrated electric utilities. Volumes were weather
normalized by PEG Research using econometric demand modelling. The source of the raw volume data is Form EIA 861. The source of the customer data
is FERC Form 1.
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Figure 2

6.0% Unit Cost Trends of Sampled Vertically Integrated Utilities
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an allowed ROE of 11%, this would mean a drop in ROE of around 375 basis points before

tax adjustments. While lower income taxes would mitigate the earnings impact, we may

conclude from this analysis that historical test years would have been inherently non-

compensatory for a utility operating under the typical business conditions facing VIEUs in

recent years. Results would be much worse for utilities facing more pronounced unit cost

pressures due, for example, to an accelerated program of replacement capex or a large scale

DSM program.

Unit Cost Drivers

Input Prices Our discussion in Section 1.2.1 contained the result that input price inflation,

productivity growth, and the trend in average use were key drivers of unit cost growth. We

calculated for this report indexes of the inflation in the prices of base rate inputs faced by the

sampled VIEUs. The growth rates of the summary input price indexes are weighted averages

of the growth rates in indexes of prices for electric utility plant and O&M labor and materials

and services. The index for each utility uses as weights the share of each input group in the

total cost of the company’s base rate inputs.48 The index for the price of plant was calculated

from the trends in bond yields, allowed returns on equity, and the Handy Whitman

Construction Cost Index for vertically integrated electric utilities in the applicable region.

Results of our input price research are presented in Table 5 and Figure 3. It can be

seen that the prices of base rate inputs averaged 2.76% annual inflation in the 1996-2002

period and 3.65% inflation in the 2003-2008 period --- an increase of 89 basis points. The

price acceleration was primarily in materials and services and capital. M&S price inflation

averaged 2.08% annually in the 1996-2002 period and 4.31% annually in the 2003-2008

period.

48 An input price index with cost share weights effectively estimates the impact of price inflation on cost.
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Table 5

Trends in Prices of Electric Utility Base Rate Inputs, 1996-2008

Year
Summary Input Price Index

Index     Growth Rate
Labor Materials & Services Capital

Index Growth Rate Index Growth Rate Index Growth Rate

1995 1.000
1996 1.032 3.2%
1997 1.061 2.7%
1998 1.095 3.2%
1999 1.114 1.7%
2000 1.162 4.2%
2001 1.185 1.9%
2002 1.213 2.3%
2003 1.246 2.7%
2004 1.289 3.4%
2005 1.337 3.7%
2006 1.417 5.8%
2007 1.451 2.3%
2008 1.510 4.0%

1.000 1.000 1.000
1.033 3.2% 1.020 2.0% 1.034 3,3%
1.065 3.1% 1.042 2.1% 1.061 2.7%
1.108 4.0% 1.058 1.6% 1.098 3.4%
1.139 2.7% 1.076 1.6% 1.112 1.2%
1.193 4.6% 1.109 3.0% 1.158 4.1%
1.242 4.0% 1.135 2.4% 1.168 0.8%
1.301 4.6% 1.157 1.9% 1.186 1.5%
1.356 4.2% 1,189 2.7% 1.206 1.7%
1.428 5.1% 1.241 4.3% 1.227 1.7%
1.501 5.0% 1.303 4.9% 1.251 1.9%
1.652 9.6% 1.364 4.6% 1.303 4.1%
1.578 -4.6% 1.421 4.1% 1.352 3.6%
1.629 3.2% 1.498 5.3% 1.396 3.2%

Average Annual Growth Rate

1996-2008 3.17%

1996-2002 2.76%
2003-2008 3.65%

3.76% 3.11% 2.57%

3.76% 2.08% 2.43%
3.75% 4.31% 2.72%

Sources

Labor

Materials & Services

Capital

Summary

Calculated by PEG Research from BLS Employment Cost Indexes that include pensions and benefits
Calculated by PEG Research using functional cost shares for sampled utilities obtained from FERC Form 1 and
detailed electric utility M&S price indexes obtained from Global Insight’s Power Planner.

Calculated by PEG Reseach from
Handy Whitman electric utility construction cost indexes
Average yields on utility bonds calculated from FERC Form 1 data gathered by SNL Interactive
Applicable allowed ROEs as reported by Regulatory Research Associates

Calculated by PEG Research from the labor, M&S, and capital price indexes using vertically integrated electric utility
base rate input cost shares drawn from FERC Form 1

FERC Form 1 data gathered by SNL
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Plant Additions Large plant additions were noted in Section 1.2.1 to be an important driver

of utility productivity growth. Table 6 and Figure 4 describe the trend in real (i.e. inflation

adjusted) plant additions per customer of the sampled utilities. It can be seen that from 2003

through 2008, real plant additions were 25% higher on average than in the 1995-2002 period.

Average Use In Table 7 and Figure 5 we present information on the trends in weather

normalized average use by the residential and commercial customers of a large sample of

U.S. electric utilities from 1996 to 2008. The sample included specialized transmission and

distribution utilizes as well as VIEUs. it can be seen that the growth rates in average use

have tended to fall for both residential and commercial customers since 2002. The trend was

more pronounced for residential customers. Growth in normalized average use of power by

residential customers averaged 1.09% per year in the 1996-2002 period and 0.43% per year

in the 2003-2008 period. Growth in weather-normalized average use by commercial

customers averaged 1.04% per year in the 1996-2002 period and 0.74% per year in the 2003-

2008 period.

The average use slowdown was especially pronounced in the 2006-2008 period. The

normalized average use of residential customers averaged a slight 0.19% annual decline and

average use by commercial customers was essentially flat. For this more recent period, we

separately calculated trends for utilities in service territories with large DSM programs and

the trends for utilities in other territories. The normalized average use by residential

customers of utilities operating in territories with large DSM programs declined by a

remarkable 0.68% on average.

These results suggest that the typical IOUs may not be able in the future to count on

brisk growth in average use by residential and commercial customers to buffer the impact on

unit cost growth of input price inflation and increased plant additions. The problem will be

considerably more acute in service territories where there are aggressive conservation

programs. Forward test years will be particularly uncompensatory where utilities must cope

with the consequences for load of aggressive DSM programs.
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Table 6

Real Plant Additions Per Customer of Sampled Utilities
Real Additions to Plant in

Service (1995=100)
Number of Customers

(1995=100)
Real Additions per Customer

(1995=100)

1995 100.00 100.00 100.00
1996 93.26 101.89 91.53
1997 85.99 103.99 82.70
1998 70.50 106.33 66.30
1999 89.82 108.20 83.01
2000 102.31 110.66 92.46
2001 111.46 112.80 98.81
2002 108.46 114.70 94.56
2003 148.32 116.57 127.23
2004 110.42 118.78 92.96
2005 115.52 120.98 95.49
2006 125.04 123.89 100.93
2007 149.51 125.82 118.83
2008 165.19 126.85 130.22

Averages

1996-2002
2003-2008

Sources: Costand cutomerdatafrom FERC Form 1.
Whitman electric utility construction costindexes.

87.05
110.94

Plant additions deflated using applicable regional Handy
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Figure 4
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Table 7

Trends in Average Use by Residential & Commercial
Customers of Investor-Owned Electric Utilities

Residential                    Commercial
Year Raw Normalized Raw Normalized

1996 1.10% 2.14% 0.68% 1.14%
1997 -2.35% -0.36% -0.43% -0.25%
1998 1.39% 0.93% 1.91% 1.33%
1999 1.66% 1.64% 1.63% 1.87%
2000 2.02% 1.24% 3.20% 3.33%
2001 -0.65% -0.29% -0.35% -0.53%
2002 4.18% 2.35% 0.71% 0.42%
2003 -0.71% 0.78% 2.88% 3.44%
2004 0.03% 1.08% 0.35% 0.48%
2005 4.02% 1.29% 1.24% 0.61%
2006 -2.86% -0.21% -1.06% -0.80%
2007 2.68% 0.23% 2.26% 1.95%
2008 -1.95% -0.61% -1.83% -1.26%

Average Annual Growth Rate

1996-2008 0.66% 0.79% 0.86% 0.90%
1996-2002 1.05% 1.09% 1.05% 1.04%
2003-2008 0.20% 0.43% 0.64% 0.74%
2006-2008 -0.71% -0.19% -0.21% -0.04%

High DSM utilities       -1.07% -0.68% -0.19% -0.08%
Other utilities -0.54% 0.05% -0.22% -0.02%

Sources: Customer data from FERC Form 1. Volume data from Form
by PEG Research using econometric demand modelling.

EIA 861. Volumes were weather normalized
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Figure 5
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3.2 How TEST YEARS AFFECT CREDIT QUALITY METRICS

Table 8 presents results for selected credit quality metrics for a large sample of

electric utilities. The reported metrics are averages for the 2006-2009 period. The source is

Credit Stats: Electric Utilities--U.S., a report appearing in the Global Credit Portal of

Standard & Poor’s RatingsDirect. We present results for four credit metrics: Standard &

Poor’s corporate credit rating, the (rate of) return on capital, and two cash flow ratios

(EBITDA interest coverage and FFO/Debt).

Cash flow ratios are used by credit analysts to assess a utility’s ability to service debt.

The cash flow measures are normally calculated as adjustments to net income that add back

cash flows that could be used to service debt. FFO (funds from operations), for instance,

adds back depreciation and amortization expenses. EBITDA (earnings before interest, taxes,

depreciation, and amortization) adds back interest and tax payments as well as depreciation

and amortization.

Table 8 reports averages for each of the numerical metrics for utilities that operated

under historical, hybrid, and forward test years throughout the 2006-2008 period. There is

also an indeterminate category for utilities that are not easily categorized as having operated

under one kind of test year during this period.

Caution must be taken in making comparisons inasmuch as these metrics may differ

between the sampled utilities due to differences in several other business conditions as well

as to any differences in test years. The other relevant business conditions include the ability

to rate base construction work in progress, the local severity of the 2008 recession, and

whether or not utilities operated under formula rates and/or revenue decoupling. Despite

these complications, the samples are large and diverse enough to shed some light on the

effect that test years have on credit metrics.

Comparing the results, it can be seen that the values of all four credit metrics were

typically much more favorable for the forward test year utilities than for the historical test

year utilities.

o The forward test year utilities had a typical credit rating between BBB+ and A-

whereas the historical test year utilities had a typical credit rating between BBB-

and BBB.
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Table 8

How Credit Metrics of Electric Utilities
Differ by Test Year, 2006-2008

Company Name
S&P Corporate Return on Capital EBITDA/Interest
Credit Rating (%) Coverage

FFO/debt

(%)

Hybrid Test Years 9.5 5.9 19.9
Atlantic City Electric E}BB 9.6 4.4 34.2
Baltimore Gas & Electric BBB 6.8 4.3 11.1
Cleveland Electric Illuminating BBB 13.3 4.3 9.2
Cleco Power BBB 8.3 3.7 10.9
Columbus Southern Power BBB 13.5 6.5 23.3
Dayton Power & Light A- 16.3 16. t 42.9
Duke Energy Ohio A- 5.2 6.3 25.5
Entergy Arkansas BBB 6.7 5.6 27.7
Idaho Power BBB 6.6 3.8 10.7
Jersey Central Power & Light BE}E} 8.3 8.5 22.9
Metropolitan Edison BBB 9.3 6.7 12.7
Ohio Edison BBB 9.4 4.6 14.5
Ohio Power BBB 8.2 4.3 15.0
PECO Energy BBB 10.5 7.0 19.5
Pennsylvania Electric BBB 8,9 5.5 15,8
PPL Electric Utilities A- 9.5 4.6 18.6
Public Service Electric & Gas BBB 8.7 4.9 14.9
Toledo Edison BBB 11.9 5.2 28.0

Historical Test Years 7.9 4.2 18.2
AEP Texas Central BBB 6.9 2.8 8.7
AEP Texas North BBB 8.1 4.9 21.0
Appalachian Power BBB 6.0 2.9 9.5
Arizona Public Service BBB- 7.3 4.6 19.3
Black Hills Power BBB- 9.6 4.8 25.3
Carolina Power & Light BBB+ 11.3 5.9 25.0
CenterPoint Energy Houston Electric BBB 9.8 6.2 24.4
Central Illinois Light BBB- 9.5 8.2 29.5
Central Illinois Public Service BBB- 4.9 3.6 15.7
Central Vermont Public Service BB+ 7.0 2.7 12.8
Commonwealth Edison BBB- 6.4 3.1 12.1
Duke Energy Carolinas A- 7.0 6.1 28.5
Duke Energy Indiana A- 8.0 5.1 21.3
El Paso Electric BBB 9.4 4.2 18.8
Entergy Gulf States BBB 7.2 2.8 25,1
Entergy Louisiana BBB 6.6 3.2 36.3
Entergy Texas BBB 5.6 2.5 14.0
Interstate Power 8, Light BBB+ 10.5 5.5 24.4
IPALCO Enterprises (Indianapolis Power & Light) BB+ 13.2 3.4 12.9
Kentucky Power BBB 6.5 3.5 13.8
MidAmerican Energy A- 10.7 5.5 22.7
Nevada Power B8 8.4 2.6 11,1
NSTAR Electric A+ 10.2 7.7 21.6
Oklahoma Gas & Electric BE}B+ 10.0 6.4 25.2
Oncor Electric Delivery BBB+ 9.6 4.4 17.9
Public Service Company of Colorado BBE}+ 8.1 4.3 19.6
Public Service Company of New Hampshire BBB 8.4 4.8 13.7
Public Service Company of New Mexico BB- 3.9 2.3 8.6
Public Service Company of Oklahoma BBB 4.9 2.7 18.3
Puget Sound Energy BBB 7.5 3.8 13.7
Sierra Pacific Power BB 7.4 2.9 12.7
South Carolina Electric & Gas BBB+ 8.3 4.7 21.1
Southern Indiana Gas & Electric A- 9.5 5.4 22.8
Southwestern Electric Power BBE} 7.4 3.5 15.4
Southwestern Public Service BBB+ 5.3 3.5 12.1
Texas-New Mexico Power BB- 5.3 3.3 9.5
Tuscon Electric Power BB+ 8.4 3.2 17.9
Westar Energy BBB- 6.7 3.9 14.8
Western Massachusetts Electric BBB 5.8 3,7 11,8
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Table 8, continued

How Credit Metrics of Electric Utilities
Differ by Test Year, 2006-2008

S&P Corporate Return on Capital EBITDAIInterest FFO/debt
Company Name Credit Rating (%) Coverage (%)

Forward Test Years 9.2 5.1 21.0
ALLETE (Minnesota Power) BBB+ 10.8 5.1 19.5
Central Hudson Gas & Electric A 9.6 4.9 14.9
Central Maine Power 13BB+ 8.2 5.3 17.8
Connecticut Light & Power BBB 6.7 4.3 12.2
Detroit Edison BBB 8.2 4.9 16.8
Entergy Mississippi BBB 7.2 4.3 27.1
Florida Power & Light A 9.9 7.0 30.7
Florida Power Corp. BBB+ 9.9 4.5 19.0
Georgia Power A 10.1 5.9 22.6
Gulf Power A 9.7 5.6 19.2
Hawaiian Electric BBB 7.1 4.4 15.3
Mississippi Power A 11.6 8.9 35,5
Northern States Power- MN BBB+ 9.4 4.9 22,9
Northern States Power - WI A- 8.8 5.9 26.6
Pacific Gas & Electric BBB+ 10.7 4.0 23.3
PaciflCorp A- 7.9 4.0 17.3
Portland General Electric BE}B+ 7.9 4.1 19.2
Rochester Gas & Electric BBB 9.4 3.8 19.4
Southern California Edison BBB+ 11.4 4.0 19.3
Tampa Electric BBB 9.6 4.5 21.0
Wisconsin Electdc Power A- 6.9 5.4 14.6
Wisconsin Power & Light A- 10.1 5.0 24.7
Wisconsin Public Service A- 9.8 5.6 23.8

Indeterminate 7.8 4.3 18.1
Alabama Power A 9.5 5.7 21.5
Empire District Electric BBB- 7.3 3.5 15.7
Indiana Michigan Power BBB 6.7 3.5 15.4
Kansas City Power & Light BBB 7.9 4.8 19.4
Potomac Electric BBB 7.4 4.4 20.6
Southwestern Electric Power BBB 7.4 3.5 15.4
Union Electric BBB- 8.2 4.4 18.4

All Companies 8.6 4.8 19.3

Source: Standard & Poor’s Ratings Direct, Credit Stats: Electrfc Utilities - U.S. August 24, 2009. Financial metdcs are averages of the years 2006-2008.

Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC ("S&P") ratings may not be reproduced or distributed without the prior permission of S&P S&P does not guarantee the accuracy,
completeness, timeliness or availability of any information, including ratings, and is not responsible for any errors or omissions (negligent or otherwise), regardless of the
cause, or for the results obtained from the use of ratings S&P GIVES NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE S&P SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, EXEMPLARY, COMPENSATORY, PUNITIVE, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, COSTS, EXPENSES, LEGAL FEES, or LOSSES
(INCLUDING LOST INCOME OR PROFITS AND OPPORTUNITY COSTS) IN CONNECTION WITH ANY USE OF RATINGS S&P’s ratings are statements of
opinions and are not statements of fact or recommendations to purchase, hold or sell securities. They do not addless tile market value of securities or the suitability of
securities for investment purposes, and should not be relied on as investment advice
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o The forward test year utilities had an average return on capital of 9.2% whereas

the historical test year utilities had an average return of 7.9%.

o The forward test year utilities had an average EBITDA/interest coverage of 5.1

whereas the historical test year utilities had an average coverage of 4.2

o The forward test year utilities had an average FFO/debt ratio of 21.0% whereas

the historical test year utilities had an average ratio of 18.2%.

Additional insights concerning the effect of forward test years on credit quality can be

found in another recent Standard & Poor’s report.49 Thestudy sought to rank state regulatory

regimes with respect to their effect on credit quality. Of the fourteen states covered by the

study which had well-established forward test year traditions at the time of the study, the

author found five to be "more credit supportive", six to be "credit supportive", only two to be

"less credit supportive", and none to be "least credit supportive". In contrast, of the

seventeen states covered by the study that had well-established historical test year conditions,

only three were categorized as "more credit supportive", seven were categorized as "credit

supportive", six were categorized as "less credit supportive" and one was categorized as

"least credit supportive".

3.3 INCENTIVE IMPACT OF FORWARD TEST YEARS

In Section 1.2.4 we noted that the incentive impact of forward test years has been an

issue in some proceedings. We argued, based on our experience in the field of incentive

regulation, that the incentive impact of forward and historical test years should be similar on

balance. To test the hypothesis that the choice of a test year has no impact on operating

efficiency, PEG Research measured the trends in the O&M expenses of a large group of

VIEUs over the 1996-2008 sample period. O&M expenses are a better focus than the total

cost of base rate inputs in such a study because some utilities had greater needs than others

for major plant additions and these needs had little to do with the kind of test year in a

jurisdiction. Differences in cost growth are due in part to differences in output growth, so we

divided O&M expenses by three alternative output metrics: generation volumes, generation

capacity, and the number of customers served. We calculated how the trends in the three cost

metrics differed for utilities operating under three kinds of test years: historical, hybrid, and

49 Todd Shipman, Assessing U.S. Utility Regulatory Environments, Standard & Poor’s Ratings Direct,

November 2008.
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forward. If forward test years weaken operating efficiency, we would expect the growth in

the cost metrics to be higher on average for the forward test year utilities.

Results of this exercise are reported in Table 9. it can be seen that, using all three

cost metrics, the cost trends of the forward test year utilities were similar to --- and a little

slower than --- those of the historical test year utilities and of the full utility sample. These

results are consistent with the notion that there is no significant difference in the incentives to

contain cost that are generated by future and historical test years.
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Trends

Table 9

in Unit Non-Fuel O&M Expenses
by Test Year, 1996-2008

Test Year Type
Historic         Partial        Forward          All

Cost/Customer

Cost/Generation Volume

Cost/Generation Capacity

2.1% 2.0% 1.9% 2.2%

2.2% 3.0% 1.4% 2.3%

1.9% 3.2% 1.3% 1.9%

Source: Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Form 1 and Form EIA-876 data gathered by SNL Financial.
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Having established in some detail in the chapters above the financial stresses imposed

on U.S. electric utilities by historical test years today, we provide in this chapter some

concluding remarks on action plans for regulators who wish to move forward with sensible

remedies.

4.1 SENSIBLE FIRST STEPS

In states where regulators are interested in experimenting with forward test years but

not yet prepared to "make the plunge" to large scale adoption, our discussion has identified a

number of cautious first steps down the road that limit the risk of bad outcomes but permit

the regulatory community to learn more about FTY pros and cons.

o Allow a forward test year on a trial basis for one interested utility.

o Allow forward test years on an occasional basis when a utility makes a

convincing case that rising unit costs make historical test years unjust and

unreasonable. A ruling on the test year issue can precede the preparation of a

rate case, as in Utah.

o Borrow a few of the methods used in FTY rate cases to make additional

adjustments to historical test year costs and billing determinants. For

example, HTY O&M expenses and/or plant addition costs can be adjusted for

forecasts of price inflation prepared by respected independent agencies.

Residential and commercial delivery volumes can be adjusted for recent

average use trends. Special adjustments can be made for looming major plant

additions.

o Try current FTYs, which involve forecasts only one year into the future.

Current test years can be combined with interim rate increases at the outset a

rate case which are subject to true up when new rates are ultimately approved.

The combination of current test years and interim rates is a salient option

because it eliminates regulatory lag without a two year forecast.

4.2 ALTERNATIVE REMEDIES FOR TEST YEAR ATTRITION

In states where regulators aren’t ready to abandon historical test years but are

sympathetic to the attrition problems that they sometimes cause, a variety of alternative
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measures are available to relieve the financial attrition that can result from using historical

test years in a rising unit cost environment.

1. HTY calculations can incorporate the full array of normalization, annualization,

and known and measurable change adjustments that are used in other

jurisdictions.

2. Utilities can be permitted to implement interim rate increases. Interim rates can

effectively reduce regulatory lag by a year. States that permit interim rates

include HI, IA, MI, MO, NH, OK, TX, VA, and WI.

3. Capital spending trackers can ensure timely commencement of the recovery of

costs of plant additions, without rate cases, when assets become used and useful.

Trackers can be designed to maintain incentives for good capital cost

management and timely project completion. Monitoring by PEG Research

reveals that capital spending trackers have been approved for use by energy

utilities in AR, CA, FL, GA, IA, ID, IL, IN, KS, KY, MD, ME, MN, MO, N J,

NY, Oil, OK, OR, PA, TX, VA, and WI.

4. The inclusion of CWIP in rate base improves cash flow and reduces future rate

shocks. This practice also reduces the losses that a utility experiences making

large plant additions under historical test year rates. Monitoring by the Edison

Electric Institute has found that states that have recently allowed inclusion of

CW|P in rate base include CO, FL, GA, IN, KS, KY, LA, MI, MO, NC, NM, NV,

SD, TN, VA, and WV.

5. Cost trackers can also adjust rates automatically to ensure timely recovery of

O&M expenses that are unusually volatile and/or expected to rise rapidly.

Expenses that are often recovered using trackers include those for pensions and

benefits, uncollectible bills, and DSM.

6. Several methods have been established to compensate utilities for slowing growth

in average use.

¯ Lost revenue adjustment mechanisms (a/k/a lost margin trackers) restore

margins that are estimated to have been lost because of utility

conservation programs. These are currently used by electric utilities in

CT, IN, KY, OH, NC, and SC.
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o

¯ Decoupling true-up plans help base rate revenue track revenue

requirements more closely and can thereby restore lost margins that result

from slow growth in average use resulting from a wider variety of sources,

including conservation programs administered by independent agencies.

Such plans are currently used by electric utilities in CA, CT, DC, HI, ID,

MA, MD, MI, NY, OR, VT, and WI. They are used by gas utilities in

several additional states (e.g. AR, CO, IN, MN, N J, NC, UT, VA, WA,

and WY).

¯ Higher customer charges are also effective in reducing attrition from

declining average use. Straight fixed variable pricing, which recovers all

fixed costs using fixed charges, is used by gas utilities in GA, MO, OH,

OK, and ND.

The duration of rate cases can be limited. A reasonable cap is the average length

of cases in the United States, which is currently between nine and ten months.5°

Multiyear rate plans can give utilities rate escalation between rate cases for

inflation and other business conditions that drive cost growth. Such plans

typically have a duration of three to five years, and terms of seven to ten years

have been approved. Even if an historical test year makes the initial rates under

such plans non-compensatory, it would only happen once in a multiyear period.

Utilities would have several years to recoup their losses through superior

productivity growth --- and an incentive to do so. North American jurisdictions

where multiyear rate plans are common include CA, ME, MA, NY, OH, and VT

in the United States and Alberta, British Columbia, and Ontario in Canada. This

approach to ratemaking is more the rule than the exception overseas.

50 See EEl 2007 Financial Review, p. 36.
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APPENDIX: UNIT COST LOGIC

To better understand the conditions that can cause historical test year rates to produce

earnings attrition, suppose that year t is a rate year (a year when new rates take effect) and

that the utility is underearning with its newly implemented HTY rates. The cost of base rate

inputs then exceeds base rate revenue and the ratio of cost to revenue is positive.

Costt/Revenuet > 0.

To simplify the story, suppose next that the utility has only one service and the base rate for

that service is gathered exclusively from a volumetric charge, in the historical test year, the

revenue requirement is then the product of a price (Pt-2) and a volume (Vto2) and this is set

equal to the allowed cost of service

Pt-2 X Vt-2 = Costt_2

so that

Pt-2 = Costt-z/Vt-2 = Unit Costt_2.

The rate equals the cost per kWh of sales, which we may call the unit cost of service in the

historical test year.

Revenue in the rate year is the product of this same price, which reflects historical

business conditions, and the contemporary sales volume. The ratio of cost to revenue may

then be restated as

Costt/Revenuet = Costt / (Pt-2 x Vt)

= Costt / [(Costt_2 / Vt-2) x Vt]

= (Costt / Vt) / (Costt_2 / Vt-2)

= Unit Costt / Unit Costt_2. [All

An historical test year rate is thus non-compensatory if the utility’s unit cost is higher in the

rate year than it was two years ago in the test year. Growth in the unit cost of the utility is

thus the fundamental reason for earnings attrition. Note also that

Unit Costt / Unit Costt_2 = (Costt / Costt_2) / (Vt/Vt-2). [A2]

Unit cost thus grows between the test year and the rate year if cost grows more rapidly than

the sales volume. Growth in the sales volume therefore matters as well as cost growth in

determining a utility’s unit cost trend. Moreover, the ability of historical test year rates to
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avoid under or, for that matter, over earning depends on the stability of the relationship

between cost and billing determinants.

The key result that historical test years are non-compensatory when unit cost is rising

extends to the real world situation in which a utility provides multiple services, each with

several charges. In this situation the ratio of the total delivery volume in [A2] is replaced by

a weighted average of the ratios for all billing determinants,s~

The weight for each individual billing determinant is its share of the total base rate revenue.
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Innovative Regulation: A Survey of Remedies for Regulatory Lag

I. Introduction
Many utilities are experiencing the problem of regulatory lag today. They are struggling with a tendency of
costs to grow more rapidly than the delivery volumes and other billing determinants that cause revenue
growth. Some utilities need major generation or transmission plant additions. Others are engaged in
accelerated programs to modernize distribution plant or install advanced metering infrastructure ("AMI").
Growth in the volume of utility services used by a typical customer ("average use") once helped to finance
plant additions because it bolstered revenue more than cost. However, growth in average use has slowed
with a weak economy and increased energy efficiency. Traditional approaches to regulation can fail to
provide timely rate relief under these conditions. The result can be chronic financial attrition that increases
risk and can discourage needed investments.

Alternatives to traditional regulation have been developed which reduce regulatory lag. These include cost
trackers, the inclusion of construction work in progress ("CWlP") in rate base, multiyear rate and revenue
caps, revenue decoupling, formula rates, and forward test years. This review briefly explains these options
and provides a summary of precedents for electric and natural gas utilities. A summary of states that
currently use these approaches is featured in Table 1. Natural gas precedents are included because of their
relevance to "wires only" electric power distributors.

Edison Electric Institute 1



m

State

Alabama

Arizona
Arkansas

Table 1

Innovations to Reduce Regulatory Lag: An Overview of Current Precedents

Revenue Decoupling Retail

Capex Cost Tracker CWIP in Multiyear Rate Multlyear Revenue Lost Revenue
Rate BaseI Cap= Cap= Decoupling

Adjustment
Fixed Variable Formula

True Up Plans
Mechanisms

Retail Pricing Rate
Plans
Yes

Yes Yes tgas only)

California

Colorado

Connecticut
Delaware

District of Columbia

Yes

Yes (electric only) Yes

Yes (electric only) Yes Yes

Yes tgas only) Yes lelectric only)
Yes (electric

only) Yes (gas only)

Yes (electric
only)

Yes (electric
only)

Pendin~l

Florida

Georgia

Hawaii

Idaho

Yes lelectric only) Yes

Yes Yes

Yes (electric only)

Yes (gas only)

Yes (electric only)

Yes (electric only)
Yes (electric

only)
Yea (electric

only)

Yes (gas only)

Illinois
Indiana

Iowa

Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana

Maine

Maryland

Massachusetts

Michigan

Yes (gas only)
Yes Yes

Yes (electric only)

Yes Pending
Yes

Yes (electrlc only) Yea

Yes lelectric only)

Yes

Yes

Pendin~

Yes

Yes

Yes (gas only)
Yes (gas only)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yea (electric only)

Yes

Yes

Yes Igas only)

Yes

Forward Test
Years

Yes

Yes

Pending

Yea

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yea

Yes

Yes



m

State

Minnesota

Mississippi

Missouri

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico

Capex Cost Tracker

Yes telectric only)

Yes lelectrlc only)

Yes (gas only)

Revenue Decoupling
CWlP in    Multiyear Rate Multlyear Revenue Lost Revenue

Rate BaseI Capz Cap~ Decoupling
AdjustmentTrue Up Plans
Mechanisms

Yes Yes Igas only)

Yes

Yes (electric
only)

Fixed Variable
Retail Pricing

Yes (electric
only)

Yes tgas only)

Yes (gas only) Yes (electric only)

Yes Yes (gas only)
Pending

Retail
Formula Forward Test

Rate Years
Plans

Yes

Yes Yes

Pendin~l

New York
North Carolina
North Dakota

Ohio

Oklahoma

Oregon

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Igas only) Yes (electric only~

Pendin~l

Yes Yes (electric only) Yes (electric only)

Yes (electric only) Pendin~l Yes (electric only)

Yes Yes Yes (gas only)

Yes (electric only)

Pendin~l

South Carolina Yes Yes (electric only)
South Dakota Pendin~l
Tennessee Yes (gas only)

Texas Yes (electric only) Yes
Utah Yes (gas only) Yes (gas only)
Vermont Yes (electric only) Yes Yes
Virginia Yes (electric only) Yes Yes (gas only)
Washington Yes (gas only)
West Virginia Yes
Wisconsin Yes Yes

Yes (gas only) Yes (electdc only)

Yes Igas only)

Yes (gas only)
Yes (gas

Yes (gas only) only)

Yes (gas
only)

Yes (gas
only)

Wyoming

This column pertains only to electric utilities.
This column excludes plans involving rate freezes.
Revenue caps are also denoted as decoupling true up plans. However, many decoupling true up plans do not involve multiyear revenue caps because they do not have
broad-based revenue adjustment mechanisms.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes (electric

only)
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I1. Cost Trackers and CWlP in Rate Base
Trackers are used in various situations where it is less practical to rely on general rate cases to adjust rates for
particular changes in business conditions. For example, the energy costs of utilities are usually recovered via
cost trackers because their volatility and substantial size would otherwise lead to frequent general rate cases
and/or elevated earnings risk. Other volatile costs that are sometimes recovered using trackers include those
for pensions and uncollectible bills.

Trackers are also used for recovering costs that are rapidly rising irrespective of their volatility. This can
facilitate investment, and reduce risk and the frequency of rate cases. Slow growth in average use reduces
concern about overearning because the growth in billing determinants is less likely to exceed the growth in
cost that is not recovered by trackers. Examples of utility costs that are tracked because of their rapid
growth include those for health care, demand side management ("DSM"), and surges in plant additions.

Trackers for the annual cost of plant additions are sometimes called capital expenditure ("capex") trackers.
Plant additions can surge for several reasons. Utilities engaged in transmission and distribution occasionally
have major plant additions that increase the rate base substantially. Base load generation is a common source
of major plant additions for vertically integrated electric utilities. Base load power plants can take years to
construct. An allowance in rates for funds used during construction is traditionally not permitted until assets
are used and useful. This involves extra interest expenses and produces rate "shock" when the value of the
plant is finally added to the rate base. The delay in receiving a return on investment increases utility risk,
and this further increases the cost of construction that customers ultimately pay. Many commissions address
these problems by including costs of construction work in progress ("CWIP") in the rate base so that a return
on investment can start sooner. Capex trackers are often used in lieu of rate cases to recover the annual
return on CWIP.

The cost of replacing aging distribution and metering facilities is sometimes recovered using capex trackers
for a somewhat different set of reasons. The annual expenditure may not be as large as that for new or
repowered baseload generation, and replacements in a particular neighborhood don’t usually take several
years. However, the annual expenditure can still be sizable and, unlike new generation or customer
connections, doesn’t naturally trigger new revenue when facilities become used and useful. A tracker for the
accumulating annual cost of the new investment can help a company modernize its grid and improve its
services without frequent rate cases.

Capex trackers have varied treatments of cost. Plant addition budgets are often set in advance. Some
trackers permit conventional prudence review of cost overruns. In other cases, no adjustments are
subsequently made if cost exceeds the budget. In between these extremes are mechanisms in which
deviations, of prescribed magnitude, from budgeted amounts are shared formulaically (e.g. 50-50) between
the utility and its customers. Trackers for AMI capex may involve supplemental award/penalty mechanisms
that encourage effective use of the new metering systems.

Recent capex tracker precedents are shown in Figure 1 and Table 2. It can be seen that there are numerous
precedents. Trackers for gas utilities often focus on the cost of replacing old cast iron and bare steel mains.
Recent electric utility precedents for CWIP in rate base are shown in Table 3 and Figure 2. It can be seen
that most involve investments in generating plant.

Edison Electric Institute 5
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Figure 1: Recent Capex Tracker Precedents by State
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Table 2: Recent Capex Tracker Precedents

Jurisdiction

AR

AR

~A

~A

CA

co

FL

FL

FL

FL

FL

FL

GA

GA

IL

KS

KS

KS

KS

KS

KY

KY

KY

KY

LA

Company Name
~W~PCO

=eum-po~t F,a~ Adda

~m IM~o Ga~ & Eaectric

~m Diego Ga~ & Elect~c

H~an Electric Compm7

Pe~ples O~ Li~ & C~ke

Cleco Power

Tracker Name EIlglble Investments

approved ~o* ~ecove~/m Tx r~s b}, th~ FERC

Nuclear powe~ pta=

Coas~uct=on ofnewnudew ~m~etiea

Nu~ear po’m’ pl~t

Re~l ace cast ~ron a~d b~’e ~ted pipe

opumou~ f] unbdit~

Qualified pollution control

Case Reference
Docket No. 09+008~U (Nov~nbl

2oo~)

2006>

Decisma 0%04 -043 ~Ap~] 2007
Dec~sic~t 06-11-026 (Novembe~

2006)
Deos~on 05-12-040

2005)
Deacon NO+ 06-12-026

~mon No 08+09-039

No C09-595 ~Ju~e 2009~
Docket NO. 6802SI-EI (August

2000!

~o~b=

Docket No 851~-U (October
2009~

Docke~ No. 25060-U (Decembe
200’~

Docket U-30689 (Octob** 201 O)
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Table 2 (continued)

~urlsd~cflon Company Name Tracker Name

MA

MA

MA
MA

ME

MO

MO

MO

MS

NJ

NJ

NJ

NJ

NJ

NJ

NY

OH

OH

OH

OH

OH

OH

OH

OH

OH

OH

~cl Colored Gas

~)

~dmhc ~ir~ Z~ectnc

~e~elmd ~_~ctnc ~lwmna~in~

~vdaad Electric lllumm ~m~

=olumbia G~s of Ohto

=olsmbus Sou~h~n Power

Ohio G~ d~/a Domzmon E~t

Net C~pZx A~ju~m~nt
Grid Distribution Adju~ent

Factor
NA

M~rcu~ Co~r Recovery R~de~

NA

Surch~,z~e

S~ch~e

Su~cb~e

C a~it at Tracker

Ddiw,~ c,pt,l ~ecover/

GndSMART Rld~ (~n ~se 0

Advanced Uhlity Ride~

Eligible Investments

and reliabiht~ p~ ec~s

M ~ias, v ~lves. serwce line% re~lat~ st~ c~s, vault% o~ne~

pla~s

I)ismb~ion rebabdit~ enhmcemmt~

Ohio ~te Dopla~mmt Riot I0 xee~ AMI pilot7

Distn buSou, s~b~r~smis~on, 8m~al, and reran@hie pl~n~
not indud©d in mo st r~cmt r~e c~© ~filcd in 2007)

4~ ~’aibuhon lin~s & Hore~ Area Network ~HAN7

R~ehnes & f~ult~, nsess replac~nems

AMI

Case Reference

DPU 09-30

DPU 10-55

DPU 09-39

~m? zo 1 o7

Dod~et No 00-2009-004d
(o~ob~ z~s7

Docket No GR-200~-0208 (Juty
ZOO7)

Docket No GR-2009-0355

0~7110839 ~ 2009)

Case 09-E-0310 ~Ocmb~r 20101
Docket No 0g-G-1137 (March

1036 -GA-RDR (Apn! 201 O)

9lS-gL-SSO IMard~ 20097

~Decemb er 200~)

(December 20097

RDR ~Ma~ 20 lO7
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Table 2 (continued)

Jur/sdlctlon Company Name Tracker Name Ziiglt~e Investments

OH

OH

OH

OH

OH

OH

OH

OH

OH

OK

OK

OK

OR

OR

OR

OR

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

TX

TX

TX

TX

Lrr

VA

VA

VA

VT

Ohio

Oh*o Edison

Ohio

Ohio Power

Toledo Edi~

Toledo E~so~

Toledo E~som

VecUen Enemy Ddive~

O]dah~a Gas & Electh=

PECO

Smart C, nd Rider

Harde~ Recov~

NA

NA

AMI

Distnbuhon. subtrm~msmon, gen~ai and mtaa~ble pl~t
not included in moet recent rate ca~e ~filed in 2007~

Install ~mmt grid including AMI, Distribution Aut c~nahou

Case Reference

C~e No 08-0935-EL-SSO. 09-

Docket No 35620 (~.u~st 200S:

Docket 09-05%16 ~Juae 2010)
Docket No PUE-2087-00069

C~B No PUE-2009-O0017
<M,~ch2010)

Case No PUE-2007-00066
tM=~ 2o0s/

Dock~s7586~nd7612
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Jurisdiction

Colorado

Colorado

Florida

Flodda

Flonda

Georgia

Indiana

Indiana

Kansas

Louisiana

Louisiana

Maryland

Michigan

Minnesota

Mississippi

New Mexico

North Carolina

North Carolina

North Dakota

Oldahoma

South Carolina

South Carolina

South Dakota

Texas

Table 3: CWlP in Rate Base: Recent Retail Precedents

Compar~ Year Approved T~pe of Project

Public Service of Colorado 2006 Transmission, generation

Legisl~on 2007 Transmission

Rulemaking 200"7 Nuclear and tGCC generation

Flonda Power & Light 2008 Nuclear generation

Progress Energy Florida 2008 Nuclear generagon

Georgia Power 2009 Nuclear generation

General Policy Pollution Control Equipment

Duke Energy Indiana 2007 IGCC generation

Leg=slabon 2008 Nuclear generation

Rulemaking 2007 Nuclear generation

Cleco Power 2006 Generation

General Policy Environmental projects

Leg~sl~on 2008 Significant cap~tal projects

Northern States Power- MN 2003 Pollution control

Mississippi Power 2010 IGCC generation

Lagislabon 2009 All

Duke Energy Carolinas 2009 Gener~on

Legisl~on 2007 Generation

Transmission, federally mandatedLegislation 2007 environmental compliance projects

Legislation 2005 Environmental, t~ansrnission

South Carolina Electdc 8, Gas 2003 Gener~on

South Carolina Electric & Gas 2009 Nuclear generation

Transmtssion, environmental complianceLegislabon                    2006/2007 projects

Rulemaking 2005 All Tran emission within ERCOT (conditional)

Virginia

Virginia

West Virginia

West Vir g~nia

Wisconsin

Wisconsin

W~sconsin

Legislation 2007 Reliabdity.related, nuclear, renewables, new
generation using Virginia coal.

Virginia Electric Power 2008 New generation using Virginia coal

Transmission, environmental compliance.Appalachian Pccver             2006 IGCC generation

Monongahela Pewer 2007 Environmental compliance

Wisconsin Public Service 2000 Nuclear ganer~on, transmission

Wisconsin Public Service 2005 Ganer~on

General Polic~ Diverse operations

Reference

Docket No 06S-234EG

Senate Bill 07-100

Docket 060508-EL

Docket 080650-EL

Docket 080148-Et

Docket 27800

Docket No 43114

Senate Bill 586

Docket R-29712

Docket U-28765

House Bill 5524

Docket 2009-UA. 14

Senate Bill 477

Docket No E-7, Sub 909

Senate Bill 3

Senate Bill 2031 & House Bill 1221

House Bill 1910

Docket No 2002-223-E

Docket 2009-211-E

Project 28884

Senate Bill 1416

PUE-2007-00066

Case No. 05-1278-E-PC-PW-42T

Case No 05-0750-EJ~C

Docket 6690-UR- 112

Docket 6690-UR- 117

10 Edison Electric Institute
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Figure 2: Recent Electric Precedents for CWIP in Rate Base
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III. Multiyear Rate and Revenue Caps
Multiyear rate and revenue caps are performance-based ratemaking ("PBR") mechanisms that limit the true
up of revenue to a utility’s own cost for several years. The length of such plans is typically three to five
years, but plans as long as ten years have been approved. Most multiyear rate plans feature an attrition relief
mechanism that provides automatic rate relief for changing business conditions between rate cases. These
can be designed to provide funds needed for plant additions. The rate adjustments provided by attrition relief
mechanisms are largely "external" in the sense that they give a utility an allowance for cost growth rather
than reimbursement for its actual cost growth. This can strengthen incentives to contain cost growth.
Benefits of the performance improvements that are stimulated by the plan can be shared with customers.

Attrition relief mechanisms may cap the growth in allowed rates or revenue. Rate caps limit the escalation in
rates (e.g. customer charges and cents per unit of service). They are favored where utilities are encouraged
to bolster system use because rate caps strengthen incentives for sales growth and facilitate marketing
flexibility. Revenue caps limit the escalation in allowed revenues (the escalation in rates then depending,
additionally, on the growth in billing determinants). They are often favored in service territories with large-
scale DSM programs. Revenue caps are usually combined with decoupling true ups, as discussed further
below.

Multiyear rate and revenue caps commonly allow supplemental rate adjustments for changes in external
business conditions that were especially difficult to anticipate at the time that the plan was fashioned. These
include changes in tax rates and other government policies (e.g. conductor undergrounding requirements)
that affect costs. Some multiyear rate and revenue caps feature earnings sharing mechanisms that
automatically share earnings surpluses and/or deficits that result when the rate of return on equity ("ROE")
deviates from its regulated target. Plans also sometimes feature award and/or penalty mechanisms that are
linked to service quality.

Current U.S. and Canadian precedents for multiyear rate caps that do not involve rate freezes are indicated in
Table 4 and Figure 3. Precedents for multiyear revenue caps are discussed in the revenue decoupling section
below. Multiyear rate and revenue caps are more common for energy distributors than for vertically
integrated electric utilities. This is due in part to the tendency of distribution cost to grow at a comparatively
steady and predictable pace. This makes it easier to identify a fair attrition relief mechanism if accelerated
programs of replacement investment aren’t planned. The popularity of rate and revenue caps for power
distributors also reflects the fact that they rarely experience today the combination of declining rate base and
growth in average use that might permit them to operate for several years without rate escalation. Canada is
moving towards multiyear rate caps for all power distributors in the two provinces that have retail
competition. Rate and revenue caps are the rule rather than the exception for power distributors overseas.

Edison Electric Institute 13
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Table 4: Multiyear Price Cap Precedents

Juflsdlclion Company Name Ran Term

2011-2013

2009-2011

2011-2014

2002-2011

2006-2012
2000-2009, extruded

to 2012

2009-2013

2009-2011

2007-2013

2010-2013

Services
Cov~ed

Bun~led power
setwice

Bundled power

Gas distfilmfiun
Power

¢Istribniion

GasDis/dbuti
Power

~istfibulim

Power

Power
stdbuli en

Power
~istfibutim

Attrition Relief Mech~mi~n

Current
Inde~ins: Rates escalated by Global Insight f=e~a~t of CPI, less 0.5%
productivity factor, major plant additims can be requested in annual

Indexing: Rates escalated by Global Insight f~ecast of CP~ less 0.5%
productivity factor, major plunt sdditiuns can be req~estad in annusi

StalreteI~ Rate increases ponnittad for D SM and the less~ of the actual
plmt enpanditore fog 8onerating fadlities or the approved capital
ex’p~dt~e t~ the Commis~an

No a~ustment until Septamber 2004~ then Indexing: GDPPI - 1%

Indexin/~: ODPPI - X. X inereasee from 0.50% to 0.75% dudn~ i~ian.
Indexing: l~rtt 5 yeerz GDPPI
Next5 ~eer~ GDPPI-05%

Indexin~ ODPPI - 1~ u~trate ~/racker
Stsissta~ Negoliated rata increases for b~se 8eaeratina charges on
January 2009 and ~’anuory 2010 fer all Smersfion customers, in Jmury
2011 rate increase only f~ nom~idential customers.

Index: Inpu~ price Inde~ -1 1%

Indexins: ODP IPI f~ Final Domestic Demand - (0.92% to 1.32%
depm,tn~ on ccmptny’s annual performmce in ban~hmsrkin~ sto<ies)

CA

CA

CA

CA

ME

ME

Pod~corp

San Dido Gas and
Ele~�

Sonthern California
Edisan

United lllonfinafin~

Ba~ Stata Gas

B~® Ga, (m

Blsckstune Gas

National Grid
Banscr Hydro

Electric ~

Central Maine

Central Maine
Power

1994-1997, extended
to 1999

2007-2009, extended
to 2010

1999-2002

1997-2002

2006-2009

2006-2009

1997-2001

2004-2010
November 1,2004 -

October 31t 2009

2000-2010

1998-2000

1995-1999

2001-2007

Boncled power
service

Bon~led power
service

Electric & Gas

E~ectri¢
Power

Distrilmlion

Power
cl stfibution

Power
¢1 stritmtion

Bunded power
service
Power

~Istdbufion

Historical
Indexin~ Ratas escalated by Input Price Index - X, where X=I
through 1997 and 1 A% Ihrough 1999, and inp~ price index is �ost-
weighted index of DRI-forecasted cepital, fuel, materials, md labor l~ce
indexes.
Indexing: Rates escalated by Global Insight fmecast of CPI, less 0.5%
productivity factor,, major capital additions (over $50 milfion) can be
re~estad in annual filings.

IndexinS: Gas & Elect~c separate. At~ritiun fact~ is Input Price Index -
X. Input price index c~npossd of DRI-fo~ecastadlab~, non-labor, and
cal~itet l~ice sulindexes. X fact~ incressss du~ pl~.

Indexing: Growth in rates is CPI - X. X increases from 12% to I ~%

Inde:~n~ GDPPI - 0.51%

Indexin~ GDPPI - 0.5%

Indexin~ GDPPI - 0.41%

Indexin~

Rate Freeze between 2000 and 2005, Inflation: 2006-2010, inflatiun
a~u~nent made based on index of rational power distribution cha~e~

Indexin~ GDPPI- 1.2%

Indexing: 1995 GDPI~ - 0.5% ; fo~ 1996 GDPPI - 1.09~ fc~ 1997-99: (1-
non-inflation driven �oas~*~GDP~-I%~

Indexin~ GDPPI-X. X increases from 2% to 2.9% durin8 plan.

Case Reference

Dedalon 10-09-010;
September 2, 2010

Dedsiun 09-10-041

Docket 31958

Docket D.T.E. 01-56

Docket D.T.E. 05-85
Docket 970795 Oune

26,1998)

Docket 2007-215

Case 08-920-EL-SSO

Dedsian 2009-035
E~-2007-0673 (July
14~ 2008, September
17, 2008, and January

28~ 2009)

D eeialon 93-12-106;
December 3, 1993

Dedsiuns 06-12-011
and09-04-017

Decision 994)5-030;
Ma~’ 13r 1999

Decision 96-09-092;
September 6~ 1996

Docket 05-064)4

Docket DTE 05-27
Docket D.P.U. 96-50-
C (-Phase I) May 16,

1997

Docket DTE 03.40

Docket D,T,E. 04-79

Docket DTE 99-47

(November 29t 1999~
Docket 97-116

~.rch 24~ 199s)

Docket 92-345 Phase

II ~’anunt~ 10p 1995)
Docket 99-666

~ovember 16~ 2000)
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Table 4 (continued)

Jurisdiction Company Name Term

Historical
Services
Covered At~rltlon Relief Mee.h~mlsm

NY

NY

NY

NY

OH

Alberta

Ontario

Ontario

Ontedo

Brooklyn Union Ga.~

Brooklyn Union Ga~

Centrul Hudson Gas
& Electric

Consolidated Edisor

Consolidated Edisor

Long I~and Li~hfin~
COmlm~

New York State
Electric & Gas

New York State
Electric & Gas

Nia~ Mohawk

Orange & Rockland
Utilities

Orenge & Roddand
Utilities

Rochester Gas &
Ele~ric

Columbus Southern
Power
BI sckstone Valley
Electric, Montaup

Electric
Narra~nsett

Ele~lric
Nmtt~westem

Utilities

EPCOR
All Ontario
distributors
All Ontario
Distributors

Union Gas

Octobcr 1,1991 -
September 30r 1994

Octobcr 1,1994 -
September 30,1997

Iuly 1, 2006 - June 30,
2009

Octobar 1,1994 -
September 30t 1997

April 1,2005 - March
31,2008

December 1,1993-
November 30t 1996

Decembor 1, 1993 -
Au~ust 31, 1995

August 1,1995 - July
31,1998, Years 2 and
3 not implemented due

to re~ractofin~
July 1, 1990-

Decembcr 31~ 1992

November 1,2003-
October 31 r 2006

November 1, 2006 -
October 31, 2009

July I, 1993 -June 30
1996

2006-2008

1997-1998

199%1998

1999-2002
2002-2005,
Terminated
12/31/2003

2000-2003

2006-2009

2001-2003

Electric & Gas

Gas Distribution
Power

distribution

Electric

Gas

Gas

PoWas
Gmeration

Power
Distribution

Power
Distribution

Bondied power
~crvice

distribution
Power
s~ributi on

Distdbufion

Stairatep: Rate year 1 increase in r~es ~ $35.7 million. Increases for rate
]tears 2 sod 3 to be based upon a forecast that FaCies a~ce to.

Stairstelx No rate increase in year 1. Rates for years 2 and 3 bused on a
formula end limited to lhe rate of inflation
Stairstelx Electric rate increases of $41o5, $6.4, and $5.5 million for ra~e
peara 1, 2, and 3 raspectively. Gas rate increases ~" $8.~t3 million fcr

rate year 1, $6.057 million for rate yeas 2, and no 8as rate increase for rate
~eas 3 approved.

Hybfid~ Rate year I increase ~ $7,735,000. Rate ye~s 2 and 3 projected
rate increases are $20A million and $21.7 million, subject to a cap deflne~
as the lesser of the latest GDP deflator forecast + 1% + incentives or

4.8~ An~ expmeas unrecovcred due to cap d~erted for later recover.

staintep

Steiratep: Revenue increases of $25.6 million in reteyear 1, $23 million it
rate }’ear 2r and $20 million in r~e }’esr 3

S~airatep: Oat revenues increase by $7.6 million in rateyear 1, $7 million
in rate }’ear 2, and $7.2 milli on in rate ye~ 3.

StMrstep: Rate increases of $45.1 million, $45.3 million, and $45.5 millim
approved for rate years 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Stair~telx Revenue inoreases of $27.2 million, $6, and $5.5 milfion for
Rate Yenrs 1~ 2, and 3~ re~oclivel~.
S~airstelx l~rat year rate increase of $9.25 million, Socnud rate year
increase o~ $7.375 million, Third year rate increase of $5.00 million; rate
increases for sectmd and third rate year can be supplemented by a total of
$1.9 million for verified system safety and reliability impvovemenls
incurred dori~ the first and second rate
Stairatep: lqrst yesr rate increase ~f $6.5 million, Socond rate year
increase of $6.5 million, 3"bird ]~eas rate increase of $1.8 million

Rate increases of $2.6 miliinu, $4.4 million, and $4.3 million,
respoctivd~ for tale }’ears 1~ 2~ and 3.

StairstalX 3% rate increase I~ year for columbus Sontht~n, 7% rate
mcresse pcr }’ear for Ohio Powcr

Indexin~ CH
Stairstelx fixed price in~esses o1"0.5% (1999), 1% (2000, 2001), 2%
(2002~
Inde~ins: Rate Increase of 85% of Input Price Index; Inpu~ Price Index
�onstructed of 48% CPI, 52% 5-year rc~ting avcrage Indamial Product
l~ice Index

Indexing: In~mt Price Inde~ -1.5%

Indexing: GDP IPI for finul domestic demand - 1%

Inde~u~: GDP [P1-2.5%

Case Reference

Case 90- G-0981,
Opinion 91-21,

Octobor 9t 1991
Case 93-O.0941,
Ol]inion 94-22,

Octobcr 18,1994

Case 05-E-0934 &
Case 05-G-0935; July

24t 2006

Case 93-0-0996,
Oliolon 94-21,

Octobcr 12r 1994
Case 04-E-0572,
March 24, 2005
Case 93-0-0002,
Opinion 93-23,

December 23~ 1993
Case 92-G-1086,
Ol~inim 93-22,

Novembor 9, 1993

Case 94 -M-0349,
Optm’tm 95 -27,

September 27,1995
Case 29327, Opinion

89-37~ June 28~ 1991

Case 02-G-1553,
O~tobcr 23r 2003
Case 05-G-1494,
Octobcr 20r 2006
Case 92-G-0741,

Opinion No. 93-19;

Au~st 24t 1993

Ca~e No. 04-169-EL-
u~c qanuar}’ 2~o5)

Dodcet 2514
House Bill 8124,

substitute B3
Deci~on U98060

~March 31~ 1998)
Distribution Tin’ill

Bylaw 12367 (Augus~
18~ 2000)

RP-1999-0034
EB-2006-0089

~Decembcr 20~ 2006)
R.P-1999-0017 (July

21,200 l)
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Figure 3: Recent Electric Rate Cap Precedents by State

Expired
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IV. Revenue Decoupling
The term revenue decoupling refers to a group of regulatory provisions designed to facilitate recovery of
allowed base rate (fixed cost) revenue and so weaken the link between a utility’s revenue and the volume of
its services. This reduces the utility’s disincentive to promote energy efficiency and can alleviate the
financial stress caused by stagnant or declining average use. Energy efficiency programs can yield
substantial cost savings for customers. Three approaches to decoupling are well established: decoupling true
up plans, lost revenue adjustment mechanisms ("LRAMs"), and fixed variable pricing.

A. Decoupling True Up Plans
Decoupling true up plans are designed to help a utility’s actual revenue track the revenue allowed by
regulators. Most decoupling true up plans have two basic components: a revenue decoupling mechanism
("RDM") and a revenue adjustment mechanism ("RAM"). A typical RDM tracks variances between actual
and allowed revenue and makes periodic true ups. Utilities are compensated for any net decline in average
use and denied the benefit from any net growth in average use.

True ups may be made annually or more frequently. More frequent adjustments cause actual and allowed
revenue to match up better in a given year so that rates fluctuate less from year to year. The size of the true
up that is allowed in a given year is sometimes capped. A "soft" cap permits utilities to defer for later
recovery any account balances that cannot be recovered immediately.

RDMs vary in the scope of utility services to which they apply. Quite commonly, only revenues from
residential and smaller business customers are decoupled. These customers account for an especially high
share of the base rate revenue of energy distributors and are usually the primary targets of DSM programs.
RDMs also vary in terms of the service classes for which revenues are pooled for true up purposes. In some
plans, all service classes are placed in the same "basket". In others, multiple baskets are created to insulate
customers of services in each basket from trends in the demands for services in other baskets.

Some RDMs are "partial" in the sense that they exclude from decoupling the revenue impact of certain kinds
of demand fluctuations. For example, true ups are sometimes allowed only for the difference between
weather normalized revenue and allowed revenue. An RDM that instead accounts for all sources of demand
variance is called a "full" decoupling mechanism.

The RAM component of a decoupling true up plan is an attrition relief mechanism that escalates allowed
revenue between rate cases. Some RAMs are "broad-based" in the sense that they provide enough revenue
growth to compensate the utility for several kinds of cost pressures and thereby make it possible to reduce
rate case frequency. A broad-based RAM provides the basis for a multiyear revenue cap. When RAMs are
not broad-based, utilities usually retain the right to file rate cases during the decoupling plan and frequently
do file.

Edison Electdc Institute 17
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Several approaches to RAM design have been established. These approaches include stairsteps, indexing,
hybrids, and revenue per customer freezes. Stairsteps provide predetermined increases in allowed revenue
which often reflect forecasts of cost growth. Indexing escalates allowed revenue for inflation and frequently
also for customer growth. In North America, hybrid RAMs typically involve indexes for O&M expenses and
stairsteps for capital costs. Revenue per customer freezes escalate the revenue requirement only for customer
growth. All but the last of these approaches is broad-based and provides the basis for a multiyear revenue
cap.

States that have tried gas and electric decoupling true up plans are indicated on the maps in Figures 4a and
4b, respectively. Decoupling true up plan precedents in the United States, Australia, and Canada are
detailed in Table 5. It can be seen that there are more plans for gas utilities than for electric utilities. This
reflects the more pervasive character of the declining average use problem facing gas distributors. However,
decoupling true up plans have become common for electric utilities that experience some decline in average
use due to large DSM programs. Note also that most RAMs for electric utilities are broad-based, whereas
most RAMs for gas utilities are revenue per customer freezes. Gas distributors are presumably more willing
to settle for an undercompensatory RAM in return for relief from declining average use.

B. Lost Revenue Adjustment Mechanisms
An LRAM explicitly compensates a utility for base rate revenues that are estimated to be lost due to its DSM
programs. Compensation for lost margins is usually effected through a rate rider. Estimates of energy (and
sometimes also peak load) savings are needed for LRAM calculations. The utility remains at risk for
fluctuations in volumes and peak load due to weather, local economic activity, power market prices, and
other volatile demand drivers.

Compensation is not confined to declines in average use, as it is under decoupling true up plans. This is
desirable because a DSM program that causes billing determinants to grow more slowly than cost increases
the need for frequent rate cases even if average use does not decline. Overearning is still unlikely under
typical operating conditions.

Precedents for LRAMs are detailed in Table 6 and Figure 5. It can be seen that LRAMs are less widely used
than decoupling true up plans today. However, they have experienced a rebound recently due to their use in
Duke Energy’s "Save a Watt" approach to DSM regulation ongoing in several states.

18 Edison Electric Institute
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Figure 4a: Electric Decoupling True Up Plans by State

Expired Plans

Figure 4b: Gas Decoupling True Up Plans by State

Expired Plans

Edison Electric Institute 19
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J~rle4ktJon

Table 5: Decoupling True Up Plan Precedents
Cem~ast~ Name Swvlce~ Phm Y~rs Revenue Ad~astmont Mochasd~m

Current

Canada
BC

ON
ON

Termon Gas Gas 2010-2011 Hybrid
P~cil-tc Northern Gas Gas 2003-opeu RPC Freeze
Eabridge Gas Distribution Gas 2008-2012 Inflation Indexing
Union Gm Gas 2008-2012 In.-qation Indexing
Gaz Metro Gas 2007-2012 Inflation Indexing

Order G-141-09
N/A

Docket EB-2007-0615
Docket EB-2007-0606

R-3599-2006

United States
AR
AR
hat

CenterPoint Enersy Gas 2008-2010 RPC ~e
hdkmmas Oklahoma Gas Gas 2007-2011 RPC Freeze
Arkmsas Western Gas 2007-2010 RPC Freeze

Docket 06-161-U
Docket 07-026-U
Docket 06-124-U

CA
CA
CA
CA

CO

Sonthwast Gas Gus 2009-2013 Staln~p
Southern California Edison Electric 2009-2011 Stnirstep
Southern Calif~nia Gas Gas 20(~-2011 Sta~
8~n Diego Gas & Electric Electric & Gas 2008-2011 Sta~tep

Pubfi¢ Service C~enpany of
Colorado Gas 2008-2011 RPC Freeze

Decision 08-11-048
Decision 09-03-025
Decision 08-0%046
Decision 08-07-046

Decision C07-0568

DC

United Illumiasting Electric 2009-2010 8mirstep

Potomac Electric Power Electr~ 2010-opan RPC Freeze

Hm,vaiiun Electric Comlmny Bundled Power 2010-2011 Hybrid
Hat~iinn Electric Light Company Bundled Power 2010-2011 Hybrid
Manl Electric Company Bundled Power 2010-2011 Hybrid

Idaho Pow~ Electric 2010-2012 KPC Freeze

Docket No. 08-07-04

Order 15556

Docket No. 2008-0274
Docket No. 2008-0274
Docket No. 2008-0274

Case No. ~-E-09-28

IN

North Shore Gas Gas 2008-2012 RPC Freeze
People~ Gas Light & Coke Gas 2008-2012 KPC Freeze

Vec~n Energy Gas 2007-open It.PC Freeze
Vectren Southecn Indiana Gas 2007-open It.PC Freeze
Citizens Gas Gas 2007-2011 P.PC Freeze

Case 07-0241
Case 0%0242

Cause No. 43046
Cause No. 43046
Cruse No. 42767

MT

NC
NC

NJ
NJ

We~te~a Massachusetts Electric Electric 2011-open No RAM
Massachusetts Electric Electric 2010-opm No RAM
Bay State Gas Gas 2009-open No RAM
Bostun-Emex Gas Gas 2010-opm No RAM
Colonial Gas Gas 2010-open No RAM

Baltimore Gas & Eleclric Electric 2008-open RPC Freeze
Delmarva Power & Lisht Elece-ic 2007-open RPC Freeze
Potom as Electric Powtl" Electric 2007-open R.PC Freeze
Chesapeake Utilities Gas 2006-opm RPC Freeze
Washington Gas Light Gas 2005-Olma 1LvC Freeze
Baltimore Gas & Electri~ Gas 1998-open RPC Freeze

Detroit Edison Electric 2010-2011 R.PC Freeze
Michigan Consofidsted Gas Gas 2010-2011 RPC Freeze
Consumer~ Eaergy Gas 2010-2011 RPC Freeze
Containers Enet~ Electric 2009-2011 KPC Ft~.ze
Michigan Gas Utilities Gas 2010-2011 P, PC Freeze
Upper Peninsula Powe~ Eleclric 2010-2011 R.PC Freeze

CenterPoint Energy Gas 2010-2013 P,.PC Freeze

Ntrfl~western Ener&v Electric 2011-2015 RPC Freeze

Pubfic Service Co of NC Gas 2008-open RPC Freeze
Piedmont Natural Cam Gas 2008-open P,.PC Freeze

New Jersey Gas Natural Gas 2010-2013 RPC Freeze
South Jersey Gas Gas 2010-2013 KPC Freeze

Southwest Gas Gas 2009-open RPC Freeze

NinsasaMohawk Electric 2011-Olmi No RAM
New York State Electric & Gas Electric & Gas 2010-2013 Stnirstep
Rodaester Gas & Electric Electric & Gas 2010-2013 8tnirstep

DPU 10-70
DPU 09-39
DPU 09-30
DPU 10-55
DPU 10-55

Letter Orders ML 108069,108061
Otdec No. 81518
Ontet No. 81517
Order No. 81054
OrderNo. 80130
Case No. 87~0

Case No. U-15768
Case No. U-15985
Case N~x U-15986
Case No. U-15645
Case No. U-15990
Case No. U-15988

GR-08-1075

Dusket No. 2009.9.129

Docket No. G-5, Sub 495
Docket No. G-9, Sub 550

Docket GR05121020
Docket GR05121019

D-09-04003

Case 10-E-0050
Case 09-E-0715
Case 09-E-0717
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Table 5 (continued)

OR N~s~hwest Natural Gas
OR Porfimd Goneral Electric
OR Cascade Netm’al Gas

Gas 2009-2012
Electric 2011-2013

Gas 2006-2010

R.PC Freeze
RPC Freeze
RPC Freeze

Order No. 07-426
OrderNo. 10-478
Order No. 06-191

TN Chat~anouga Gas

UT Queetar Gas

VA Washinston Gas Light
VA Columbia Gas of Virginia
VA Vk~nia Natur~ Gas

VT C~a Momt~ia Pow~"
VT Cen~d V~vmont Public St~vi~
~ V~mont C-as Systm~s

WA A~ista
WA Cas¢~ N~ural Urns

Gas 2010-2013

Gas 2010-open

Gas 2010-2013
Gas 2010-2012
Gas 2009-2012

Elec~ic 2010-2013
Electric 2009-2011

Gas 200%2011

Gas 2009-opm
Gas 2005-2010

RPC Freeze

RPC Freeze

RPC Freeze
RPC Freeze
RPC Freeze

Hybrid

R.PC Freeze
RI~ Freeze

Docket 09-0183

Docket No. 09-057-16

Case No. PUE-2009-00064
Case No. PUEo2009-00051
Case No. PUE-2008-00060

Decker No. 7585
Decket No. 7336
Docket No. 7109

Docket UG-060518
Docket UG-060256

WI Wisconsin Public Service Electric & Gas 2009-2012 RPC Freeze D-6690-UR-119

WY Questar Gas
WY SonrceGas Distribution

Gas 2009-2012
Gas 2011-epm

RPC Freeze Docket 30010-94-GR-08
Docket 30022-148-GR-10

F~h~al EleetreNet

Fedm, al Powerlink

Transmission 20{~-2012
Power

Tmasmissiou 2007-2011

Hybrid

Hyh-id

Final Decision (11 April 2008)

Final Decision (14 June 2007)

Historical

BC Temsen Gas
BC Termen Gas
BC BC Gas
BC BC Gas
BC BC Gas
BC BC Gas

Gas 2008-2009
Gas 2004-2007
Gas 20fl0-2001
Gas 199~-2000
Gas 1996-1997
Gas 1994-1995

Order G-33-07
Order G-51-03
Orda" G-48-00
Order G-85-97

N/A
Order G-59-94

Untted Strum
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

Pacific Gas & Electric
Southern Calif~nia Edison
San Diego Gas & Electric
Southern California Gas
Southern California Edison
Pacific Gas & Elec~ic
Southern California Edison
Southern California Gas
San Diego Gas & Electric
Pacific Gas & Elec~ric
Southern California Gas
Pacific Gas & Electric
San Diego Gas & Electric
Southern Calif~nia Edison
Southern California Gas
Pacific Gas & Electric
San Diego Gas & Electric
Pacific Gas & Electric
PacifiConp
Sonthem California Edison
San Diego Gas & Elemic
Pacific Gas & Electric
Southern California Gas
Southern California Gas
Pacific Gas & Electric

Electric & Gas 2007-2010
Electric 2006-20~

Electric &Gms 2005-2fl07
Cras 20~5-2007

Electric 2004-2006
Gas & Elec Dx/Gm 2004-2006

Electric 2002-2003
Cras 199~-2fl02

Electric & Gas 1994-1999
Electric 1993-1995

Gas 1990-1993
Eleclric 1990-1992
ElecWic 1989-1993
ElecWic 1986-1991

Gas 1986-1989
Electric 1986-19~9

Electric & Gas 1986-19~8
Electric 1984-1985
Electric 1984-19~5
Electric 198~-1984

Electric & Gas 1982-1983
Electric & Gas 1982-1983

Gas 1981o19~2
Gas 19"79-19~0
Gas 1978-1981

st~aep
Hybrid

Infl~on Indexing
Inflafim Indexing

Hybrid
Inflation Indexing
Infletion Indexi~
Inflafitm Indexing

Hybrid
Hybrid
Hytrid
Hybrid
Hybfd
Hybrid
Hylrid
Hybrid
Hybrid
Hybrid

Stalr~ep
Hybrid
Hybrid
Hyb~d

St~st~p
s~-p
NoRAM

Decision 07-03-044
Decisiou 06-05-016
Decisiou 05-03-025
Declaim 05-03-025
Decisicm 04-07-022
Decisiou 04-05-055
Decision 02-04-055
Decinim 97-07-054
Deeisiou 94-08-023
Decision 92-12-057
Decisiot~ 90-01-016
De~isiou 89-12-057
Decision 89-11-068
Decisi~m 85-12-076
De¢inion 85-12-076
Decinim 85-I2-076
Decisim 85-12-108
Deciniou 83-12-068
Decision 89-09-034
Decision 82-12-055

Decision 93892
Decision 93887
Decisiou 92497
Decision 89710

Declaims 89316,91107
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Table 5 (continued)
Jurisdiction Cemlmn~ Nmne

FL Flo~da Power Corpcenfim
S~r~rm Plan Yem’s
Ele~ri¢ 1995-1997

Reveuue Ad~us~mmt Meehmism
RPC Fmeze

Cme Refermen
Docket 930444

Idaho Porto" Electric 2007-2009 RPC Freeze Case No. IPC-E-04-15

ME Central Maine Power
MT MontonaPower Company

NC Piedmmt Natural Gas

Electric 1991-1993
Electric 1994-199~

Gas 2005-2008

RPC Freeze
RPC Freeze

RPC Freeze

Docket No. 90-085
Docket No. 93.&24

Dod~et G-44 sub 15

NJ New,lemey Gas Netural
NJ South Jemey Cms

Gas 200%2010
Gas 2007-2010

RPC Freeze Docket GR05121020
Docket GR05121019

NY Central Hudson G&E
NY Central Hudson G&E
NY C~solid~ed Edison
NY Co~solids~ed Edison
NY Rochester Gas & Electric
NY NewYerk St~e Elec~ic & Cras
NY Consolidated Edison
NY Long Idond Lighting Compmy
NY Orange & Rockland Utififias
NY Niagara Moh=vk

OH Vectren Energy

OR potedond General Eleetric
OR N~x~hwest Netund Gas
OR N~rthwest Natural Gas
OR PacifiCorp
OR Portland General Electric

Green Mountain Pro,m"

Gas 2009-opm
Electric 2009-opm
Elec~ic 2008-opm

Gas 2007-2010
Electric 1993-1996
Electric 1993-1995
Elec~ic I992-1995
Electric 1992-1994
Electric 1991-1993
Electric 1990-1992

Gas 2007-2009

Ele~4ric 2009-2010
Gas 2005-2009
Gas 2002-2005

Ele~a’ic 1998-2001
Electric 1995-1996

Gas 2006-2010

Electric 200%2010

R.PC Fren~e
NoRAM
No RAM
staintep
staintep

st~tep
Stailstep
stain~

RPCFmeze
RPC Freeze
RPC Fme~

Staimep

RPC Free~

Cas~ 08-E.0888
Case 08-E.0887
Cme 07-E.0523
Case 06-G-1332

Opinion No. 93-19
Opinion No. 93-22
Opinion No. 92-8
Opinion No. 92-8
Case 89-E-175
Case 94-E.0098

Case 05-1444-GA-UNC

Order No. 09-020
Order No. 05-934
Order No. 02-634
Order No. 98-191

Ordsr No. 95-0322

Docket No. 05-057-T01

WA A~sta
WA Puget Sound & Power

Gas 200%2009
Electric 1991-1995

RPC Fme~
RPC Fme~

Docket UG-060518
Docket UE-901184-P

Anetrtd/a

Federal Ener~Anstralia

Fedet~l TronsGrid

Federtd ElectraNet

Federal powtrl~k

Feaet~l EnetgyAustralia

Feder’~l TronsGrki

Federal Snowy Mountains

Power

Power

Power
Tronsmission

Pow~

Power

Power

Power

2004-2009

2001-2009

2003-20~7

2002-2006

1999-2004

1999-20D4

1999-2004

Hybrid

Hybrid

Hyl~rld

Hylm’id

Hy~dd

Hybcld

File No: 82004/138

File No: M2003/287

File No: C200UI094

File No: 2000/659

Fib No: CG98/I 18

File No: CG98/118

l~le No: C1999/62

New Soa~t Wa/e~ Energy Australia
New Soa~ Walas Integral Energy
New So~th Walm Advonce Energy
New Soul~ Wale~ C~eat Southern Energy
New South Wales Notlhem Electric
New Soa~ Wales Australian Inland Energy

Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric

1999-2~3
1999-2~)3
1999-2003
1999-2003
1999-2003
1999-2003

I-lyl~id
Hy~id
Hytrid

NEC Determination 99-1
NEC Determination 99-1
NEC D~termin~tion 99-1
NEC Detenninetion 99-1
NEC D~erminttion 99-1
NEC Determination 99-1

Tmmonla    Trmscend Netw~ks
Power

Transmission 2004-2008 Hybrid File No: C2001/I I00

Victoria SPI PowerNet

Victoria VENCmp

Power
Transmission

Power
Transmission

2~3-2~8

2~3-2~7

Hylxid

Hybrid

File No: C2001/1093

File No: C2001/1093
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IN [rid mm-Mich:~m Power

KY Delta N~m¢~l Ois

KY Loui~,flle G~ & Eled~ic

KY ~ak~ Utflihes
KY ~ke Ener~

Table 6: Recent LRAM Precedents

OK Oklsha~a (~ & Elec~ic

OK P~blic S ~’wc e o f Ok~&~ma
ON Uni~u Oas
ON Enbnd~,e O~s Di~zbuti~

ON rcronto Hydro-Electric

sc Duke Ener~ C~Imas

Serapes

Elec~ic

Ele~’ic & G~s

El~c~ic
Eledmc

El~dnc

Electric
Electric

Ele¢~c
Ele¢~c

E~ctric

EMdnc

Electric

Eledmc
Gas
Gas

El~tric

EM~nc

E~ec~n¢

Cu~rmtly

Ye~

Yes

Y~

Ye~

Yes
Yes
Y~

No

Yes

Yes
Yes
Y~

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cause 43827

Do:ke~ No. 20~8-~0062

O~m" NO 199~00150-05101993

Do~et No. E-2, 5Mb 931
Docke£ 09-07016

Do~ No. 06-0091 -EL-UNC
Cause No 200900146

Or&~ 571326
Cause NO, 200800059

Order 556179
Cause No. 2~X)800

Order 5644~7

EB-2007-0615

Name of Mechani~m

3ons~-vmm Ad~u ~anmt Medmmis’n (CAM)

3onservation Ad~stment Medeanis’n

Den~nd-,5 Me Mma~rnent CoK Ke~ri Mechanism

Lo~l Dis~rib u~ion Ad~u shnent CI~us~ ~DAC)

Ener~ Efficienc~

Local Distr,.b~tion

Called Ener~ E fficienc~ Cost R~co~e~ Rider

D~e ~tCo~Re~M~

Cl~s ~ R~ Fa~ indued in ~e ~

D~Me ~t Co~ ~ ~ M~

Demmd~qide M~m~e~nent Co~ Reco.e~ M~,hm mm
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Figure 5: Current LRAMs by State

Gas

C. Fixed Variable Pricing

Fixed variable pricing is an approach to the design of base rates that increases the proportion of fixed costs
(costs that do not vary in the short run with system use) which is recovered through fixed charges (charges
that do not vary with the sales volume or peak demand). A straight fixed variable ("SFV") rate design
recovers all fixed costs through fixed charges. A rate design that recovers a substantial but more limited
share of fixed costs through fixed charges is sometimes called modified fixed variable ("MFV") pricing.
Most approved fixed variable rate designs implemented to date have involved the same fixed charge for all
customers in a service class. However, "sliding scale" rate designs have been developed which assign lower
fixed charges to customers who have historically had low volumes.

SFV pricing has been used on a large scale by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") since
the early 1990s to regulate natural gas pipelines. Precedents for fixed variable pricing in retail ratemaking
are shown in Figure 6 and Table 7. It can be seen that fixed variable retail pricing has to date been more
common for gas utilities than for electric utilities. Ohio is noteworthy for having recently switched from the
true up approach to decoupling to fixed variable pricing. In addition to the precedents listed here, several
states have in recent years made sizable steps in the direction of fixed variable pricing by redesigning rates
for small volume customers to raise customer charges and lower volumetric charges substantially. Fixed
charges are generally much higher for investor-owned utilities in Canada than in the United States.
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Most fixed variable rate designs feature uniform fixed charges within service classes, but utilities in at least
three states (Florida, Georgia, and Oklahoma) have fixed charges that vary in some rough fashion with
delivery volumes.

Figure 6: Fixed Variable Pricing Precedents by State

Gas
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Jurisdiction

CT

FL

GA

IL

IL

IL

IL

MO

MO

MO

MO

MO

lVlS

ND

OH

OH

OH

OH

OK
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Table 7: Fixed Variable Retail Pricing Precedents

Company" Name Services Years in Place Case Reference

Connecticut Light & Power Electric 2007-open

Peoples Gas Gas 2009-open

Altanta Gas Light Gas 1998-open

Ameren C~CO Gas 2008-2012

Ameren CIPS Gas 2008-2012

Ameren ]~ Gas 2008-2012

Nicc~ Gas Gas 2009-open

Docket 07-07-01

Docket 080318-GU

Docket No. 8390-U

Case 07-0588

Case 07-0589

Case 07-0590

Docket No. 08-0363

Atmos Energy Gas 2007-2010 Case GR-2006-0387

AUnos Energy Gas 2010-open Case No. GR-2010-0192

Empire District Gas Gas 2010-open

Missouri Gas Energy Gas 2007-open

Case GR-2009-0434

Case GR-2006-0422

Laclede Gas Gas 2002-open

Occuffed over period
Mississippi Power Electric of yem’s

Xcel Energy Gas 2005-open

Duke Energy Ohio (CG&E) Gas 2008-open

Dominion East Ohio Gas 2008-2010

Columbia Oas Gas 2008-open

Vectren Energy Delivery of Ohio Cras 2009-open

Oklahoma Natural Gas Gas 2004-open

Case GR-2002-356

No spedfic case

Case PU-04-578

Case 07-590-GA-ALT

Case 07.830-GA-ALT

Case 08-0072-GA-AIR

Case 07-1080-GA-AIR

Canse Nos. PUD 2004-00610,
PUD 201000048, PUD

200900110
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V. Formula Rates
A formula rate plan ("FRP") is essentially a wide-scope tracker mechanism that is designed to help a utility’s
revenue track its pro forma cost of service. When a company’s revenue and cost are not in balance, its
realized ROE deviates from the target set by regulators, and earnings surpluses or deficits occur. FRPs have
earnings true up mechanisms that adjust rates so as to reduce or eliminate such earnings variances.

The earnings true up mechanism in an FRP calculates the revenue adjustment necessary to reduce or
eliminate earnings variances. Some compare the earned ROE to the target (a/k/a benchmark) ROE, and then
calculate the rate adjustment needed to reduce the ROE variance. Another approach is to adjust rates for the
difference between revenue and a pro forma cost of service that is calculated using the ROE target. Both
approaches typically add interest to the revenue adjustment. Earnings true up mechanisms in FRPs
commonly move the ROE all, or almost all, of the way to its regulated target. This is an important
distinction between an FRP earnings true up mechanism and the earnings sharing mechanisms found in some
multiyear rate and revenue caps.

The earnings impacts of certain business conditions are typically handled outside of the FRP. The excluded
business conditions are often addressed by separate trackers. Utilities operating under FRPs must
occasionally make major plant additions. Budgets for major plant additions are generally determined outside
the FRP mechanism through, for example, hearings on certificates of public convenience and necessity.
Mechanisms are sometimes added to an FRP to encourage better operating performance in targeted areas.
An example is an index-based limit on the escalation of O&M expenses.

The FERC accounts for the lion’s share of FRP precedents today, as it has in the past. Formula rates have
been used at the FERC and its predecessor, the Federal Power Commission, to regulate interstate services of
gas and electric utilities since at least 1950. Use of FRPs by the FERC was encouraged in the 1970s and
early 1980s by rapid input price inflation. Despite slower inflation in recent years, the FERC’s use of
formula rates has rebounded in the power transmission industry, encouraged by national policies that
promote transmission investment.

Precedents for retail formula rates, which recover costs of generation and/or distribution, are shown in Table
8 and Figure 7. It can be seen that formula rate plans for retail utility services are operative today in the
Southeast and Southern Plains states. Alabama was an early innovator, approving "Rate Stabilization and
Equalization" plans for Alabama Power and Alabama Gas in the early 1980s. Formula rates are,
additionally, now used to regulate electric utilities in Mississippi, some gas and electric utilities in Louisiana,
and some gas utilities in Oklahoma, Texas, and South Carolina. Utilities in some additional states have
formula rate plans to recover their transmission costs from retail customers.
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Jurlsdi~m

AL

AL

AL

AL

AL

AL

AL

AL

AL

AL

~L

AL

AL

AL

AL

AL
LA

LA

LA
LA
LA

Table 8: Retail Formula Rate Plan Precedents

B~ed Power
Service

Bundled Power

(}as

Oas
Oas

Gas
Electeic and Gas

Electric
Bundled Power

~e~v~ce

Bm~led 9owe~
Se~me

Bumdled power
~e~’ice

Compm~y Name

Alabama Power

Al~Sanm Powe"

~b~ ~

A~bm ~

~b~ ~

~b~a ~

~bile ~ S~ice

Mobile ~ 8~tce

~os ~ - T~S L~

Rate Stabihzabon PIm

F~eHmS(FRP-

l~fawnmce Ev aluabon
Plm - 5 ~PEP-5)

1:~rfcrrrmnce Ev aluatacta

Case Reference

Dockets No 18117 md 18416

DockM.s No 18117 and 19�16(~¢a’eh
2002)

1998)

i ~o)

Dockets No 18117 md 18416    (June

Dod~No 18117 and 18416
198~)

DocketsNo 1~106 md 18328 (Decen~m

Do~e~s No I8046 md 18328 (,Iune

Dodtets No 1~0~6 md 18328 (Octobm"

DoekaL*No 180~; md 10328(D~emb~r
1990)

Do~kt~ No. 18046 mad 18~28

DocketsNo 18046 md 1~328 (Mlly

Dock~No 180�6and 1832~(Jmamry
1983)

Docket 28101 (D~c~mbe¢ 2009)

28101 Oune ,ZOO’5)

D~k~ No U-21,~4 (Ma~, 2o~

Dod~No U~1484 (~mm~ 21DI)
Docket No U-28814 and U-28588 mud U-

~etgo uD.o~-o~ (Ap-~
Dodcet N’o UD~)I-04 (Ma~ 2003)

Docke~ No 2009-UN-388 (March 2010)

Dod~etNo 2003-U~-0898 O~Tovernb~

Dcdce~No O~-UN~511 (January 2009)
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Table 8 (continued)

Se~ice Pit]- 2 (P~P-2) 1994-2001 Dod~t 9~-UA-0:~02 (~ lg~t)

Gas Rate of CMn~e !Man 200~2010 Docket No 200800~2 ~,

(AFil 2~)
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Figure 7: Current Retail Formula Rate Precedents by State

Gas
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VI. Forward Test Years
General rate cases involve test years in which revenue requirements and billing determinants are jointly
considered in fashioning new rates. A historical test year ends before the rate case is filed. A forward (a/k/a
forecasted) test year ("FTY") is a twelve month period that begins after the rate case is filed. The test year
typically begins about the time that the rate case is expected to end.

Historical test years are chronically uncompensatory when cost has a tendency to grow more rapidly than
billing determinants. Annual rate cases can alleviate but not eliminate underearning. Where historical test
years are used in rate cases there are thus added advantages from implementing other innovations discussed
in this paper, such as capex trackers, multiyear rate and revenue caps, and/or some form of revenue
decoupling.

Forward test years were adopted in many jurisdictions during the 1970s and 1980s when rapid input price
inflation and major plant additions coincided with slower growth in average use. Commissions in several
additional states have recently moved in the direction of forward test years. Many of these states are in the
West, where comparatively rapid economic growth has required more rapid buildout of utility infrastructure.

Current state policies concerning test years are summarized in Figure 8 and Table 9. The ranks of U.S.
jurisdictions that use alternatives to historical test years have swollen and now encompass well over half of
the total. The "other" category in Figure 8 includes states that use FTYs for some utilities and historical test
years for others (e.g. Illinois), states that are transitioning towards forward test years (e.g. New Mexico and
Utah), states that use hybrid test years with some but not all months forecasted (e.g. Pennsylvania and
Idaho), and states that have used FTYs in the past but don’t currently use them (e.g. Delaware).
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Figure 8: Test Year Policy by State

Historical Test Year
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Table 9: Test Year Approaches of U.S. Jurisdictions
Forward 115)

State
Alabama
California
Conne~¢ut
FERC
Flodda
Georgia
Hawaii
Maine
Miohi~n
Minnesota

Note|
Utilities operate under forward-looking formula rate plans

Cost is based on a historical test year that is escalated to a future rate year
Rate cases use forward test years while formula rate plans tend to use HTYs

Cost is based on a historical test year that is escalated to a future rate year

New York
Oregon
Rhode Island
Tennessee
Wisconsin

Cost is based on a historical test year that is escalated to a future rate year

H~fbrid

State
Arkansas
Ohio
New Jersey
Pennsylvania

Notes

TransitionalNar~in~l {t41

Utility Name
Colorado

District of Columbia

Dela~ore
Idaho
IIIin~s
Kentucky
Louisiana

Mat’y’~and

Miesissipl~
Missouri

New M~<ico

Noah [Dakota
Utah

Notell
Public Service of C~oredo can file F’P( evidence. No FrY rates have yet bean approved but the

most re~ent case made extraordina~, HTY adjustments
I=tEPCO has filed rate cases using both hybnd and historical te~ years recently

Before restrucluring FTY filings were common, but companies have used PITY in recent filings

Utilibes use various test years includng FTYs
Utilities use various test years inclucing FTYs

Gleco Power frequent~ uses hybrid test years Entergy New Odeens recently had a hybrid test
year approved via sattlement

Baltimore Gas & Electric tends to file hybrid test years while other utilities tend to file histoncal tesl
years

One electric utJlib/operates under a forward-lo~ing formula rate plan
Utitibes have the option to file hybrid yea" forecasts that are trued up during the course ~ the

proceeding
A recently passed law allows for use of FTY. but no rate increase based on FTY evidence has yet

been approved
Util~es use various test years ~nctu~ng FTYs

Test year selection is part of the rate case and can be contested Several recent rate cases have
used F’rYs.

Rocky Mountain Power has recentty had FTYs approved

Historical

Utilib/Name
Ala~<a
Arizona
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Massachusetts
Montana
Nebra~a

Nevada
New Hampshire
North Carolina
Oklahoma
South Cor~ina
South Dakota
Texas
Vermont
Virg~ia
Washington
West Virginia

Notes

Nebraska has no electric IOUs in its jurisdiction Gas companies are legally authorized to use
FTYs but commonly use HTYs
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VII. Conclusions
Regulation of North American energy utilities is evolving to address the problem of regulatory lag.
Innovations are occurring, and some older variants on traditional regulation are again finding favor.
Approaches detailed in this report are sometimes used in combination. A capex tracker for AMI may, for
example, be combined with a forward test year or a multiyear rate or revenue cap.

The variety of approaches that have been established reflects the varied circumstances of individual utilities.
Some are vertically integrated, while others are more specialized power distributors. Investment needs and
trends in average use vary greatly. No single approach is right for every situation. The availability of
multiple remedies for the underlying problems increases the chance that an approach has already been tried
that fits the situation of almost any electric utility. Numerous precedents for an approach should raise
confidence that it makes good sense under fairly common circumstances.

Taken together, the many innovations described in this survey can encourage utilities to make smart
investments, reduce long run costs, and improve service quality without rate shock or unnecessarily frequent
rate cases. Utilities can be encouraged to promote energy efficiency and peak load management
aggressively. Stakeholders to regulation across America should give priority attention to these options and
consider which combination of remedies to regulatory lag works best in their situation.
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Trends in the Input Prices and Productivity of Northeast Power Distributors

Input Price Inflation
[A1

Total Factor Productivity Growth
[B]

Inflation-Productivity Gap
[A - B]

Year Pepco NE Urban Northeast Pepco NE Urban Northeast Pepco NE Urban Northeast

1999 2.18% 1.31% 2.76% -0.88% -1.55% -0.30% 3.06% 2.86% 3.06%
2000 2.10% 1.90% 2.47% 3.78% 0.57% 3.76% -1.69% 1.33% -1.29%
2001 2.70% 3.66% 3.58% -0.87% -2.64% -1.40% 3.57% 6,30% 4.98%
2002 2.48% 2.04% 2.92% -6.68% 2.77% 2.26% 9.15% -0.73% 0.66%
2003 4.04% 4.05% 3.70% 2.78% 1.43% -1.71% 1.26% 2.62% 5.42%
2004 1.59% 2.49% 2.29% 4.85% 2.32% 3.96% -3.26% 0.17% -1.68%
2005 4.06% 3.42% 3.31% 0.95% -1.89% -0.12% 3.11% 5.31% 3.43%
2006 3.23% 3.38% 3.21% 3.54% 0.56% 1.46% -0.31% 2.82% 1.76%
2007 0.14% 3.55% 2.72% -2.49% -1.13% -0.87% 2.63% 4.67% 3.59%
2008 5.28% 3.45% 3.37% 2.93% 1.03% 0.44% 2.35% 2.42% 2.94%
2009 4.00% 3.59% 4.38% -0.22% 0.27% 1.73% 4.22% 3.32% 2.66%
2010 2.95% 3.22% 3.51% -1.15% -1.16% -1.52% 4.09% 4.38% 5.03%

Average Annual
Growth Rate

1999-2010 2.89% 3.00% 3.19% 0.54% 0.05% 0.64% 2.35% 2.96% 2.55%

Data Sources: FERC Form 1 (power distributor cost and bond yield), Form EIA-B61 (customers), US Bureau of Labor Statistics (labor price indexes), Global Insight (power
distributor material and service price indexes), Whitman, Requardt & Associates (power distribution construction cost index), and Regulatory Research Associates (electric
utility allowed ROE)

Northeast Sample: Atlantic City Electric, Baltimore Gas & Electric, Bangor Hydro-Electric, Central Maine Power, Central Vermont Public Service, Connecticut Light & Power,
Consolidated Edison, Duquesne Light, Green Mountain Power, Jersey Central Power, Maine Public Service, Metropolitan Edison, NSTAR Electric, Orange & Rockland Utilities,
PECO Energy, Pennsylvania Electric, Pennsylvania Power, Potomac Electric Power, Public Service of New Hampshire, Public Service Electric & Gas, Rochester Gas & Electric,
United Illuminating, West Penn Power, and Western Massachusetts Electric

Northeast Urban Sample: Baltimore Gas & Electric, Consolidated Edison, Duquesne Light, NSTAR Electric, PECO Energy, Potomac Electric Power, Public Service Electric & Gas,
Rochester Gas & Electric
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Inflation-Productivity Gap of Northeast Power
Distributors, 1999-2010
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AVERAGE ANNUAL ELECTRICITY USE PER
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL CUSTOMER 1926-2010

Residential
Year U.S. D.C. and Maryland

Level Growth Rate Level Growth Rate

Commercial
U.S.

Level Growth Rate

1928 452 5.4% 3,487 5.87%

1933 593 -1.9% 3,353 -4.04%
1934 620 4.5% 3,533 5.23%
1935 665 6.9% 3,768 6.44%
1936 720 7.9% 4,165 10.01%

1939 880 4.8% 4,661 4.60%
1940 934 6.0% 4,926 5.53%
1941 965 3.3% 5,103 3.54%
1942 1,012 4.7% 5,668 10.49%
1943 1,065 5.1% 5,933 4.57%
1944 1,142 7.0% 6,141 3.46%

1946 1,296 6.4% 6,165 1.80%
1947 1,397 7.5% 6,776 9,45%
1948 1,519 8.4% 7,254 6.82%

1950 1,786 8.3% 8,191 8.00%
1951 1,964 9.5% 9,150 11.07%
1952 2,130 8.1% 9,677 5.60%

1955 2,714 7.6% 11,347 3.55%
1956 2,928 7.6% 12,068 6.16%

1959 3,541 6.2% 14,964 9.75%

1961 3,976 4.8% 3,421 7.60% 19,707 24.88%
1962 4,220 6.0% 3,546 3.59% 20,641 4.63%
1963 4,389 3.9% 3,719 4.75% 23,026 10.93%
1964 4,653 5.8% 3,987 6.96% 25,163 8,88%
1965 4,878 4.7% 4,308 7.74% 27,239 7.93%
1966 5,211 6.6% 4,736 9.47% 29,973 9.56%
1967 5,522 5.8% 5,010 5.63% 31,993 6.52%
1968 5,985 8.0% 5,632 11.70% 34,405 7.27%
1969 6,516 8.5% 6,166 9.06% 37,016 7.32%

1971 7,297 4.2% 41,706 4.77%
1972 7,598 4.0% 44,129 5.65%



1973 7,981 4.9% 47,466 7.29%

1975 8,077 3.2% 48,663 4.87%

1976 8,267 2.3% 50,352 3.41%
1977 8,592 3.9% 52,464 4.11%
1978 8,732 1.6% 52,550 0.16%
1979 8,745 O. 1% 52,726 0.33%

PEPCO (B)-5
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1983 8,740 0.6% 53,144 2.53%

1984 8,899 1.8% 54,716 2.91%
1985 8,827 -0.8% 55,478 1.38%
1986 9,002 2.0% 56,731 2.23%

1987 9,204 2.2% 10,378 58,004 2.22%

1988 9,506 3.2% 10,824 4.21% 60,073 3.51%
1989 9,470 -0.4% 10,894 0.65% 60,607 0.89%

1991 9,720 2.1% 11,209 4.67% 62,308 0.68%
1992 9,405 -3.3% 10,733 -4.34% 61,091 -1.97%
1993 9,863 4.8% 11,552 7.36% 63,432 3.76%
1994 9,856 -0.1% 11,366 -1.62% 64,420 1.55%
1995 10,032 1.8% 11,470 0.91% 66,620 3.36%

1996 10,276 2.4% 11,826 3.05% 67,327 1.06%
1997 10,049 -2.2% 11,180 -5.61% 68,572 1.83%
1998 10,363 3.1% 11,313 1.18% 70,526 2.81%
1999 10,372 0.1% 11,641 2.86% 71,196 0.95%
2000 10,674 2.9% 11,707 0.57% 73,540 3.24%

2002 10,849 3.7% 12,230 4.83% 72,031 -1.13%

2003 10,878 0.3% 12,580 2.83% 72,433 0.56%

2004 10,879 0.0% 13,019 3.43% 74,092 2.26%
2005 11,256 3.4% 13,088 0.53% 75,574 1.98%
2006 11,035 -2.0% 12,218 -6.88% 75,688 O. 15%
2007 11,232 1.8% 12,695 3.83% 76,900 1,59%

201 Op 11,528 5.6% 75,591 1.54%

Multiyear Averages
1927-1930 478 7.1% N/A NIA 3,659 6.67%
1931-1940 723 5.4% N/A NIA 4,048 2.00%
1941-1950 1,304 6.5% NIA NIA 6,485 5.08%
1951-1960 2,836 7.5% N/A NIA 12,062 6.29%
1961-1970 5,235 6.1% 4.503 7.39% 28,893 9.51%
1971-t980 8,205 2.5% N/A N/A 49,045 3.07%
1981-1990 9,062 0.6% N/A N/A 56,544 1.36%
1991-2000 10,061 1.1% 11,400 0.90% 66,903 1.73%
2001-2010 11,006 0.8% 12,398 0.25% 74,566 0.28%

Sources: U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Form EIA-861, "Annual Electric Utility
Report," and Form EIA-826, "Monthly Electric Utility Sales and Revenues Report with State Distributions," and EIA-0035,
"Monthly Energy Review."
Shaded rows signify the economy spent at least 1 full quarter of that year in recession (Source: The National Bureau of
Economic Research).
Italics signify average taken from 2001-2009 due to lack of data from 2010.
Underlined numbers signify averages taken from 1961-1969 due to lack of data from 1970.
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Trends in the Unit Base-Rate Cost of
Northeast Power Distributors

Year Pepco NE Urban Northeast
2004 -1.66% 0.02% -3.67%
2005 3.51% 3.33% 1.86%
2006 -0.51% 7.80% 3.73%
2007 2.23% 2.08% 2.00%
2008 -4.52% 2.70% 1.91%
2009 5.17% 4.72% 4.00%
2010 5.68% 6.41% 5.30%

Average Annual
Growth Rate
2004-2010 1.41% 3.87% 2.16%

Data Sources: FERC Form 1 (power distributor cost and bond yield), Form EIA-861
(customers), and Regulatory Research Associates (electric utility allowed ROE)

Northeast Sample: Baltimore Gas & Electric, Central Maine Power, Connecticut Light &
Power, Consolidated Edison, Jersey Central Power, Maine Public Service, Metropolitan
Edison, PECO Energy, Potomac Electric Power, Public Service Electric & Gas, United
Illuminating, West Penn Power, and Western Massachusetts Electric

Northeast Urban Sample: Baltimore Gas & Electric, Consolidated Edison, PECO Energy,
Potomac Electric Power, Public Service Electric & Gas
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Trends in the Unit Base-Rate Cost of
Northeast Power Distributors, 2004-2010
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How Gas Distributor Credit Metrics
Differ by Use of Capex Recovery

Mechanisms, 2007-2009
S&P Corporate Rate of Return on EBITDA/Interest

Company Name Credit Rating Capital (%) Coverage FFOtdebt (%)

Use Capex Recovery Mechanisms

Alabama Gas BBB/BBB+ 12.5 8.0 44.1
Atlanta Gas Light A- N/A N/A N/A
Indiana Gas A- 8.6 4,7 21.4
Laclede Gas A 7.2 3.3 14.1
Northwest Natural Gas AA- 10. 5 5.5 19.7

Averages AqA 9.7 6.4 24.8

No Capex Recovery Mechanisms

Baltimore Gas & Electric BBB/BBB+ 5.8 4.3 21.0
Bay State Gas BBB- NIA N/A N/A
Berkshire Gas N/A 6.2 4.4 20.0
Boston Gas A- N/A N/A N/A
Colonial Gas A- N/A N/A N/A
Central Hudson Gas & Electdc A 9.5 4.5 15.9
Central Illinois Light BB+IBBB- 12.5 7.8 32.8
Central Illinois Public Service BB+/BBB- 4.6 3.7 17.7
Connecticut Natural Gas BBB+/A- N/A N/A N/A
Illinois Power BB+/BBB- 5,6 2.7 14.7
Michigan Consolidated Gas BBB 6.4 3.3 16.2
National Fuel Gas BBB/BBB+ 14.2 7.4 36.8
Nicor Gas AA 6.8 6.6 22.5
North Shore Gas BBB+/A- 6.5 3.5 13.8
NSTAR Gas A+ N/A N/A NIA
Orange & Rockland Utilities A-IA 8.7 4.3 16.1
PECO Energy BBB/BBB+ 9.6 6.0 17,1
Peoples Gas Light & Coke BBB+/A- N/A N/A N/A
Piedmont Natural Gas A 10~9 5.0 22.7
Public Service Co. of North Carolina BBB+IA- 7.8 4.7 22.9
Questar Gas BBB+/A- 9.7 4.6 23.4
Rochester Gas & Electdc BBB/BBB+ 7.6 3.1 16.0
Southern California Gas A 13,3 6.5 26.8
Southem Connecticut Gas BBB+/A- 4.9 3,3 17.7
Southwest Gas BBSJBBB 7.6 4.6 21.2
Washington Gas Light AA- 11.0 6.7 27.0
Wisconsin Gas A- N/A N/A NIA
Yankee Gas Services BBB 5.2 4.0 18.6

Averages BBB+IA- 8.3 4.8 21.0

Indeterminate

Atmos Energy BBB/BBB+ 9,5 4.0 21.1
Keyspan Energy Delivery Long Island A N/A N/A N/A
Keyspan Energy Delivery New York A N/A N/A N/A
Narragansett Electdc A- N/A N/A N/A
New Jersey Natural Gas A/A+ 9,6 60 25.7
Niagara Mohawk Power A- NIA N/A N/A
Public Service Electdc & Gas BBB 8.8 4.8 17.5
South Jersey Gas BBB+ 88 5.4 20.0

Averages A- 9.2 8.1 21.1

All Companies BBB+IA- 8.6 4.9 21.5

Soume of data for gas utilities: Standard & Poor’s Ratings Direct, Credit Stats: Gas UbTities - U.S. August 20, 2010. Group
averages of corporate credit rating computed by PEG Research for the fiscal years 2007-2009, All other averages provided by
Standard & Poor’s.

Source of data for combined gas and electric utilities: Standard & Poor’s Ratings Direct, Credit Stats: Electric Utilities - U.S.
August 20, 2010. Group averages of corporate credit ratings computed by PEG Research for the fiscal years 2007-2009. All
other averages provided by Standard & Poor’s.

S&P does not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or availability of any information, including ratings, and is not
responsible for any errors or omissions (negligent or otherwise), regardless of the cause, or for the results obtained from the use
of ratings. S&P gives no express or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, any warranties of merchantability or fitness
for a particular purpose or use. S&P shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive,
special or consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including lost income or profits and opportunity costs)
in connection with any use of ratings. S&P’s ratings are statements of opinions and are not statements of fact or
recommendations to purchase, hold or sell securities. They do not address the market value of securities or the suitability of
securities for investment purposes, and should not be relied on as investment advice.
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How Electric Utility Credit Metrics Differ by
Use of Capex Recovery Mechanisms,

2007-2009
S&P Corporate Rate of Return on EBITDAJInterest

Company Name Credit Rating Capital (%) Coverage FFOIdebt (%)

Use Capex Recovery Mechanisms
Alabama Power A 9.6 5.2 23.0
Appalachian Power BBB 5,5 2,7 8.9
Cleveland Electric Illuminating BBB 9.6 4,0 7.4
Columbus Southern Power BBB 13.9 6.1 23.3
Dayton Power & Light BBB/BBB+ 15.3 13.6 48.1
Duke Energy Indiana A- 8.2 5.5 19.0
Florida Power & Light A 9,6 6.9 35.1
Georgia Power A 9.2 5.0 20.3
Indianapolis Power & Light BB+/BBB- N/A N/A N/A
Kansas Gas & Electric BBB- N/A N/A N/A
Kentucky Power BBB 5.8 3,3 14.8
Kentucky Utilities BBB+ N/A N/A N/A
Louisville Gas & Electdc BBB+ N/A N/A N/A
MidAmedcan Energy A- 9.2 5.0 24.1
Mississippi Power A 11.4 8.7 24.9
Northern States Power MN BBB+ 9.1 4.7 23.2
Ohio Edison BBB 9.5 4.1 15.9
Ohio Power BBB 8.5 4.5 16.6
Pacific Gas & Electric BBB+ 10.2 4.4 23.9
PPL Electdc Utilities A- 8.6 5.0 23.3
Progress Energy Flodda BBB+ 9.6 4.1 15,5
Public Service Co. of Colorado BBB+ 8.4 4.4 18.3
Public Service Co. of New Hampshire BBB 7.6 4.3 13.0
Southern California Edison BBB+ 10.5 4.0 24.6
Toledo Edison BBB 10.4 4.1 23.8

Averages BBB+ 9.5 5.2 21.3

No Capex Recovery Mechanisms
AEP Texas Central BBB 7.0 4.3 9.0
AEP Texas North BBB 8.5 4.8 20.2
Arizona Public Service BBB- 7.1 4.5 20.8
Baltimore Gas & Electric BBB/BBB+ 5.8 4.3 21.0
Black Hills Power BBB- 8.5 4.2 19.8
Central Hudson Gas & Electdc A 9.5 4.5 15.9
Central Illinois Light BB+/BBB- 12.5 7.8 32.8
Central Illinois Public Service BB+/BBB- 4.6 3,7 17.7
Central Maine Power BBB+ 7.0 4.7 15.9
Cleco Power BBB 7.8 3.0 9.1
Connecticut Light & Power BBB 7.1 4.2 13.4
Consumers Energy BBB- 8.6 4.1 21.9
Detroit Edison BBB 8.4 5.2 20.4
Duke Energy Carolinas A- 8.9 4.4 22.2
Duke Energy Kentucky A- 7.5 5.4 22,9
Duquesne Light BBB- N/A N/A N/A
El Paso Electric BBB 9.2 3.9 20.3
Empire Distdct Electric BBB- 6.8 3.3 15.2
Entergy Arkansas BBB 6.3 4.6 19.9
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana N/A 7.5 3,4 21.8
Entergy Louisiana BBB N/A N/A N/A
Entergy Mississippi BBB 7.5 4,6 18.8
Entergy New Orleans BBB- 10.9 4.1 42.8
Entergy Texas N/A 5.9 2.4 7.7
Green Mountain Power BBB N/A N/A N/A
Gulf Power A 9.2 5.4 19.5
Hawaii Electric Light BBB N/A N/A N/A
Hawaiian Electric BBB 6.8 4.4 14.0
Idaho Power BBB/BBB+ 6.6 3.7 11.6
Illinois Power BB+/BBB- 5.6 2.7 14.7
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S&P Corporate Rate of Return on EBITDAJInterest
Company Name Credit Rating Capital (%) Coverage FFO/debt (%)
Interstate Power & Light BBB+ 9.4 5,2 25.6
Jersey Central Power & Light BBB 8.5 7.6 25.6
Kansas City Power & Light BBB 6,8 4.0 15,2
Kansas City Power & Light - GMO BB+/BBB- N/A N/A N/A
Massachusetts Electric A- N/A N/A N/A
Maul Electric BBB N/A N/A N/A
Metropolitan Edison BBB 8.4 5.5 16.3
Monongahela Power BBB- N/A N/A N/A
Narragansett Electric A- N/A N/A N/A
Nevada Power BB-/BB 7.0 2.4 11,2
Niagara Mohawk Power A- N/A N/A N/A
Northem Indiana Public Service BBB- N/A N/A N/A
Northern States Power WI A- 8,8 6,0 29,1
NSTAR Electric A+ 10.4 7,8 20.6
Orange & Rockland Utilities A-/A 8,7 4,3 16,1
PacifiCorp A- 8,0 4,0 20.2
PECO Energy BBB/BBB+ 9.6 6.0 17.1
Pennsylvania Electdc BBB 8.8 5.0 12,3
Pennsylvania Power BBB N/A N/A N/A
Potomac Edison BBB- N/A N/A N/A
Potomac Electric Power BBB 7,1 4,0 17.2
Progress Energy Carolinas BBB+ 11.1 5.6 27,1
Public Service Co, of New Mexico BB 3.5 2,1 12,9
Rochester Gas & Electric BBB/BBB+ 7.6 3.1 160
Rockland Electric A-/A N/A N/A N/A
Sierra Pacific Power BB-/BB 7.4 3.2 14.2
Southern Indiana Gas & Electdc A- 9.2 5.3 23.5
Southwestern Electdc Power BBB 6.6 2.9 15.5
Southwestern Public Service BBB+ 5.9 3.2 12.8
Tampa Electric BBB-/BBB 9.6 4.4 23.6
Texas-New Mexico Power BB 5.5 3.5 16.6
Tucson Electdc Power BB/BB+ 8.2 3.6 18.3
Union Electric BBB- 7.3 3.7 19.2
West Penn Power BBB- N/A N/A N/A
Western Massachusetts Electdc BBB 6.0 4.7 14.5
Wisconsin Electric Power A- 5.5 4.6 19.1
Wisconsin Power & Light A- 9.2 4.5 25.7
Wisconsin Public Service A-/A 9.7 5.6 24.4

Average BBB 7.8 4.4 18.9

Indeterminate
Atlantic City Electric BBB 7,6 4,3 16.2
CenterPoint Energy Houston Electric BBB 9.1 5.2 21.0
Commonwealth Edison BB+/BBB- 5.2 2.8 13.4
Duke Energy Ohio A- 5.5 6.8 27.8
Indiana Michigan Power BBB 8.7 2.8 18.7
Oklahoma Gas & Electdc BBB+ 9.2 5.9 31.0
Oncor Electric Delivery BBB/BBB+ 9.0 4.0 15.9
Portland General Electric BBB+ 7.6 3.8 17.4
Public Service Co. of Oklahoma BBB 5.7 3.0 16.6
Public Service Electric & Gas BBB 8.8 4.8 17.5
South Carolina Electric & Gas BBB+/A- 8.3 4.3 15.7
Virginia Electric & Power A- 8.6 4.4 21.0

Average BBBIBBB+ 7.8 4.3 19.4

Source of data: Standard & Poor’s Ratings Direct, Credit Stats: Electric Utilities - U.S. August 20, 2010. Group averages of
corporate credit ratings computed by PEG Research for the fiscal years 2007-2009. All other averages provided by Standard &
Poor’s.

S&P does not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or availability of any information, including ratings, and is not
responsible for any errors or omissions (negligent or otherwise), regardless of the cause, or for the results obtained from the use
of ratings. S&P gives no express or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, any warranties of merchantability or fitness
for a particular purpose or use. S&P shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive,
special or consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including lost income or profits and opportunity costs)
in connection with any use of ratings. S&P’s ratings are statements of opinions and are not statements of fact or
recommendations to purchase, hold or sell securities. They do not address the market value of securities or the suitability of
securities for investment ourooses, and should not be relied on as investment advice.
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Average O&M Unit Cost Growth of US Power
Distributors by Test Year, 1999-2010

Customers O&M Cost1 O&M Unit Cost

Forward TY 1.07% 2.89% 1.83%

Historical TY 1.19% 3.47% 2.27%

Other TY 0.66% 1.81% 1.15%

Distributor O&M expenses are defined as the sum of distribution, customer account (net of uncollectibles), and sales expenses,

as reported on the FERC Form 1.

Data Sources: FERC Form 1 (cost) and Form EIA-861 (customers)
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Potomac Elect~c Power Comany . District of Columbia
2012 Utility Oiat~bu6on Reliability Investment RecoveW Mechanism (RIM) Revenue Requirement

PEPCO (B)-9

Earn~

Book Deprecia~on

Cun~ent Taxes (2)
Deferred Taxes (2)

Total F-Jq>enses

F-am~J=

Rate Base + C1NIP
ROE
ROR

Eanla~S - Rate Base

Earnings - E~ense

Total Eamings Effect

Revenue Conversten Factor
Revemle Requiremeld

2.46%

41 A838%
41.4838%

0 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079

7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079
0 (7,449,079) (7,449,079) (7,449,079) (7,449,079) (7,449,079) (7,449,079) (7,449,079) (7,449,079) (7,449,079} (7,449,079) (7,449,079)

7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7~449,079 7~449,079 7~4,19,079 7t449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079
3,724,540 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079

0 0 7,449,079 14,898,159 22,347,238 29,796,317 37,245,397 44,694,476 52,143,555 59,592,635 67,041,714 74,490,793
0 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079 7,449,079
0 7,449~079 14~898~159 22,347~.38 29~796~317 37,245,397 44~694~476 52~143~555 59~592~635 67~041~714 74~490~793 81~939~873
0 3,724,540 11,173,619 18,622,698 26,07!,778 33,520,857 40,g69,936 48,419,016 55,868,095 63,317,174 70,766,254 78,215,333

0 0 7,635 30,541 68,718 122,165 190,883 274,871 374,130 488,660 618,460 763,531
0 7,635 22,906 38,177 53,447 68,718 83,988 99,255 114,530 129,800 145,071 160,341
0 7~635 30~541 68~718 122~165 190r683 274~871 374~130 488,660 618~460 763~531 923,872
0 3,818 22,906 64,900 129,800 217,606 328,318 461,936 618,460 797,890 t,000,225 1~25,467

0
0
0
0

0 3,270 13,082 29,434 52,327 81,760 117,735 160,250 209,307 264,904 327,042
3"270 9,811 16,352 22,893 29,434 35,975 42,515 49,056 55,597 62,138 68,679
3,270 13~082 29~434 52~327 81~760 117~735 160,250 209~307 264~9~4 327~042 395~720
1,635 9,811 27,799 55,597 93,207 140,628 197,860 264,904 341,759 428,425 524,902

0 7,635 22,906 38,177 53,447 68,718 83,988 99,259 114,530 129,800 145,071 160,341

0 (6,438) (19,313) (32,189) (45,065) (57,940) (70,816) (83,692) (96,567) (109,443) (122,319) (135,194)
0 3,270 9,811 16,352 22,893 29,434 35,975 42,515 49,056 55,597 62,138 68,679

0 4,468 13,404 22,339 31’275 40,211 49,147 58,083 67,018 75,954 84,890 93,826

0 (4,4~8) (13,404) (22~339} (31~75) (40~11) (49,147) (~8,083) (67,018) ~/5,9~4) (84,8~0) (93~826)

3,724,540 11,168,166 18,589,981 25,979,079 33,335,460 40,659,123 47,950,070 55,208,299 62,433,811 69,626,606 76,786,683 83,914,044
10.75% 10.75% 10.75% 10.75% 10.75% 10.75% 10.75% 10.75% 10.75% 10.75% 10.75% 10.75%

8.64% 8.64% 8.64% 8.64% 8.64% 8.64% 8.64% 8.64% 8.64% 8.64% 8.64% 8.64%

26,817 80,411 133,848 187,049 240,015 292,746 345,241 397,500 449,523 501,312 552,864 604,181

(4,468) (13,404) (22,339) (31,275) (40,211) (49,147) {58,083) (67,018) (75,954) (84,890) (93,826)

(26,817) (84,879) (147,252) (209,389) (271,291) (332,957) (394,387) (455,582) (516,542) (577,266) (637,754) (698,007)

1.708927 1.708927 1.708927 1.708927 1.708927 1.7~8927 1.708927 1.708927 1.708927 1.708927 1.708927 1.708927
45~82.8 145~051 251~642 357~830 463~616 568~999 673~979 778~557 882~732 986~S05 1~08g~78 1~192~i3 $ 7T437t458
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

BEFORE THE
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

DIRECT TESTIMONY OF JULIE M. CANNELL
FORMAL CASE NO.
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Q. PLEASE    DESCRIBE

BACKGROUND.

A. My     firm,

PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME, ADDRESS, AND OCCUPATION.

My name is Julie M. Cannell. My business address is

P.O. Box 199, Purchase, New York 10577.     I am the

president of my own advisory firm, J.M. Cannell, Inc.

YOUR PROFESSIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL

J.M.     Cannell, Inc.,     provides

investor-related advisory services to electric utility

companies and other firms and organizations with an

interest in the industry. Prior to establishing my firm

in February 1997, I was employed by the New York-based

investment manager, Lord Abbett & Company, from June 1978

to January 31, 1997. During my tenure with Lord Abbett,

I was a securities analyst specializing in the electric

utility and telecommunications services industries;

portfolio manager of America’s Utility Fund, an equity

utility mutual fund, for which Lord Abbett was a

sub-advisor; portfolio manager of numerous institutional

equity portfolios; and co-director of Lord Abbett’s

Equity Research Department.
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My educational credentials include a B.A. from Mary

Baldwin College, M.Ln. from Emory University, and M.B.A.

from Columbia University.

Financial Analyst (C.F.A.).

I am also a Chartered

I have been a member of the

Wall Street Utility Group, an organization of security

and credit rating analysts having an expertise in the

utility industry, for over thirty years.

HAVE YOU PREVIOUSLY TESTIFIED ON THE PERSPECTIVE OF

INVESTORS BEFORE UTILITY REGULATORY COMMISSIONS?

Yes, I have.    I have submitted pre-filed testimony

on behalf of investor-owned utilities before Public

Service or Public Utility Commissions in the states of

Arizona,    Colorado,    Connecticut,

Massachusetts, Minnesota,

Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,

Kansas, Maryland,

Missouri, Nevada, New York,

Rhode Island, South Carolina,

Texas, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin. The

details of my participation in regulatory proceedings are

provided in PEPCO (C)-I.

HAVE YOU HAD ADDITIONAL REGULATORY EXPERIENCE?

Yes.     As a consultant to the Edison Electric

Institute (EEI), I was extensively involved between 2004

and 2009 in an ongoing initiative geared toward fostering

and improving communications between state regulators and

the investment community.

series of forums held

This effort has centered on a

throughout the United States

2
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bringing together these two constituencies, sponsored by

EEI and facilitated by Gee Strategies president Robert

Gee, former chairman of the Texas Public Utilities

Commission.     In addition to helping structure these

dialogues, my role was to moderate panel discussions of

equity and debt security analysts.

I have also conducted several studies of investor

perceptions of regulatory issues.      Further, I have

written articles    addressing    the    implications    for

utilities and state regulators of various topical issues,

including    the    current

expenditure cycle, and,

crisis.

electric    industry    capital

more recently, the financial

ON WHOSE BEHALF ARE YOU PROVIDING DIRECT TESTIMONY IN

THIS PROCEEDING?

I am providing Direct Testimony on behalf of Potomac

Electric Power Company (Pepco or the Company).

WHAT IS THE SCOPE OF YOUR TESTIMONY?

I will address the perspective of investors in

regard to the Company’s rate proposal and will provide

comments on several areas: (i) investors’ perspective of

risk due to the investment commitments currently being

undertaken by electric utilities in general and the

Company in particular; (2) investors’ perception of risk

as impacted by current macroeconomic conditions; (3)

3
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investors’ expectations for a constructive regulatory

environment for Pepco so as to ensure the Company’s

continued access to the capital markets; and (4)

investors’ expectations for Pepco’s return on equity

(ROE) .

WHAT IN YOUR EXPERIENCE ALLOWS YOU TO PROVIDE TESTIMONY

ABOUT INVESTORS’ PERSPECTIVES AND EXPECTATIONS?

As a securities analyst, I specialized in the

electric utility industry and the individual companies

comprising it.    And as a portfolio manager, I applied

that knowledge, along with investment fundamentals, in

making investment decisions on behalf of institutions and

individual investors. My experience has given me

familiarity with the information and tools that investors

use in making decisions with respect to expected returns

on equity. Moreover, I have reviewed the various reports

of security and credit rating agency analysts, which have

addressed the Company and its current regulatory

situation. Further, I have familiarized myself with the

Company’s fundamentals and its planned investment levels.

AS AN ANALYST OR PORTFOLIO MANAGER, DID YOU FOLLOW THE

COMPANY?

Yes.    I followed Pepco when it was a stand alone

entity, prior to its 2002 merger with Conectiv Energy to

form Pepco Holdings, Inc.

4
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PLEASE DESCRIBE HOW YOUR TESTIMONY IS ORGANIZED.

There are four parts to my testimony.

I.    INVESTORS’ REQUIREMENTS FOR INCREASED RETURNS

IN UTILITY INVESTMENTS.     This section discusses the

investment risk of electric utilities; specifically, why

the current construction cycle has increased the risk of

investing in the industry. It also addresses how

regulatory risk has risen due to this higher capital

spending.

II. THE MACROECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT.     This section

discusses the elevated risk created by the global

economic crisis.

III. INVESTORS’       EXPECTATIONS FOR RETURNS AND

PERCEPTIONS OF THE CURRENT PROCEEDING. This section

focuses on who investors are, how they actually make

their decisions, a review of the investment community’s

perceptions of the Company and of the District of

Columbia regulation. This review is based on a number of

recent publications in which investment analysts discuss

their perceptions of the Company and its regulatory

environment.

IV. INVESTOR EXPECTATIONS FOR RETURN ON EQUITY FOR

PEPCO. This section discusses how investors would view

the Company’s request for an authorized ROE of 10.75%.
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I.     INVESTORS’ REQUIREMENTS FOR INCREASED RETURNS IN
UTILITY INVESTMENTS

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY THE INVESTMENT COMMUNITY’S VIEW OF AN

ELECTRIC UTILITY’S STOCK IS IMPORTANT TO THE UTILITY AND

ITS CUSTOMERS.

Electric utilities are in the business of providing

their customers with safe, reliable, and efficient

service. This requires extensive investment in

distribution and transmission infrastructure, which makes

the    electric    utility    business    capital-intensive.

Investors provide the capital necessary to maintain and

expand a utility’s infrastructure, which in turn enables

utilities like the Company to provide safe, reliable, and

efficient service to customers.

The terms on which the Company is able to obtain

that capital have a direct and measurable impact on

customers and the amounts they pay for electric service.

PLEASE PROVIDE AN EXAMPLE.

If credit rating agencies such as Moody’s Investors

Service (Moody’s), Standard & Poor’s (S&P), or Fitch

Ratings (Fitch) believe that the utility’s revenues will

be diminished by adverse business or regulatory

decisions, those rating agencies could lower their credit

ratings for the utility, which would raise the cost of

debt. And, because the cost of debt is a component of

6
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the weighted average cost of capital, the increased costs

of capital would eventually be passed on to customers in

the form of higher rates.

The same is true for equity investors. If

individual or institutional investors believe that the

return they are offered is too low in light of the risk

involved, they will either sell their stock or elect not

to purchase the stock, which generally drives the stock

price down. Although lower stock prices would appear at

first blush to be a concern only to investors, they also

affect customers. When a utility has to go to the equity

markets to obtain capital, a low stock price requires it

to issue more shares of stock to obtain the same amount

of money than it would have received for fewer shares if

the per share price had been higher.     The resulting

increase in the number of shares outstanding requires

more dollars to be expended toward dividends, resulting

in less retained earnings for reinvestment in the

company.

The corollary is that when investors believe that

they are investing in a company where regulation is fair,

consistent, and provides a reasonable rate of return,

those investors charge less for their capital. And when

debt and equity investors demand less for their capital,

utility rates remain lower and utilities have more ready
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access to the capital markets. Thus, a utility and its

customers have a shared interest in meeting the

expectations of investors and credit rating agencies.

Regulators share this interest as well, because fair

treatment of one utility decreases the costs of capital

for all utilities in that regulatory jurisdiction.

ARE YOU SUGGESTING THAT THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC

SERVICE    COMMISSION’S    (COMMISSION)    DECISIONS    SHOULD BE

DICTATED BY INVESTORS?

Not at all.    I realize that the Commission must

apply the law to the facts that are presented to it and

that it must balance the interests of investors and

customers. My point is that the Commission’s decision on

rate of return is not simply a zero-sum game.    If the

rate of return strikes an appropriate balance between the

utility and customers, both benefit.    If the rate of

return is set too low, both the utility and customers are

adversely impacted because the cost of capital increases

over the long term.

CAN YOU BRIEFLY DESCRIBE YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF THE

APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARD WITH RESPECT TO A UTILITY’S

REASONABLE ROE?

Yes. The U.S. Supreme Court addressed this issue in

its Bluefield and Hope decisions.    These decisions held

that a public utility is entitled to a return on equity

8
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adequate to assure confidence in the financial soundness

of the utility, to maintain its credit, and to enable it

to attract the capital necessary to operate its business

on reasonable terms compared to firms of similar risk.

IN YOUR TESTIMONY, YOU REFER TO THE EXPECTATIONS OF

INVESTORS WITH RESPECT TO PEPCO’S RETURN ON EQUITY.     ARE

THOSE EXPECTATIONS CONSISTENT WITH THE LEGAL STANDARD YOU

SUMMARIZE ABOVE?

Yes.     I believe that the investor viewpoint is

consistent with consideration of the public good. As I

explain elsewhere, both investors and customers benefit

when a utility is financially sound, has strong credit,

and is able to attract capital on reasonable terms.

HOW HAS THE RISK OF INVESTING IN ELECTRIC UTILITIES

CHANGED IN RECENT YEARS?

It has become clear to investors and others that the

industry is now in a period of significant capital

expenditures.    This new construction cycle reflects the

need utilities in general have to replace aging

infrastructure; to meet new environmental requirements

and expectations;    to address the need for grid

enhancements, including those     associated     with

interconnecting renewable resources;     to    provide

technological advancements such    as    smart    grid

technologies; and to add new base-load and intermediate
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generation resources to meet growing customer needs. The

resulting increase in capital expenditures from all of

the investments set forth above means that utilities will

be more active in capital markets and, therefore, will be

more exposed to the risks and uncertainties in those

markets.    It bears mention, of course, that Pepco does

not own generation now and does not plan to during the

rate-effective period.    But it does compete for capital

with companies that do own generation.

Electric utilities will also be more exposed to

regulatory risks, since a significant expansion of

capital spending by electric utilities usually results in

rate proceedings to recover the costs associated with

that capital.     As a resul~, regulatory exposure has

become a key focus for investors as utilities face a

series of rate cases in order to recover the required

costs they are incurring to supplement and replace aging

infrastructure, to meet environmental requirements, and

to meet other costs.

other risks posed

These risks are in addition to the

by the technological, economic,

environmental and other policy changes that also affect

the industry.    It is because of these increased risks

that investors no longer perceive electric utilities as a

group as being the "safe havens" they once were.
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HAVE INVESTORS’ GOALS FOR UTILITY INVESTMENTS CHANGED IN

RESPONSE TO THESE INCREASED RISKS?

No. Investors’    goals    for electric utility

investments have not fundamentally changed.    They still

look to electric utilities primarily as defensive

investments, and still look for stable performance and

regular dividends as the reason to invest in electric

utilities.      But investors also understand that the

investment    risk    in    electric    stocks    has    risen

significantly, and their expectations of returns have

changed accordingly.

In the end, investors have a very large universe of

stocks from which to select; with few exceptions, they

have no requirement to own electric utility stocks. To

the extent that they do invest within the utility sector,

investors    must be discriminating    in    their    stock

selection. As a result, utilities with strong financial

metrics operating in constructive regulatory environments

will have stronger investment appeal than utilities with

weak metrics and less favorable regulation.

HOW DO INVESTORS VIEW STATE REGULATION IN THE CONTEXT OF

A MAJOR CAPITAL EXPENDITURE CYCLE?

Nationally, in the past several years, rate case

filings in the electric industry have become much more

frequent. From an investor’s perspective,    each
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regulatory proceeding introduces a period of uncertainty

for a utility.     Among the unknowns are the ROE the

company will be given the opportunity to earn, the equity

base on which that return can be earned, the extent to

which costs-both historical and future-can be recovered.

The utility’s

question until

future earnings power is thrown into

the case is decided.     Because that

earnings power is the basis for an investment in the

company, the stability and constructiveness of state

regulatory policies are critical concerns to investors.

HOW    ARE    THE    FOREGOING    UNCERTAINTIES    RELEVANT    TO

TRANSMISSION     AND     DISTRIBUTION (T&D) UTILITIES SUCH     AS

PEPCO?

A number of the factors discussed above are relevant

to the Company. In this proceeding, for example,

elements that investors will focus on include cost

recovery, the equity component of capital structure, and

of course the ultimate ROE that is allowed.

PLEASE ELABORATE ON THE UNCERTAINTY SURROUNDING ALLOWED

RETURNS ON EQUITY.

According to data provided by Regulatory Research

Associates (RRA),I average allowed ROEs fell from 12.70%

in 1990 to 10°36% in 2007.    In 2008, however, average

Regulatory Research Associates.
March 2011." April 7, 2011.

"Major Rate Case Decisions - January-
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ROEs began to increase slightly, to 10.46%, with 2009

rising marginally, to 10.48%. The average allowed ROE in

2010 fell to 10.34%, and through the first quarter of

2011 was 10.35%. While the upward trend in 2008 and 2009

is encouraging, the experience since then could suggest

some erosion in allowed levels is beginning.

PLEASE     ADDRESS     HOW     INVESTORS     ASSESS THE     SPECIFIC     RISKS

THE     COMPANY     IS     FACING     IN    RELATION TO THE     NEW    CAPITAL

INVESTMENT CYCLE.

Investors understand that Pepco is involved in the

industry-wide construction and capital investment cycle.

PHI’s three utility subsidiaries have a five-year

operating electric construction budget of $3.8 billion,

excluding expenditures for smart grid technologies and

the Mid-Atlantic Power Pathway.     Pepco accounts for

almost 50% of that total, with planned investments in the

District of Columbia and Maryland of $1.9 billion over

the 2011-2015 period. During this period, both PHI and

the Company will need to access the capital markets.

Pepco (and its parent, which supplies it with equity)

will thus be exposed to market vicissitudes and pricing

levels.

DOES THE COMPANY FACE FURTHER RISKS?

Yes. With its planned capital spending, it is clear

that Pepco will face regular rate cases. Recovery of the

13
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substantial costs of maintaining, renewing, expanding,

and replacing a mature utility infrastructure is likely

to require base rate cases routinely during the coming

years.

ARE INVESTORS CONCERNED ABOUT REGULATORY LAG IN REGARD TO

PEPCO?

As noted by RRA, District of Columbia regulatory

practice uses an average original-cost rate base, with

partially-forecasted data sometimes permitted.2 In the

instant proceeding, the test year is the six months

ending September 30, 2011, incorporating six months of

actual and six months of projected data.     While the

forecast component of the test year is supportive of the

Company’s ability to earn the ROE authorized by the

Commission, the six months of actual data will prevent

Pepco from being kept fully whole.     As a result,

investors will have questions about the timing and

certainty of the utility’s cash recovery of costs. It is

thus reasonable to expect investors to increase somewhat

the risk premiums they would require to supply the

Company with capital, given this regulatory structure.

In short, while investors place a strong emphasis on

the absolute level of ROE a company is permitted, of

Regulatory Research Associates. "District of Columbia Public Service
Commission." Referenced section updated 9/29/10.
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equal or perhaps greater importance is

ability to actually earn that allowed return.

regulatory lag still present in the District,

a utility’s

With

ROEs

authorized by the Commission should be toward the high

end of a reasonable range determined by quantitative ROE

analyses in order to provide a utility with at least a

more reasonable opportunity to earn a fair, or closer to

a fair, ROE.

YOU HAVE DISCUSSED THE MOUNTING RISKS YOU SEE THE COMPANY

FACING. DO THOSE RISKS HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO REDUCE ITS

EARNINGS AND CASH FLOW STREAMS AND INCREASE THEIR

VOLATILITY?

Yes, they could, due to the fact that the foregoing

factors are in large part beyond Pepco’s control. Where

risk factors are more clearly within the Company’s

control, investors can evaluate the importance and effect

of those risks based on their assessment of the strength

of the Company’s management, and guidance about how Pepco

plans to mitigate or avoid the risks in question.    In

this case, the nature of the risk is such that the

Company’s investors have little guidance and more

uncertainty.    Uncertainty leads to investor concern and

demands for higher investment returns.
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II. THE MACROECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

WHAT MACROECONOMIC CHALLENGES ARE UTILITIES FACING AT THE

PRESENT TIME?

The United States and, indeed, the world economies

are or have been in recession and grappling with a very

serious financial crisis.     While few industries

untouched    by    these    circumstances,

particularly vulnerable because

capital-intensive nature and the magnitude of

utilities

of

are

are

their

the

construction expenditures they now face.

HOW HAS THE FINANCIAL CRISIS AFFECTED THE INDUSTRY?

With the demi s e o f a number o f investment and

commercial banks, coupled with the significant weakening

of surviving institutions,    access to capital was

initially difficult for most companies and impossible for

others.     Indeed, for a period of several weeks in

September 2008, the debt markets were completely closed

to any company. While some stability has returned to the

capital markets,    the unprecedented volatility and

uncertainty that has characterized the markets since the

fall of 2008 negatively impacted the terms and increased

the cost of capital.

In this environment, set in the context of rising

capital expenditures for the industry at large and the

Company specifically, it is important that the Commission

16
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recognize that investors require a level of return that

reflects the increased level of risk.

WHAT ARE THE REGULATORY IMPLICATIONS OF THIS FINANCIAL

CRISIS?

The    current    environment presents    a distinct

challenge to the utility industry.    The industry must

retain access to capital on reasonable terms during this

period of market uncertainty in order to provide safe and

reliable service to customers.      This will require

balanced and consistent regulation. Maintaining a solid

regulatory compact will be critical.

PLEASE ELABORATE.

The regulatory compact means that utilities will

take the risk to invest in the infrastructure and assets

needed to provide safe, reliable, and efficient electric

service, and that regulators will support that investment

by providing timely recovery of costs, reasonable returns

on prudently invested capital, and regulatory treatment

that, in general, is fair, predictable and balanced. It

does not involve favoring any one group of interested

parties in the regulatory process over others, but

recognizes the key relationship between investment of

capital by the utility, and the need for recovery of

operating costs, capital and returns to support prudent

investment.
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ARE THE COMPANY’S CURRENT CREDIT RATINGS CAUSE FOR

CONCERN IN ITS OBTAINING ACCESS TO THE CAPITAL MARKETS?

Yes.    As previously discussed, the turmoil in the

financial markets has resulted in no company - no matter

how financially strong - having carte blanche access to

debt and equity financing. The stronger the company, the

better the odds that financing would be available, but

there are no guarantees. As will be discussed later, all

three credit rating agencies currently have a stable

outlook on the Company. However, a variety of

circumstances, including a lack of regulatory support,

could cause that perspective to change negatively.

WHAT FACTORS SUGGEST THAT IMPROVEMENT MAY STILL BE SLOW

TO COME     IN     THE     ECONOMY, WITH ATTENDANT     NEGATIVE

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE MARKETS?

News sources contain articles on almost a daily

basis conveying that the economy is still in a recovery

mode and the opportunity for additional shocks to the

system exists. For example, the Federal Reserve Board’s

recent continuation of its accommodative monetary policy,

heretofore an important stabilizing force in the markets,

is serving to foster increased concerns about the

mounting size of the federal deficit as well as its

impact on the dollar relative to other currencies.

Indeed, as its current program of Quantitative Easing
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(QE2) draws to an expected close in June, the Federal

Reserve Board has acknowledged that it will be faced with

a delicate balancing act of maintaining a weak but

rebounding

pressures

economy while not fueling

in the process.       And as

inflationary

was vividly

demonstrated in the November 12-13, 2010 meeting of the

G-20 nations in Seoul,

highly disturbed about

Korea, foreign countries are

the impact that the U.S.’

accommodative monetary policy is having on the level of

the dollar versus other currencies.

Another major problematic area is commercial real

estate, which has billions of dollars of loans coming due

and limited prospects of repayment.    A crisis in this

area could exacerbate ongoing problems in the already

weak banking sector.    And the possibility of markets

being disrupted by unanticipated events from around the

world always exists. For example, serious concerns exist

over the sovereign debt of some of the European

nations-Spain just months ago, and Greece, Ireland and

Portugal currently. In tandem with these debt worries is

the significant question of whether the Euro market will

survive.     In short, given the unstable economic and

political backdrop that still exists globally, there are

numerous possibilities for circumstances and/or events
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that could plunge the financial markets back into a

crisis mode. In sum, substantial risk still exists.

III. INVESTORS’ EXPECTATIONS FOR RETURNS AND
PERCEPTIONS OF THE CURRENT PROCEEDING

WHY IS THE PERCEPTION OF REGULATORY CLIMATE OF SUCH

IMPORTANCE TO INVESTORS?

Equity investors today still seek companies that can

offer stability in earnings and dividends. Fixed income

investors look for stable and adequate cash flows to

ensure payment of principal and interest when due, as

indicated by stable credit ratings. The ability to pay

dividends and sustain credit ratings is directly related

to the consistency and sufficiency of a utility’s

earnings, which depend in large part on how the utility

is regulated and managed. If there is uncertainty about

whether regulation will allow a utility the opportunity

to earn a reasonable return in future years, then that

lack of predictability will lead ~investors to avoid

holding investment positions in the utility, all other

things being equal.

As a result, investors selecting electric utility

stocks today place a very high value on consistent and

constructive regulation. And, with a new round of base

rate case filings underway in the industry, the quality

of regulation is receiving increased investor scrutiny.
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IN YOUR EXPERIENCE AS AN ANALYST AND PORTFOLIO MANAGER,

COULD    A    PERCEIVED    CHANGE    IN    A    COMPANY’S    REGULATORY

CLIMATE AFFECT YOUR INVESTMENT OPINION?

Absolutely.    During my tenure as an institutional

investor, a utility’s regulatory environment was a

critical factor in my assessment of its investment

attractiveness. An adverse regulatory decision could be

a key determinant in my recommendation or decision to

sell a stock already owned or not to make an investment

in one under consideration.

WHO ARE TYPICAL INVESTORS IN UTILITY STOCKS?

There are two kinds of investors: individuals, who

generally seek stability and income from their utility

holdings, and institutions, which generally seek total

return (i.e., price appreciation plus dividend income)

from their utility investments.

PLEASE PROVIDE MORE DETAIL ON INDIVIDUAL INVESTORS.

Individuals can own stocks through two avenues:

either outright in his or her own name, or through a

variety of institutional vehicles. In the latter option,

which will be discussed later, a person purchases shares

in a mutual fund or other investment vehicle, or has a

direct interest in a pension fund that is managed by

professional or institutional investors.
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As noted previously, individual investors typically

2

4

seek stability and income in their utility holdings.

According to a recent study authored by Ernst & Young3,

the individual who directly owns utility stocks is older

and not in the highest income bracket.     Using the

Internal Revenue Service’s Statistics of Income on tax

9

10

returns with qualified dividends and information from a

variety of sources on investors’ portfolio holdings,

Ernst & Young estimated the age and income distribution

from direct investors in utility stocks in 2007 as

ii follows:

Tax Returns with Qualified Dividends from Direct Utility Stocks, 2007

12

13

65 years
and older

Note; Tota!s may noI add ~p d~le ~o= rounding

Less
than 35

$100,000 Less than
35 to 49 arid above $25,000

50 to 64 $25,000-
$49,999

$75,000-
$99399

$50,000-$74,999

As the foregoing charts illustrate, 86% of the outright

14 owners of utility stocks are aged 50 and older; 59% are

Ernst & Young. The Beneficiaries of the Dividend Tax Rate Reduction; A
Profile of Utility Shareholders. Prepared for the Edison Electric
Institute and the American Gas Association. January 2010.
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aged 65 and older; 66% have incomes of less than

$i00,000; and 38% have income less than $50,000.    This

data suggests that the typical owners of utility stocks

are older individuals who hold utilities to supplement

their retirement income.

WHAT ARE THE IMPLICATIONS OF THESE DEMOGRAPHICS FOR

INDIVIDUAL INVESTORS IN UTILITY STOCKS?

Because the vast majority of utility individual

shareholders are older and desirous of supplemental

income, it is important for utilities to produce strong

earnings that can support the dividend income that these

holders need.    As will be discussed later in greater

detail, PHI currently offers a very competitive dividend

yield to shareholders. While the common dividend has not

been increased since January 2008 and the payout

constitutes a disproportionately high percentage of

earnings at the present time, analysts are forecasting an

earnings rebound in coming years that would reduce that

percentage.
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TURN NOW, PLEASE, TO INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS. HAS THE

INVESTMENT INDUSTRY ITSELF CHANGED IN RECENT YEARS?

Yes.    In recent years, institutional investors and

hedge funds have grown dramatically in the amount of

capital they control. This growth has had a significant

impact on the speed with which the market reacts to

unfavorable developments.    It has led the market to be

much more reactive and much less forgiving than it may

have been in the past.    In the context of a regulatory

decision, investors will not necessarily wait, as they

would have in the past, to see how the ramifications of a

decision might play out. Rather, they simply sell their

shares if a regulator’s decision runs counter to their

expectations.

INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS OF SUCH IMPORTANCEWHY ARE

GENERALLY?

Because of the sheer size of their investment

positions, institutions can effectively direct the course

of individual securities, and sometimes can move the

market as a whole.     Institutional investors include

financial institutions such as: various types of public

retirement funds, mutual funds, investment companies,

insurance companies, and commercial and investment banks.

They approach the investment selection process from the

standpoint of a portfolio. An investment portfolio is a
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collection of stocks selected to achieve the highest

possible return within a commensurate level of risk.

Therefore,     institutional    investors    keep    electric

utilities in their portfolios only when such stocks

achieving    the    desired    risk/returncontribute    to

relationship.

It should be remembered that, generally, the

customers of institutional investors are individuals and

it is they who ultimately gain or suffer loss from

changes in the value of the institution’s investments.

Anyone who has a stake in a retirement plan, owns a

mutual fund, has a trust fund, or pays insurance

premiums, for example, is directly or indirectly a client

of an institutional investor.    But the individuals who

make the decisions concerning these investments are paid

money managers, and how they see their responsibilities

to the clients they serve, and the way that their

performance is judged, have a great deal to do with how

they react to developments in the market.

WHY ARE INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS IMPORTANT TO PEPCO?

Institutional investors today hold roughly 58% of

parent company PHI’s total common shares. Such investors

warrant significant attention due to their ability to

change dramatically the market for the parent shares.

Because institutional investors own large blocks of

25
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shares relative to the volumes typically traded, their

activity in moving in or out of the company’s shares is

often noticeable as a significant change in the price and

volume of shares being traded for the company.    This

change may be picked up by other institutional investors,

by the investment community in general, and eventually by

individual investors.    These other entities will then

look to see what is driving this trend in the stock and

whether the trend is likely to continue or disappear. If

they see support for the trend, they may follow the lead

of the firms that initially began to move the market, and

by following the leaders, the late movers may further

strengthen the trend.

WHY MIGHT AN INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR CHOOSE NOT TO HOLD

INVESTMENTS IN A PARTICULAR ELECTRIC UTILITY?

Several    factors    might    be    drivers. First,

institutional investors have fiduciary responsibilities.

For example, managers of pension assets fall under

Federal ERISA laws, which mandate that a portfolio

manager’s decisions meet the so-called "prudent man"

standard. That is to say, he or she is expected not to

make investment decisions that are unduly risky or to

retain stocks that are unduly risky given the investment

goals of the portfolio and the function of the stock

within it.
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In     addition,

performance pressures.

Witness Cannell

institutional     investors     have

It is not enough for stocks in a

portfolio simply to increase in value. Rather, relative

performance is what counts.    Investment performance is

gauged against the returns earned by a market proxy (such

as S&P’s 500 Index) or a peer group of investments (i.e.,

those with a similar style, such as value, growth, growth

& income, small cap, etc.). Mutual fund rating

organizations such as Morningstar track and publicize the

relative performance for mutual funds, while various

pension consultants perform the same service for their

client organizations.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN AN INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR

UNDERPERFORMS?

The     results     can     vary,     but,      eventually,

underperformance will result in lost business and

personnel changes.    Mutual fund shareholders can sell

their fund shares. A pension plan sponsor can fire the

professional investor or reduce the assets under its

investor’s management. And, of course, poor performance

also disadvantages the individual who has entrusted his

monies to the institution for management.
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Witness Cannell

HOW LONG A PERIOD DOES AN INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR HAVE

BEFORE PERFORMANCE BECOMES AN ISSUE?

Again, it can vary.    But there is little argument

that institutional investors no longer have the luxury of

a long time horizon in which

Investors need and want results.

to show performance.

And, with the public

visibility that investment results now have (through

organizations such as Morningstar and the various pension

consultants) and the resulting performance pressure, most

investment organizations are now operating with a much

shorter time horizon than in years past.     Generally

speaking, a long investment time horizon today can be as

short as 12-18 months. So, a stock that is unlikely to

perform within the prescribed time horizon is usually not

attractive for purchase or continued investment by an

institutional investor.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR INVESTMENTS    IN REGULATED

UTILITIES SPECIFICALLY?

This shortened time frame means that if there is bad

news, institutional investors are more likely to react

quickly.    In the instance of a rate proceeding, these

investors are unlikely to wait to see what the outcome of

the next rate decision will be.

opportunity cost to them.

That would represent an

Rather,    institutional

investors would be more prone to sell their shares on the
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This would not be

for the reasons discussed

news of an adverse regulatory outcome.

good for customers either,

earlier.

HOW HAVE YOU GAUGED INVESTORS’ PERCEPTIONS OF THE ISSUES

IN THIS PROCEEDING?

To supplement my own knowledge of the industry, I

have reviewed various reports related to the Company and

its parent written by investment analysts.     A clear

picture of investors’ perceptions emerges from these

reports, which is in keeping with my own views.

PLEASE DISCUSS INVESTORS’ GENERAL VIEWS OF REGULATION.

One of the key factors analysts use to evaluate the

quality of a regulatory climate is the consistency of a

Commission’s decisions.    Investors value certainty and

predictability; a lack of consistency in a Commission’s

actions or decisions serves to increase the investment

risk associated with a utility.     Where there is a

predictable track record of regulatory decisions and

actions, investors are able to anticipate reliably the

future actions of a Commission.    That reduces risk and

supports reasonable valuations-i.e., the market supports

a higher price for the Company’s stock and a lower

interest rate on bonds, which decreases a company’s cost

of capital.
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In a study I prepared in 2005 for EEI on investors’

perceptions of state regulation4, respondents were asked

to cite the regulatory factors they felt characterized a

constructive environment,    as well as    those that

characterize a non-constructive environment.     On the

positive side of the ledger, one of the most important

considerations for investors was a regulatory climate

that is "’fair, stable, predictable, and consistent."

TURN NOW TO THE VIEWPOINT OF CREDIT RATING AGENCIES.

PLEASE COMMENT ON HOW THE AGENCIES PERCEIVE THE COMPANY

AND ITS REGULATORY SITUATION.

Pepco’s credit ratings are all investment grade.

S&P’s long term issuer rating on the Company is BBB+;

Moody’s Baa2; and Fitch’s is BBB+. All three agencies

have a stable outlook on the Company.

WHAT     ROLE     DO     CREDIT     AGENCIES     PLAY     IN     INVESTORS’

EXPECTATIONS?

In the wake of financial disasters, bankruptcies,

and the ensuing severe erosion in investor confidence

that began early in this decade, credit issues became

critically important not only to fixed income investors,

but also to equity investors.    While credit downgrades

initially impacted only the most troubled companies, a

4 J.M. Cannell, Inc. State Utility Regulation: As Assessment of Investor
Perceptions. Prepared for the Edison Electric Institute. August 2005.
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effect soon was experienced by healthy

Part of this was due to the fact that the

rating agencies came under harsh criticism that they had

failed to detect problems early enough in companies such

as Enron Corp. As a result, they began to heighten their

scrutiny of all entities under their watch and became far

more proactive in making rating changes.     As well,

"headline risk" began to come into play, as investors

worried that-when credit problems in an industry are in

the headlines-any company

vulnerable to a downgrade.

in the sector could be

Thus, equity investors now

closely watch the actions of the credit agencies, because

any change in ratings can signal underlying problems and

have a significant impact on a company’s stock price.

WHY    IS    HAVING    AN INVESTMENT-GRADE    CREDIT    RATING

IMPORTANT?

In simple terms, the higher the credit rating, the

greater the access to debt capital and the less it costs

to borrow. In turn, lower borrowing costs translate into

lower customer rates.    But on a slightly more complex

level, when a debt rating nears or enters non-investment

grade or "junk" status, interest costs begin to rise

significantly because lenders need a higher return as

compensation for the much higher risk they are incurring.

It bears mention that credit rating downgrades occur more
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readily than do upgrades. Further, when a credit rating

is officially non-investment grade, many financial

institutions are no longer permitted to hold the bonds of

the company in question. That company’s debt is

considered to be unsafe and thus unfit for inclusion in

conservative investment portfolios.

PLEASE COMMENT ON THE IMPACT A NON-INVESTMENT GRADE

CREDIT RATING HAS ON MARKET ACCESS.

When a company is rated below investment grade, not

only does it have to pay more for its debt, but its

access to the credit markets is also fragile and

uncertain. This is particularly true during times of

heightened market instability, when investors tend to

gravitate toward investments that are of a higher quality

and thus perceived to be safer.    Unfortunately, it is

often during tumultuous periods that a company’s need for

credit is heightened, and it is at just those times that

the credit spigot can be closed off.    In more extreme

situations, that lack of credit availability can cause a

company’s    financials    to    spiral out    of    control,

potentially resulting in bankruptcy.

The impact of a non-investment grade credit rating

or the worst-case setting of a bankruptcy has a very

deleterious impact on ratepayers.     Because financing

expense is a legitimate cost of service, customer rates
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must rise to reflect those higher costs.    But, equally

important, the company operations can be negatively

impacted if a company is forced to take measures to

conserve available cash.

WHY IS A UTILITY’S REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT IMPORTANT TO

THE RATING AGENCIES?

The rating agencies appraise companies on the basis

of creditworthiness. Rating agencies also evaluate

current financial soundness and attempt to discern how

that might change in the future. One of the key factors

in assessing a utility’s financial picture is the

regulatory climate in which the company operates, because

regulators influence the utility’s capital structure and

establish allowed returns that may be earned on that

capital. Thus, a regulatory environment characterized by

consistency and predictability is one that lends itself

to a company’s having a sounder financial base.

Conversely, a regulatory situation defined by a lack of

stability can have a deleterious impact on a utility’s

credit profile.

PLEASE DISCUSS MOODY’S RATING ON PEPCO.

The agency’s assessments fit within the framework of

its ratings method, in which the key factors it examines
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articulated and quantified.~

of    paramount    importance:

"regulatory framework" and "ability to recover costs and

earn returns" each carry a 25% weighting.    The other

ratings factors are diversification (10%) and financial

strength and liquidity (40%).

PLEASE ELABORATE ON MOODY’S VIEWS R~GARDING "REGULATORY

FRAMEWORK."

Moody’s    notes    that    "the    predictability    and

supportiveness of the regulatory framework" in which a

utility operates is a "key credit consideration."    The

agency said it examines various factors of a regulatory

environment, including "how developed the regulatory

framework is; its track record for predictability and

stability in terms of decision making; and the strength

of the regulator’s authority over utility regulatory

issues. A utility operating in a stable, reliable, and

highly predictable regulatory environment will be scored

higher on this factor than a utility operating in a

regulatory environment that exhibits a high degree of

uncertainty or unpredictability.’’6

Moody’s Electric Service, "Rating Methodology: Regulated Electric and Gas
Utilities." August 2009.
Id.
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WHAT ABOUT THE SECOND REGULATION-RELATED FACTOR, ~ABILITY

TO RECOVER COSTS AND EARN RETURNS?"

Moody’s states "the ability to recover prudently

incurred costs in a timely manner is perhaps the single

most important credit consideration for regulated

utilities, as the lack of timely recovery of such costs

has caused financial stress for utilities on several

occasions."

regulatory

The agency pointed to the fact that

disputes which ended in insufficient or

delayed rate relief were a factor in four of the six

major investor-owned utility bankruptcies in the U.S.

over the last

"currently, the

50 years.     Moody’s also opined that

utility industry’s sizeable capital

expenditure requirements for infrastructure needs will

create a growing and ongoing need for rate relief for

recovery of these expenditures at a time when the global

economy has slowed."7

WHAT SPECIFIC FACTORS DRIVE MOODY’S RATINGS OF PEPCO?

Moody’s identifies four factorsS:

¯ Operates in challenging regulatory environments
¯ Adequate cost recovery mechanisms and liquidity

profile
¯ Significant capital spending program
¯ Strong historical financial metrics likely to be

slightly pressured going forward

7 Id.
8 Moody’s Investors Service. "Credit Opinion: Potomac Electric Power
Company." July 7, 2010.
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PLEASE ELABORATE ON THE AGENCY’S VIEWS OF THE DRIVERS.

In regard to Pepco’s regulatory environment, the

first factor noted above, Moody’s scores the Company as a

high Ba, which is on the lower end of the ranking

scale-"as a result of the unpredictable and challenging

regulatory environments in which it operates."     The

agency notes that the District of Columbia historically

has been viewed as a "challenging regulatory environment

due to a trend of authorizing return on equity (ROE) at

levels slightly below industry averages." The firm does

note favorably, however, that the Commission "has been

more supportive of the recovery of costs as evidenced by

the approval of a Bill Stabilization Adjustment (BSA)

effective in November 2009."

Regarding the second ratings driver, ability to

recover costs and earn returns, Moody’s scores Pepco at

the high Baa level. This assessment reflects the BSA and

other minor riders on the positive side of the spectrum,

offset by "a downward trend in the utility’s earned

return on equity to slightly more than 7% in 2009 from

approximately 9% in 2008 and 11% in 2007.    The agency

does, however, anticipate improvement in earned returns

with the implementation of rate increases.

As to the third ratings driver, significant capital

spending program, Moody’s expects Pepco’s capex program
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to be financed with a mix of internally generated cash,

debt, and PHI equity contributions.    In addressing the

fourth driver, a strong historical financial profile, the

agency observed that Pepco’s current financial metrics

indicate a slightly higher rating.    Moody’s cautioned,

however, that prospective metrics are expected to be

"pressured to levels more indicative of a mid-Baa rating"

with the onset of Pepco’s large construction program.

HOW DOES MOODY’S SUMMARIZE ITS OUTLOOK ON PEPCO?

The agency explained that its stable outlook on the

Company reflects an expectation for continuation of an

adequate financial profile as capital expansion ensues,

"and that future distribution rate case filings will be

constructive."

WHAT IS FITCH’S PERSPECTIVE ON THE COMPANY?

In a recent affirmation of Pepco’s and sister

companies’ Delmarva Power & Light’s and Atlantic City

Electric’s ratings, Fitch expressed a relatively salutary

opinion regarding the regulatory environment:

Pepco’s rating and Stable Outlook reflect the
low business risk of its regulated electric
transmission and distribution operations in
Maryland    and    the    District    of    Columbia.
Regulation     in     both     jurisdictions     is
constructive, allowing for timely recovery of
power    procurement    costs,    Federal    Energy
Commission (FERC) approved formula rates in
retail rates, and energy efficiency and demand
response costs.9

Fitch Ratings. "Fitch Affirms IDRs of Pepco, Delmarva Power & Light, and
37
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io Yes. The agency noted Pepco’s large spending

program and consequent need to file frequent rate cases:

Pepco has a large capital expenditure plan of
$2.5 billion over 2010-14. A major portion of
this for the proposed Mid-Atlantic Power
Pathway    (MAPP)    and other FERC regulated
transmission investments .... Pepco is also
making substantial investments in Advanced
Metering Infrastructure (AMI) and smart grid.
Fitch expects the heavy capex cycle to pressure
leverage measures, yet remain consistent with
Pepco’s    ’BBB+’    IDR .... It is Fitch’s
expectation that Pepco continues to finance its
planned capex with a balanced mix of debt and
equity infusion from the parent.    Key rating
drivers considered include customer growth,
frequency and likely outcome of future rate
cases and execution of the large capex plan.

Rating concerns include persistent regulatory
lag that causes Pepco to file frequent rate
cases, thus exposing the company to macro
factors such as the overall state of the
economy, interest rates and local politics.I°

WHAT IS S&P’S OUTLOOK FOR THE COMPANY?

The rating agency expressed its expectation that the

excellent business profile will be sustained due to PHI’s

"focusing on the three regulated T&D utilities and not

increase unregulated operations

contribution    to    consolidated

Consistent with that view, S&P

beyond a nominal

operating    income.’’I~

further expects a

strengthening in cash flow protection and debt leverage

Atlantic City Electric; Outlooks Stable." September 2, 2010.
Id.
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measures along with an increase in utility cash flows and

decline in consolidated debt levels.

HOW DOES S&P VIEW THE COMPANY’S REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

AND OUTLOOK?

In describing Pepco’s weaknesses, S&P headed the

list with "regulatory environments considered less credit

supportive." It went on to say, though, that it expects

PHI to "reach constructive regulatory outcomes to avoid

any meaningful rises in business risk." The agency noted

that it could change its stable outlook to negative if,

among other factors, "expected rate recovery is less than

expected, or financial measures do not achieve our

expected levels on a sustained basis.’’12

WHAT INFERENCES DO YOU DRAW FROM THE CREDIT RATING

AGENCIES’ VIEWS OF PEPCO AND ITS REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT?

Moody’s evaluates companies within an articulated

ratings method.    Of the four factors the firm reviews,

the regulatory framework and ability to recover costs and

earn returns account for half of the evaluation.

Specific to Pepco, Moody’s characterizes the utility’s

regulatory environments as unpredictable and challenging,

particularly due to authorized ROE levels that are below

industry averages.    However, the agency views favorably

the fact that the District of Columbia has been more

Standard & Poor’s. "Potomac Electric Power." July 16, 2010.
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supportive of cost recovery mechanisms. Fitch considers

the District of Columbia regulatory environment (along

with that of Maryland) to be relatively salutary.    The

agency did, however, note Pepco’s large prospective

capital expenditure program as well as the persistent

regulatory lag that will prompt frequent rate case

filings. S&P in 2010 upgraded PHI and its subsidiaries to

reflect the expected strengthening of credit quality from

a refocus on utility operations following the divestment

of merchant generating assets. The agency, while viewing

PHI’s state regulatory environments as less credit

supportive, also voiced its belief that constructive

business outcomes will be reached so as to minimize any

meaningful rise in business risk.     In sum, the three

agencies have a somewhat mixed opinion about Pepco’s

regulatory climate.

PLEASE TURN YOUR ATTENTION NOW TO THE OPINIONS OF EQUITY

INVESTORS. HOW DO THEY VIEW THE COMPANY?

Analysts are keenly aware that PHI in mid-2010

completed the sale of its merchant generation assets and

can now fully focus on its regulated utilities.    With

those operations expected to provide 90-95% of the

corporation’s earnings prospectively,    investors are

placing a renewed emphasis on the company’s regulatory

~2 Id.
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environments.     They also view PHI’s dividend as an

investment attribute, particularly given the opportunity

present with stronger earnings growth ahead to reduce the

above-average payout ratio.

YOU PREVIOUSLY DISCUSSED THE IMPORTANCE OF THE DIVIDEND

TO INDIVIDUAL INVESTORS       IN UTILITY STOCKS. IS      THE

DIVIDEND ALSO IMPORTANT TO INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS?

Yes. While individual investors primarily seek the

additional income that a utility dividend affords them,

institutions focus on total return, which is comprised of

appreciation in the price of a stock along with dividend

income. In the case of PHI, the $1.08 per share annual

dividend rate currently represents a payout greater than

the $0.91 earned in 2009 and a high proportion (87%) of

2010’s earnings of $1.24.    That high payout provides a

very attractive dividend yield, which is in excess of

that available from most utility and other investments.

Institutions understand that a dividend rate that exceeds

or constitutes the lion’s share of earnings is not

sustainable. In PHI’s case, however, the expectation is

for the dividend to be maintained, and for earnings to

grow into the dividend rate. As JP Morgan noted:

Strong dividend should put a floor under the
stock. We believe further downside in POM
shares is unlikely given its high dividend
yield. Management has consistently reiterated
its commitment to the dividend.     We note,
however, that we project that its payout ratio

41
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remains relatively high. 2010E EPS represent a
transition year as the company is divesting its
unregulated business, but POM must drive
sufficient EPS in 2011 and beyond to bring its
payout ratio more in line with the industry.
We project that EPS growth will help reduce its
payout ratio through 2012, but we note that we
believe the company has limited margin for
error because of its high payout ratio starting
point.13

The firm’s opinion is echoed by a number of other

investment     firms, including     Soleil     Securities,

Oppenheimer, and Wellington Shields:

Despite the >100% payout of current operating
earnings, POM’ s commitment to its $i. 08/shr
dividend has never wavered, and we view it as

14secure.

18
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Its dividend continues to be one of its primary
investment drivers.    With the divestiture of
Conectiv Energy, PHI’s dividend payout ratio
rose to 119% in 2009. We believe that PHI will
be able to ~grow into’ its dividend in the next
three years, as we expect earnings to rise with
the    increase    in    the distribution    and
transmission investments. Based on our
analysis, we believe that it is not likely that
PHI’s dividend will be reduced in the next
three years.

29
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31
32

33

In addition to the growth story, the dividend
remains one of the most compelling features of
POM    shares.         Despite    recent    earnings
challenges, we believe that management remains
committed to the current dividend.    Given our

j.p. Morgan. "Pepco Holdings: Upgrading to Neutral; Negative Catalyst
Did Not Materialize as we Expected; Yield Support Likely Limits
Downside." July 22, 2010.

Soleil Securities. "Pepco Holdings: Yield Play; Price Target
Unchanged." September 9, 2010.

Oppenheimer. "Pepco Holdings, Inc. Balancing Large Capex and Dividend
Obligation; Initiate at Perform." September 28, 2010.
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EPS and cash flow growth expectations, we
believe that dividend growth could be restored
in the 2015-2016 time frame.    Due to the EPS
growth we expect, we project that the dividend
payout ratio could continuously decline from
about 85% in 2010 to closer to 71%-74% by 2013.
The potential decline in the dividend payout
should instill considerable investor confidence
in the attractive dividend. Therefore, in our
opinion, the company’s dividend is secure and
the level of security should improve materially
over the next five years.      The current
indicated dividend of $0.27, $1.08 provides a
current    indicated    yield    of    over    6.0%,
attractive relative to nearly all peer utility
stocks, and certainly relative to the broad
market, and Treasury yields, in our view.
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WHY SHOULD PHI’S DIVIDEND BE MAINTAINED AND NOT REDUCED

OR OMITTED?

Because both individual and institutional investors

place great value on PHI’s dividend, a reduction in or

omission of the payout would remove a strong rationale

for an investment in the company.    A negative dividend

action would be particularly ill-advised during this

period of high capital expenditures for PHI and its

utility subsidiaries.    Just as some debt investors are

prohibited from owning non-investment grade credits, some

equity investors have dividend income as a mandatory

investment criterion.     Further, as previously noted,

individual investors in PHI’s stock have come to rely on

the income produced by their investment. A reduction of

Wellington Shields & Co. LLC. "Pepco Holdings, Inc.; Reducing Estimates
Modestly, Prospective Growth and Stock Remain Attractive." March 17,2011.
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PHI’s dividend would be a particular hardship to those

lower income investors on fixed incomes.     In short,

maintaining PHI’s dividend at its current level is

critical to the company.

IS PHI’S DIVIDEND ALSO IMPORTANT TO CUSTOMERS?

Yes. On November 17, 2010, the National Association

of Utility Regulatory Commissioners (NARUC) adopted a

Resolution urging Congress to retain the existing lower

dividend tax rates, due to expire on December 31.17 In

its Resolution, NARUC made the following points regarding

utility dividends:

¯ Raising dividend tax rates would make it more
difficult    for    dividend-paying    companies    to
attract investors.    This is especially true for
the extremely capital-intensive electric utility
industry.

¯ Infrastructure projects created by utilities are
an important source of high-quality jobs that
will help keep America competitive.

¯ The higher cost of capital driven by higher
income    taxes    on    dividends,    combined with
utilities’ need for extremely large amounts of
capital, will translate into higher utility
customer rates. (Emphasis added)

The regulators’ points about utility dividends in

general are also true for PHI specifically.

17 National Association of Utility Regulatory Commissioners. "Resolution

Urging Retention of the Lower Dividend Income Tax Rates." November 17,2010.
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IN ADDITION TO THE INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS CITED BY

OPPENHEIMER, WHAT OTHER FACTORS DO ANALYSTS CONSIDER

IMPORTANT IN HELPING GROW EARNINGS AND FURTHER SECURE THE

SAFETY OF THE DIVIDEND?

Regulation is a frequently cited factor.

PLEASE ELABORATE.

As noted previously, regulation is a critical

element in determining the return on equity a utility is

permitted and its ability to actually achieve it.    The

dividend payout is an outgrowth of the earnings level.

The investment firm Edward Jones noted in its research

its belief that future rate increases will help to

support the dividend and thus lower the risk of its being

reduced. Wunderlich Securities confirmed the importance

of regulation to earnings:    "Earnings growth in ~ii and

’12 is driven largely by rate increases in regulated

operations.’’18 The firm recently affirmed that viewpoint:

As expected, recent rate increases had a significant

impact on earnings."’19

CAN YOU BE MORE SPECIFIC ON INVESTORS’ VIEWS REGARDING

THE COMPANY’S REGULATORY SITUATION?

Yes. In addressing the subject of regulation as it

pertains to Pepco and its parent PHI, analysts’ comments

Wunderlich Securities. "Pepco Holdings, Inc.: 2Q EPS Better Than
Expected; Increase Estimates and Maintain Hold." August i0, 2010.
Wunderlich Securities. "IQ Better Than Expected; Raise Estimates and
Target Price." May 9, 2011.
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revolve around several topics: regulatory risk in

general, regulatory lag, regulatory mechanisms, allowed

ROE levels, and state/case-specific commentary.

PLEASE DISCUSS ANALYSTS’ VIEWS OF GENERAL REGULATORY RISK

ASSOCIATED WITH THE COMPANY AND ITS PARENT.

Any utility falling under the jurisdiction of a

state regulatory body will obviously be impacted by the

rulings of that commission; the potential for regulatory

risk is thus common to any regulated utility. The degree

to which that factor is pronounced is determined by the

quality of the regulatory environment.    In the case of

PHI, analysts have some reservations about the quality of

the regulatory climates in the states in which the

parent’s subsidiaries operate, with some describing the

company’s     collective     regulatory environment     as

"challenging"    and having    "room for    improvement."

Moreover, investors are keenly aware of how critical

constructive regulation is to PHI’s and its subsidiaries’

financial health.    As Oppenheimer noted, "In our view,

creating and maintaining a constructive regulatory

environment and reasonable rate case outcomes are key to

playing out PHI’s strategy successfully."2°    Wellington

Shields offers a similar opinion:

As in all electric utilities, regulatory
decisions are critical.    The company faces a

20 Oppenheimer, op. cir.
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number of critical regulatory decisions over
the next several years that will help shape the
fundamental     outlook     for     the     company.
Regulatory outcomes are never more important
than when a company is expanding aggressively.
The    company    must     achieve    satisfactory
regulatory outcomes on a timely basis to avoid
excessive regulatory lag and weak earned
returns. If the various regulators do not
approve satisfactory revenue requirements to
adequately support Pepco’s [PHI’s] capital
program in a timely fashion, they will
adversely affect Pepco’s [PHI’s] prospective
financial performance.      Without significant
capital tracker/rider support for Pepco’s
[PHI’s] capital plan, this is the one risk we
are most concerned about."21

In a recent report, the Wellington Shields’ analyst,

now at Williams Capital, expands on that viewpoint:

Given Pepco’s transformation and the renewed
focus on more aggressive utility growth,
significant regulatory hurdles also remain a
challenge to achieving the kind of earnings and
cash flow we expect. The company’s regulatory
jurisdictions are certainly some of the less
investor friendly in the country, yielding
uncertainty regarding timely cost recovery and
earned returns.22

YOU    REFERRED    TO    OTHER    ISSUES    IMPORTANT    TO    INVESTORS    SUCH

AS REGULATORY LAG,    ALLOWED ROE LEVELS,    AND REGULATORY

MECHANISMS.

33

34

35

36

37

io Regulatory lag impedes a utility’s ability to earn

its allowed ROE. PHI’s subsidiaries have several sources

of regulatory lag, including, importantly, the absence of

regulatory mechanisms that would serve to mitigate the

earnings gap.    Investors have expressed clear concern

Wellington Shields. "Pepco Holdings." November 30, 2010.
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that the PHI utilities are subject to large amounts of

regulatory lag.    For example, Wells Fargo stated: "In

addition, the lack of rate riders and forward looking

test years make it challenging for the regulated

utilities to earn their allowed ROE even immediately

after new rates are implemented.’’23    Indeed, SunTrust

Robinson Humphrey has quantified its 2011 and 2012

earnings per share estimates of $1.25 and $1.35,

respectively, as assuming the sizeable sums of $0.35 and

$0.27 of regulatory lag in PHI’s utility portfolio in

2011 and 2012, respectively.24     In other words, the

analyst’s 2011 EPS estimate would have been $1.60 and the

2012 estimate would have been $1.62, in the absence of

regulatory lag.

Wellington Shields provides perhaps the most

forceful statement of the deleterious affect that

regulatory lag has on the PHI utilities. The firm notes

that a persistence of regulatory lag would impair PHI’s

earnings growth, heighten concerns over dividend safety,

and affect the company’s access to the capital markets on

reasonable terms:

Should regulatory lag prove onerous during
Pepco’s [PHI’s] construction build-out, it will
certainly adversely affect Pepco’s [PHI’s]

Williams Capital Research. "Pepco Holdings, Inc." June 21, 2011.
Wells Fargo Securities. "Pepco Holdings, Inc: POM: Upgrading Rating to
Outperform; T&D Growth Story with Attractive Yield." May 25, 2010.
SunTrust Robinson Humphrey. "Pepco Holdings, Inc.: 4Q Above Our
Estimate Primarily due to Favorable Tax Treatment." February 28, 2011.
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ability to attract the debt and equity
financing that will be necessary to support the
company’ s construction program on favorable
terms. Failing to achieve satisfactory, timely
return on Pepco’ s [PHI’ s] capital expansion
will also affect the dividend.    While we are
currently comfortable with the direction of
Pepco’s [PHI’s] fundamental prospects and the
current dividend, weak earned returns on rate
base could slow the improvement in the dividend
coverage that will be important to reducing
investor anxiety over the high dividend payout
ratio and in turn affect the pricing of
significant new equity over the next five

25years.

ARE INVESTORS AWARE OF THE COMPANY’S EFFORTS TO MITIGATE

REGULATORY LAG?

Yes.    As SunTrust Robinson Humphrey and Wunderlich

Securities respectively noted,

Final resolution of the Delmarva Power electric
rate case in Maryland should provide more
clarity on POM’s ability to reduce regulatory
lag (which we currently estimate at $0.33 per
share).    As part of the Delmarva Power rate
case settlement, which was filed on May 25~h,

the parties agreed to initiate a separate
discussion on how to mitigate regulatory lag
and reach their conclusions i00 days after the
approval of the settlement by the Maryland PSC
(which is expected by June 15~h) . We note that
POM has suggested two lag reduction mechanisms:
reliability investment tracker and automatic
annual rate adjustments.    If POM is successful
in implementing a lag reduction mechanism in
this proceeding, it could be applied to the
company’s other utilities as well. Our current
estimates assume that the regulatory lag is
reduced to $0.20 by 2013.26

2~ Wellington Shields & Co. LLC, op.cit., November 30, 2010.

2~ SunTrust Robinson Humphrey. "Pepco Holdings, Inc.: Regulatory
Developments Key to Earnings (and Stock Price) Outlook." May 27, 2011.
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Regulatory lag continues to be key challenge.
...      Regulatory lag versus allowed returns
equates to $0.30 in EPS.    It appears P0M will
be a serial filer of rate cases over the next
few years, and while the company intends to
seek mechanisms such as trackers and forward
test years to help eliminate regulatory lag,
our sense is that it will take several rounds
of cases to meaningfully reduce this lag.27
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Indeed, Company Witness Lowry’s testimony details a

number of options that the Commission could adopt to

mitigate regulatory lag, including revenue decoupling,

multiyear revenue caps, cost trackers, and fully forecast

test years.

It bears mention that,    in the 2005 Investor

Perception study previously referenced in my testimony,

investors expressed support for mechanisms that improve

the regulatory process in general.    For example, when

queried as to which areas or regulatory treatment could

bear improvement, over half the analysts’ responses

referenced regulatory flexibility and mechanisms. As to

specific mechanisms, the study sought analyst views on

future test years and CWIP in rate base.     83% of

respondents endorsed the use of a future (versus

historical) test year, and 97% supported placing CWIP in

rate base.2s    These mechanisms would offer a number of

benefits, chief among them greater certainty regarding

27 Wunderlich Securities. "Pepco Holdings, Inc.: Tough Outlook for POM;

Yield Provides Floor for Stock." April ii, 2011.
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the recovery of costs.     But, importantly, because a

greater proportion of expenditures would be recovered in

a more timely fashion, these mechanisms would also

lengthen the time between rate cases.

CAN    THE USE    OF    SOME    OF    THE    REGULATORY    MECHANISMS

DISCUSSED IN COMPANY WITNESS DR. LOWRY’S TESTIMONY THAT

WORK TO REDUCE LAG ALSO HELP TO SUPPORTA COMPANY’S

CREDIT QUALITY?

AsYes.

states,

companies

favorable

Company Witness

statistics published

utilizing a forward

Lowry’s testimony

S&P confirm that

test year had more

did utilities withcredit metrics than

historical test years. These metrics included a stronger

credit rating (A- and A vs. BBB+ and A-); higher average

return on capital (9.7% compared to 8.3%); improved

EBITDA/interest coverage (5.4 vs. 4.8); and more robust

FFO/debt ratio (24.8% compared to 21.0%).29

YOU PREVIOUSLY CITED ALLOWED ROE LEVELS AS AN AREA OF

INVESTOR CONCERN. PLEASE EXPAND ON THAT ISSUE.

Analysts are acutely aware that PHI’s utilities in

recent rate proceedings have not been allowed ROEs that

are consistent with those permitted on average in most

other jurisdictions.    Subpar allowed ROEs, particularly

J.M. Cannell, Inc., op. cit.
Lowry at 59-61.
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when coupled with significant regulatory lag, have

rendered the utilities    incapable of realizing a

competitive return. For example, Wells Fargo Securities

noted:

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

Regulatory Update.    POM laid out a menu of
mechanisms to reduce regulatory lag in the next
round of rate filings. The strategy appears to
be pursuing formula rate plans with annual
updates as regulators do not have much appetite
for riders. Regulators’ reception to reform is
uncertain at this point and we have been
discouraged by recent rate outcomes, including
sub-10% ROEs in Maryland and DC.3°

14

15

16

17

18

Investors are hopeful, however, that ROEs will

improve. This could occur through the successful

combination of increased allowed return levels, coupled

with measures to mitigate regulatory lag. As Wellington

Shields stated:

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Given Pepco’s transformation and the renewed
focus on utility growth, significant regulatory
hurdles also remain a challenge to achieving
the kind of earnings and cash flow growth we
expect. The company’s regulatory jurisdictions
are certainly some of the less investor
friendly in the country.     However, with the
company’s utilities generally under-earning at
less than 10.0% ROEs on distribution and with a
substantial capital program, we do expect
material incremental earnings from distribution

31rate cases.

30 Wells Fargo Securities. "Pepco Holdings: POM: Q3 Earnings And EEI Wrap-
Up--Raising 2010E EPS." November 9, 2010.

31 Wellington Shields & Co. LLC, op. cit., March 17, 2011.
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PLEASE SUMMARIZE INVESTORS’ VIEWS OF THE COMPANY AND ITS

REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT.

Analysts believe that PHI’s recent divestment of its

merchant generation assets and renewed focus on utility

operations will result in improved earnings in the years

ahead.    The dividend payout, currently very high but

expected to decline as earnings grow, provides investors

with an appealing level of income. Investors understand

that supportive regulation will be needed to ensure

Pepco’s financial health prospectively: the allowed ROE

will underpin earnings and dividend growth.    Regulation

is viewed as a risk element for many utilities, including

Pepco and its sister companies. In particular,

regulatory lag is a concern for the PHI utilities, due to

the absence of effective mechanisms to mitigate that lag.

Investors are aware of and endorse the fact that the

Company is proposing a number of options to help reduce

lag. They are also hopeful that recently allowed subpar

ROE levels will increase; this, along with the approval

of mechanisms to combat the impact of regulatory lag,

should result in a greater opportunity to earn its

allowed rate of return.     In turn, the safety of the

dividend is reinforced.
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IV. INVESTORS’ EXPECTATIONS FOR RETURN ON EQUITY FOR PEPCO

HOW DO YOU BELIEVE THAT THE COMPANY’S REQUEST FOR A

I0.75~ RETURN ON EQUITY COMPORTS WITH INVESTORS’

PERCEPTIONS?

Investors will evaluate any ROE authorized by the

Commission in light of a number of factors, including

such things as the overall amount of the requested

increase that is granted, which bears on the Company’s

ability to earn the allowed ROE, and whether or not there

is a settlement in the case.    The fact that an ROE is

arrived at through settlement is often seen as a positive

factor for investors.    In this case, the Company has

filed its application seeking a 10.75% ROE, which is

higher than the current authorized ROE level of 9.63%,

established in mid-2008. This filing reflects the rising

risk levels in the macroeconomic and capital market

environments, as well as recognition on the part of both

credit rating      agencies

company-specific risks exist.

authorized ROE would help

and     investors that

Most importantly, a 10.75%

maintain the Company’s

financial health, and assist in maintaining access to the

debt and equity capital markets.
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COULD A RETURN ON EQUITY AWARD THAT IS CONSISTENT WITH

INVESTOR    EXPECTATIONS     ALSO     BE     EXPECTED    TO     PROVIDE

BENEFITS TO THE COMPANY’S CUSTOMERS?

Absolutely. A higher ROE permits the realization of

a stronger earnings stream. In turn, that can improve a

company’s stock’s valuation prospects, which results in a

higher stock price.    Thus, when a company needs to tap

the equity markets for capital required to meet customer

needs, it can get more for its money. Said another way,

each share sold brings more equity into a company with

the same commitment by the company to generate earnings

and pay dividends to support the value of that share. In

regard to debt financing, a higher ROE awarded to the

Company would be viewed as a sign of constructive

regulation and would be positive for the Company’s credit

rating,     as

potentially

Importantly,

strengthened    financial    metrics    could

improve    the    existing credit    ratings.

customers’ rates will eventually reflect

this lower cost of capital.

CONCLUSION

PLEASE     SUMMARIZE    WHAT     BEARING    THE     OPINION    AND

EXPECTATIONS OF INVESTORS HAVE ON THE CURRENT PROCEEDING.

This is a precarious time for the electric utility

industry.    With companies - Pepco among them - facing

continued high levels of construction and other costs,
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and requiring reasonable access to the capital markets to

fund those requirements,    supportive regulation is

critical.     Investors are aware of these factors, and

expect the Commission to make decisions in light of them

that will enable the Company to meet its investment and

other requirements.    Current market conditions, current

trends in ROE awards, and Pepco’s increased risks support

an increase in the last allowed ROE.

DOES THIS COMPLETE YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY?

Yes, it does.
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